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PREFACE
The International Symposium on Automatic Digital Computation,..
held at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddlngton in March, 1953,
was the third of its kind in this country, the first having been held
at Cambridge in June, 1949, and the second at Manchester in July, 1951
in connexion with the inauguration of the Manchester University
computing machine.

In the belief that a great part of the value of such symposia
lies in the discussions, copies of the papers to be presented were
distributed in advance and speakers were asked to assume that they had
This saving in time in the presentation of the papers gave
been read.
The
a useful Increase in the time available for the discussions.
summarized reports of the discussions are based on notes taken at the
time by the various reporters, checked and supplemented by reference
It has, of course,
to a magnetic-tape recording of the proceedings.
been necessary to condense the reports of the discussions very considerably in order to keep the record to a reasonable size, but it is
hoped that nothing of outstanding importance has been omitted.
The organizers of the Symposium wish to take this opportunity of
thanking those who prepared and presented the papers, particularly
those who helped very materially by supplying the copies needed for
the advance distribution.

National Physical Laboratory,
TEDDimWN, Middlesex.
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AUTOMATIC DIGITAL COMPUTATION
Opening Address
by

Prof. D. R. Hartree

Cambridge University

It will be two years this July since there was last a conference on automatic digital
calculating machines In this country, the occasion for that conference being the Inauguration
Since then there have been various
of the Ferrantl machine at the University of Manchester.
developments:
on the engineering side, progress with and completion of other machines, and,
more particularly In America, research on new kinds of storage elements and other machine
on the maintenance side, In connexion with testing and diagnosis of machine
components;
The papers to be given
faults;
and on the operating side, In connexion with programming.
at this conference, and the numbers present to listen to them, show that the time Is ripe for
another conference on this subject, and I would like on your behalf to thank the Director of
the National Physical Laboratory for making It possible to hold it here, and those of his
staff who have been responsible for the detailed arrangements.

Five or six years ago, It was possible for someone Interested In the subject of automatic
digital calculating machines to know something of most of the main projects In this field In
This Is not only because of the much
But this Is hardly possible any longer.
the world.
greater number of groups concerned with work on these machines, but because the scope of the
With the successful completion of several machines and the
subject has widened greatly.
accumulation of experience In using them, there have been developments in programming, and
also In various branches of numerical analysis In which advance has been stimulated by the
potentialities of these machines, and it would be something like a full-time Job to keep well
I therefore
acquainted with all that Is going on In this field In this country alone.
apologize In advance If I show myself less familiar than I would like to be with some of the
work on which some of you are engaged.

One development which I will mention specifically Is the work on the machine called LEO
and It Is worthy of special mention because
at the head office of Messrs J. Lyons & Co. Ltd;
It Is, as far as I know, the first high-speed automatically sequenced machine to be built
A characteristic feature of such work Is that
primarily for commercial and clerical work.
the amount of Input and output, relative to the amount of computation, Is very much larger
This feature, and
than In most calculations relating to scientific and technical problems.
for the present let me
Its Influence on the machine, Is discussed In Mr. Thompson' s paper;
commend the enterprise of Messrs. J. Lyons & Co. Ltd., collectively and Mr. Thompson
Individually In undertaking and carrying through this project.
One of the Important steps In the development of the more recent automatic digital
calculating machines was the recognition of the possibility of representing operating Instructions within the machine in the same form as numbers, and of the advantages which would follow
from this.
So long as there was no completed and operating machine making use of this Idea
and giving opportunity for experiments In the practical exploitation of It, Interest was
It Is of
mainly concentrated on projected machines and their functional and detailed design.
course possible to do paper programming' for an imaginary machine, or for one under construcbut such programming may be rather unrealistic, and, as far as
tion but not yet operational;
my own experience goes, one s Ideas of programming are apt to change rapidly and considerably
as soon as one has a working machine on which to try them out.
1

But when machines did become available and some experience of using them accumulated,
In much the same way as the subject of
machine design and construction developed from exploratory experiments to the successful
This is illustrated by the number of
completion of machines two or three years earlier.
papers concerned with programming in the Joint A. I.E.E. - I.R.E. - S. CM. conference at
the subject of programming took a bound forward,
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Pittsburgh (June 1968) as compared with slender reference - almost as an afterthought - to
It seems that In the
programming In the report of the New York conference (December 1951) •
Interval the power of programming techniques such as the use of the library of subroutines,
interpretive routines, and conversion or translation routines, had become much more widely
and I understand from those who were at the Toronto conference and
appreciated and studied;
the M. I.T. summer school last year that there Is now considerable activity In America on
these more sophisticated aspects of programming.

Engineering and Programming
I do not want to give the impression that I regard engineering and programming as
The facilities provided
unconnected features of an automatic digital calculating machine.
by the engineer are closely related to programming, and conversely experience of programming
Further, the
may suggest facilities which one would like to have built Into the machine.
operation specified by a single machine Instruction may Involve a sequence of more elementary
operations - for example, multiplication Involves a sequence of additions, shifts, counts,
and tests - and the design of the control system can be systematized by applying the Ideas of
programming to the sequence of elementary operations Involved in carrying out one machine
This is the subject of Mr. Stringer's paper on "Microprogramming".
Instruction.

An example of the effect of engineering on programming Is provided by the facilities
In a machine with a single adder and
afforded by the B-registers on the Manchester machine.
accumulator, any modification of Instructions In the course of the calculation Involves the
use of the accumulator, and to make It available for this purpose, any other Intermediate
results must be moved out of It, and then replaced when the modification of Instructions has
Provision of a second adder and accumulator, perhaps only with limited
been carried out.
facilities, enables such modification of Instructions to be carried out without the disturbance of partial sums being accumulated In the main accumulator, and this, as well as simplifying programming, probably Increases the overall speed and decreases the total storage space
I am aware, of course, that the B-reglsters In the Manchester
required for Instructions.
machine are not actually used quite In this direct way for altering Instructions In the
the effect is obtained In another way, Involving similar hardware additional to that
store;
Incidentally, some such facilities could
of a machine with a single adder and accumulator.
be provided alternatively by microprogramming.

Another effect of engineering on programming Is the effect of the provision of an
This may well affect not only programming but the calculation to be
auxiliary store.
For example, in the numerical integration of ordinary differential equations
programmed.
some methods require special starting procedures, and, for that reason, have been regarded as
But with an
less suitable than methods not requiring such special starting procedures.
auxiliary store it may be quite practicable first to have a special starting subroutine in
the main store and, once the integration has got under way, to replace it by the main
integration procedure.
Before

I

leave the engineering aspect,

let me mention two possible future developments.

In most calculations, the number of storage locations whose contents are
from the result of transfers from an auxiliary store - is small compared with
number used.
It Is only for those whose contents are changed that one needs
for the rest only a short access time and read-out time is necessary.
time;
removal of the condition of short read-in time could lead to a storage system,
access time, simpler than anything at present available, it could be used for
part of the store.

altered - apart
the total
a short read- In
Thus if
with short
the greater

Secondly, means of scanning rapidly a sequence of storage locations and determining
which contained the number of greatest modulus would be of great service In any calculation
of a kind which in a hand calculation would be done by "relaxation" methods.

Development of Programming
In the development of programming there has been a marked tendency to depart further and
further from direct programming In terms of the machine Instruction code.
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One step In this direction was Wheeler' s free use of relative addresses, the appropriate
origin for the address in each Instruction being specified by a marker symbol which is Interpreted by the machine in the course of reading the input tape.

•Another step was the use of "interpretive" subroutines which specify special Interpretations to be given to "words" of certain kinds, so that a single "word" - used by the programmer as a single Instruction - In the main program can be used to Initiate a whole sequence
of operations involving a long sequence of machine Instructions.

Another step Is the use of "floating addresses" for cross-reference between Instructions;
each instruction which Is referred to by other Instructions Is marked by a special Indication
as the Instructions are read In, a list Is made of the
and is referred to by that mark;
addresses into which the marked Instructions are placed, and the addresses In the other
Instructions which refer to them are entered accordingly.

A more recent development is the use of "conversion" or "translation" routines to convert
Into a sequence of machine Instructions a program written - in whole or In part - in some
For example, a conversion routine might convert the data and formulae (for the
other form.
evaluation of a sextlc polynomial):
x

vo
y6

=

=

C(IOO),

an

yn

=

ao,

=

C(120+n),
yn-1 x + an ,

to 800,

The main problem
supplied in suitably coded form, Into a sequence of machine instructions.
In such conversion routines, I think, Is devising means of building up not the instructions
for the purely arithmetical operations but those for the organizational side of the work such
as counting and switching.

A feature of this departure from the machine Instruction code in programming is that It
Even in programming in terms of
may increase the difficulty of finding mistakes In programs.
machine instructions, use of subroutines sometimes causes difficulties, for example when a
mistake In a program results in a spurious instruction being planted within a library subroutine;
one of the advantages of library subroutines is that they have been - or should
have been - adequately checked, and one does not immediately go looking for program faults in
them so a fault planted In a library subroutine by the operation of instructions elsewhere in
The dliflculty Is likely to be much greater
the program may take some time to diagnose.
when conversion routines are used, because the programmer will usually not know what instructions ought to be in what places In the store, so that a "post-mortem" procedure will be of
little use In finding mistakes.
In view of these developments In programming, I would like to see more publication of
There are, I know, a number of
papers on programming and on the use of these machines.
reports with limited circulation, but issue of these does not constitute publication in the
Even the report of the Manchester conference
sense of making generally known or available.
This is a pity, as the
of July 1951 appears to have been Issued and distributed privately.
papers in it are of considerable interest, but they cannot be regarded as generally available
In particular the ACE system of
for reference;
and the same applies to some other reports.
programming, with its three-address code and timing numbers, and Its facilities for optimum
programming, is a good deal different from any other system I know, and is of considerable
Interest, but I do not know of any accessible reference to give to anyone enquiring for

Information about it.
^Terminology
It is Inevitable that each
I would like to end with a few remarks on terminology.
group working on the construction or use of a machine should develop a terminology particularly
appropriate to the local conditions.
But It is unfortunate if in general discussion or In
For example with a
published work the local dialect Is too freely used without explanation.
serial cathode ray tube store the term "line" for a storage location, or for its content, is
a natural one;
but the term "line" for a storage location would be inappropriate even in a parallel
c.r.t. store, and use of this term In this sense without explanation in a general context Is
.

3
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merely confusing to those unfamiliar with the particular storage system to which It Is
For this reason I used earlier the term "B-reglster" rather than "B-llne", In
appropriate.
referring to the facility provided by these registers in the Manchester machine.
About 6 months ago a letter by Professor Kapp appeared In "Nature" on this subject of
this was well answered by Dr. Booth
terminology In connexion with automatic digital machines;
(ref. 1) .
I find myself in agreement with Professor Kapp In his disapproval of the term
but he also objected to the term "instruction" or "order" and suggested
"memory" for "store";
Here
the term "setting" or "adjustment" which he said "have exactly the same meaning".
Professor Kapp" s suggestions seem to be quite Inadequate and also misleading; I can only
think: that he had not at all understood what is meant by an "instruction" In this context.
A "setting" suggests something that is fixed and is determined by the operator, whereas a
machine instruction may be altered by the machine and whether or not this Is done may depend
or It may be conon the course of the calculation and may not be known to the operator;
structed by the machine by means of a conversion routine and the operator may never know what
This
he may even be entirely Ignorant of its existence.
It is or where in the store it is;
is hardly covered by the terms "setting" or "adjustment".
A term which I would like to see used with more care is the word "control", which seems
to be used indiscriminately for an operation (as in "transfer of control") and for the piece
of hardware which carries out this function (as in the "current Instruction is sent to
control").
This can lead to confusion, and I suggest the word "control" be restricted to
the operation, and the hardware should be called the "control system" or "control unit".

No great harm is done if different people use different words for the same thing;
the use of the same word for different things (as in the case of "control") which leads
confusion, and in this connexion I would like to mention the term "floating address".
sense in which I have used It earlier, this was introduced by professor Adams of MIT as
preferable to the earlier term "free-address" which in speaking is very easily confused
"three-address", but it is also used in the sense of "relative address".

It is
to
In the

being
with

Lastly, may I press for the use of the spelling "program" without the superfluous
terminal "-me".
We do not write the French forms "telegramme", "diagramme"; why use the
there has been objection to "program" on the ground that it Is an
French form "programme"?
But It is not an
Americanism and, for this reason (so It is Implied) reprehensible.
reference to the O.E.D. and Fowler's "Modern English Usage" will show that It
Americanism;
is a well-established English word, of respectable age, derived from the Greek, through Latin,
when we have a perfectly good
and that "programme" Is a reintroductlon through the French.
And why, anyway, should a Gallicism be
English word, why should we prefer a Gallicism?
acceptable and an Americanism - even if It were one - unacceptable?
.
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The Pilot ACE
by

J.

H.

Wilkinson

National P&yslcal Laboratory

Introduction

A machine which was almost Identical with the Pilot ACE was first designed by the staff
of the Mathematics Division at the suggestion or Dr. H. D. Huskey during his stay at the
National Physical Laboratory in 1947.
It was based on an earlier design by Dr. A. M. Turing

and its principal object was to provide experience in the construction of equipment of this
type.
It was not intended that it would be used on an extensive programme of computation,
but It was hoped that it would give practical experience in the production of subroutines
which would serve as a useful guide to the design of a full scale machine.
An attempt to
build the Pilot Model, during Dr. Huskey 1 s stay, was unsuccessful, but a year later after the
formation of an Electronics Section at the NPL a combined team consisting of this section and
four members of the Mathematics Division started on the construction of a Pilot Model, the
design of which was taken over almost unchanged from the earlier version.
The machine first
worked, in the sense that it carried out automatically a simple sequence of operations, in
May 1950 and by the end of that year It had reached the stage at which a successful Press
The successful application of the machine to the solution of a
Demonstration was held.
number of problems made It apparent that, in spite of its obvious shortcomings, it was
capable of being converted Into a powerful computer comparable with any then in existence and
much faster than most.
Accordingly a small programme of modifications was embarked upon
early In 1951, but the machine was not functioning satisfactorily again until November of
that year.
After a month of continuous operation it was transferred from the Electronics
Section to Mathematics Division where it has since been in use on a 13-hour day.
During its
first year of full scale operation It achieved a 65% serviceability figure based on a very
strict criterion.
Its performance during Its second year has so far been considerably better
than this.
General Description

The Pilot ACE is a serial machine using mercury delay line storage and working at a
pulse repetition rate of 1 megacycle/sec.
Its high speed store consists of 11 long delay
lines each of which stores 32 words of 32 binary digits each, with a corresponding circulation
period of 1024 microseconds, 5 short lines storing one word each with a circulation period of
32 microseconds and two delay lines storing two words each.
It was inevitable that in the
design of a machine originally intended for experimental purposes, overriding consideration
should be given to the minimization of equipment rather than to making the machine logically
satisfying as a whole.
This is reflected to a certain extent in the code adopted for the
machine and In its arithmetic facilities, which are In general fairly rudimentary.
The design
of the machine was also decisively Influenced by the attempt to overcome the loss of speed
due to the high access time of the long storage units.
The machine in fact uses what is
usually known as a system of "optimum coding*.
Oode

of Pilot ACE

The Pilot ACE may be said to have a "three-address code" though this form of classification is not particularly appropriate.
Each instruction calls for the transfer of Information from one of 32 "sources" to one of 32 "destinations" and selects which of eight long
delay lines will provide the next instruction.
This third address is necessary because
5
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consecutive Instructions do not occupy consecutive positions but are placed in such relative
positions that* in so far as is possible each instruction emerges during the minor cycle in
An unusual feature of the instructions is that
which the current instruction is completed.
the transfers they describe may last for any number of consecutive minor cycles from one to
The Instruction word contains three other main elements which are Known as the
thirty two.
wait number p the timing number and the characteristic which together determine when the
transfer starts, when it stops and which instruction in the selected Instruction source is
The structure of the instruction word is as follows:
the next to be obeyed.
Next instruction source
Source
Destination
Characteristic
Walt number
Timing number
Go digit

Digits
Digits
Digits
Digits
Digits
Digits
Digit

2-4
5-9
10-14
15-16
17-21
25-29
32

The remaining digits are spare.

Coding of a problem takes place in two parts, in the first of which only the source,
and the period of transfer are specified, the last being a function of the
destination
the
In the second part, the detailed coding,
characteristic, wait number and timing number.
added.
the other elements are
The sources and destinations

Simplest among the sources and destinations are those associated with the short delay
The six one-word delay lines are each given numbers and these for reasons
lines.
They are usually
associated with the history of the machine are 11, 15, 16, 20, 26 and 27.
those
temporarily
store
used
to
they
are
because
TS's
Stores
or
Temporary
referred to as
In
numbers which are being operated upon most frequently at each stage of a computation.
n.
An
destination
a
destination,
and
source
n,
source,
it
a
with
general TSn has associated
instruction of the type
15 - 16

In the preliminary stage of the coding represents the transfer of a copy of the contents of
After it has taken place both stores
TS15 via source 15 to TS16 via the destination 16.
the transfer is not mentioned in the
period
of
The
In
number
originally
TS15.
the
contain
Most transfers are
coding because a transfer of more than one minor cycle is irrelevant.
It is greater
unless
specified
is
not
transfer
of
hence
the
period
for 1 minor cycle and
Associated with the TS's are a number of functional sources and
than one minor cycle.
TS16 for Instance has two other destinations 17, and 18 associated with it,
destinations.
Any number transferred to destination 17 is added to the
destination
16.
to
addition
in
contents of TS16 while any number transferred to destination 18 Is subtracted from the
TS16 may be said to have some of the functions associated with the
contents of TS16.
The period of transfer to destinations 17 and 18 is
accumulator on an orthodox machine.
Thus
very important.

15-17 (n minor cycles)

This prohas the effect of adding the contents of TS15, n times to the contents of TS16.
longed transfer Is used in this way to give small multiples (up to 32) of numbers.
Similarly, we may have

15-18 (n mc)
The instruction

16-17 (n mc)
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Is of special significance because it Has the effect of adding the content of TS16 to
Itself for each minor cycle of the transfers that Is It gives multiplication by 2" or a
left shift of n binary places.

Source 17 gives the ones
TS26 has associated with it a number of functional sources.
complement of the number in TS26, Source 18, the contents divided by 2, and Source 19, the
The instruction
contents multiplied by 2.
18-28

(n

mc)
11

thus has JAe effect of dividing the contents of TS26 by 2
n places.
Similarly

,

that is a right shift of

19-26 (n mc)
gives a left shift of n places.

There
and TS27.

are two functional sources which give composite functions of the numbers in TS26
These are Source 21 which gives the number

TS26 & TS27
and Source 22 which gives the number

TS26 ? TS27.
There are a number of sources which give constant numbers which are of frequent use in
These are Source 23 which gives the number which has a zero everywhere except
computation.
in the 17th position, usually known as P17, source 24 which gives P32, Source 25 which gives
PI, source 28 which gives zero and Source 29 which gives a number consisting of
These sources are valuable because they provide numbers with an
32 consecutive ones.
access time of one minor cycle and are thus almost as useful as several extra TS's.

The use of a number of TS's with the arithmetic facilities distributed among them makes
possible to take advantage of the placing of Instructions In appropriate positions in the
The coding of a trivial example will
long storage units so that they emerge as required.
It Is required to build up
illustrate the uses of the TS's and their associated sources.
It is
the successive natural numbers, their squares and their cubes simultaneously.
natural to store the values in TS's and we may suppose TS15 contains n, TS20, it and TS26, n
it

instruction
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Description

28-15
28-20
28-26

zero to TS15 i.e.
zero to TS20 i.e.
zero to TS26 i.e.

26-16
20-17 (3mc)
15-17 (3mc)
25-17
16-26
20-16
15-17 (2mc)
25-17
16-20
15-16
25-17
16-15

TS16
TS16
TS16
TS16
TS26
TS16
TS16
TS16
TS20
TS16
TS16
TS15

contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains

These 3 instructions set the
initial values

n3
n3
n3
n3

an;
3n*
3n*

(n

!><

xr
n~
tt

2n

(n

D*

3n
3n + 1

2n, + 1

n
(n

1)

(n

1)

Next instruction

(4)

The instruction (4) - (15) have
Bie Instructions (1) to (3) set the Initial conditions.
2 n 3 to (n + 1), (n + U'
n,
n
26
from
of
15,
20,
,
the effect of changing the contents
(n

+1).
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an here
As remarked earlier, each instruction selects the next Instruction and

.

In the preliminary
Instruction (15) selects instruction (4) as the next instruction.
it must be catered for in tne detailed
coding this is usually denoted by using an arrow;
coding by the correct choice of the timing number, as will be shown below.
The branching of a programme Is achieved by the use of two destinations,
If a transfer is made from any source to
destination 24 and destination 25.
destination 24 then the next instruction is one or other of two according as the number
Similarly if a transfer is made to destination 25
transferred Is positive or negative.
then the next instruction is one or other of two according as the number transferred Is
in the preliminary coding the bifurcation is denoted by the use of
zero or non-zero.
arrows, thus.
15 - 24

+ve

-ve

In the detailed coding the effect is that if the number transferred to destination 24 is
the two
similarly for destination 25;
negative then the timing number is increased by l.
possible next instructions are consecutive in the store.

DS12 has only source 12 and
The two double word stores are numbered DS12 and DS14
destination 12 associated with it, but DS14 has, In addition to source 14 and
Source 13 gives the condestination 14, a number of functional sources and destinations.
tents of DS14 divided by 2, while transfers to destination 13 have the effect of adding the
In specifying transfers from, and to, the double length
numbers transferred to DS14.
stores, the time of the transfer must be specified, i.e. -whether it takes place In an even
Thus the transfer
or an odd minor cycle or both.

12-14 (odd minor cycle) usually written
12-14 (o)
represents the transfer of the word in the odd positions of DS12 to the odd position in DS14
while
12-14 (2 minor cycles)

represents the transfer of both words in 12 to the corresponding positions in
operation

14.

The

13-14 (2n)
gives us a method of shifting the contents of TS14 n places to the right while

14-13 (2n)

produces a shift of n places to the left.
To multiply two
The machine Is not equipped with a fully automatic multiplier.
numbers, a and b together, a must be sent to TS20, b to DS14 odd, zero to DS14 even and a
The product Is then produced in DS14
transfer (source Irrelevant) made to destination 19.
Corrections must be made
In 2 milliseconds, but a and b are treated as positive numbers.
To make multiplication fast, it has been made
to the answer if a and b are signed numbers.
Thus the
possible to perform other operations while multiplication is proceeding.
corrections necessary if a and b are signed numbers may be built up in TS16 during
It is, of
multiplication, and signed multiplication takes only a little over two mllllsecs.
The amount of equipment associated
course, therefore, a subroutine but a very fast one.
The main part of the store consists of the long storage
With the multiplier is very small.
Each of these has a source and a destination with the
DL11.
units known as DLl, DL2
word
to 31 and the n
The words in each DL are numbered
same number as the DL number.
Transfers to and from long lines In the preliminary
in DLM is usually denoted by DLMjj.

ceding are denoted thus
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th word of DL8 to TS16)
8^-16 (transfer n
the
words from ^m. t0 8n ** e * n~m+1
add
a11
17
8_ n"
^
consecutive words of DL8 to TS16).
Detailed coding

derived from the
In the second stage of the coding the true Instruction words are
has shown
experience
recent
and
process
automatic
fairly
This is a
preliminary coding.
The timing of each
staff.
quite
Junior
by
satisfactorily
out
carried
be
can
it
that
This Is an
the store.
instruction is given relative to the position of that Instruction in
It
equipment.
minimize
to
attempts
the
from
arose
which
code
the
of
feature
Incidental
If
an
system.
timing
absolute
an
of
favour
in
machine
would be dropped in any future
number T then
instruction occupies position m In a DL and has a wait number W and timing
is always In
Instruction
+
+
next
the
and
w
2)
the transfer always begins in minor cycle (m
transfer
of
period
The
source.
+
instruction
+
next
selected
the
of
2)
T
minor cycle (m
If the characteristic is zero then the
depends on the value of the characteristic.
+ T + 2), that Is (T-W + 1) minor
transfer lasts for the whole period from (m + W + 2) to (m
minor cycle, that is
If the characteristic is one, then the transfer is for one
cycles.
is for two minor
transfer
the
then
three
+
is
+
characteristic
If
the
2).
W
minor cycle (m
The
two, Is not used.
value,
+
+
characteristic
+
+
The
3).
W
(m
and
W
2)
(m
cycles
Pilot
ACE.
the
peculiar
to
which
Is
transfer
characteristic value zero, gives a prolonged
full length or
1 and 3 are analogous to the facility on EDSAC whereby
The characteristics
On the Pilot ACE we transfer single or double length
i-length words may be transferred.
for double length, floating and complex arithmetic.
invaluable
is
This facility
words.
In
+ W + 2) etc. are to be interpreted modulo 32.
In the above definitions the numbers (m
because
definitions
the
from
appear
they
than
simpler
are
numbers
general timing and wait
The
one minor cycle.
they are very frequently both zero, corresponding to a transfer for
the
All
procedure.
the
illustrate
will
earlier
given
detailed coding of the problem
The key to the
one.
Instructions are In DL1 so that the next instruction source is always
headings in the following table is

m.c.

Minor cycle position of Instructions in DLL

N.I.S.

Next instruction source.

S

Source.

D

Destination

C

Characteristic

W

Wait number

T

Timing number

It is given by
and
cycles
4, 6 and each takes
minor
2
0,
occupy
+
+
instructions
4
first
The
2).
(m
T
next instruction
The
only.
cycle
minor
two minor cycles, and gives a transfer for one
The
cycles.
minor
lasting
3
transfer
a
requires
it
and
8
number
occupies minor cycle
and T = 2 giving a transfer of
simplest and fastest way of getting this is to have W =
(2-0+1) minor cycles. The next instruction is in position (8 + 2 + 2), that is aminor
When we reach the instruction in minor cycle 31, viz. 25-17,
cycle 12, and so on.
and this
T =
The simplest way is to have W transfer for one minor cycle is required.
which is position 1.
+
position
33
+
i.e.
2)
(31
position
occupy
instruction
the
next
makes
have been chosen in order to land
If position 1 had been already occupied, a value of T could
of one minor cycle only tooK
transfer
a
that
ensure
order
to
In
position.
unoccupied
in an
appreciated that the choice
be
should
It
place, the characteristic could have been made 1.
=
=
are chosen because this
and
W
T
possible
Whenever
unique.
from
of C, w and T is far
occupying
instruction
The
gives the highest speed of operation besides being simplest.
needed
cycle
the
of
instruction
last
the
is
this
because
Interest
position 1 is of special
the
of
first
the
instruction
to build up a square and cube and it must select as its next
next
the
=
(giving
making
T
3
by
achieved
is
This
cycle, which is, in position number 6.
The last column gives the position of the next instruction In DLl;
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Minor cycle
>posltion of
Instructions
in DLI

Next
Instruction
Source

Source

Destination

Cnaracteristlc

wait
NO.

Timing
NO.

Minor cycle
position of
next
instruction

1

28

15

1

1

16

15

2

l

28

20

(4)

1

28

16

(6)

1

26

16

(8)

1

20

17

2

(12)

l

15

17

2

(16)

1

25

17

(18)

l

16

26

(20)

20

16

(22)

1

15

17

1

25

17

(27)

1

16

20

(29)

1

15

16

(31)

1

25

17

(1)

(2)

3

(6)

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19

20

1

—

21
22

1

(25)

23
24
25

26
27

28
29
30

31
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This Incidentally gives a transfer lasting four
instruction in m.c. 1 + 3 + 2 = 6).
from one TS to another and no functional source or
transfer
is
a
it
since
but
minor cycles
If a prolonged
destination is in use, the prolonged transfer produces no harmful effect.
It
is seldom
as
taken
1.
be
could
characteristic
the
then
avoided
transfer had to. he
when
necessary to use any characteristic other than zero for transfers to and from TS's but
universal.
almost
are
or
of
3
1
values
characteristic
DL's,
transfers are made to and from
computation take a total time
All 12 instructions which comprise the repeated cycle of the
of the cycle having been
instruction
the
last
cycles)
of one major cycle exactly (32 minor
This
is in contrast to the
cycle.
of
the
beginning
the
to.
back
get
to
designed
specially
would be necessary
cycles
major
where
12
coding,
position in a machine not using optimum
and
of
factors
3
2, each of which uses
by
multiplications
the
fact
that
the
from
apart
quite
transfer were
prolonged
a
if
Instruction
one
one instruction, would normally need more than
of events in
sequence
The
machine.
the
of
diagram
simplified
gives
a
Pig.
1
not available.
obeying the instruction

N
2

S
16

D
--

C

20

W

T

8

10

Starting from the time when the last instruction
occupying DL1 P for example is as follows.
marked TS
was completed; the Instruction from DL1 2 will have passed into the special TS
number 16
switch
number
S
minor
cycle
3,
of
the
end
2.
By
COUNT during minor cycle number
into
HIGHWAY
be
passing
will
of
contents
TS16
The
2.
number
switch
N
also
and
will be over
At the beginning of minor cycle number 12
and those of DL2 into INSTRUCTION HIGHWAY.
recirculating and the
(i.e. 2 + 8 + 2), D switch number 20 will go over, and TS20 will stop
until minor
continue
The transfer will
number on the HIGHWAY will pass into TS20.
At the beginning
back.
switch
will
+
20
number
-2+10
switch
the
D
when
2)
cycle 14 (i.e.
HIGHWAY
of minor cycle 14, the switch x on COUNT will go over and the number on INSTRUCTION
the X
cycle
minor
of
14,
the
end
At
COUNT.
pass
into
during this minor cycle, DL2 14 will
events is now
of
cycle
The
in
COUNT.
be
trapped
will
DX2
and
again
close
will
switch
14
COUNT is associated with a counter and it is this counter which determines from
complete.
when the D and X
the wait, timing, and characteristic numbers of the trapped instruction,
switches go over and back.
.,

Input and Output

If the GO digit
The only part of the instruction word not described is the GO digit.
machine stops
it
the
If
zero
but
speed,
is
a
high
out
at
carried
is
is a one, the instruction
The GO digit is omitted in
and does not proceed until a manual switch is operated.
It also serves a further purpose
strategic instructions when a programme is being tested.
Input on the
insynchronising the input and output facilities with the high speed computer.
reader
the
through
passed
are
cards
When
cards.
punched
machine Is by means of Hollerith
reading
of
a
set
32
under
passes
each
by
row
as
row
read
may
be
card
on
the
numbers
the
When a row of a card is under the reading brushes, the number punched on that row,
brushes.
In order to make
a number of 32 binary digits, is available on source 0.
as
regarded
transfers
certain that reading takes place when a row is in position and not between rows,
has
reader
Hollerith
the
that
arranged
and
it
is
omitted
digit
from source 0, have the GO
The
position.
the same effect as operating the manual switch each time a row comes into
to
source
any
from
transfer
by
a
for
called
is
reader
passage of a card through the
No transfer of information from the card takes place unless the appropriate
destination 31.
Output on the machine
is obeyed during the passage of the card.
instruction using source
the punch is called
through
card
a
of
passage
punch.
The
Hollerith
by
a
provided
also
is
through the
passing
card
is
a
While
30.
from any source to destination
for by a transfer
Again
punch a 32 digit number may be punched on each row by a transfer to destination 28.
transfer
a
for
calling
synchronisation Is ensured by omitting the GO digit in instructions
operates the manual
to destination 28, and arranging that the Hollerith punch effectively
The reader feeds cards at the rate of 200 cards
switch as each row comes into position.
The speed of input for
per minute and the punch, at the rate of 100 cards per minute.
The output speed Is
binary digits is £00 x 32 x 12 per minute or 1280 per second.
Data may be fed in and out In decimal, but it then requires
640 digits per second.
The computation involved in the conversion is done between the
conversion subroutines.
This speed of
rows of the card and up to 30 decimal digits per card may be translated.
The facility for
conversion is only possible because of the use of optimum coding.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING SOME

SOURCES, DESTINATIONS AND NEXT INSTRUCTION
SOURCES.
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carrying out computation between rows of cards Is used extensively particularly In linear
The
algebra when matrices exceeding the storage capacity of the machine are Involved.
matrices are stored on cards In binary form with one number on each of the 12 rows of each
card, all the computation being done either between rows when reading or when punching.
Tiroes comparable with those possible with the matrices stored in the memory are often
achieved in this way, when the computation uses a high percentage of the available time
Up to 80% of this time may be safely used.
between rows.
Initial Input

in a special
The initial input of instructions is achieved by choosing destination
When a transfer is made to destination 0, then the instruction transferred
manner.
has
Source
becomes the next to be obeyed and the next instruction source is ignored.
The instruction
already been chosen specially since it is provided from a row of a card.
consisting of zeros has the effect of injecting the instruction punched- on a row of a card
The machine is started by clearing the store
into the machine as the next to be obeyed.
and starting the Hollerith reader which contains cards punched with appropriate instructions.

Destination

Is also used when an instruction is built up In an arithmetic unit ready to be

obeyed.

Miscellaneous sources and destinations

Destination 29 controls a buzzer.
the buzzer sounds.

If a non zero number is transferred to destination 29

Source 30 is used to indicate when the last row of a card is in position in the reader
The
This source gives a non-zero number only when a last row is in position.
destinatransfer
to
a
by
may
be
modified
DS14
facilities
on
arithmetic
operation of the
If a transfer with an odd characteristic Is made from any source to destination 23
tion 23.
then, from then on, DS14 behaves as though it were two single length accumulators in series.
This condition
This means that carries are suppressed at the end of each of. the single words.
when DS14
characteristic,
even
an
using
23
persists until a transfer Is made to destination
behaves as an accumulator for double length numbers with their least significant parts in
even minor cycles and more significant parts in odd minor cycles.
or punch.

If a transfer with an
The operation TS20 is modified by transfers to destination 21.
Independent existan
have
to
ceases
21
then
TS20
destination
is
made
to
characteristic
odd
source 20 then gives the contents of
ence and from then on is fed continuously from DL10.
TS20 reverts to its former condition when
DL10 one minor cycle later than from source 10.
The facility is used to
a transfer with an even characteristic is made to destination 21.
cycle n is available
minor
in
word
the
that
move the 32 words in DL10 round one position so
in minor cycle (n + l)

Assessment of optimum coding

'

Roughly
A detailed assessment of the value of optimum coding is by no means simple.
speaking, subroutines are on an average about 4 or 5 times as fast as on an orthodox
In main tables a somewhat lower factor is
machine using the same pulse repitltlcn rate.
The factor of 4 or 5 would be exceeded if less of the advantage given by
usually achieved.
optimum coding were used to overcome disadvantages due to the rudimentary nature of the
Even so, the bald statement of the average ratio of
arithmetic facilities on Pilot ACE.
Its
speeds does not do full Justice to the value of optimum coding on the Pilot ACE.
which
In
programmes
the
possible
made
has
It
fact
that
much
from
the
springs
as
value
computing is done between the rows of cards and also the high output speed of decimal
The binary decimal conversion routines for punching out several decimal numbers
simultaneously on a card and also decimal-binary conversion routines for reading several
numbers, achieve a ratio of something like 14 to 1, and on a machine which is being used
extensively for scientific computation on a commercial basis this is of Immense importance.
numbers.
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—

—
Future Programme

Engineered versions of the Pilot Model are now under construction by the English
These machines will be similar to the Pilot Model but will have a littl<
Electric company.
more high-speed store, an automatic divider, two quadruple length stores and a subtractlve
input on the double length accumulator beside several minor modifications including a
in addition a magnetic drum intermediate
rationalization of the numbering of the stores.'
A full scale machine
store with the equivalent of 32DL's storage capacity will be added.
Typical instructions
code.
address
a
employing
4
development
be
under
soon
probably
will
will be of the form

A + B

C

This code is more economical in instructs
and will select the next source of instruction.
then become complete accumulators with
stores
will
word
storage space and since all single
all facilities except multiplication on them, it will be possible to take much fuller
advantage of optimum coding.

SOURCES, DESTINATION AND NEXT INSTRUCTION SOURCES

SOURCES
0.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Input
DL1
DL2
DL3
DL4
DL5
DL6
DL7
DL8
DL9
DL10
DL11
DS12
DS14 + 2
DS14
TS15
TS16
TS26
TS26 + 2
TS26 x 2
TS20
TS26 & TS27
TS26 f TS27
P17
P32
PI
TS26
TS27
Zero
Ones
Last row of card

—

NEXT INSTR. SOURCE!

DESTINATIONS
0.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.*
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.

20.*
31.*

INSTRUCTION
DL1
DL2
DL3
DL4
DL5
DL6
DL7
DL8
DL9
DL10
DL11
DS12
DS14 add
DS14
TS15
TS16
TS16 add
TS16 subtract
MULTIPLY
TS20
Modifies Source 20

—

Modifies Source 13, Destination 13
DISCRIMINATE On Sign
DISCRIMINATE on zero
TS26
TS27
Output
BUZZER
PUNCH
READ

* Independent of source used.
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0.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

DL11
DL1
DL2
DL3
DL4
DL5
DL6
DL7
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PAPER 2
Flg.1. The EDSAC

2.

The EDSAC
by

M.

V.

Wilkes

Cambridge university Mathematical Laboratory

would like to tell you a few things about how the EDSAC project has developed from
The original idea was to build a
computing machine for experimental work, and we started off with the idea that we would
but, as in most projects, we soon got beyond
build something very simple, with no frills;
It has always been
an ambitious machine,
building
quite
found
ourselves
and
that stage
regarded as an experimental machine, both from the point of view of engineering design and
The desire to get a machine on which we could try out programmes,
of mathematical use.
instead of Just dreaming them up for an imaginary machine, governed the development throughout, and we probably pushed ahead with the electronic work in a rather bolder manner than we
might otherwise have done.
I

its inception at the end of 1946 to the present time.

Theoretical proposals had been put forward for a purely binary machine with no divider
and there was every reason to suppose that such a
The
machine would be quite usable, but this had to be proved by practical experience.
In particular, it
EDSAC (fig. l) was therefore designed without any of these features.
was expected that it would be possible to develop the use of subroutines in such a way that
special function units would not be necessary.
or any other "special function" units,

The most suitable type of high-speed store from the point of view of easy development
At that time Professor Williams' experiments with the
electrostatic store had not got as far or were not generally known to have got as far as
We decided to be conservative about the
showing that it was a practicable proposition.
pulse length and chose a pulse interval of 2 microseconds, that is, a repetition rate of
By doing this I believe we made things a little easier for ourselves
half a megacycle.
chosen
a megacycle for the pulse repetition rate.
we
had
than if

was the ultrasonic delay line.

The mercury tanks that we have used are 5 ft long and are assembled in batteries of 32.
very solid and the design has proved to be very successful except that
after a time there is some Interaction between the mercury and the rubber washers that are
There is a lot to be said for using a design in which
used to seal the ends of the tubes.
rubber is not used for the seal, as I believe is done in the ACE Pilot Model and in the
mercury tanks developed at the Moore School.
The construction is

There have been a number
The machine did its first calculation in the summer of 1949.
By 1950 we had started operawhich I will talk about later.
tional use of the machine and began the mathematical experimenting I referred to earlier.
We made a rule that no alterations would be made to the machine except those which would lead
We did not alter the order code since mathematicians could not be
to better serviceability.
expected to build up a system of programming and a library of subroutines if the order code
of modifications since then

was likely to be changed.

Early in 1950 the original mechanical tape-reader was superseded by a photoelectric
We realised then that it is much more
proved to be a great Improvement.
important to have a reasonably fast input mechanism in a machine used for mathematical work
than a fast output since, for one thing, many programmes get very little further than the
During this phase of Improvement we gradually eliminated relays - for
tape-readerJ
example, the mechanical tape-reader had relays associated with it for control whereas the
In our experience, the fewer relays one Has the better,
photoelectric one does not have any.
unless they are used in a situation where you can repeat what you have Just tried to do
For instance, In an automatic telephone system you
without much trouble or loss of time.
c,
In a computer,
can re-dlal a number if the call does not connect in the first instance.
however. Intermittent failure due to a relay can be a great nuisance.
one, and this has
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have been
It has teen a special feature of our development work at Cambridge that we
Now we are moving in the
particularly interested in equipment for preparing tapes.
direction of using hard valves rather than relays in equipment intended for this purpose,
For example, an electronic duplicator has
with the idea of achieving greater reliability.
tape-readers and there are certain
photoelectric
This has two
just been put into service.
facilities for switching from one tape-reader to the other so that two tapes can be combined.
will
It Is too early yet to say whether, in this instance, purely electronic techniques
for
be
said
to
everything
is
that
there
me
to
seems
but
it
them
in
confidence
our
Justify
using hard valve circuits rather than relays wherever one can.
it,
In 1951 we shut the machine down for some time and rebuilt a good proportion of
machine
it is
serial
In
a
that
time.
to
up
experience
based
on
incorporating improvements
often necessary to delay the pulses slightly, amplify them, and use them to gate clock
In all these cases we introduced regenerative feed back to hold up the output of
pulses.
A similar technique is used in the SEAC In
the amplifier until the end of the clock pulse.
About the same time we also Introduced a logical checking output code.
Washington.

Originally we had a direct teleprinter fitted with checking circuits which could read back
These checking
into the machine a character that had Just been passed to the teleprinter.
has two
character
each
which
in
system,
new
With
this
trouble.
of
circuits caused a lot
teleprinter without any
l's and three O's, we could use an output punch instead of a direct
This was a great step forward since the output punch is
uneasy feelings about accuracy.
There was some discussion before we put
about three times as fast as a direct teleprinter.
the operators of the machine as a
to
useful
as
be
this system on as to whether It would
The doubt arose because of the delay between the results coming from
direct teleprinter.
The punch produces a tape, which Is
the machine and the actual printing of these results.
then passed to a tape-reader (after a sufficient loop of tape has accumulated between the
At first the teleprinter was left on
two units) before It is printed by the teleprinter.
time we discovered that it was not
after
a
but
punch
the
to
alternative
the machine as an
being used at all and it has now been removed from the machine.
For the past year we have been doing a certain amount of engineering development work
Amongst other things we added
on the machine as well as using It for mathematical work.
according as to whether the
control
transfer
could
only
we
Previously
some new orders.
now we can transfer control If the contents are zero.
accumulator was positive or negative;
There is
We can also arrange that when control Is transferred the accumulator Is cleared.
now an absolute transfer of control and we have provided what we call a "mix" order which
enables the function part of an order to be altered by direct substitution, without altering
Previously If we wanted to alter the function part of an order it had to be
the address.
equivalents of
done by adding something to It, and It was necessary to work with the binary
These are all only small conveniences, but well worth having.
various function letters.
the

later
Another development was marginal checking, but this will be discussed more fully
Recently we have started experiments with magnetic tape equipment and we
This is now being
have had an auxiliary magnetic tape store working with the machine.
We hope to report on its operation
"cleaned up" and should be fully operational quite soon.
In the Symposium.

later.
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PAPER 3
Fig. 1.

General view of the Calculator Section
showing three of the four rows of racks and
in the background the control desk with
oscilloscopes and pushbuttons for control.

LEO:

3.

Operating and Engineering Experience Gained with LEO
by
J. M.
J.

M.

Plnkerton

Lyons & Company Limited

Introduction
This paper Is not intended to give a full description of all the equipment at
Cadby Hall, since much of It Is a development of equipment at Cambridge which has been
it may, however, be of some assistance to discuss some of
described elsewhere (ref. x).
the special features of LEO and our experience In using them.
In setting out to build a calculator for Lyons the Intention was to get equipment Into
operation as quickly as possible, because It was felt that until equipment of some kind had
actually been used over a period for clerical purposes, the optlmun form of such equipment
could not be decided.
To expedite the construction It was decided In the main to copy the
logical design of an existing machine.
At the time the EDSAC seemed the most suitable, and
much friendly assistance was given to us by Mr. M. V. Wilkes, Director of the Mathematical
Using the circuit designs of the EDSAC, with many revisions In
Laboratory at Cambridge.
detail where necessary, we built the calculator which Is the basis of the LEO system (fig. 1).
It was realised at the start that to make the Installation effective on clerical work
additional features would be required, Including a larger store, means for Introducing data
Into and extracting results from the calculator much faster than was possible with the
EDSAC, and a foolproof method of checking data recorded for the machine.

At the outset It was decided that Lyons should themselves undertake the design and
construction of the calculator similar to the EDSAC forming the heart of the Installation
and, shortly afterwards, that the development and construction of auxiliary equipment for
The
handling data and results should be done by Standard Telephones and Cables Limited.
requirements for this equipment were outlined by Lyons and in subsequent discussions with
Construction started In the
Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd. were formulated In detail.
summer of 1949 and the calculator Itself has now been In use for rather more than eighteen
prototypes of each of the different Items of auxiliary equipment are Installed and
onths;
The installation as a whole Is, however, not yet as reliable as would
on operational trial.
be necessary for carrying out a regular and Intensive programme of clerical work.
It was recognised that equipment to be used to do the work of a large office would have
least as reliable as that used by a public utility such as an Electricity Board.
It Is not
Clerical work on a large scale Is normally undertaken to a very tight schedule;
unusual for the papers to pass through the office In a few hours so that goods can be
Obviously therefore
despatched on the same day as the order Is received from the customer.
any calculator used on this kind of work must be extremely dependable and moreover, when
breakdowns occur, the trouble must be put right in minutes rather than hours.
to be at

ENGINEERING FEATURES
Logical Design of the Calculator

This Is extremely similar to that of the EDSAC and the order code Is In fact nearly
All the orders provided in the EDSAC are available In LEO and have the same
code, with the exception that testing for zero accumulator In LEO Is given the code letter B
Instead of F as In EDSAC.
Numerous modifications to the logical structure of the units
nave been made from time to time where this seemed likely to Improve the performance or
reliability.
In addition to the EDSAC orders there are further orders concerned with high
speed methods of feeding and extracting data, and with the use of alternative slow speed Inputs and Qutputs.
Identical.
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Control

with
The operational control of the machine Is generally similar to that of the EDSAC,
Push-buttons are provided for inserting numbers
buttons for Start, Halt and Restart.
These are used In conjunction with test
under manual control directly Into the store.
programmes and for fault finding should the machine be unable to read the programme tapes.
Three alternative
There are also push-buttons for Single Step and Slow-Speed operations.
Several monitoring oscilloscopes are
slow speeds are provided by a ticking relay circuit.
orders
grouped In a control desk which also houses the starter unit which puts the Initial
The monitor displaying the store 're/. 2) is very convenient In use, numbers
into store.
the zero
being depicted on a raster display with vertical strokes for the units and dots for
that the contents of any one of
.An electronic switching arrangement Is provided so
digits.
Attachments have recently been made to allow
the 64 storage tubes can be examined at will.
the contents of the store.
photographing
for
attached
be
quickly
camera
to
a Cossor
loudspeaker
An unusual feature, which has been found valuable In fault finding, Is a
This loudspeaker
connected to a waveform In the central control circuits of the machine.
large
makes a noise depending on the sequence of orders being carried out and every
should the machine stop or go permanently Into
programme has Its own characteristic rhythm;
In testing the machine on simple repetitive
a closed loop the fact Is Instantly apparent.
a break or click In the continuous tone.
as
detected
easily
failure
Is
single
a
programmes,
Storage system
The Store Is identical in principle to that of the EDSAC but one or two Improvements of
The frequency of the clock pulses Is regulated by an automatic
detail may be mentioned.
This uses one delay tube as a
control system which has been described elsewhere (ref. 3).
reference standard to maintain the frequency at a value which should suit all the others
A preset control enables the
provided they are maintained at the same temperature.
frequency to be varied and the variation which can be tolerated by the store as a whole to
This Is used as a form of marginal check on the store.
be measured in arbitrary units.
Sixty-four tubes are in regular use giving a capacity exactly double that of the EDSAG
constant
there are in fact five batteries each of 16 tubes, making a total of 80, in the
breafcdovn
case
of
in
available
are
tubes
spare
of
a
number
that
so
enclosure
temperature

deteriorated
About eight months ago it was found that some storage tubes had gradually
bandwidth.
the
In
reduction
considerable
a
the main noticeable change was
In performance;
in others
than
more
tubes
some
In
pulses
the
delaying
of
effect
the
had
This naturally
pulse frequency to suit them
so that It became difficult or impossible to choose a clock
alcohol used for wetting the
of
the
loss
slow
a
due
to
be
found
to
The trouble was
all.
through the rubber washers,
diffusion
quartz and mercury surfaces, either by evaporation or
to the mercury or vice
crystal
the
from
passed
freely
longer
no
so that the acoustic pulses
parts of glycerine
five
of
mixture
A much better wetting agent has been found In a
versa.
the quartz
between
agent
matching
efficient
a
very
Glycerine Is
and two parts of water.
(Pc), 2.5 times that of ethyl
impedance
acoustic
high
extremely
an
It
has
as
mercury
and
One per cent of sodium
The water is added to make the mixture less viscous.
alcohol.
this technique of
Since
preventative.
rust
a
as
solution
the
added
to
benzoate Is also
in
of bandwidth.
loss
a
through
deteriorated
filling the tubes has been adopted none has
main problem now
the
and
fall
to
attenuation
overall
the
for
seems
to
be
fact the tendency
down the five foot column of
is with the reflected pulses which have travelled three times
mercury.

Slow speed Input/Output Facilities
divided into two cat egorles the slowThe input and output facilities of LEO may be
at Cambridge but with certain
used
channels, which are broadly similar to those
already
high-speed channels which are Peculiar to LEO
are dealt
latter
the
Ltd;
Cables
and
mentioned, have been developed by Standard Telephones
with later in this paper.

ediS'^ths

^/s
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On the slow-speed input side there are two readers* one photoelectric reader and one
There is a changeover Instruction in the order
mechanical, both using five-hole tape.
code which has the effect of operating relays, for changing the connexions from one reader
All subsequent input orders then operate on the alternate reader until a
to the other.
The photoelectric reader Is extremely
further changeover instruction Is carried out.
It has proved
similar to those in use at Cambridge and so need not be described in detail.
Its
to be quite reliable now that the original design difficulties have been overcome.
operation Is fully mechanically and electrically interlocked so that In proper adjustment It
is impossible to read twice without moving on the tape.
On the slow-speed output side there are two instructions In the order code, one working
The other
teleprinter using the five-wire system as originally employed with the EDSAC.
output order, known as the Perforate order, operates either a standard telegraph reperforator
Both these output channels operate at seven
or a standard teleprinter, or both in parallel.
In the Perforate channel, telegraph characters are formed by a
characters per second-.
special circuit, designed by Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd., using gas trigger tubes and
This circuit, introduced partly as a check on the performance
multlcathode tubes (ref. 4).
of the gas tubes, gave a good deal of trouble at first but latterly it has proved very
a

reliable.
We have net introduced into LEO the "inhibition" scheme in use at Cambridge by which,
after a mechanically executed order, the calculator is allowed to carry on calculating
before the mechanical action is completed, but If a second mechanically executed order
appears in the order register before the first one has been completed it is Inhibited.
It Is worth noting In connexion with all mechanically executed orders that the most
serious difficulty arises with the provision of the so-called "end-pulse" indicating that
It appears to be quite difficult to devise a scheme
the instruction has been completed.
for linking a mechanical contact to electronic circuits in such a way as to produce one
pulse, but only one pulse, when the contacts exhibit bounce as they usually do.

Marginal check facilities

Following the experience gained at Cambridge and elsewhere, marginal testing
facilities are being Introduced gradually throughout the whole of the calculator and its
The ways
They have already proved themselves to be of great value.
auxiliary equipment.
in which they are used are discussed further on under the headings "Methods of maintenance"
Nearly all the marginal test circuits employ
and "Experience from running programmes".
This has the effect
50-cycle alternating voltages injected in series with some D.C. bias.
of raising and lowering the threshold over which a pulse must climb before it can be
Thus if a pulse in a circuit, following a marginal
retransmitted to a subsequent circuit.
check point, is already very near the lower limit of functioning it will be modulated above
The normal practice is to operate the entire
and below the failure limit at 50 cycles.
machine on a suitable test programme with marginal voltages applied at a large number of
points and to Increase the voltage gradually by means of a Varlac until failure occurs.
Marginal tests are being regularly applied to all storage units, either collectively or in
groups as required, and to the majority of pulse amplifiers, particularly in the computing
Ultimately it is intended to
They are also applied to all decoding circuits.
circuits.
In such a way as to vary
addition,
In
circuits
trigger
all
test
voltages
to
marginal
apply
when this has been done we believe that we shall be able to
their trigger sensitivity.
detect drifts in the performance of all the circuits.

Marginal tests are also applied to the photoelectric reader simply by Increasing and
This Is an extremely
decreasing the voltage applied to the lamp filament by about 105?.
effective test.
Constructional features
it
In Its construction LEO differs more widely from EDSAC than in its logical design.
was considered vital to be able to replace units as easily as was consistent with reliable
Units slide into tall racks holding up to twelve units and are
electrical connexions.

locked in position by hinged screws fitted with knurled finger nuts.
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Pulse connexions

are made by flexible leads fitted with spade terminals which come from a gantry on the unit
It Is arranged that each pulse lead comes
mounted opposite a tag strip fixed to the rack.
exactly opposite to the tag to which It corresponds, and there Is thus little risk of error
At the same time It Is easily possible to Introduce an
In connecting up the pulse leads.
Power Is fed into each unit on
attenuator In any pulse lead for special test purposes.
Every unit
eight-pin miniature Jones plugs, which have been found entirely satisfactory.
each valve is connected
carries its own filament transformer which is individually fused;
There is a
by a short lead to a common filament busbar along the centre of the chassis.
fuse in the main H.T. supply to each unit with a small neon indicator In parallel which
Thus short-circuits can readily be tracked down to the unit
lights if the fuse blows.
The racks themselves, which are of substantial construction, form an integral
concerned.
With the removable sheet metal covers in position each
part of the ventilation system.
Cold air is blown in at the bottom from a common duct linking
rack forms a vertical duct.
together all the racks In each row and the warm air is extracted at the top through another
Filtered cold air is blown Into the machine by a large fan and a second large
common duct.
The room itself is ventilated
fan extracts the warm air and passes it back to the outside.
with filtered air by a third fan which maintains a slight excess pressure in the room at all
By having all windows
times and distributee fresh air to various parts through ducting.
the
amount of dust settling
greatly
reduce
to
permanently closed It has been found possible
relays and switches used
many
the
of
because
helpful
particularly
This
is
apparatus.
on the
The calculator proper consists of twenty racks of equipment
in the auxiliary equipment.
housing approximately 200 panels, each carrying twenty- five or more valves, the total number
In addition to these racks there Is the control desk already
of valves being about 6000.
mentioned.

Power Supply
This has been the subject of a number of alterations since the equipment was first
The power for the valve filaconstructed, so the present arrangement will be described.
ments is taken from the supply mains via an oil-filled regulating transformer which is
When the valves are switched on the voltage applied to
similar in principle to a Variac.
to £30 over a period of
the primary of the heater transformers is raised gradually from
maintained at 230 within
is
voltage
the
Subsequently
control.
automatic
an
two minutes by
The high tension supplies are four in number and are rectified
1% by the control circuit.
The
by four selenium rectifier sets supplied by Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.
largest of these is a three-phase rectifier with a maximum output of 30 amps at 259 volts.
controlled
To prevent surges on the public supply from affecting the calculator a voltage
alternator of 12 kilowatts Is installed in the basement driven by an ordinary motor from the
Thus unless the surge is of unusual duration or intensity, it will be
supply mains.
A duplicate alternator set is
smoothed out by the inertia of the rotating machinery.
and
a half years' of operation no
three
In
first.
available In case of breakddwn of the
these
power cuts have been experienced, but Diesel generators are available on the site and

could be used to supply the power If necessary.

HIGH SPEED INPUT AND OUTPUT ARRANGEMENTS
Data recording
For feeding data Into the calculator at high speed a recording medium is required
by an
which can be used to effect a change of speed from that at which data can be recorded
latter
operator from a keyboard and that at which it must be read by the calculator if the
Magnetic tape on which characters are recorded In teleprinter
Is not to be kept waiting.
A suitable machine for making such records was under development by
code meets this need.
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., when we first approached them to produce input and outAn endless loop of tape Is employed which Is held in a
put equipment for use with LEO.
narrow vertical box from which It is drawn Independently past reading and recording heads; r
after passing each head the tape passes back Into the box and is allowed to fall under
gravity.

A standard transmitting teleprinter is used to transmit signals representing data to
For each character sent, a small length of tape Is drawn past the
head.
recording
the
This inner
head and falls into the box forming an Inner loop carrying the recorded data.
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during reading out, tape is drawn
loop lies between the recording and the reading heads;
from this loop past the reading head and then again falls back, into the box to form an
Characters recorded on this outer loop of tape are automatically erased as
outer loop.
It will be seen that no rewinding is needed.
the tape passes the recording head.
Because only a small amount of tape has to be accelerated at any time the tape can be
Signals from the reading head may be fed after
started from rest very rapidly.
anpllflcation to a teleprinter, to the calculator, or to other electronic equipment for
checking purposes.
Data checking

The greatest possible importance Is attached to preparing clerical data free from
Errors affecting the numerical value of the data are serious enough but
recording errors.
those which would cause the calculator to misinterpret the form of the data, for Instance by
taking a man's wage rate to be the number of hours worked, could cause havoc in carrying out
It was felt to be essential, therefore, to have special apparatus for checking the
a Job.
A second operator working from the same
original recording character by character.
original documents transmits the Information from a teleprinter to the checking apparatus.
As each character is received by this checking apparatus it causes the next character on the
This character is compared in the
tape to pass the reading head of the tape machine.
if the two agree the character is reand
the
checker
checking apparatus with that sent by
recorded by the checking apparatus, which is connected also to the recording head of the same
If the character sent by the checker disagrees with that read from the tape
tape machine.
As checking proceeds the original message
procedure Is carried out.
correction
special
a
The checker's teleis overwritten by the checked version which follows it on the tape.
printer is made to produce a proof sheet of what is recorded and of corrections made to the
This enables a re-checker to make sure that all corrections were in
original recording.
fact

made correctly.

Because the tape drives on the tape machine are independent It is possible for
characters to be removed altogether from the original message by reading them from the
reading head without re-recording them. Likewise, additional characters can be introduced by
Facilities have been provided for both inoving the tape under the recording head only.
serting and removing information In this way.
Input to calculator

Once a box of tape has been filled with checked information it can be taken off the
standard speed tape machine, and fitted to another one having high speed continuous drive,
so that the information passes into the calculator at many times the speed of the teleThe information read from the tape Is passed through electronic equipment which
printer.
This
Is designed to assemble and prepare the data in the form required by the calculator.
and
for
not
published
been
far
so
which
have
patent
applications
equipment Is the subject of
this reason further information cannot at the moment be given.
There are in fact a pair of tape machines associated with each input channel, the first
when all the Information has been read
box of data being read from the first tape machine.
box on the second tape machine.
second
the
from
commences
then
from this box the reading
In the meantime the first box is taken off the first tape machine and the third put in its
place, and so on.
As an alternative to these input channels we have recently experimentally coupled to
This appears to
LEO a high speed photoelectric punched tape reader made by Ferrantl Ltd.
v»rK very satisfactorily at about 120 rows per second, starting and stopping on every row.
The amount of operational use has so far been so small that we cannot at the moment report
on the performance of this method of input.
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Output
The arrangements for talcing information out of the calculator are complementary to
Results are put out in the form which the calculator finds most
those for putting It in.
convenient and are suitably arranged according to the form required by further electronic
They are then
circuits which are more elaborate than those provided on the Input side.
This recording Includes all the punctuation
recorded at very high speed on magnetic tape.
and interpretation characters necessary to cause a teleprinter to print the results In the
A pair of tape machines Is used so that, when the tape box on the first
desired layout.
machine is completely full, recording can automatically start on the second while the box on
the rirst machine Is. replaced by an empty one.

Information recorded on the tapes can, if required, be fed back into the calculator for
a subsequent Job, or if the results are required in printed form the boxes can be fitted to
tape machines and fed to a battery of receiving teleprinters.

Printing Results
When the calculator is working continually on clerical results it will be able to keep
several teleprinters, possibly as many as 20, busy prlntlrg the results recorded through one
Many Of tueae results will be required on preprinted forms so that
of the output channels.
some printers will be fitted with a sprocket-feed carriage to ensure exact alignment.

Alternative high-speed input and output channels
It is fully recognised that the method described using magnetic tapes for input and outit has the disadvantage that a lot of work is
put is only one approach to the problem.
Ano ther disadvantage is that results produced are
involved In handling the boxes of tape.
No doubt as faster
not available for scrutiny as they are produced by tne calculator.
It
printers and other methods of recording are developed these objections will be overcome.
should be made clear, however, that the basic principles of the system we are using can be
applied also to other means of reading and recording Information.

GENERAL EXPERIENCE FROM OPERATION

Methods of maintenance
One of the large unanswered questions about operating calculators at present is to what
This question
extent their intrinsic unreliability can be countered by efficient servicing.
Mainteis perhaps the most important to be answered about the engineering aspect of LEO.
nance can be considered under two headings:
(1)

preventive maintenance designed to stop faults from occurring whilst the machine is
and

In operation,

curative maintenance, designed to reduce the amount of time spent on finding and
correcting faults.

(il)

We hope we
There is nothing novel about the measures being used for these purposes on LEO.
are applying well known methods efficiently but we are by no means satisfied yet with the
results.

Preventive Maintenance
The preventive maintenance programme is Intended to eliminate faults caused by dry
Joints, gradual deterioration In valve performance, and failures In the mechanical equipment
All
of the system.
Methods of dealing with valves are described In the next section.
mechanical equipment is periodically cleaned and oiled and checked for wear or wrong adjustment.
An unfortunate feature of the maintenance of mechanical parts of electronic calculators is that in spite of all precautions items which have recently been serviced tend to
cause faults due to slightly wrong adjustment or other human error made during the servicing.
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In order
failures shown as catastrophic caused an immediate breakdown of the calculator.
how many failures caused a machine breakdown, the proportion of failures found on
Out of 893 rejections,
routine overhaul has been shown in the bottom of the table.
A further point is that 326 failures of 6D2 valves were
514 occurred on routine overhaul.
thought to be due to a form of cathode poisoning from which the valves may be recoverable by
If we deduct from 893 the diodes falling in this way and also the
suitable processing.
Of
43 SP61 and 6F32 valves accidentally damaged we obtain a figure of 524 rejections.
these it can be assumed that approximately 40% would have resulted from a failure in the
machine rather than as a result of routine tests, that is to say about 200 valves have
probably caused breakdowns in approximately 6000 hours running time.
to assess

Conclusions
The conclusions tentatively drawn from the above figures are that it pays to remove
valves and test them at reasonably frequent intervals but that this cannot reduce breakdowns
This can only be achieved by an improvement in the quality
due to valve failure to zero.
this quality does seem to be higher than was first
Nevertheless,
of the valves used.
At a later date it will be possible and worthwhile to plot survivor diagrams for
supposed.
suitable batches of valves of various types, so as to determine whether there is any
advantage In replacing valves which have reached a certain age whether or not they pass the
It Is felt that insufficient data has yet been
acceptance test for used valves.
accumulated to make it worthwhile to plot such diagrams.

Experience from running programmes
For the past fifteen months the machine has been used for part of Its time on calculaThese
tions of a technical and scientific nature, carried out for outside organizations.
Include calculations of shell trajectories, crystallographic structure, work In connexion
In addition
with Meteorological forecasting, and calculations for actuarial purposes.
All these Jobs have had
certain regular clerical work has been carried out week by week.
to use a slow-speed output system until recently because the other equipment was not ready
A great deal of valuable experience has been gained which has emphasized the
to be used.
vital importance of checks and tests at every stage to pick out both human errors and
faults In the machine itself.

Every step from the construction of the programme to the scrutiny of the final results
is subject to its own particular check, so that work should proceed no further than the
The programme is prepared in sections, each of
point at which the error has occurred.
which can be independent since the initial orders ur.ed with the EDSAC (and with LEO)
(ref. 5J allow the address to be written with reference to its place in the subroutine or
stage.
Each section Is, whenever possible, tried independently, for It has been found that
These flaws are
of any size Is hardly ever devoid of flaws as first written.
programme
a
very much easier to detect when only a part of the programme is being tested.
.

when feeding the programme into the machine a check Is made to see that It has been
this Is clone by adding together the digits of the addresses and
correctly read and stacked;
instruction numbers to give a check total for comparison with the value punched at the end
A disagreement may signify either that the programme has been
of the programme tape.
In
incorrectly perforated or that the machine has read it incorrectly through the reader.
either case time is saved by not going any further until the fault Is discovered.

where this is
Likewise the most stringent checks are Introduced into the data.
Independently
and compare
tapes
the
two
perforate
is
to
usual
practice
the
hand
recorded by
them visually, or to use the collating equipment with the magnetic recording machine
Carried forward data produced by the machine at an earlier stage
mentioned In paragraph 3,
or during an earlier repetition of the same Job In clerical work can very conveniently be
checked by producing a check total in the machine which Is punched or otherwise recorded at
In carrying out the subsequent job the check
the end of the tape to be carried forward.
total is again accumulated In the machine and compared with that recorded on the tape at the
Again when data Is being taken in through several
end of the job or stage of the Job.
channels, code numbers are used so that a check can be made that corresponding data is being
read at the same time through all channels.
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Further checks are used in the actual execution of the programme, for example, to see
that the magnitudes of particular quantities do not exceed predetermined limits or to test
2
On scientific problems where the
their internal self consistency, e.g. Sin 9 + Cos^S = l.
volume of fresh data Is small a check total may be perforated at the end of the data tape,
but in clerical work this would be too laborious in most cases.
As a further safeguard on the accuracy of calculations, the practice has been adopted of
working out results from test data using the same programme before and after or during the
It is now usual to produce these test results with marginal voltcourse of the Job itself.
Proceeding in this way it is extremely rare
ages applied to numerous parts of the circuits.
thought
to be correct and are subsequently
are
initially
which
produced
be
for answers to
shown to contain an error.

Finally it is worth stressing the great advantage to be gained from the use of a
Programme faults
monitoring oscilloscope to view the contents of a selected storage tube.
may frequently be detected quickly in this way, and a running supervision of a calculation
can also be effected very conveniently especially if, as is usually convenient, all the varyThe camera can often be used to photograph
ing quantities are stacked in one or two tubes.
selected parts of the store and thus allow the contents held in It to be studied at leisure,
The cost of the film used is very
with a minimum of expenditure of valuable machine time.
small.

Conclusions
The conclusions to be drawn from the work done so far must necessarily be only tentative.
A large amount of Information has been recorded about the day to day performance of
the machine and its auxiliary equipment but very little analysis of this has so far been
However, certain things do appear to stand out:
attempted.
1.

2.

3.

4.

There is no doubt that if the machine is working properly It will do what we
require.
The operation and maintenance of calculators used for clerical work must be made
more foolproof than it is, before the best service can be obtained from them;
even In their present unreliable condition a high proportion of failures is due to
some human omission or injudicious intervention.
the control circuits
The design should be conservative and straightforward;
In operation, and the
sequential
and
possible
as
simple
particularly should be as
number of valves in the equipment should be reduced to the absolute minimum.

To simplify maintenance work and reduce time lost through faults to a minimum all
parts should be easily replaceable and adequate spares for them should be
Spares
The mechanical parts are the most important in this respect.
provided.
for the electronic panels should be physically and electrically Identical with
their counterparts.
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TABLE

I

Valve failure analysis

This analysis Is complied from data obtained up to 6th February 1953.

Hours worked to 6th February 1953:

6545 hours

1431

ECC 33

Percentage

Total number of failures

Total number of valves In machine

(Double Trlode)

160

11.2

KT 61

340

(Pentode)

34

10.0

SP 61

1008

(Pentode)

193*

19.1

EF 50

850

(Pentode)

93

37.2

EF 55

113

(Pentode)

13

11.5

36

(Pentode)

9

25.0

6F32

6D2

2144

(Diode)

381

17.8

614

(Diode)

10

1.6

EB 91**

Date

Average

893

5936

Totals

Hours

No. Of Valves
In use at end

run

of period

Gross Total
of failures
to date

15.0

Mean rejection
rate per 1000
per 1000 hours

1.1.51.

1136

2749

52

16.6

21.5.52.

4400

5033

369

16.7

19.9.52.

5380

5562

729

24.3

6.2.53.

6545

5936

893

23.0

*

includes 41 accidentally damaged.

**

The low proportion of failures of this type Is due to the fact that It has not
been long In use.
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TABLE II
Ol
CO
^3

Analysis of valves from Machine rejected on test
Gradual

Emission
Gassy
Failure

Type

Catastrophic
inter
Total

Elect.
Ins.

ECC 33

Internal
o/c
**

^^pe
Craclce(1

Accidental

Heater
0/c

Total

Top Cap
Broken

Miscellaneous
Plns
Loose,

2-2
12

12

75

63

9

3

2

77

EB 91

4

1

5

1

2

-

-

3

EF 50

68

10

11

-

1

22

5

-

-

1

6

-

4-4

EF 55

68

KT 61

13

3

16

12

1

-

2

15

SP 61

36

16

52

84

4

4

2

94

326

4

330

31

3

5

6

45

3

-

3

4

-

-

-

4

517

36

210

30

12

14

6D8
6F38

Totals

TOtal

etc.

63

-

Other
causes

2

41

6

10

93

3

3

13

-

3

3

34

2

4

6

193

-

6

6

381

2

43

160

3

9

7

24

266

553

8

Grand
Total

31

% of Grand
57.8

Total

Proportion
of failures
on overhaul

NOTE

4.0

23.4

3.3

1.4

1.6

1.1

2.6

61.8

29.7

4.8

6.5

893

380

110

5

19

514

*

This Includes low slope or total emission and high conducting resistance for diodes.

**

This accounts for zero emission

01
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PAPER 4
Fig.1. MADAM.

Madam

1.

by
Professor

F.

C.

Will lame

Manchester University
By stupendous efforts we did Just succeed In producing for the opening of this
conference the report of the Manchester conference in July 1951 so I shall assume that I
need say nothing about the Manchester machine before that date and that I can take as my
subject a summary of the experience that we have had with this machine in the 20 months that
Throughout this period this machine (Fig. 1) has been used purely
have elapsed since then.
as a computing instrument in a mathematical organization, and has been kept quite separate
from the electrical engineering department, and no engineering research has been undertaken
The policy of the mathematical organization has been to investigate the
on the machine.
method of using computing machines and to Investigate their application to a reasonably wide
we have never attempted to set up a computing service for the solution
range of problems.
As part of this policy we
of routine problems by means of our own computing machine staff.
have devoted a good deal of time to the training of users drawn from as wide a field as
possible, Including other departments In our own and other Universities, Government DepartThus the
ments, and such industrial organizations as we have been able to interest.
emphasis has been rather on the training of users and the dissemination of machine "knowIt is our inhow" rather than on producing specifically interesting numerical results.
tention to leave the production of such results very largely in the hands of newly trained
users, who In general have undergone training with the object of being able to do that kind
of production work.

ing a
to

In parallel with the policy decided upon for the use of the machine, we have been keepvery close eye on the machine from the engineering point of view, and It Is important

realize that we have approached this from an operational-research aspect.

We have not

been doing engineering research on the machine, - we have been watching the behaviour of the
In this connexion It is important to
existing machine, from an engineering point of view.
remember, as I have already said, that the machine has been severed completely from- its
parent department, and that itu servicing Is In fact, done not by people who assisted In
In much the same way as radar
making it, but by people who have been trained for that work.
mechanics, during the war, took a course on a particular radar device, so our service

Now I am not
engineers have taken a course on the machine and then attempt to service it.
suggesting that these specially trained service people do not get assistance from more
knowledgeable people when they are in trouble, - there are a variety of people to whom they
can apply for help - but in the main they do manage to keep the machine going most of the
The other thing that I want to mention about this machine is that it is not a
time.
It was
It was not even built in the University.
specially built laboratory model.
As a result of this experience with
delivered there and Is a commercially made article.
the machine it has become quite clear that, apart from a lot of little mistakes, we made two
In spite of these two mistakes we have managed to
major mistakes in the original design.
limp along at an average rate of computation of about 70 hours a week during the period under
review, but these two mistakes did become very clear during this period.
As Just
The first mistake was that we made our magnetic drum of too small a diameter.
looked at; on the oscillograph, it seemed to work very well, but in the computing machine
This was not good
there were errors of the order of a few wrong digits in a million.
enough.
We have now replaced the old drum by a drum of double the diameter with, therefore,
a more open packing for digits, and trouble from this source has practically vanished.
The second rather serious mistake that was made in the design was the decision to use
We find that these machines
machinery for the high tension supplies to the machine.
are rather like the curly headed girl, when they are good they are very very good but when
The so-called D. C. can, under such certain circumthey are bad they are quite horrid.
stances, be accompanied by every variety of high frequency mush that you can imagine and this
is developed at such a low Impedance, by brush arcing and so on, as to make it practically
The result is that from time to time the
impossible to eliminate it by filter circuits.
D.C.
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machine has Just become intolerable in this respect and it has been necessary to dismantle
This is
the machines, skim the commutators and generally attend to them mechanically.
We have done
always a long Job and it closes down the machine for rather a long time.
nothing more about this yet, but we believe that the preferred arrangement is to use a motor
alternator, to isolate the machine from the mains and its attendant switching transients,
and then subsequently to use some form of dry plate metal rectifiers to look, after the high
tension supplies.
Throughout this period too, we have been Keeping a very careful watch on the behaviour
This has given considerably less trouble than either the
of the cathode ray tube store.
In fact If we had not had any trouble with our power supplies
drum or the power supplies.
Most of the faults we have
the faults due to storage itself would have been negligible.
had with the store have been due to machine Interference getting through rather sensitive
The time base has
time base circuits to the deflection circuits of the cathode ray tubes.
been improved recently, and that has given some considerable assistance, but the real
solution is to root out the source of the trouble and get rid of the D. C. machines.

Now before I give you detailed figures of the performance over this period, I think. It
The normal
would be as well to outline the present normal running routine of the machine.
process is to switch the machine on at 8.30 on a Monday morning, and it then runs night and
day until the following Friday week, when it is nominally switched off at 10 p.m. in order
Frequently however the machine runs
to give the maintenance men one free weekend in two.
through this second weekend as well, without a maintenance engineer in attendance but with
Each day
one at the other end of a telephone with a fairly powerful car at his disposal.
during
until
Is
from
8.30
11,
first
The
maintenance.
for
periods
set
aside
two
are
there
which preventive measures are taken and general investigations made, and another from
The second is used if
The first period is always used.
3 to 4 in the afternoon.
circumstances suggest It would be a good idea: otherwise the calculations proceed right
Thus, in any period of 14 days the machine is actually switched on for a
through it.
period of 277* hours, of which 38i hours, or something like 14%, are set aside for
We have kept continuous records, excluding all holidays, but including
maintenance.
We have recorded under a number of headings the
involuntary closing down of the machine.
total time the machine was on, the total scheduled maintenance and engineering time, the
The
The figures are shown In Table 1.
scheduled computing time, and the fault time.
total "on time is about 8000 hours, scheduled engineering and maintenance 1300, scheduled
The serviceability can be expressed either
computing time 8500 odd, rault time 060 hours.
I think
as 87% of the scheduled computing time, or as 72% of the total power-on time.
those are fairly satisfactory figures, bearing in mind the nature of the maintenance effort
that we have used, and also the fact that very little of the machine's time is employed
If the machine Is running on pure production then a fault is found
entirely on production.
If the machine is
and can be relatively quickly traced.
happens
as
it
soon
Just about as
being used for training when it may be idle for lengthy periods, or for programme preparation and correction, then It is possible for minor faults to accumulate until you have
several, before you spot any of them, and this always makes life rather more difficult.
1'

TABLE

I

Serviceability
Total "on* time

.7792 hours

Scheduled maintenance and engineering time

1322 hours

Scheduled computing time

6470 hours

660 hours

Fault time

Percentage serviceability in terms of scheduled computing time

87%

Percentage serviceability in terms of total "on" time

72%
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we have also kept records of all component failures during the period under review.
The 357 valve failures Involved 200 pentodes,
These are shown In Table II.
There were 30 cathode ray tube failures, 10 condenser failtypes.
other
and
49
106 diodes,
We arrive therefore at an average valve failure rate of
ures and 24 resistor failures.
or an average life of 88 000 hours per valve
mega-valve-hour,
per
10
valves
approximately
less
Is
ray
tubes
cathode
The rate for the
which Is a reasonably satisfactory figure.
condensers and resistors In
good, and It Is of course pointless to express the answers for
life, so the corresponding
years
10
about
showing
are
already
valves
the
because
way
that
It seems
figures for the condensers and resistors will take us well Into the next century.

and not running the
from these figures that our policy of running the machine fairly cool
Turning to other
valves right up to their rated level has paid off reasonably well.
about 5600 hours
aspects of the machine, the performance figures showed that there had been
During this period about 50 different people from various
available for computation.
these trainees
sources have been trained in the use of the machine and our experience with
and that the
shows that It is definitely possible to have a flair for this kind of work.,
In fact at all'
not
Is
high.
It
quite
programming
is
good
standard of ability required for
a high level of
easy to select suitable people for work, on programming, and certainly
neither
mathematical knowledge, although It Is valuable as a starting point, is certainly
programmer.
a
as
suitability
of
criterion
as
a
sufficient
nor
necessary
TABLE II
Component Failure
r

Valve failures

200 pentodes

357 i 108 diodes

49 other types
C.R.T.

failures

30

Condenser failures

10

Resistor failures

24

Average rate of valve failure is

Average rate of C.R.T. failure is

per 88000 hours.

1
1

per 3000 hours.

high cost of
The requirement for highly efficient operators arises from the rather
of the
efficiency
engineering
the
when
remembered
always
point
is
This
machine time.
the
machine Is under discussion but It sometimes gets forgotten when one is speaking of
that we
people
the
of
Most
user.
the
by
machine
the
of
efficiency of the actual operation
This happens for Instance
have trained continue to use our machine, usually part time.
They may come up for one or two days a fortnight to
with people from other universities.
The same happens with our local industrial
work off their accumulated questions.
using the
connexions, and it Is therefore difficult to say how many people are effectively
full time
about
to
15
equivalent
effort
is
total
that
the
guess
is
Our
time.
machine full
effort
maintenance
of
the
the
cost
and
Set against this, the scale
mathematical people.
really
is
It
therefore
view
of
point
this
From
negligible.
quite
course
required is of
to maintain the
false economics to economise on the standard of engineering staff employed
Is not
machine
the
people,
time
full
so
I.e.
15
or
with effort on that scale,
machine.
there Is no
I do not say that it is ever actually Idle at any time, but
kept busy.

and one
particular pressure to use what time is available in a highly efficient manner,
person.
could readily accommodate both more people and a greater volume of work per
development of subA good deal of this total time I have mentioned has been spent on the
we do still use
though
complete
almost
now
work
Is
this
but
utility;
generalroutines of
up out of
built
programmes
particular
quite a lot of machine time in the development of
that if we
are
experience
this
of
result
as
a
conclusions,
Our
general
these subroutines.
fast
and
enough
reliable
regard the machine as a scientific computing machine then It is
situation
This
users.
more
accommodate
easily
could
We
enough to meet present demands.
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might be rectified either by employing more people in the University or by undertaking
but in the University sphere this does not seem to be the right
some routine production;
solution and we seek, to use our machine more fully by increasing the circle of users from
outside, over and above those permanently associated with the machine staff.
There Is one other lesson that I now know we have learnt during this period, but which
had not realized until I heard remarks made here about new facilities that might be
I would like to give a word of warning to all engineers on this
supplied by the engineer.
point - namely, never give to a group of mathematicians any facility or any speed that you
"Any machine that Is
For they will say:
are not prepared to maintain for all future time.
slower than the one we have had is intolerably slow and any machine that does not contain at
least all the facilities of the machine that we are accustomed to is useless.'
I

MOSAIC

5.

The 'Ministry of Supply Automatic Computer

A.

W.

M.

1

Coombs

Post Office Research Station, London

History and general nature of machine

Originally required by MOS for the rapid solution of one particular problem in the
analysis of radar data, "MOSAIC has in fact been designed with complete flexibility as a
general purpose computer.
The mathematical design was by NPL, the engineering design by
GPO Research, and the manufacture and assembly by All-Power Transformer Co.
l*. Is a high-speed electronic machine
using a "3-address" form of instruction.

{Fig.

1)

working on the "serial" principle, and

Store

Ultrasonic mercury delay lines, using quartz crystals, and with a capacity of
1040 numbers or words, each of 40 binary digits.

Speed
Fundamental pulse frequency 570 kc/s.
multiplication time 6 ms.

Addition time for 40 digit numbers 70 Us,

Facilities
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, certain logical operations and delay up to
48 digits carried out In response to a single instruction.
Other operations must be
programmed.

Input and output
Input usually by punched card, but alternative form using 4 In. wide punched paper
tape available for the particular problem of radar data analysis.
Output by punched card
or by automatic typewriter.
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PAPER 5
Fig. 1. MOSAIC:

Three typical racks.
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Size of equipment
The machine uses about 6000 thermionic valves and 2000 germanium diodes, spread over
It dissipates 30 kw and therefore forced circulation of air is
of panel area.
The store contains about i ton of mercury, arranged in 64 long tanks
used for cooling.
(16 numbers) 3 short tanks (1 number) and one special tank. (2 numbers).
600 sq ft

General description of operation

The unit operation of the machine consists in deriving two
Logical principles.
numbers from the store, operating on them in some specified way, and consigning the resultThe instruction word of 40 digits therefore contains
ing single number back to the store.
information as to two sources (of numbers), an operation to be performed on the numbers, and
In addition, the
a destination for the resulting number - hence the name "Three Address".
instruction word specifies a further source from which the next Instruction is to be drawn
while the present operation is proceeding, a timing number and "Characteristic" which
together govern the Instant of start and the duration of the present operation, and a "Go"
digit, without which the machine will "Set up" the instruction, but will then wait without
obeying the instruction until some external source authorises continuance of the programme.
This latter facility is used for input, output, and manual testing.
The
The machine operates in successive periods of "Set-up" and "Obey Instruction' .
"Set-up" period, during which various leads are arranged under the control of the
Instruction word to govern the next operation, invariably lasts for one minor cycle
The "Obey instruction" period succeeds It, but is of variable length depending on
(70 (is).
In general, it includes a "Wait" period, a
the timing number and the characteristic.
•Transfer" period and a further "Wait" period, all of which will be integral numbers of minor
The
cycles, and the first and third of which may be, and usually are, of zero length.
commonest form of instruction Is the "Immediate, 0" type, which makes the two wait periods
zero and the transfer period one minor cycle, or 70 us, so that the Interval between
successive Instructions is then 70 us, and the complete period from the setting up of one
The optimum arrangement can be
instruction to the setting up of the next is 140 ^S.
there are howobtained to some extent by arrangement of the .instruction words in the store;
ever some Instructions which sui generis require more than the optimum period to be obeyed.
1

The usual discriminate and subroutine facilities are of course available.

The basic principle embodied In the circuitry of "MOSAIC" is
Engineering principles.
from a reliability and maintenance point of view, a large number of simple circuits is
to be preferred to a small number of complex circuits, despite possible increased bulk and
With this goes the corollary that valves may be used in profusion, on the
Initial cost.
principle of "One electrode, one Job", rather than avoided by the use of ingenious but "edgy"
networks.
For after all, valves are cheap, easily replaced and liable to become rather more
than less reliable, and they have the merit of isolating sections of the circuits, which may
then be tested very easily.
that,

Thus, the greater part of "MOSAIC" consists of CV138 valves arranged as binary trigger
The rest consists of a few "Or" gates, and the
pairs, or as multiple "and" gates.
necessary linking, phase reversing or buffer valves, which are either CV138 or CV2127, the
There is a small amount of diode
latter If large low- impedance signals are required.
the germanium diodes are used solely as clamps.
switching using thermionic diodes;

The standard trigger and gate circuits will be dealt with by Mr. Chandler in a later
We shall here mention two of the problems associated with high-speed computers of
paper.
this type and the technique employed in "MOSAIC" to meet them.
The first problem Is that arising from temperature variation of velocity In the delay
In the long lines, this causes a delay variation of one pulse per 3°C, which is
clearly too great to be tolerated.

lines.
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Either the temperature must be kept constant, or the clock frequency varied to suit
greater flexibility Is obtained with the second method, which has accordthe temperature;
In effect, all the mercury lines are packed close together In a
ingly been adopted.
thermally Insulated enclosure, In such a way that they may reasonably be assumed to be at
One of the long lines Is then used to control the master clock
the same temperature.
An overall
frequency In the required way, using what amounts to a feed-back circuit.
manual control Is provided In case the wide variation of temperature between say, winter and
The circuit has been
summer should be outside the capacity of the automatic circuit.
wholly successful to date (over 4 months operation).
The second problem Is that which Inevitably arises In any high-speed machine of large
size, namely, the loss of synchronism due to the finite velocity of pulses down the cables,
in the case of "MOSAIC", this delay can amount to nearly ± |iS (100 yd of cable) which Is one

third of a pulse period.
Since a delay of up to ± |iS may exist, all signals In transit from one stage of switchThus
ing to the next are arranged to be delayed a total of one third of a pulse period.
signals from different parts of the machine, which may be out of synchronism, are pulled
At the same
back into synchronism before switching operations are performed upon them.
deterioration
progressive
there
Is
no
that
performed,
so
operation
Is
a
re-shaplng
time,
either of shape or of timing as the various switching and combining operations go forward.
All possible paths of signals are arranged to Involve similar numbers of switching stages,
so that the same total delay Is Imposed, and this total delay Is compensated for In the
delay line lengths - which are In fact all exactly one pulse short, allowing 3 switching
stages In the recirculation path, whatever It may be.
The paddlng-out to a constant delay Is achieved by using three separate sets of
Each set has a
synchronising pulses, which are available throughout the machine.
are staggered by
sets
clock,
but
the
master
the
equal
to
that
of
frequency
recurrence
They are called the »Ki, K2 and K3" pulses.
1/3 pulse period relative to each other.
Any one signal pulse Is arranged to last from Kl to K3, or K2 to Kl, or K3 to K2, and Is
If a particular switching or combining circuit has to
thus of 2, pulse period length.
> K3
deal wlth'Spulses - from another part of the machine - which were originally of Kl
type, then It Is assumed that these pulses will certainly have arrived at the time K2;
therefore they are read off or gated by a K2 pulse on to a trigger which Is automatically
The output of this trigger is the pulse to be passed to the next stage
restored by a Kl.
of switching, and It Is thus re-shaped, re- synchronised, and delayed by 1/3 pulse period
> Kl pulse).
relative to Its original time (It Is In fact a K2

—

—

It Is essential that the K pulses themselves shall be absolutely synchronised
throughout the machine, otherwise delay In these pulses may be additive to the delays In
It Is arranged that the K pulses In their peaked form are generated
the signal pulses.
on each panel separately, from a 3-phase system of sine waves distributed around the
machine on ring mains at master clock frequency, and to ensure absolute simultaneity, these
There Is thus no
sinusoids are In fact arranged to be In the form of standing waves.
delay as between one part of the machine and another.

Layout principles.The panels are all hinged at one side, this giving easy access to
The major problem In layout was that of
the circuits for test and maintenance purposes.
pick-up, both at the low-level ends of the delay lines, and on the H.T. lines, where It had
the effect of causing the triggers, which are very high speed, to turn over spontaneously.
All H.T. leads are passed through multi-range filters, and thereafter completely screened
In hollow aluminium bus-bar chambers or screened lead, and the delay line carrier amplifiers
are mounted near the lines, using double screened cable for the low level Inputs, soldered
All Interconnexions are In coaxial cable.
Into the amplifier boxes.
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Fig. 1. NICHOLAS.
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Nicholas

6*

by
N.

D.

Hill

Elliott Bros.

NICHOLAS Is the name given to a high-speed digital computer which has been made at
The decision to build It was made in
Elliott Bros. Research Laboratories at Borehamwood.
Harch 1952, the primary object of Its construction being to furnish the mathematicians with a
tool with which to gain experience in the programming and solution of a diversity of
Also it was desired to obtain practical experience on a full working scale of
problems.
certain techniques which had been developed in the Laboratories.

A detailed description of the construction and functional logic of the machine will be
which is at present being prepared but some of its salient features may be
The arithmetic element, routing and control units are contained In one
of interest here.
logical operarack and consist of combinations of three basic circuit plates In which all
gates and mixcoincidence
by
performed
are
operations
These logical
tions are carried out.
the three basic
inverters;
and
delays
digit
with
together
crystals
germanium
ers using
Magnetostriction nickel delay lines are used
circuit plates also Include cathode followers.
there are five short lines for the
storage;
for
machine
exclusively throughout the
registers and 65 long
accumulator, multiplicand, order, order number and address counter
master oscillator in
the
control
used
to
is
lines in the main working store, of which one
lengths of the lines.
effective
the
on
variations
temperature
of
effect
order to minimise the
average access time
the
which
Th D ™i- a i St
«tnraae caDacitv of the main store is 1024 words to
been described in recent
have
store
line
nickel
and
B°Jtf
the store is also being described by
colloquia at Cambridge and the development of
paper.
R. C. Robblns in a later
given in a paper

E^mf

tS^JSu'pXef

on standard teleprinter equipment
input is from 5-hole punched paper tape and output
page.
printed
or
tape
paper
punched
giving either printed and

or of two 16 digit
words are 32 digits in length and consist either of numbers
first
10 digits des gnate the
the
k singleness code is used In which
instructions
remaining
6 digits denote the
the
and
pertains
instruction
location of t he toll to which the
100 operations
approximately
is
The average computing speed
\1 add, collate.
on
etc.
transfer,
multiplication,
addition,
pTr second! In operation consisting cf an

SX

the decision to build the machine, the
bv the beginning of August, five months after
small
including sufficient of the at ore to enab le
aioilty 01 ?hf Sdware haTcome together,
tr^Jectorycalculaof
consisting
The first major problem,
problems to be solved.
Other
begun on January 1st and is proceeding.
was
orders,
1400
about
requiring
tSs
problems are being programmed at the moment.

SSg

Is in preparation.
The compilation of a library of subroutines

code.
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7.

Advance Notes on RASCAL
by
E.

J.

Pe the rick

Royal Aircraft Establishment,

Farnborough

Introduction
High-speed binary computers operate to best advantage on analytical problems Involving
Howlengthy computation with but a modest amount of Input of data and output of answers.
this
the
rae
Is
not
of
as
organization
such
experimental
an
ever, much of the computing In
type;
It Is concerned with the reduction of experimental data, garnered from wind tunnels,
A vast amount of such data is
structural and flight tests, missile development, etc,
collected and an increasing proportion of it is being recorded automatically both for visual
The computing needed, however, frequently
scrutiny and for feeding to automatic computers.
though the sequences may run to
data,
of
item
per
operations
arithmetic
five
falls below
Such problems are therefore suitable neither for conventional
several hundred operations.
Business machines lack the required
business machines nor for high-speed binary computers.
and the high-speed binary machines are limited both by their speeds of
programming capacity;
data input and answer extraction and also because the double conversion they demand, to and
from the binary notation, would swamp the actual computing required (In most cases the need
for scrutiny of data by experimenters renders recording of data In binary form undesirable).
In any machine for data reduction, therefore, the input facilities must be particularly
much of the data will be read once only and in a prescribed sequence, and so attention
good;
should be paid to rapid access 'on demand" to the next number on a chosen input medium- tape
Output facilities are required which enable results to be disseminated
or card stack.
By contrast,
quickly to the experimenters and later to a wider public in report form.
serviceability.
and
reliability
simplicity,
economy,
sacrificed
to
computing speed can be
Moreover, any machine built primarily for data reduction should be sufficiently simple and
This has two advantages
easy to programme that most customers can load their own problems.
- perhaps more
and
capabilities
the
both
emphasizes
it
RAE;
like
establishment
In any
important - the limitations of automatic computing direct to the staff concerned in the
design of experiments, with - It is hoped - consequent Economy In subsequent work.

Effort at RAE was first concentrated on a slow relay computer, but with the advent of
reliable electronic decimal elements, the emphasis was shifted to design of a medium-speed
electronic machine, RASCAL (Eoyal Aircraft Establishment Sequence Calculator) and development
It should be stressed that, unof this design is now being handled by the Plessey Company.
RASCAL is still under
Symposium,
of
the
session
this
at
like most of the machines dealt with
Emphasis on data reduction has, howdevelopment and no operating performance is available.
design
ever, resulted In some unusual features which may be of interest, particularly as this
applications.
commercial
many
by
given
that
resembles
slant
RASCAL will use the floating decimal, parallel counting mode of operation, with fast,
and up to three tape punches, card punches
serial, coded input from punched tapes or cards;
The two while computing proceeds.
simultaneously
its
answers
or typewriters will record
orders
modifying
address control code - detailed In Table I - will provide facilities for
portbe
should
RASCAL
machine.
Manchester
the
similar to those afforded by the B-tube of
It will use GC 10 D dekatrons and G1/370K coldable and should need about 450 valves.
main
cathode trigger tubes as Its main arithmetic elements and a magnetic drum as its
The rhythm of the machine follows from the dekatrons' limit of 20000 steps
internal store.
per second and also from the decision that each operation should be complete in one drum
Some such work turns will be preceded by a turn for reading an operand
turn, i. e. in 9 ms.
and the
the drum;
to the arithmetic unit and/or writing the answer of the preceding stage on
turn.
work
the
preceding
during
modified
and
read
operation
be
will
each
for

order
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Design hinges on the methods adopted for choosing and forming multiples - and their
These methods Incidentally permit virtually
complements - in short-cut multiplication.
simultaneous carry In the Accumulator and employ two decimal codes thought to be novel.
Components
In the GC 10 D dekatron (re/.- 1) a discharge can be arranged between a central anode
This discharge can be stepped to successive cathodes
and one of ten surrounding cathodes.
by feeding to certain transfer electrodes pulses of 25 lis duration and spaced at least 25 lis
Nine of the cathodes are strapped Internally and the base pins give access to that
apart.
group and to the remaining cathode - the valve is therefore Ideal for counting and the pulse
available as It passes its lone cathode (used as its ninth) can Initiate inter-diglt carry.

A low current discharge
The G1/370K trigger tube (re/. 2) Is a similar binary device.
between a subsidiary anode and cathode can be extended to a main anode cathode gap in a few
Once established in the main gap the dislis, by suitably pulsing a transfer electrode.
pulse
being required to de-ionize the gas in that
lis
extinguish,
a
25
longer
to
charge takes
gap.

Both these components have the advantage that their discharges enable the contents of
further
the various registers, etc. to be seen immediately the machine is stopped, without
to
multiplication
decimal
permits
unit
arithmetic
parallel
use
In
a
Their
test gear.
no higher
be performed In 5.8 ms, using short-cut methods and a basic pulse repetition rate
than 20 Kc/s.

8x8

:

Input

Data and orders - Intermingled If needed - will be fed to RASCAL on punched tape or
3
the
Numbers will be supplied in the form p x 10 , where -l < p < 1 and -19 £ j ^ 29;
of the significant figures (coded as
sign
exponent J will be punched first, followed by the
Most orders will comprise two
if positive or as 9) and up to eight significant figures.
function digits, a modification digit and two four-digit addresses, which will occupy
positions corresponding to the exponent, sign and significant figures of numbers, respectEach digit will be represented either In a column of a card by one hole, or on a
ively.
or 9
line across a tape by a code In which the four channels indicate the digits 1, 2, 3
Each word will be preceded by an X punching on
and are combined according to Table II.
but any number of zero exponent can have
cards or by a three-hole combination C on tape;
code D,
that exponent and its X or C code replaced by a Y punching or another three-hole
of
machines,
point
fixed
on
procedure
the
reverses
This method of data input
respectively.
floatprogramming a floating point when required, and can only be Justified If the built-in
In RASCAL, most operation times will only
ing point does not slow computing appreciably.
6.
point design in the ratio of 7
fixed
(hypothetical)
comparable
the
exceed those in
cards.

:

The readers have been designed to reduce the delay between the arithmetic unit calling
tape-

In each
for and receiving the next Item of data from any chosen tape or card stack.
left aligned
be
will
codes
or
D
adjacent
C
reader, for Instance, the required number and its
scanned
be
will
and
channel)
for
each
(one
photocells
strip
front
of
four
In
roughly

the
repetitively by a beam of light, deflected along the tape past the number required in
be
will
unit
arithmetic
the
number,
that
read
To
significance.
decreasing
direction of
reaching
connected to the photocells at the start of a scan and will record all the digits
is thus
input
delay
The
sensed.
is
code
D
second
or
C
it after the first and before the
power of
determined by the speed and frequency of scan and Is limited only by the resolving
though
below
ms,
delay
7
the
reducing
gained
by
in RASCAL, no advantage is
the photocells;
scanning
the
of
independently
accelerated
be
tape
will
The
200
lis.
be
cut
to
it could
subsidiary
system, when a number Is demanded, and will move till a C or D code passes a
photocells.
the
of
front
in
aligned
tape
is
the
on
number
next
and
the
system
optical
which can
Thus only the average rate of input Is limited by the tape transit mechanism,
It will
scan.
one
during
read
data
the
utilises
the
computer
complete its movement while
any time and a
be possible to plug up to six tape or similar card readers to the computer at
keyboard will facilitate manual insertion of data or orders.
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Storage

Each group of four tracks will
On the drum the same 1, 2, 3,' 9 code will be used.
100 numbers will be stored
of
all
exponents
the
tens
of
digits
The
numbers.
100
store
together on one sector, followed on the next sector by all 100 units exponent algits;
sector 3 will record the sign of the significant figures, sector 4 the first significant
figure, etc. till the twelfth sector round the drum contains the ninth significant figures
Ten digits will be stored in each
all 100 numbers-retained to minimize loss of accuracy.
the first ten of thirteen sub-sectors within each sector to pass the reading heads, the rest?
Orderj
of each sector and two further sectors being reserved for certain control functions.
will be stored on the drum like numbers and will be available both for control purposes and
also for alteration in the arithmetic unit.

Using a circumferential packing of 75 digits/ in. the drum's diameter will be
approximately 8 in. and its speed, to fit in with dekatron limits, will approximate to
This will give an addition time of 9 and a multiplication time of 18 ms
6700 r.p.m.
Including access to operands and disposal of answers, for a digit writing and reading rate
no higher than 1600/ s.
For 9000 addresses, only 36 magnetic heads will be used, each capable of writing numberj
Four more
and orders on the drum and moveable to cover any chosen one of ten tracks.
writing heads will extend the storage to 9900 numbers and four static heads will give access
At any time,
to a further 100 stores, primarily for modification and output purposes.
Associated
therefore, 1100 stores will be Immediately available without moving any heads.
with and spaced one sector from each writing head will be a reading head, the separation of
the writing and the reading functions simplifying switching of digits to and from
appropriate heads.

Of the four digits of each address, the second will select one group of eight heads;
the first digit will control movement of the chosen heads to cover the appropriate tracks;
and the third and fourth digits will set up coincidence circuits to open writing or reading
If the first and second digits of a|
gates at times dictated by a phonic wheel (see below).
address are both nine, however, the octet of fixed heads will be used.

,

The phonic wheel

Attached to the drum will be a phonic wheel, the 17 channels of which will define
completely each digit storage location round the drum, in a two-out-of-slx code resembling
Six channels will define which sector, a
the 1, 2, 3i 9 code and detailed in Table II.
further six which sub-sector and five more channels which digit within a sub-sector is passThis phonic wheel may be formed from a stack of disk
ing the reading heads at any Instant.
Some divisions would thei
each divided notionally round its edge into 1820 equal divisions.
with the six-channel
accordance
in
scratches
marked
with
be
would
be left blank and others
and as the wheel turns, those scratches would generate pulses in
code of Table II;
Alternatively the phonic
17 magnetic heads similar to those reading digits from the drum.
Either
similar
code.
etched
with
a
photographically
disk
single
of
a
consist
wheel may
scheme enables appropriate digits to be read from the drum when required, at times defined b]
coincidence between the outputs from the sub-sector and digit channels of the wheel and
corresponding channels specifying the third and fourth digits of the address of the required
Further coincidence circuits examining the output from the wheel will provide
number.
pulses - at intervals of five lis. for controlling the machine during each drum turn.

,

The arithmetic unit
In the arithmetic unit there will be only four main assemblies, termed the Recoders,
Digits of a number read
the Register, the Accumulator and the Pulsing Unit {fig. 1).
Recoder, will be
one
through
keyboard,
or
the
cards
serially from the drum, tapes,
staticised on quintets of trigger tubes forming the Register, for transfer In parallel from
there to the Accumulator, each digit N as a train of N pulses under control of the Pulsing
For subtraction there will be available complements of numbers on the Register,
Unit.
while for short-cut multiplication there will be needed the positive and negative multiples
The Register will be able to shift the significant
2-5 of the multiplicand on the Register.
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figures of Its contents one place in the direction of decreasing significance for every
pulse applied to certain control lines.
The pure decimal Accumulator will employ 12 dekatrons, of which the nine for
significant figures will be arranged in a ring and will carry virtually simultaneously
Addition or subtraction of a number or of one of its multiples, to or from
•through nines.
Answers formed on the Accumulator in pure decimal
the Accumulator, will take 650 \xs.
notation will read out serially, through and under control of the Accumulator's Recoder, to
the drum or back to the Register In 1, 2, 3, 9 code.
The Accumulator's Recoder will also deal with any overspill from the Accumulator during
and will provide a check
addition or subtraction; will partially standardize products;
range.
permissible
the
outside
exponents
numbers
with
against the processing of

Formation of multiples
Table III lists the products resulting from multiplying each possible multiplicand
Table III also lists the sum of the digits in, and hence
digit by each of the factors 1-5.
But for any multiple the tens
the number of pulses needed to form, each two-digit product.
digit of one product, of a multiplicand digit by a factor, may have to be added to the units
digit of another product, of the next more significant multiplicand digit by the same
Multiples 2-5 may therefore need up to 1+8, 2+9, 3+8, or 4+5 pulses respectively.
factor.
multiples 3 and 4 eleven pulses may reach any dekatron, two carries may result and
for
Since
the basic cycle of the machine - available as each drum sector passes the reading heads
sub-sector.
each
one
in
pulses,
thirteen
comprises
therefore
Table III also Indicates that for each factor, the pulses needed to form the two-digit
products for the multiplicand digits N and (9-N) sum to nine, except for the cases boxed.
This suggests that each digit N < 5 on the Register should time the opening, and each digit
(9-N) the closing, of a gate feeding pulses from a common supply of nine to the appropriate
Each gate will be controlled with the aid of a fllpflop,
dekatron in the Accumulator.
state before each cycle of nine pulses.
gate-closed
its
in
be
will
which
To transfer an operand, for Instance, each digit 1 therein will step Its fllpflop to
open Its gate after pulse 8 of the group of nine, to allow pulse 9 to reach the Accumulator.
Each digit 8 (=9-1) will step its fllpflop and open Its gate before pulse 1, to step Its
dekatron until the gate is closed after pulse' 8 by the same control used for complementary,
Any gate controlled by one of the other digit pairs 2/7, 3/6 or 4/5 will be
digits 1.
the cycle If Its digit exceeds 4 and will change state after pulses 7, 6 or 5
before
opened
This system enables the complement of an operand to be formed easily, by
respectively.
again before each subtraction cycle.
fllpflop
stepping each
1

To produce each of the multiples 2-5 and their complements, the above procedure will be
In the first part of each such
extended to form the 13-pulse cycle demanded by Table III.
cycle the tens digits, and in a second part the corresponding units digits, of the two-digit
At the
products of the multiplicand digits by a chosen factor, will reach the Accumulator.
end of the first sub-cycle, the Register's contents will be shifted one place In the
direction of decreasing significance, and inter-digit carry will be arranged before the
The two sub-cycles and the carry period will together
start of the second sub-cycle.
pulses 11 and 12 will be needed to complete
cycle;
of
the
pulses
ten
first
occupy the
and pulse 13 will provide the second inter-digit carry period.
multiples 3 and 4;

The lower half of Table III Indicates the shift and carry periods for each of the
Before each sub-cycle, all the Accumulator's flip flops will be stepped from
factors 1-5.
their gate-shut positions if a complement Is needed and each fllpflop may be stepped again
The fllpflops will be further stepped during either
if Its controlling digit exceeds four.
half of Table III and all will be returned to
lower
to
the
according
sub-cycles
or both
their gate-shut positions before and after each carry period and also after pulse 10.
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:

For the boxed cases of Table III. the relevant flipflops will be stepped specially, to
shut their gates after pulses 1 or 2, for factors 3 or 4 respectively, and to open their
There will thus be formed in the first ten pulses of the cycle the
gates before pulse 5.
product
07, 16, 06 or 26, to which will be added two further correcting
relevant two-digit
pulses - Nos. 11 and IS - by stepping the flipflops again before pulse 11.
Five-channel code easing choice of control pulses

Choice of the appropriate control pulse (s) by each multiplicand digit - from the set of
provided for each factor by the Pulsing Unit - will be simplified by a simple change
in coding, from the four-channel code used on tapes and drum, where space is limited, to a
The latter code, listed in Table II,
somewhat similar five-channel code on the Register,
indicates directly Into which complementary pair each multiplicand digit falls and whether
In each stage of the Register, four trigger tubes A, B, C and D
that digit exceeds four.
will be associated with the digit pairs 1/8, 2/7, 3/6 and 4/5, respectively, and a fifth
Zero will be indicated
tube E will Indicate whether the digit on the quartet exceeds four.
by no tubes being flashed and nine by tube E only in the relevant quintet.

pulses

Choice of multiples in short-cut multiplication

In short-cut multiplication, the multiplicand will be set on the register during one
drum turn and in the next turn the multiplier will select appropriate multiples of that
The
multiplicand, to add to or subtract from the accumulator to form the product thereon.
required multiples can be chosen correctly and easily by inspecting no more than two
Multiples
adjacent multiplier digits at a time, expressed In the same 5-channel code.
higher than the fifth can be avoided, by subtracting a lower multiple from the tenth - the
and any tenth multiple for the less
multiplicand itself shifted one place to the right;
significant multiplier digit of a pair suspected can be added to the lower multiple for the
The most and least significant multiplier digits can be
more significant of those digits.
treated similarly if they are considered to be preceded and followed respectively by zeros.

When
This procedure is tabulated In Table IV and can be further summarized as follows.
the
then
N,
significant
is
more
the
than.
5
and
both the multiplier digits inspected are less
The same multiple must
Nth multiple of the multiplicand must be added to the Accumulator.
be subtracted if both the multiplier digits exceed 4 and the more significant Is (9 - N);
but If only one of the multiplier digits exceeds 4 then the multiple so chosen must be
replaced by the next larger multiple.
If the multiplier digits to be thus Inspected are set onto trigger tube quintets in the
5-channel code of Table II, tubes A to D in the more significant quintet determine the value
tube E therein determines the sign of the multiple and the multiple so chosen
of N directly;
must be replaced by the next larger if only one of the E tubes in those quintets is flashed.
Such choice of a multiple and its sign can be arranged with no more than two flipflops and
ten gates over and above the two quintets of trigger tubes described above, and due to the
in
arrangement of multiplier digits on the drum no further multiplier register is required;
fact the register quintets required for the exponent digits, can fulfil the function of a

multiplier register.
Reading of answers - the Accumulator's Recoder
For each answer formed on the Accumulator, the exponent dekatrons will hold either a
the sign
positive exponent or the complement on 99 of the modulus of a negative exponent;
each
negative;
it
is
if
nine
or
a
positive,
answer
is
dekatron will record a zero if the
dekatron In .the ring will hold either a digit of a positive answer or the complement on 9 of
and the decimal point will effectively lie to the left of the
a digit of a negative answer;
Some answers will be left on the Accumulator to be
dekatron chosen as the most significant.
others will be read out and cleared, digit by digit, to
augmented in subsequent operations;
while a few will be both read
the drum for storage or to the Register for use as operands;
out and also left on the Accumulator (after operations 04, 05, 24 and 25).
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In reading the Accumulator serially, the tens and units exponent dekatrons will be
dealt with first, followed by the sign dekatron and then those for significant figures;
that is, the digits of each answer will be read in the same order as the digits of each
The digit on the more significant
operand are accepted from the tapes* cards, or keyboard.
exponent dekatron, after setting the Accumulators' Recoder, will determine whether to read
and
the digit on the less significant exponent dekatron or that digit's complement on 9;
the digit read from the sign dekatron to the Recoder will similarly determine whether the
This
digits on the significant figure dekatrons or their complements on 9 should read.
reading process will usually occur while the first operand of the following stage is drawn
from the drum, cards or tape to the Register.

One dekatron will be read to the Accumulator's recoder as each of the drum sectors 1-12
As the end of each drum sector N passes the reading heads, the
pass the reading heads.
digit set on the Accumulator's Recoder earlier in that sector will be transferred to the
storage unit, for writing on drum sector N through the appropriate recording head which, it
will be remembered, will be displaced one sector from its corresponding reading head.
Alternatively, at the end of each sector the contents of the Accumulator's Recoder may be
transferred to the Register's Recoder and on to the Register's quintets.

Control

Successive orders will normally be drawn from adjacent storage locations round the drum
and the addresses specified by each order will be modified while the preceding order is
being obeyed.
For this modification, each order's modification digit will select one of
and the first four significant figures of that number
ten ordinary numbers on the drum;
will be added to the first address and the second four to the second address specified by
The flexibility afforded by this procedure will be
the order, on a Control Register.
further extended by the ability to alter not only the modifier numbers in the arithmetic
the function digits, modification digit and addresses
unit, but also the orders themselves;
of an order will then be treated as exponents, sign and significant figures respectively.

Output
The output system will extract up to three answers at a time from the drum and will
This simple timetype and/ or punch them out while the computer continues calculating.
multiplexed system will be driven from the four static reading heads and will yield a typed
display suitable for photostatic reproduction and up to 20 carbon copies for immediate
distribution.
Its maximum output speed will be 36 digits/ s, which will allow one answer to
be fed out for approximately every 25 arithmetic operations completed.
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TABLE

I

The Order Code
Note:

(A)

means the contents of location A on the drum, the next number on tape or cards In
reader A or the contents of the Accumulator

03

from

Off

Subtract

04
05

Add
(A) to
Subtract (A) from

Accumulators leave result on Accumulator and also read It out to
destination B

Subtract SSlty r?om

)

4th sl S- F1 &
8th sl S-

^'

'

of

<

A >> send result to B

of:

<

A >'

sen<1

result t0 B

send rounded up number
Add 5 to the Mth slg. Fig. of (A), where M Is the modifier digit;
to destination B and prepare to read it out to a punch or typewriter

X-(B)

j

and

(Acc) X (A)
(Ace) X-(A).

(Acc)

81

)
)

Accumulator, clear result from Ace. to destination B

)

(A)

23

Slty

j

from

Subtract

17

(A)

X-(A)

)

ad(1

P roduct t0 the Accumulator

and c i ear product from Accumulator to destination B

)

j

leave Product on the Accumulator and also read It out to B

Set trigger

according to the modifier digit M, so that when attempts are made to read
an 'outsize-' number from Acc:
- 8, wait for openator to clear Acc.
if M =
clear Acc. and proceed to next order but one
If M= 9,

Dummy stop.
Full stop

If control panel so demands, halt machine
In any case, halt machine

Tabulate
Return

carriage on typewriter M to next hand set tabulate stop
carriage on typewriter M to start of line and line space

Initiate output cycle for punching or typing any numbers placed on drum by up to three

operations 17
91

Strip Acc.

For each zero in (A) clear corresponding digit on Acc. to
number to destination B

Transfer

(A)'s exponent as a standardized number to B

Discriminate

If

(A)

and send stripped

is negative or zero, proceed normally, otherwise skip to order in

location B

EI

[a] means the integral part of

which must

(Acc) x 10

and clear product to B.
lie between +99.

Standardize

by eliminating "leading" zeros in (A)'s modulus and correspondingly

(A)

Note:

reducing

(A)

•

(A),

s exponent

each operation occupies one drum turn except

23 - 25, which take 2 drum turns;

and

22 & 27, which take 3 drum turns if the Accumulator holds a number or 2 drum turns if the
Accumulator Is empty.
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TABLE II
Codes used on tapes* drum, phonic wheel and arithmetic register

Five-channel code
for arithmetic register

Four-channel code
for tapes & drum

Digit

Channels used

Channels used

/

1

2

J

J

J

J

2

/

3

/
/

y
y

I

/

7

J

8

J

9

11

12

y

13

y

X

1

2

3

9

Channels used in 2 - out - of - 6 code
on the phonic wheel
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y
y

y

J

>4

J

5
6

J

y

4/5

y

10

j

3/6

4

J

V

j

2/7

y

y
y
/

y

Y

1/8

1

J

y

9

3

/

J

y

y
y

j

TABLE III
Products resulting from multiplying each possible multiplicand digit by each of the
factors 1-5;
and
The sum of the digits In each such product (In brackets);
Method of forming each such product In a 13-pulse cycle.

MultlpllcandX.Multlplylng

1

00 (0)
01 (1)

2
3
4

02
03
04

(2)
(3)
(4)

00
02
04
06
08

5

05
06
07
08
09

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

12
14
16
18

6

7
8
9

Register's contents)
shift right and 1st >
carry period occurs

l

during
pulses

(0)

(2)
(4)

(6)
(8)

(1)
(3)
(5)
(7)
(9)

00
03
06

(0)

i09

(9)i

12

(3)

15

(6)

21
24
27

00
04

(3)
(6)

118

5

108
12
16

9)|

,

(3)
(6)
(9)

I

(0)

00

(4)
(8)1

05

(5)

10
15

20

(1)
(6)
(2)

25
30
35
40
45

(7)
(3)
(8)
(4)
(9)

(3)
(7)

20

(2)

24
28
32
36

(6)

(10)

1

(5)
(9)

'<8)

(0)

1

2

3

4

5

shut

9

8

7

6

5

gates

8

6

4

N

x

•

open,

Multi-

7

2

plicand

10

4

3

2

1

Xfactor

digit

|

No. 4

3
|

and

,

>

,

after

7

4

NO. 3

pulses

6

2

1

6

3

2+8

3 + 5

2 + 4

2

digits

digits
,

4

,5,

,

and 9

Multiplicand digits

+ 8

do not alter gate posit Ions. during cycle

For both boxed cases, gates are opened before pulses 5 and 11.
For boxed case No.

3,

gates are shut after pulse

1

For boxed case No.

4,

gates are shut after pulse

2.

and their state Is altered after pulse

All gates are controlled by flipflops and are shut after pulses 10,

12 and 13 and also

before and after each moveable carry period.

TABLE IV
Choice of multiple at each stage of short-cut multiplication
from Inspection of two adjacent multiplier digits
More significant multiplier digit

Multiple required If less
significant multiplier digit
of the pair inspected Is

1

< 5
> 4

|o
1
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1

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2
3

3
4

4
5

-5
-4

-4
-3

-3
-2

-2
-1

-1
-0

3.

8.

The TRE High-Speed Digital Computer
by
R. H.

A.

Carter

Telecommunications Research Establishment

Introduction
The TRE High-Speed Electronic Computer has been designed to work in the parallel mode,
with a high-speed electrostatic store (using c.r.t. 'S) with a capacity for 512 words, each of
It has a single address code, punched tape input, and either punched tape or
24 digits.
electric typewriter output.

An auxiliary magnetic drum store has been built with a total capacity of over li million
binary digits.
The computer works in a pure binary scale, with a fixed binary point, conversion from
A corresponding
the binary coded decimal input being controlled by the Input subroutine.
output routine controls the conversion from a pure binary answer Into the output code.
e.g. the
Few restrictions are Imposed by the computer upon the mathematician;
as required, and
often
as
read
be
may
store
high-speed
in
the
address
given
contents of any
all addresses are equally accessible at all times.

As far as possible, both 'O's and 'l's are represented by active states.

The power supplies for the computer are provided by four 400-cycle alternators so
arranged that all four alternators normally share the load, one supplying the L.T. power,
Under abnormal conditions, the computer may derive all
and the remainder the H.T. power.
three to two,
Its power from only two alternators, the change from four to three, and from
being effected without interruption in the computation.

General Design
As far as possible, the binary digits '0' and '1' are each represented by an active
the voltage appearing on a digit line representing either a digit or no digit, the
state;
Hence, the absence or
0" being distinguished from the 1' by the use of separate lines.
presence of both '0' and 1" is easily detected.
'

'

The circuits have been designed In such a manner that wherever it is possible, the
failure of a component will not provide the active state on a digit line.

Separate trigger circuits are used for high-speed temporary storage of 'O's and 'l's
It Is thus possible to have three states for each digit in a register, viz.
registers).
(in
'cleared' '0' and '1'.
The equipment Is mounted on both sides of Post Office racks, four digits to a rack.
being at the
On the lower half are mounted the c.r.t. store units, the c.r.t.'s themselves
associated
the
of
can
screening
the
Each video amplifier is mounted on the end of
bottom.
the
provides
which
each
of
amplifiers
deflection
the
are
c.r.t.'s
Above
the
c.r.t.
The
required voltage for one dimension px' or 'y') for four c.r.t. 's In parallel.
address
the
between
losses
that
so
form,
digital
in
amplifier
address is fed into the
registers and the amplifiers do not affect the accuracy of the deflection on the c.r.t.
screen.

access Is
Above the deflection amplifiers are mounted the Gate Units, by means of which
forms the
gained to the c.r.t. store for both 'reading' and 'writing', and the unit also
periods.
link between the output of, and the input to, the store during the regeneration
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Above the Gate Units are the various Arithmetic Units, with the power supply controls at
of the rack.
:

the top

The 'back.' and the front of the digit racks are similar In appearance, having similar
units mounted on them up to the power supply panel vtfilch Is not duplicated on any one rack.
'

1

All the units above the c. r. t.'s have been designed for easy access without dismantling
to enable servicing to be done in situ.

from the rack,

Valves are held in resistor clips, so that heat may
Cooling has also been considered.
be transferred to the chassis, and the valves are arranged to protrude Into a vertical duct.
This duct forms a flue through which the air, heated by the equipment, is allowed to rise and
Cooled filtered air Is provided
is extracted from the room by fans fitted in the roof.
through ducts under the floor of the computer room and this air is allowed to pass freely
The convection currents thus created are found to provide
over the units of the equipment.
adequate cooling of the equipment.
all connexions
The arithmetic units, being serviced in situ, have no plugs and sockets;
The result of this
are made by means of soldered Joints, and all valves are soldered in.
has been that no troubles have been found to be due to poor connexions.
The desirability of
soldering all Joints has been emphasised by the fact that plugs and sockets and associated
connexions on the c. r. t. units have given seme trouble.
when the equipment has been working
Tor a year or so this particular problem will be examined and the frequency of faults due to
this cause will be determined, together with faults from other causes.

Power for the computer Is being provided from four 400 c/s 3-phase alternators each
driven by a 50 c/s, 5-phase motor.
The system has been designed to provide uninterrupted
power to the computer during a complete break of the power supply to the motors of up to cne
second.
Also, should any one alternator fall while under load, automatic switch gear will
take that alternator out of service and the full load will be shared by the remaining three
alternators, again without affecting the computation.
The Function Design

Fourteen instructions have, so far, been catered for in the design of the Arithmetic
Control section of the computer.
They are:
1.

P.n.

Clear the Accumulator Register and then add the contents of store, address
a.

2.

N.n

Clear the Accumulator Register and then
address q.

3.

A.n

Add the contents of Store, address a, to the contents of the Accumulator
Register, and place the result in the Accumulator Register.

4.

S.n

Subtract the contents of Store, address q, from the contents of the
Accumulator Register, and place the result In the Accumulator Register.

5.

T.n

Transfer the contents of the Accumulator Register to Store address a. leaving
the contents of the Accumulator Register unaltered.

6.

R.(n)

Shift the contents of the Accumulator Register one place to the right
(i.e. divide by 2).
The address a has no effect.

7.

E.n

Compare the digits of the Accumulator Register and of the store address
q.,
digit by digit.
if the digits are both one, put gig Into the Accumulator
Register otherwi.se nought.
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subtract the contents of store,

8.

O.n

Compare the digits of the Accumulator Register and of the store
If the digits are both nought, put nought
address a, digit by digit.
into the accumulator Register, otherwise one.

9.

D.n

Compare the digits of the Accumulator Register and of the store address a*
If they differ put one in the Accumulator Register,
digit by digit.
otherwise nought.

10.

B.n

If the number In the Accumulator Register is negative, do next the
otherwise proceed serially.
Instruction stored at address a.

11.

J.n

Do next the instruction stored at address a.

12.

I.n

Read the row of tape into the five least significant digits of store,
address a» setting all the remaining digits of that storage location to
noughts.

13.

W.n

Write out the contents of the five most significant digits in store
address a.

14.

Z. (n)

Stop.

(a

has no effect).

When the magnetic drum store is connected up to the computer, the necessary Instructions can
It should be noted that reading the
be added to the control system in a simple manner.
information from the Stores (Instructions 1,2,3,4,7,8,9 and 13) always leaves the contents
of the Stores unaltered.
'

The primary timing of the operation of the computer is derived from a 50 kc/s basic
This will be a phonic wheel rigidly fastened to the magnetic drum, when the
waveform.
Otherwise, an electronic generator of 50 kc/s is used.
latter is in use.
By adopting
tills system, the problem of synchronising a drum to the basic waveform is avoided, and Is
replaced by the simpler one of designing the electronics of the computer to be aperiodic in
This has to be so, In any case, owing to the random nature of the
nature to a large extent.
sequence of instructions, some of which (e. g. printing, and reading Input tape) are relatively
slow, and require that the computer should stop while the slow mechanical operations are
performed.
teeth
The phonic wheel consists 6t a disc of steel, four Inches In diameter, with 2048
per
revolutions
speed
of
1500
atr
the
drum
rotated;
This is then
cut Into its perimeter.
minute, giving an output frequency of approximately 50 kc/s.

The output of the 50 kc/s source
Fig.8 is a block schematic diagram of the computer.
with a
is fed into a unit which provides a square waveform with a 50% duty cycle, together
basil
remaining
the
provide
used
to
then
voltages
are
These
second output of opposite phase.
mathematics
beinl
the
of
Irrespective
uninterrupted,
continue
which
computer,
waveSorms of the
carried out.
The appropriate waveforms are gated to the arithmetic and storage units, under the
control of the Arithmetic Control (C) section of the computer, each of four 'beats' of the
Thus, a period of 40|is Is normally required to read an
computer being lOMs In duration.
taken to transfer Information between the magnetic
The
time
Instruction and to obey It.
and electrostatic stores will depend on the Initial period required to reach the required
Transfers
address in the magnetic drum, plus the actual transfer period of 20|J,s per word.
will take place in blocks of 64 or 128 words.

Multiplication is controlled by a subroutine,
present.
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as no built-in multiplier exists at
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The Control Counter (CO, which contains the address at which to find the 'present'
is of such a design that the configuration of its contents can be modified
It is a binary counter in the ordinary sense, but 'words' may be set Into
in two ways.
as
though it were a register, thereafter counting may continue in the ordinary
counter
the
This facility is required for instructions 10 and 11, enumerated earlier.
way.
Instruction
mouuuuon,

The basic
Except for instructions 12 and 13, each Instruction takes the same time.
cycle which Is used during computation consists of two operations, to read the next
The first operation Is automatic except after
instruction, and then to obey it.
instructions 12, 13 and 14, when a waiting period is required, and the computer is stopped.
Instructions 12 and 13 Involve the operation of mechanical devices, and each gives a 'go'
The electronic part of the computer then resumes Its normal
signal on completion.

operational rhythm.

Each operation consists of two parts, so that the basic cycle produces a four beat
For the sake of Illustration, assume that the instruction is to add the contents
rhythm.
of a given address in the Store (I. & in fig. l) to the contents of the Accumulator Register
(ACCr)
in design It is identical to the
To do this, a Shltt Register (SR), Is used;
The result of the addition is stored temporarily in the Snlft
Accumulator Register.
Register, and when the process of adding is complete, the Accumulator Register Is cleared,
The actual process of
and then setup to the same configuration as the Shift Register.
addition and the resetting of the Accumulator Register constitute the two 'beats' of the
second half of the complete rhythm.

It was considered desirable to extract instructions from the store by means of the
Shift Register and the same control system, and then to transfer the Instruction from the
Shift Register to an Instruction Register (IR), Instead of into the Accumulator Register.
This suggests that a similar two-beat cycle should be used during the first part of the
complete rhythm, giving a total of four beats to a complete period of reading an instruction,
and

obeying that Instruction.
The cycle of operations, is therefore as follows:

Under the control of the Control Counter,
1.
the Store Into the Shift Register.

read the next Instruction from

2.

Put the Instruction into the Instruction Register.

3.

Obey the instruction, putting the result, in general, into the Shift

Register.

Complete the Instruction by putting the result Into the Accumulator Register
elsewhere
as necessary.
or
4.

It will be seen that access to the c. r. t. store is required only in beats 1 and 3.
Beats 2 and 4 are then available for the necessary process of regenerating the Information
It is not necessary to gain access to the store during beat 4,
held in the c.r. t. store.
In order to write a number Into the store, for example, because the computer has been
Therefore, if an addition has been done,
designed to work with a single address code.
the result always goes Into the Accumulator Register, as the store address was used to
A second instruction is necessary in order to write the
specify one of the addends.
result Into stores, and this process of writing is then carried out during the third beat
of the next Instruction.
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l

By interweaving the arithmetic process in this manner it is possible to bar access
t.
during regeneration periods without serious Interference with the arithmetical
operation of the computer.
to the c. r.

As the Control Counter contains the address of the next instruction, it is used only
during the first beat of the cycle of four beats;
it is therefore possible to modify the
configuration of- the Counter in any of the remaining three beats.
It has been arranged to
add
to the contents of the Control Counter during beat two.
If the instruction then
read out of store is B,n or J,n the configuration of the Control Counter may again be
modified in beat four, ready for use In beat one of the next cycle of operations.
By this
means, It is unnecessary to allow for an extra • l' being added to the address contained in
the Instruction B,n or J,n due to the normal operation of the counter.
1

'

The Regeneration Register is a binary counter the function of which is to provide the
addresses during the regeneration periods or beats, and this regeneration process is allowed
to progress without interruption, Irrespective of the programme.
Now, as this Register has output stages, to provide the c. r. t. store deflection
amplifiers with the requisite signals (In digital form) to gain access to any address In the
electrostatic stores, use Is made of these stages during Action periods (as distinct from
Regeneration periods) during the course of the programme.
Gates are therefore provided
within the Regeneration Register, and the outputs from the Control Counter are fed Into
them.
These gates are shown in fig. 1 as a single pole change-over switch operated by a
signal from the 50 kc/s source.
Curing beat one of the four beat cycle, the required
address is obtained from the Control Counter, but during beat three, It is given by the
Instruction Register.
In order to meet this requirement, another gate system is provided,
and is indicated in fig. 1 by a single pole changeover switch operated by a signal from a
source of 25 kc/s (50 kc/s + £), and is built into the Control Counter for convenience.

It Is therefore possible to select a Regeneration address alternatively with an address
derived either from the Control Counter Itself or from the Instruction Register, according
to the conditions set up on the gates within the Control Counter.
The four beats of the
cycle derive the appropriate address in the sequence:-

Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat

one
two

three
four

-

from
from
from
from

the
the
the
the

Control Counter
Regeneration Register
Instruction Register
Regeneration Register

The amplitude deflection voltages for the Electrostatic Stores are derived from the
binary signals by means of current addition .
rEraset fixed currents are diverted via
diode gates into- a common feed back resistor in each amplifier.
This avoids errors In the
deflection system, due to small variations in the amplitudes of the binary signals between
the Regeneration Register and the Deflection Anpllfler.
In this way, sufficient accuracy of
locating the various addresses with the c. r. t. stores has been attained, and can easily be
maintained.
'

1

The system of distinction, between '0' and '1', which has been adopted In the c.r.t.
Stores is the defocus-focus system,
(ref.i)
The reader Is referred particularly to a
letter by G. H. Perry In "Nature" tor the reasons for adopting this system (ref. s).
One
great advantage is that no restriction on 'Read-around Ratio' is placed by the system upon
the mathematician, even though the machine is operating as a parallel computer with
512 digits in each cr.t,
It is expected that satisfactory operation will be obtained
with 1024 digits per c.r.t. without serious modifications to the computer or cathode ray
tubes.

The arithmetical processes of the Computer are carried out in a Relation unit (RJ).
This consists of a matrix of trlodes into which are fed signals from four sources.
These are
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1.

2.

3.
4.

The
The
The
The

Electrostatic Stores
Accumulator
Carry Register
control section of the computer In the form of an Instruction pulse.

The Carry Register, Is Identical In form, to the Shift Register and the Accumulator
Register, and is set up by the Carry digit from the 'carry output' of the next less significant digit Relation Unit.
No output can be derived from any Relation Unit until all the necessary Input signals
Should the
present.
In this way, no erroneous transitory signals are obtained.
function to be performed require only one digit Input, as well as the Instruction, to the
Relation Unit, then additional (erroneous) signals In the other Inputs will not affect the
The failure of a valve within the Unit will cause only the absence of' a signal, not
result.
the production of a wrong digit.
are

The Instructions, held In turn in the Instruction Register, are Interpreted by a diode
and set up conditions such that the incidence of appropriate timing signals cause
the Instruction to be carried out.

matrix,

The input of the computer is provided on punched tape, using a five digit code, pure
The Initial Input routine is
binary in form, the letters having binary equivalent values.
obtained from permanent wiring on a high-speed uniselector switch, and a simple key changeover provides a check routine using only four of the fourteen Instructions.
The output code differs from the input code, In that every figure in the decimal output
requires three l's and two 'O's.
All other combinations will print a character which is
The machine can Identify the code being fed into it, so that output tapes may
not a figure.
be used as input tapes.
•

The magnetic drum itself, four Inches in diameter, is constructed ^of brass, and Is
The 24 heads used for recording and reading, are mounted on a
coated with a magnetic oxide.
bridge which may be fixed In position, so permitting a single turn track for each head, with a
Fbr the purpose of
fcapacity of 2048 digits per head, and a mean access time of 20 ms.
storing greater numbers of words, the bridge is released;
it then oscillates as the drum
rotates, giving a track length of 32 turns, with a total storage capacity of 64000 words,
but at a mean access time of 1 1/^ s.
Fbr any given head, the two tracks (of one turn and
the drum thus
of 32 turns) are completely separate, so that mutual interference is avoided;
has a capacity for storing over 1-k million 'bits'.
The power supplies are provided by four 400-cycle 3-phase alternators, each driven by its
Under normal conditions, one alternator provides the L. T.
The three
alternators are connected Into the H. T. system.
alternators are separately excited, and are provided with a load sharing system, the whole
computer being connected to all three alternators in Parallel.
The connexion is made after
rectification to avoid synchronization problems.
Also, the D. C. is provided In such a
fanner that the total supply of 600 volts is earthed at a centre tap.
In this way, any
^variations in voltage which occur are made to change both positive and negative supplies by
[the same percentage.
This feature enables one to design the electronic circuits In such a
anner that relatively large variations in the H. T. voltages have little or no effect on the
forking of the computer.
omi 50-cycle, 3-phase motor.
power, and the remaining three

Should the L.T. alternator fail for any reason, one of the other three alternators is
disconnected from the H. T. system and replaces the faulty alternator, the changeover taking
BO to 30 ms.
to complete.
The extra H, T. load thereby Imposed on the remaining two
alternators is automatically shared equally.
The condition at any time, so far as the
alternators are concerned, Is indicated by a system of lamps.
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The no-voltage release
a temporary break in supply
fully to maintain the power
supply, flywheels have been

system on the power supply to the motors Is so arranged that
In order
of up to one second will not cause than to trip.
supply to the computer during such a break In the 50-cycle
fitted between the motors and the alternators.
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Introduction:

Access Time

With an automatic serial digital computer using a delay line type of memory the words
(numbers or instructions) stored in the machine are Immediately available only if each delay
For such short tanks the delay time Is equivalent to one word
line holds Just one word.
length and the time taken for the digits of any remembered word to be transferred from the
Storage location In which they are stored to any other part of the machine Is the time taken
For various reasons, chiefly of economy, a machine of
for these digits to run out serially.
this kind would need to have the bulk of its memory in the form of long delay lines, each one
For each long delay line only one of the words stored in
of which would hold several words.
it would be Immediately available at any given time, and in general the operation of the
Thus
machine would have to await the appearance of the required word at the end of the tank.
It is, however,
there is a so-called "access time" associated with this form of memory.
possible to design a machine so that the effect of this access time In slowing down the speed
It is the purpose of this paper to explain how this has been
of operation is much reduced.
achieved on the Pilot Model of ACE.
The principle of optimum

coding

The Idea of optimum coding can best be Introduced by considering a simple example, a
subroutine for the computation of a square root, successive digits being obtained by the use
At any stage, the partial answer, the current trial digit
Of the ordinary Horner process.
and the remainder will have to be stored and these will be used to find the next digit of the
root.
If this is to be done quickly these three numbers must be Immediately available to
the arithmetical organs of the machine and are therefore best stored in delay lines of one
This number
The machine therefore must have a certain number of short tanks.
word length.
The best
need, however, only be small and most of the memory can be in the form of long tanks.
For the square root process considered
number of short delay lines will be considered later.
above three short tanks are enough to give short access time.
The subroutine will contain a sequence of instructions which will at each stage determine
the next digit of the root, use it to form the next partial answer, determine the next trial
digit, find the new remainder and finally determine when this sequence of instruction has
The control of the machine will accept each
been repeated the required number of times.
instruction in turn and set up the necessary parts of the machine to carry out the instruction.
If no time is to be lost due to the access time of the instructions each one must be
immediately available to the control when It is required at the end of the previous instruction.
For this it is not necessary to have the instructions stored In short delay lines,
but It* can be achieved by placing the Instructions in such positions in the long delay lines
This
that they are running out at the time when the control is first ready to accept them.
the
of
control
the
principle
this
advantage
of
Is the principle of optjlmum coding.
To take

machine must be suitably designed.

Design of the Pilot ACE Control
We now consider the use of this principle In the square-root subroutine with reference
Model of the ACE.
A serial machine of this kind carries out three separate
These are:
operations before an instruction is finally obeyed.
to the Pilot
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1.

2.

3.

The transference of the Instruction from store to control.
word length.

Time occupied:

one

The interpreting by control of the Instruction and the setting up of the machine
one word length.
Time occupied on the Pilot Model;
obey the Instruction.

Time occupied:

The carrying out of the instruction.
lengths.

t

an Integral number of word

The principle of optimum coding suggests that part (1) of the next Instruction should occur
We can however, do better
as soon as possible after part (3) of the previous instruction.
part (1) of the next instruction can actually occur during the last word length
than this;
Thus in a sequence of Instructions, for each of which part (3) occupies one
of part (3).
word length, the machine will in alternate word time be
a.

Preparing to obey an instruction.

b.

Carrying out the instruction and transferring the next instruction to the control.

The Instructions will therefore be obeyed at the rate of one every two word times and will;
therefore need to be spaced out In alternate word positions in a long delay line.
If the sequence has to be repeated, as In the square root subroutine, the first lnstrud
tion will not in general be in the right position relative to the last instruction for optii«
It is apparent, however, that If the number of instructions In the sequence Is not;
coding.
more than half the number of words in a long tank the machine will be able to carry out the
Further, If the number of
sequence in a period equal to the delay time of a long tank.
instructions is not more than a quarter of the number of words in a long tank we can double
This is a device which has sometimes been
this rate by repeating the instructions again.
useful.
found

Optimum coding in general

When we consider the coding of a large problem for the machine we find that most of the
time taken is accounted for by the sequences of Instructions which are obeyed many times.
These will consist in general of the whole or parts of library subroutines for forming stanIf we* take the trouble to code only these
dard functions or performing standard processes.
sequences in an optimum fashion we will not be falling far short of obtaining the fastest
The. extra labour Involved in rearranging the instructions to glvi
operation of the machine.
optimum coding fcr library subroutines is thus well worth the effort.
.

It Is evident, too, that it is necessary only for those numbers on which such sequences
of instructions are operating to be immediately available, and thus to be In short tanks.
In general, few such numbers are involved, and this is the reason why we can take full advanj
When this is not so, as for Instance In operaj
tage of optimum coding with few short tanks.

tions on a vector of numbers which are stored in long delay lines we can still make excelled
The numbers can be picked out, singly or more at a tim
use of the optimum coding facility.
if necessary, placed in short tanks while the required operations are performed on them, and
then replaced.
The Instruction which does the picking out can usually be stored in a short
tank so that it can be modified at the optimum rate.
On the Pilot Model there are five short tanks one word long and two delay lines holding
two words only.
The remainder of the store consists of eleven long delay lines of length
32 words.
On the first copy (deuce) of the Pilot Model to be made by English Electric Co.
Ltd., there will be four short delay lines one word long, three delay lines holding two word
and one quadruple length delay line.
The number of short delay lines required to make
reasonably full use of the optimum coding facility will depend to some extent on the probleia
under Investigation, but in the light of experience with the variety of problems already
tackled en the Pilot Model the arrangement for the English Electric version is Judged to be
somewhere near the best compromise.
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A further feature which affects the use made of optimum coding Is the distribution of
Naturally some ways of
arithmetical and logical facilities on the short delay lines.
The pilot model has a two-address code, but this does
distribution are better than others.
not by any means imply that the number of Instructions required is halved as compared with a
This factor, however, can be approached in many
corresponding one-address code machine.
The Pilot
problems If there is good arrangement of arithmetical and logical facilities.
above,
considered
sequence
extracting
the
root
facilities
which,
In
has
Instance,
for
Model,
enable the sum of the current trial digit and the partial answer to be subtracted from the
remainder, so as to produce in one instruction the number whose sign determines the next
To make the best use of the facilities some trial and effort is often
digit of the root.
required to find the best storage locations for each number concerned, but it is worth the
effort for all subroutines.
the

in general it seems that it is best to have additive and subtractive facilities
The latter can then have
associated with one short tank and one double length delay line.
The logical facilities
equipment.
extra
deal
of
great
a
facility
without
multiplicative
the
One of these would have
of & and 5 should then be associated with two more short tanks.
By having the discriminatory facility
facilities' for shifting to the right or to the left.
associated with a special address the Pilot Model can discriminate on the contents of any
store.
It has been found most helpful to have two such addresses, one to determine the sign
Lastly certain fixed words
of numbers, the other to test whether they are zero or not.
which are often required are always immediately available at certain addresses.

The number of instrucAll this is Important for making the best use of optimum coding.
tions in a repeated sequence determines, as discussed above, the rate of repetition of the
sequence, and in general the fewer the instructions required for the operation the quicker
will the operation be performed by the machine.

As in most serial
With regard to multiplication there is a further important point.
the equivalent
multiplication,
for
time
machines, the Pilot Model takes a comparatively long
It is best therefore to arrange for multiplication to be carried out in
of 2 long tanks.
It is then often possible In the coding to
parallel with other operations of the machine.
other processes which do not depend on the
to
do
time,
the
multiplication
advantage
of
take
product awaited.
Rewards of optimum coding

Perhaps the best reward of optimum coding is that it takes advantage of fast methods of
The Pilot Model uses Hollerith punched cards, reading at the rate of 200
input and output.
cards per minute and punching at the rate of 100 cards per minute, only the first 32 columns
All printing and arrangement of results is then
of a card being available to the machine.
When the cards are used as
from the machine.
at
leisure,
away
typewriter,
slower
done on a
an intermediate binary store we can put twelve words on the twelve rows of each card and thus
read at the rate of 2400 words per minute, and punch at the rate of 1200 words per minute.
When the cards are punched in decimal form, we can make full used of the 32 columns available
only by reading 6400 decimal digits per minute or punching 3200 decimal digits per minute,
the two rows of the card left over being used for Indication of signs etc.
It would not be possible to make use of these speeds without optimum coding, for only
then can the speed of operation of the machine enable Information to be assimilated at this
The time between the reading passage of successive rows Is about 480 word lengths and
rate.

Together with slightly longer gaps between the last
punching about 1152 word lengths.
next, this is all the time available for the assimithe
row of the card and the first row of
when this time is not enough the punch and reader have
lation of each row of information.
or
to be declutched after the card, and where a large amount of Information Is to be taken In
Optimum
given out by the machine this declutching Is to be avoided as much as possible.
coding enables fully punched decimal cards to be read or punched at full speed, all the
conversion to and from the binary scale being effected between rows.
for

With matrix work, where large matrices are fed to the machine and punched out in binary
form optimum coding enables all the simpler processes of linear algebra to be carried out
by a matrix too
As a simple example consider the premultlpllcatlon of a vector
between rows.
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large to go Into the store.

The vector Is stored and then the matrix Is read at speed, row
coding enables us to use each element of the matrix as It Is
of each row with the vector and storing away the elements of
The speed of the
formed, all between the rows of the card.
maximum advantage.

Optimum
by row In binary form.
read, forming the scalar product
the resulting vector as they are
Hollerith reader Is thus used to

D

i

scussion

BOWDEN (Ferrantl Ltd.) asked what Is the effective Increase In speed obtained by the
He had been told In America that on a serial machine using
use of optimum programming.
magnetic drum storage the ratio actually obtained was the square root of that expected, and
asked whether the factor 4 was a good working average.
DR.

MR. ALWAY replied that the factor of improvement depends largely upon the kind of problem;
He
that
If 16 Instructions per ms could be used the maximum factor 16 would be obtained.
but
agreed that 4 was what might be expected.
DR. TOCHER (Imperial College, London) said that a number of quick-access stores must
evidently be provided for In the design of a machine, but that even so the machine would still
The question arises whether
have to wait occasionally for the next word from the store.
Since using more short stores, carries
having more short stores would cut down this waiting.
with It the necessity of transferring words to them from the main store more frequently, there
A third effect would
was a tendency to lose time with Increasing number of short stores.
arise In the extreme example where most of the store was In the short form, as a result of
having to store the components of a vector In a number of different addresses and no longer
being able to perform such operations as adding the components by a single long transfer to
the accumulator.

time waste
effects as
the DEUCE,
reasoning.
minimum time waste occurred over a

He drew a graph of
of the sum of the three
the number proposed for
arrived at by objective

against the number of short stores and Indicated the mlnlmun
the best number of short stores to use, and asked whether
being a departure from that used on the Pilot ACE, had been
He also asked whether experience suggested that the
wide range of numbers of short stores.

some programming with
Yes;
MR. ALWAY replied that the answer to the first question was:
short stores was
of
number
optimum
As
the
the
second,
to
been
done.
had
tank
a four-word
less than expected, and It should be noted that a number of two-word tanks are equivalent to
Much more experience In programming was necessary to decide the
twice as many one-word ones.
range of values of the ratio of short to long tanks for which the minimum time waste occurred;
this ratio has actually been Increased In the DEUCE above that for the ACE Pilot Model.

TURING (Manchester University) pointed out that the multiplier speed was of vital
Importance to the amount of advantage gained by optimum programming.
DR.

Two ms Is many times the time taken by the frequent small operations so that If many
He asked whether any conmultiplications occur, the factor 16 cannot even be approached.
sideration had been given to the possibility of having two statlclsers for the Instructions,
one of which would be In process of setting up while the instruction held by the other was
being carried out, thus eliminating the wasted set-up minor cycle period.
It would enable 32 instrucMR. WILKINSON (NPL) replied that this had been considered.
but made the probequipment,
more
much
need
cycle,
did
not
per
major
tions to be carried out
He said that the Pilot Model ACE In fact represented optimum
lem of timing a bit tiresome.
coding at its least effective, and that the time saving factors achieved could have been much
However, multiplicahigher If the arithmetic and other facilities had been better chosen.
If signed automatic multiplication
tion time was not wasted with an automatic multiplier.
had been provided It could have reduced the total time by doing instructions during the
He had reduced the time for some calculations In this way to the total
multiplication.
He indicated that optimum programming gives speed Just where It
multiplication time alone.
By its use five six-decimal numbers can be punched
during input and output.
is wanted:
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simultaneously on Hollerith cards, which could not otherwise be done.
of 20 would be lost by not using lt„

In this case a factor

Having the arithmetic facilities such as accumulators and shifting distributed among the
He did not favour the two-address code of the Pilot
short tanks is a help In this respect.
if so,
A serial, optimally-coded machine would preferably have a three-address code;
ACE.
there would be half the number of instructions in this case.
MR. BLUNDELL (Ministry of Supply, R.R.D.E.) said that, speaking from 'paper' experience
only in programming for a machine (MOSAIC) which was not yet working fully, he found optimum
He regarded this as a purely mechanical process
coding to be reasonably easy to work with.
the instructions are put on the
which could be done automatically by the machine Itself:
He stated that
flow diagram In the reverse order to that in which the machine obeys them.
he had a system by which this could be done by the machine In a fairly short time, provided
The use of such a system avoids wasting the programmer's
that storage space did not run out.
time.

DR. FRIEDMAN (Cambridge university Mathematical Laboratory) referred to the use of orders
operate on the word in storage location n and take next order
of the form F n m , meaning
from location m' , as a 1 + 1 address system, while if this order were to mean add the number
in location n to the number in location m and store the sum in the accumulator' It would be a
'

'

He distinguished three stages In the Introduction of optimum
genuine two-address system.
programming on the Pilot Model, (a) having short stores, (b) having instructions other than
for multiplication staggered a fixed interval apart in the long stores, and (c) allowing a
He calculated that when a variety of operations were
variable gap between the Instructions.
large amounts of data as In the inversion of
processing
of
or
also
the
being performed,
matrices, the use of (b) alone saved about 40% of waiting time otherwise wasted,
(c)
(a)

and

(b)

and (a), (b)
Pilot ACE.

together
and (c)
Only when

alone

*

"
"

(c)

65%
75%

"
"
The latter did not exactly apply to the
92%.
was Involved was extra work required In the coding.

A one-address instruction accommodated 16 binary digits, giving two orders per word, and
700 Instead of 350 on the Pilot ACE, while a 1 + 1 address instruction took 25 digits.
MR. WILKINSON agreed with Dr. Friedman's remarks about the ACE Pilot Model and explained
He would not advocate the
that the next Instruction source number only used three digits.
Since the operations which were most often required to be
use of two instructions per word.
carried out quickly related to short stores and took the form A +' b -^C, for example, he
One three-address Instruction was worth more than two onepreferred a three-address code.
address instructions in subroutines although the reverse was true as regards the main
programme.
MR. NEWMAN (NPL) referred to the utility of optimum programming for business machines
and stated that by its use the Pilot Model ACE could convert 32 digits in a variable radix
notation during the passage of a card through the reader.
DR. BENNETT (Ferranti Ltd.) Indicated that Mr. Alway's remark that the time taken in
coding a problem Is insignificant compared with the time taken in choosing a suitable
As a result of using standard
computation process, did not apply with the Manchester group.
processes less than 50% of the total time was spent thinking up the programme, and most of
the remaining time in getting It right.

MR. ALWAY believed that his remark was true more for scientific problems than others and
estimated that about 75% of the time was taken in choosing the procedure.
MR. WILKINSON said that for standard processes neither of these factors predominated,
but that most of the time was spent after the coding of the problem in actually using the
machine.
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10.

Microprogramming and the choice of order code
by

J. Stringer

Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory

An automatic computer Is commonly regarded as being made up of a number of more or less
self-contained units.
and
The store holds numbers and Instructions which may be read In the arithmetic unit
on
operations
arithmetic
the
performs
unit
The
arithmetic
machine.
of
the
sections
control
These operations are organized
these numbers, and transmits the results back; to the store.
the store and
by signals from the control, which Is Itself Influenced by the Instructions In
occasionally by the contents of the arithmetic unit.
It may be regarded as
Let us now consider the arithmetic unit In rather more detail.
for shifting, adding,
equipment
and
consisting of a number of registers (storage for numbers),
perform an
stimulation,
on
unit
will,
This
registers.
these
contained
In
numbers
the
etc.,
two
adding
another,
to
register
elementary operation such as transferring a number from one
(or
operations
scale
small
the
between
drawn
be
may
An
analogy
and
so
on.
numbers together,
the
micro-operations) performed by the arithmetic unit and the large scale operation of
Thus, In order to perform a complete calculation on the computer, a
complete machine.
In the case of what may be termed
sequence of machine orders (or routine) must be performed.
must be performed In order
micro-routine
a sequence of micro-operations or
the micro-machine
from the store to the
number
a
adding
as
such
operation,
arithmetic
a
complete
effect
to
Pursuing this analogy a little further (without, I
accumulator, multiplication and so on.
stored In it at
hope, straining it to breaking point), the computer may have several routines
external stimulus.
one time, the calculation which is to be performed being selected by some
arithmetic operaIn the same way, several micro-routines may be built Into the machine, the
external, in this case, to the
tion to be performed being selected by an external stimulus;
Such a stimulus is, of course, the machine order Itself.
micro-machine.
,

One way (which
There are various ways In which the micro-operations may be sequenced.
The
in
1.
Is
shown
fig.
Cambridge)
at
constructed
being
new
machine
in
the
used
ts being
lines
2P
output
the
of
to
one
arrangement consists of a decoder which routes the input pulse
rectifier
a
into
passed
are
These
lines
I.
register
digit
In
the
n
number
according to the
the machine.
matrix (or coder), the outputs of which are fed to the gates in various parts of
micromore
or
one
Thus
micro-operation.
a
given
Each of the matrix output lines effects
Each of these lines
operations are performed when the decoder output line Is stimulated.
may be said to correspond to a micro-order, which calls for a selection of micro-operations.
Is called the
The number which must be placed In register I to select a given micro-order
The micro-order lines are fed also into a second matrix, called
address of the micro-order.
Gates are provided between
matrix B, the outputs of which are fed into a second register II.
The
registers I and II so that the contents of register II can be passed to register I.
next
the
of
address
the
micro-order
each
for
that
connextlons in the B matrix are arranged so
Thus by applying pulses alternately
micro-order in the sequence Is passed into register II.
stepped through a sequence
to the decoder and to the gate between the registers, the machine is
be arranged to give a
may
micro-orders
these
by
for
called
The
operations
micro-orders.
of
In
micro-routine.
a
If this is so, the sequence becomes
complete arithmetic operation.
matrices.
the
of
parts
different
wired
into
micro-routines
several
general, there will be
designing
The whole system of micro-routines is called the microprograms and the process of
on the
programming
As
In
a microprograms Is, not unnaturally, known as microprogramming.
large scale, some means must be provided for modifying the sequence of micro-orders according
There are two cases to be
to the state of parts of the machine outside the microprogramme-;
This
machine order.
each
for
micro-routine
correct
how
enter
the
Firstly,
to
considered.

done by arranging that when the order has been extracted from the store the digits
representing the function required are fed Into register II Instead of the matrix B outputs.
The
They then become the address of the first micro-order in the required micro-routine.
conditional
the
as
known
device
a
second means of modifying the micro-order sequence is
Is
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This Is used Whenever an operation has to be made conditional on Qie state of
micro-order.
a digit in one or the registers of the arithmetic unit, or other registers of the machine;
for Instance, In the micro-routine for a conditional machine order, to decide whether or not
control Is to be transferred, according to the sign of the accumulator.
This Is achieved by
causing the micro-order line to branch before entering matrix B.
The branch to be energised
is selected by the digit being sensed.
The two branches may have different addresses wired
on them, so that the next micro-order In sequence depends on the required digit.
The process of microprogramming Is very similar to that of the now well developed process
of programming a problem for the machine.
By the use of some such method of sequencing as
Is described above the engineering of the mlcroprogramme Is a comparatively simple matter;
In fact, once the basic design of the decoder and register components has been accomplished
the only remaining design Is the actual position of the rectifiers In the matrix.
Similarly,
the redesign of the mlcroprogramme Involves very little more In the way of engineering modifications than a redistribution of the rectifier connextlons.
Since designing the microprogramme Is equivalent to choosing the order code of the machine, this Implies that the
choice of order code may be left until a late stage In the design of the machine;
further
changes may be made to the order code at any time after the machine has been put Into operation with very little change to the engineering.
The use of microprogramming has another Important effect on the choice of order code.
This depends on the comparative ease with which complicated operations may be syntheslsed from
the elementary micro-operations.
As a consequence of this fact, most of the engineer's
objections to the user's requests for bigger and better order codes are removed.
There are
several kinds of Instruction which programmers would find convenient, but which are not
usually provided because of either prohibitive cost of the equipment Involved, or fear of the
unreliability of excessively complex control circuitry needed.
Such facilities are of two
kinds, arithmetical and organizational (or "red tape") Instructions.

The class of arithmetical Instructions usually consists of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and shifting to right and left.
In a few machines division Is also provided,
but I know of no electronic machine in which numbers are dealt with except with a fixed decimal or binary point.
Floating point arithmetic has many advantages to the user, and is often
performed by means of subroutines, In spite of the great reduction in speed which this
Involves.
With microprogramming It is a comparatively simple matter to provide Instructions
which deal with numbers directly in a floating form.
Other arithmetical facilities, such as
calculating the square root, cosine, etc. of a number, could also find their way into the
order code if it was felt that sufficient demand existed among the users of the machine.

Just as important, however, as the arithmetic operations, are the red tape parts of
programmes.
These often present greater difficulty to the programmer, and may take up much
of the time needed to complete a problem on the machine.
Most machines are provided with
simple conditional and unconditional control transfer facilities, the Ferrantl machine has
Its "B" box, and apart from this, little is provided, to my knowledge, In any existing
machine.
One of the most frequent kind of organizational operation Is the counting of cycles
of orders.
This mainly Involves two kinds of operation, Increasing the count, and examining
the result to see If sufficient repetitions have been made.
A single order could be made to
perform both of these functions;
It may be of the form of a conditional transfer of control,
the condition being the number of times it has been encountered.
Another operation which is
frequently needed In programmes is the calling In of closed subroutines.
Here, the problem
is to plant In the subroutine on entering it information which enables control to return to
the main programme at the point from which it left.
Again, It is possible to construct an
order which will automatically fulfil these requirements.
The list of facilities which
would ease the organizational problems of programmers Is practically endless, but the microprogrammer can nearly always find a way of providing them, provided that a sufficient variety
of micro-operations are available.
It will be seen that almost the whole of the equipment, the form of which depends on the
order code chosen, is concentrated in the decoder and matrix system.
This means that, if
the matrix is made a detachable unit, then several different order codes could be microprogrammed, the individual user choosing the one most convenient to himself by plugging in
the appropriate matrix.
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Why not, instead of soldered
There Is yet one more proposal which arises in the mind.
One
connextlons on the matrix, have connextions which can be made by the machine itself.
This machine would be a little diffiwould then have a machine with no fixed order code.
cult to use, but at least its behaviour would be interesting.

Discussion
PROF. VAN WIJNGAARDEN (Mathematlsch Centrum, Amsterdam) said that in Amsterdam they have
Their idea was to have
been thinking of similar schemes but from a different point of view.
a comparatively long instruction word and a very simple control unit which interprets the

instruction by means of a looped programme.

There would be no fixed order code, but the meaning of the various digits of the instrucAbout 20 to 30 of
tion must be such that the normal arithmetic operations can be performed.
the normal kind of operations would be available to the programmer, but by knowing the construction of the control, he could make use of unusual operations out of the 230 provided by
These operations would contain
the 30 digits of the function part of the Instruction.
repetitive cycles within them.
The effect of this scheme had been tried in certain subroutines, where It had been round
that an increase in speed of 20 to 40 times could be obtained.

MR. NEWMAN (NPL) said that he could see no essential distinction between a microprogramme
He wished this to be clarified, particularly for the benefit of
and an ordinary programme.
present.
Some
of the control of a computer was done by instructions and some
the engineers
Microprogramming was an ingenious way to achieve a 'wired in' programme.
was 'wired in'.

He asked whether the micro-orders were divided into sequences so that the total of all
In closed
micro-orders In the sequences was, for example, 128 for a 7 digit matrix.
mlcroprogrammes, such as square root operations, he supposed that a conditional order was
Microprogramming
necessary, and that each programme had a different conditional micro-order.
The
was most useful In a machine in which access time was limiting the speed of operation.
matrix system could be regarded as a form of Interpretive subroutine.
the

MR. STRINGER said that a good definition of microprogramming had been given by
Friedmann,
as acting on the realization that machine operations were composed of a number
Dr.
of more elementary basic operations.

In the future Cambridge machine there
The size of the matrix was not a limitation.
The equipwill be an 8-dlgit matrix giving 256 micro-orders, which proves to be adequate.
ment required will be about 15% of the whole machine.

Even If the access time is short, microprogramming can be useful In simplifying the
It also improves the speed by allowing overlapping
operation of the arithmetic unit.
operations.
DR. TOCHER (Imperial College, London) said that microprogramming was not such an innovation as was generally supposed, and that it may help understanding to look for connexions
with the past.
Dr. Tocher then described an arithmetic unit designed In 1946 for Von Neumann' s parallel
computer.
It contained five registers and a number of gates for transferring numbers from
To perform a given arithmetic operation It was necessary to open
one register to the other.
This was done at the time by recognizing some pattern in
the gates in the correct sequence.
In microprogramming,
the sequence of operation and mechanizing this In an ad hoc manner.
the mechanization was systematic, and would allow an arbitrary pattern of gate-operations.

However, the use of microprogramming would probably result in a more complicated arithPerhaps it Is not necessary to
metic unit, and this must be weighed against its advantages.
extend the range of operations beyond those usually provided.
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Microprogramming would be most successful In parallel machines and in any machine In
which the comparatively long access time allowed complex operations to be done with extravagant Inefficiency.

With regard to the suggestion that each programmer should have his own set of orders
embodied in a plug-in mlcroprogramme matrix, this, Dr. Tocher said, was an excess of scientiThe discipline of a fixed order code
fic liberalism and might lead to serious consequences.
was a good thing for a group of programmers because it enabled them to share their programmes.
DR. FRIEDMANN (Cambridge University) wished to reply to Mr. Newman's Implication that
The point of microprogramming
the matrix device was merely incidental to microprogramming.
For any operation required, one
was to make the design of the arithmetic unit systematic.
analysed it into Its basic steps and made sure the minimum equipment was available to carry
If more complicated operations made
The design was then almost finished.
out these steps.
out of the basic ones were later required by the mathematicians they could easily be added.

In reply to Dr. Tocher, he said that microprogramming was useful for a serial as well as
for a parallel machine and that by microprogramming in a serial arithmetic unit using the
same amount of equipment the speed of multiplication could be doubled, since one step was
done per minor cycle, and other operations were four or five times as fast.
MR. WILLIS (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) pointed out that microprogramming was welcomed by maintenance engineers because it made It unnecessary to follow
Only the various basic steps need be examined.
the working of all kinds of operation.

PROFESSOR HARTREE (Cambridge University) said that in having order codes easily modifiHowever for
able it was not proposed that each programmer should have his own order code.
Investigation In
different kinds of calculation a different order code would be desirable.
group theory, for example, could be facilitated by an order code different fron that employed
in arithmetic work.
MR. BEALE (Admiralty Research Laboratory) asked to what extent any single micro-order is
MR. STRINGER replied that it was to about
used in a number of different mlcroprogrammes.
the same extent as In ordinary programming.

MR. WOODGER (NPL) suggested that a -fixed order code should be used during Initial input,
which could be modified at once by the programme to suit the problem being solved.
MR. DOUGLAS (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) said he wished to make
While arithmetic
explicit some ideas that had been implicit in most of what had been said.
operations are usually considered as basic by programmers, to the engineer it is simpler
Microprogramming Is the same prooperations, namely shifts and transfers, that are basic.
The distinction between
cess as programming, but with engineering operations as the basis.
microprogramming and programming is a question of drawing a line between the machine' s control
and the programmer's control.

II.

Conversion Routines
by

E.

N.

Mutch and

S.

Gill

Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory

Introduction
This paper describes methods which are being studied at Cambridge for making the best
possible use of the magnetic tape auxiliary store which is now being completed for use with
the EDSAC.
The central feature of the proposals Is a 'conversion routine' for converting
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programmes Into precise machine orders from a form which Is more convenient for the programmer
This routine follows similar lines to the one now
to use when writing out his programmes.
being used on Whirlwind I at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the principles of
Because of certain differences
which are discussed by Adams and by Carr (ref. 1 and 2).
between the speeds and facilities of the two machines the EDSAC conversion routine will be
it will also be less comprehensive.
somewhat simpler than that of the Whirlwind;
The Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory pioneered the automatic processing of
programmes when In the autumn of 1949 an Initial Input routine for reading programmes Into
the machine was adopted which, besides converting addresses from decimal to binary form and
assembling together the function and address parts of each order, also Inserted given numeriAn essential feature of the new scheme Is
cal values for (see ref. y) additive parameters.
the extension of this Idea to provide the 'floating address' facility (ref. 4 and 5).

The scheme will also owe some Inspiration to the work of A. E. Glennle who has constructed
a 'translation routine' for the Manchester University computer which allows programmes to be
prepared to a large extent In a normal mathematical notation.

Magnetic auxiliary stores

Before discussing programme conversion the characteristics of a magnetic auxiliary store

Magnetic forms of storage can provide
will be studied from the programmer's viewpoint.
large storage capacities at a reasonable cost, and they are virtually permanent, i.e. they do
By virtue of the large storage
not require repeated processing to preserve the information.
capacity, problems can be solved which require the simultaneous retention within the machine
Moreover large programmes can be stored, and several
of large amounts of numerical data.
The fact that
programmes may be held In the store In addition to the one being executed.
magnetically recorded Information has a high degree of permanence means that programmes, subroutines and partly processed numerical data can be left In the machine for several days
It
Independently of whether or not the machine Is kept switched on and In working order.
would not be appropriate to discuss here the' relative merits of magnetic drums and tapes, but
It should be mentioned that tape has the advantage of large capacity but the disadvantage of
The capacity may be extended Indefinitely by providing more reels of tape.
long access time.
This has the further advantage that programmers may be provided with reels of tape for their
Individual use thus providing a safeguard against accidental destruction of one programmer' s
In the case of a magnetic drum such privacy can only be obtained by
material by another.
rather more elaborate precautions.
The permanence of magnetic storage Is of particular Importance In a laboratory where a
Usually each
large number of different computing projects are In progress at the same time.
this programme may be
project entails a series of computations with the same programme;
retained In the magnetic store over a period of days or weeks while the machine Is busy on
other problems, and may be brought back Into action comparatively quickly when required.
Standard test programmes may also be kept In the magnetic store, so that the machine may be
put through any test at a moment' s notice without the operator having to search for the right
The EDSAC will select and obey any routine In Its
piece of punched tape or set of cards.
magnetic tape store If the serial number of the routine Is dialled on an ordinary telephone
(the selection being carried out by a special Initial input
routine which can be obtained automatically by pressing a button).
dial attached to the machine

For several reasons the use of an elaborate conversion routine' Is made much more
Firstly, a programme which Is
attractive by the provision of a large permanent store.
^required for frequent use need only be converted once and then kept In the permanent store In
Its converted form, so that It Is not a serious disadvantage If the conversion process Itself
Secondly, common library subroutines can be kept in the permanent store so
takes some time.
-that -they can be Incorporated automatically In any programme without having to be fed to the
The conversion routine Itself can also be kept In the
machine each time they are required.
Thirdly, a considerable amount of storage space Is required In order to
permanent store.
carry out a conversion process Including all the facilities which might now be considered
Since the conversion routine envisaged may easily occupy more than twice as much
desirable.
storage space as that provided In the high speed store It will be necessary to carry out the
'
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At least two stages of conversion would be necessary In any
conversion In several stages.
case owing to the nature of the floating address facility which will now be described more
fully.

Floating address system

A small experimental conversion routine providing the floating address facility within
It Is
one part (the master routine) of a programme has been described by Wilkes (ref. 5).
the
enables
it
Briefly,
programme.
now proposed to extend this facility to all parts of a
It
to
attached
tag
or
a
label
of
means
by
programme
a
refer
any
word
in
to
programmer to
Thus, for example, a
arbitrarily by the programmer, instead of by its address in the store.
could then write
programmer
'ag'.
The
labelled
be
might
number appearing in the calculation
simply 'A ag' to denote the operation of adding this number into the accumulator, without
having to specify Just where the number is located In the machine.
This is very similar to the preset parameter facility provided by the initial orders now
The value of a preset parameter
in use in the EDSAC (ref. <jj, but with one basic difference.
must always be set in advance, that is it must be explicitly specified at a point on the
This restriction is removed In the case
input tape preceding all points at which it is used.
Indicate to which word a floating
to
able
be
will
programmer
The
addresses.
floating
of
address label belongs simply by writing the label immediately before the word concerned.
Orders making reference to that floating address may occur In any part of the programme.
For example, part of a programme might by written thus:

a3 )

A

as

T

as

H

24

C

50

T

ag

Here the label 'ag' is attached to the fifth order, hence the first, third and sixth orders
After conversion the above orders might appear as
are taken to refer to the fifth order.
follows:

Location
in store

w
oroer
/\^\^ *\

100
101

A 104
2
A

102
103
104
105

T 104
H 24
C 50
T 104

The restriction is made that each label must consist of a letter followed by a decimal
This
number (written for convenience as a lower case letter and a numerical suffix).
restriction could be removed so long as precautions were taken to avoid any possible ambiguity
(e.g. confusion between labels and actual addresses In the store), but there seems no real
A total of several thousand different labels- will be
need for any other type of label.
This represents
possible of which a maximum of about 200 may be used in any one programme.
In the EDSAC.
available
present
parameters
at
preset
thirteen
over
the
a considerable Increase

Storage and assembly of subroutines

Another feature of the proposed scheme is that a library subroutine stored on the
magnetic tape will be referred to In the written form of the programme by means of special
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The conversion
words chosen to describe the operation carried out by the subroutine.
For
programme will have to recognize these words and insert the appropriate subroutine.
example, part of a programme as written might be:

A
A

as

dl

T
sin
H

35

as to S5
S5

V

Dp.

During conversion, a subroutine would be Inserted for calculating a sine, and would be so
adjusted as to take the argument from the location labelled a5 and place the result In that
It is anticipated that most subroutines would, as here, be simply Inserted
labelled S5.
Into the programme where required instead of being placed in another part of the store (i.e.
Frequently the only advantage of a
they would be 'open' rather than 'closed' - (ref. 6)).
leaves the master routine In
former
is
that
the
compared
with
an
open
one
closed subroutine
one compact sequence and thus simplifies cross-reference between various parts of the master
routine.
With floating addresses all cross references are simple and this point, therefore,
The only other advantage of a closed subroutine is that where necessary it
does not arise.
may be used at several stages In a calculation without having to be copied out several times
However, with a magnetic store the available
storage space Is thereby saved.
in the store;
storage space Is no longer of critical importance and It will often do no harm to copy a subTo deal with cases where a closed subroutine Is still desirable,
routine two or three times.
it is proposed to make it possible to convert an open subroutine into the closed form If
suitable indications are given when the programme Is written.

Synthetic orders
The use of very small subPresent EDSAC library subroutines tend to be fairly large.
routines has so far been discouraged by the fact that the proportion of orders required to
form the link order is appreciable, and by the fact that it is almost as tedious to copy a
Both of these disadvantages can be removed in
short piece of punched tape as a long one.
the scheme now proposed, and it is, therefore, to be expected that a number of very short
subroutines will appear.
The use of such subroutines in a way very similar to that now proposed had been suggested
He proposed that copies of
by Wilkes (ref. 5) before the auxiliary store was available.
these subroutines should be held In the high speed store during the input of the programme;
being small there would be little objection to allocating the necessary storage space to them.
They could then be copied Into the programme automatically, where required, by means of a
He gave the name 'synthetic orders' to the tape
small specialized conversion routine.
entries which called for the Insertion of these subroutines.
It is likely that, even with a magnetic tape attached to the machine, It will be worth
while keeping some small commonly used subroutines in the high-speed store during the converIt will be
sion process to avoid the necessity of frequent access to the magnetic tape.
It is
convenient to continue to refer to the relevant tape entries as 'synthetic orders'.
envisaged that the operation of division, for example, would be specified by a synthetic
other facilities such as the carrying out of simple counting operations and possibly
order.
the extraction of square roots may also be provided by synthetic orders.

Conclusion
In 1945 the first large automatic electronic digital computer, the ENIAC, had been
successfully constructed and had proved the practicability of building such large machines.
There followed a period of some years, during which designs were being rapidly moulded and
remoulded, before another machine actually appeared.
It has been proved that programmes
Programming today seems to be in a similar stage.
It has also become apparent that a sufficiently comprehensive conversion
routine with access to an exhaustive library of subroutines can revolutionize the subject of

can be constructed;
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However, a great deal of capital (In the form of programing time) must be
programming.
Invested In such a system before It can be made to work, and the revolution Is, therefore,
bound to be a slow one.

With systems of such complexity there Is bound to be a delay between the discovery of a
new principle and Its ultimate exploitation, and hence there is a danger that a system which
However, a programme Is
has taken many months to complete may become rapidly outdated.
the design of a conversion
taken
In
Is
care
sufficient
If
and
a
machine,
easier to alter than
routine It should not be necessary to scrap the whole routine merely because parts of It are
One facility
This point should be borne in mind when the routine Is planned.
out of date.
which It is hoped to include in the EDSAC conversion routine as soon as possible is the
Later,
ability to specify numbers in a variety of ways - e.g. as .9375, 15/16 or 3.10.2-5.
and
floating-point
In
numbers
on
operations
of
the
inclusion
given
to
be
attention will
multi-length forms.
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Discussion
MR. GLENNIE (Ministry of Supply, Fort Halstead) described a conversion routine he devised
Algebraic symbols are used for the manipulation of
for use on the Manchester computer.
arithmetical operation and transfer to be performed,
the
describes
equation
numbers and an
e.g. + a + b + ab -»c.
.

This constitutes a multi-address code with any number of terms on the left hand side.
Transfers of control are
Organization can be specified by English, e.g. SUBROUTINE 3.
effected by writing CONTROL A and at some other point In the programme this Is designated by
Input
The machine will then work out the transfer of control required.
writing ENTRY A.
writing.
of
method
compact
the
more
by
reduced
Is
number
of
orders
reduced
since
the
is
time
This factor is offset by the time taken to determine the meaning of the symbols.
DR. BENNETT (Ferranti Ltd.) gave his experience of the application of an interpretive
Coding is made much easier by Its use but in order
routine for matrix operations on MADAM.
to carry out a set of Instructions, about ten times as many Instructions are required to
The process of
interpret and carry out the orders as would be required for the normal code.
a
of codes.
mixture
have
to
useful
has
been
found
so
It
interpretation Is also time-consuming
Those orders In particular which require a lot of Interpretation can be stored in the machine,

while others such as organizational orders can be Interpreted.
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DR. TURING (Manchester University) defined a conversion routine as one in Which interpretation is done once and for all at the beginning of a programme, e.g. floating binary or
One of the difficulties about these routines is the need for Introduction
floating decimal.
of a scale factor in the arithmetical operations.

The reason was
MR. WILKINSON (NPL) referred to the well-known shortage of programmers.
as soon as a programmer gained any experience he began programming
now quite clear:
programmes.
DR. BENNETT
MR. DAVIES (NPL) put forward a plea for the term translation routine' .
pointed out that this term was already In use for a particular class of routines, e.g. those
MR. TOOTHILL (Military College of Science,
applied to the translation of teleprinter tape.
Shrivenham) thereupon suggested that Dr. Bennett use the term 'transliteration routine'.
'

DR. GILL (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) pointed out that changes In a
These changes can take place before
programme are necessary after the initial writing out.
the programmer does the writing, or before punching, and before reading into the machine.
Changes can take place when the programme is encountered during use, or the control unit can
The convenience of the stage at which changes are made depends on several
make the changes.
factors.
On the one hand the converted orders occupy more space whereas the orders requiring interpretation take longer to carry out and require instructions for this process.

It seems advisable to concentrate less on the ability to write, say

+ a + b + ab

—*c

as it is relatively easy for the programmer to write

A a
A b
H a
V b
T c.

A conversion
What does require more attention Is the placing of numbers in the store.
routine used at Cambridge allows algebraic symbols to be used and the routine then allocates
these to suitable positions.
Another facility is that symbols can be used for transfer of
control or for planting instructions.
DR. BROOKER (Manchester University) divided the process of putting a problem on an automatic machine into the stages:
mathematics and numerical method, the layout of store and the
Conversion and interpretive
instructions, the coding, and finally the machine operation.
The
routines influence the last two items.
This is generally the least part of the work.
symbols +, - etc. are not very useful unless floated.
It is quite often the case that the
use of Interpretive routines takes as long as doing the Job.
DR. BROOKER said there Is too
much programming of programmes and that problems should be tackled by mathematics and reduced
to simple processes such as occur in linear algebra to which a great many problems at
Manchester had been found to lead, and in the solution of differential equations where it was
best to reduce them to a set of first order equations and simplify the formulation.

DR. GOODWIN (NPL) said he was interested to hear DR. BROOKER' S remark that linear
algebra constituted such a large part of their work.
This confirmed NPL's experience.
Nevertheless he did not agree with him on the best method of solving differential equations.
DR. WILKES (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) said that all machines used
conversion routines in some form or other and to various extents.
The designing of a conversion routine is analogous to designing a computing machine system, and a conversion
routine is as much a part of a machine as any other part.
In this respect we must avoid
changing it too frequently.
The amount of conversion which we do depends on the number and
type of programmers using the machine.
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MR. BEALE (Admiralty Research Laboratory) asked whether conversion routines would be
more complicated on a machine on which optimum coding was possible and MR. WILKINSON replied
that this depended to a large extent on the size and nature of the conversion routine.

12.

Getting Programmes Right
by
S.

Gill

Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory

This paper Is concerned not with the detection of errors, nor with the treatment of
machine faults, nor with the problem of distinguishing between machine faults and mistakes
programmes, but with the diagnosis of a mistake In a programme when It Is known to exist.

in

The situation confronting the programmer Is that the machine has exhibited a behaviour
which, according to his reasoning, Is not In accordance with the Instructions he gave.
Assuming that the machine Is working correctly, and that the punching of the programme has
the problem Is to
been thoroughly checked, this means that there Is a flaw In his reasoning;
Without making further use of the machine, there are two methods of approach to
find It.
to review the chain of argument leading from the statement of the programme to
this problem:
the expected result, looking for possible flaws, or to work backwards from the actual result
The
looking for points at which the error might have arisen out of the Intended behaviour.
former is often unprofitable because the programmer is blinded by his own conviction that the
programme should work, and the latter Is often limited by the fact that Insufficient Information was given In the behaviour actually displayed by the machine to form a stating point for
In spite of these difficulties, a mistake can often be diagnosed by
any kind of reasoning.
programme
In the light of the evidence provided by the machine's actual
the
of
re-examlnatlon

behaviour.
Occasionally, however, the chain of reasoning Is too tortuous to be checked without conIn such cases the search Is made very much
siderable effort, and no flaw Is apparent.
machine's actual behaviour which will assist
about
the
obtained
be
can
Information
If
easier
Intermediate
In reconstructing the course of events and, If possible, provide checks at
be
used.
must
Itself
machine
purpose
the
this
For
calculation.
points in the
ref.i describes how they are applied at
Several methods have now been established;
either the programme may be inserted Into
There are two main lines of attack:
Cambridge.
the machine changed to enable the desired
of
the machine unchanged and the mode of operation
normally and applied to a different
run
may
be
machine
the
obtained,
or
be
Information to
programme or to a modified form of the original programme.

Changing the mode of operation of the machine usually means slowing or stopping it while
This replaces an electronic time-scale by a human one;
the operator examines Its contents.
moreover the operator may be handicapped by having to make use of monitoring devices which
If the operator
present the contents of the machine In an unfamiliar or Inconvenient form.
down a mistake
track
be
able
to
he
may
programme,
the
with
conversant
thoroughly
alert
and
is
may succeed
he
that
however,
danger,
There Is a considerable
quite rapidly by this process.
mistake.
the
finding
time
without
machine
of
great
deal
a
only In consuming
the so-called 'post mortem'
Programmed devices for locating mistakes are of two kinds:
routines, which are used after a programme has come to a halt and which cause the contents of
relevant parts of the store to be punched or printed out for Inspection, and the checking
durlnj
routines' which can be attached to a programme to cause the output of extra Information
are
routines
mortem'
'Post
the execution of the programme to assist In error diagnosis.
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At Cambridge they are kept available (on punched tape) tor
simple and convenient to use;
Their limitation
Immediate use and are a standard treatment In cases of programme failure.
was
Is that since they only Indicate the state of the machine when the original programme
few
last
the
destroyed
by
been
may
have
trouble
cause
of
the
Information
about
halted, vital
In the case of the EDSAC, and also of the ACE Pilot Model,
operations of the programme.
this limitation is minimised by the fact that not all possible words can be obeyed as InstrucIn the event of serious dislocation of a
tions and allow the machine to continue operating;
programme It Is highly probable that a word will soon be encountered which will bring the
machine to a halt.

Checking routines can provide a record of the course of events from the beginning to the
and are therefore more powerful than post mortems which provide only
A variety of different checking routines Is
a static picture at the end of the calculation.
desirable, to provide different types of Information about the progress of a calculation.
One type used at Cambridge records the function letter of each order as it Is executed, so
Another provides
enabling the programmer to check the sequence of execution of orders.
Refined versions
Information about the state of the accumulator at suitable moments.
Such routines can
provide for a suspension of checking during certain parts of a programme.
end of the calculation,

be extremely valuable In difficult cases.

The amount of Information obtained by programmed methods of checking is limited mainly
This Is much greater than the rate at
by the rate at which the machine can punch or print.
Programmed methods can result In wasted machine time
which readings can be obtained by eye.
if used Indiscriminately, but this danger Is not so serious when using programmed methods as
If the proIt is when the programme Is examined by stopping and looking at the machine.
Information
of
Item
small
one
requires
only
a
mistake
and
already
the
track
of
on
granmer Is
Otherwise, the surest
to clinch the matter, he may well obtain It by looking at the machine.
These have a great advantage In that they
line of attack Is to employ programmed methods.
provide a tidy, readable, permanent record which can be studied at leisure.

However, the choice depends partly on the design of the machine, In particular on the
facilities available for stopping the machine and for running It In slow motion' , and on the
extent to which the Instruction code lends Itself to the construction of checking routines.
The EDSAC, as It was first constructed, permitted the use of particularly simple and convenient checking routines, but did not have very versatile means for controlling the machine
by hand.
'

The simplicity of a checking routine depends on the simplicity with which the operation
This
of the control unit of the machine can be specified In terms of Its own Instructions.
depends primarily on the simplicity of the rules by which the control unit proceeds from one
Recently some additional orders were provided In the EDSAC code
instruction to the next.
one effect of these was to necessitate new checking
for producing 'transfers of control';
routines which were about twice as big as the old ones.

Various devices exist for facilitating the task of studying the operation of the machine
One of the most successful Is the employment of special
while controlling It by hand.
The Ferrantl Mark I Computer at Manchester University
Instructions for stopping the machine.
has two Instructions, either of which will stop the machine If a certain switch Is thrown;
This Instruction Is Inserted at points In
otherwise the programme proceeds at full speed.
In
of the machine might be required.
contents
the progranme at which an examination of the
digit zero.
the Pilot ACE, any Instruction may be made to stop the machine by making a certain

Other devices Include means of Inserting words into the machine manually, of causing the
machine to obey any required part of the programme, and of causing It to obey a small number
Devices of this kind, even If they are not often used In
of Instructions at high speed.
finding mistakes In programmes, can be extremely useful In tracing programme-sensitive
It would be possible to modify the machine physically to cause It to promachine faults.
necessity
vide automatically the Information given by certain checking routines, without the
arrangean
such
equipment,
extra
for
besides
calling
However,
of modifying the programme.
ment would be Inflexible compared with the use of checking routines.
1

The choice of programme-checking methods depends on so many factors that It Is difficult
how It will be affected by future developments In programming and In machine design.

to see
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The Introduction of a large auxiliary store opens up several possibilities for checking
It enables checking routines and post mortem routines to be kept permanently In
routines.
It also makes
machine
so that they may be brought Into action at a moment' s notice.
the
possible the use of a new and extremely useful kind of post mortem routine, devised by
Professor C. W. Adams and his group working at the Massachusetts institute of Technology.
This routine provides Information about those words In a programme which have changed during
the programmer thus has his attention directed
Its execution, and about those words only;
This Is made possible only by the
Immediately to the very points which Interest him most.
can be accommodated within
state,
original
Its
fact that a cojy of the whole programme, In
the auxiliary store.

On the other hand, large storage capacities will lead In the course of time to very
Programmes In the future may be written In a very different
elaborate conversion routines.
executes them.
It Is to be hoped (and It Is Indeed
machine
which
the
language from that In
one of the objects of using a conversion routine) that many of the tiresome blunders that
occur in present-day programmes will be avoided when programmes can be written In a language
However, any mistake that the programmer does
In which the programmer feels more at home.
commit may prove more difficult to find because It will not be detected until the programme
Before he can find the cause of the trouble the
has been converted into machine language.
programmer will then either have to investigate the conversion process or enlist the aid of
checking routines which will reconvert' and provide him with diagnostic information in his
own language.
'
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Discussion
MR. CAMINEP, (J.' Lyons & Co. Ltd.) said he was not In agreement with the suggestion made
Programmes
by the author that programmes should be put on the machine as soon as possible.
commercial
user was
to
a
which,
time
machine
save
wasting
user
to
by
another
tested
3hould be
important.
On LEO considerable use had been made of post-mortem tapes and more recently this
nad been supplemented by photographing the cathode ray tube presentation of the contents of
In dealing with the large programmes which arise in commercial work they had
the store.
found It essential to plan the programmes and test them In pieces.
DR. MILLER, (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) said that he was a desk
He found that he was always
computer by training and this probably Influenced his attitude.
He was In agreequite sure of the method he wanted to use but made many slips in coding It.
do
It when he
to
but
tried
possible
as
soon
machine
as
on
the
ment with putting programmes
He made use of post-mortems but preferred to examine the conhad the machine to himself.
tents of the store (peeping).

MR. WILKINSON, (NPL) said he had made use of test programmes but had found them very
This was
On the other hand he found post-mortems surprisingly valuable.
disappointing.
because the latter on the ACE Pilot Model produced a limited amount of data In compact form,
He preferred to run through
while the product of the former was a little overwhelming.
programmes again very carefully before putting them on the machine, because immediately after
It
producing a programme he was more completely in mastery of Its details than later on.
When testing a programme on the
might be several hours before the machine was available.
machine he found it convenient to have a programme broken Into a number of small sections by
By this means errors In the' programme could quickly be traced to a secmeans of stoppers.
On the ACE Pilot this was a fairly
tion and this could then be studied one step at a time.
was clearly displayed on a set of
be
obeyed
instruction
to
next
the
pleasant process because
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Provided the display was good enough "peeping" was the most useful aid to getting
When a fault had been found, It was better to leave the machine and to
programmes right.
It was tempting to a
put It right at leisure, but here human nature was the main enemy.
person to avail himself of the full time he had been allocated on the machine.
lights.

MR. STRACHEY, (National Research Development Corporation) said that errors In programming
First there were slips which meant that location and function numbers
were of three types.
These
were wrong In Instructions, due to an error In copying or punching or a similar lapse.
were best found on the machine and It was convenient to be able to alter the Instructions on

Facilities for doing this were very good on the Ferrantl computer but as they
machine.
Involved a formidable battery of switches the operator needed to be expert In their use.
Then there were mistakes where the user had Intended to do the right thing but the programmed
These were tlresone because they usually could
Instructions fell short of the Intentions.
instructions were In blocks containing a
not be cleared up without adding Instructions.
fixed number on the Ferrantl machine and, as each block had usually been filled completely,
Mistakes
this made mistakes a good deal more bother than they would otherwise have been.
the

Finally
should be rectified away from the machine because clear thinking was essential.
Nothing much could be done about these but with experience
there were errors In design.
He had found the most economical use of the machine for
they should decrease In number.
programme testing was possible If several programmes were tested at one time so that when a
mistake was encountered In one this could be noted and another proceeded with.
MR. BENNET (Ferrantl Ltd.) said that in his experience slips caused the most trouble.
On the Ferrantl machine they originally used a subroutine for printing out instructions as
They had found entering the subroutine was Inconvenient and now had a
they were obeyed.
switch on the machine which caused the code letter of successive Instructions to be printed
Referring to the Issue of redundancy In the code he said that at Manchester
automatically.
there was no redundancy and he had found this a great nuisance.
,

(National Bureau of Standards) said that originally SEAC had been equipped
switch by means of which the printing of the next instruction and its results could be
This was used so much that it was succeeded by a routine to print out instructions
forced.
The routine could be made to print all instructions or only those with a
sand results.
Its use of storage space was found inconvenient and as a result hardware was
special digit.
It could print out either all Instructions or these with a
added which made this automatic.
Originally Instructions were printed out but because this was so slow
coded digit only.
In the new machine this will be emitted and a
magnetic wire output was later used Instead.
print
out the content of any selected storage,
which
will
been
added
lone valve facility has
-or any group of 8, storage location every time It Is changed.
DR. SLUTZ,

iwlth a

\

i

DR. TOCHER (Imperial College, London) said that it took time to do anything on a relay
If the error
This ruled out the use of test programmes.
machine, so time was important.
was due to Instructions In the wrong order on his relay machine then this must happen at
At all branch points he suggested therefore that the branch taken
discrimination points.
This may not be quite sufficient and
should be indicated by printing a plus or minus sign.
It might be necessary to print numbers from some of the stores as well.
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Introduction

This paper Is concerned with the applications of automatic computers to what In the
commercial and industrial world is called "office" or "clerical" work and is limited to
In this kind of work a prescribed
procedures related mainly to numerical Information.
•procedure" is carried out on given numerical Information - the "data" - to produce a
The
specified statement or statements of "results" which are required for later use.
precise steps to be taken at any particular stage of the procedure may depend on circumstances, e.g. the nature of the data or of Intermediate results obtained during an earlier
stage.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF CLERICAL WORK
Examples of clerical work

For those who are not familiar with clerical work a few simple examples are given in
appendices A to F of some well known aspects of it which will be used throughout this paper
for Illustrating the points made.

Appendix A gives a payroll statement and shows how the wages for time worked by an
after adding a
employee are calculated by multiplying his hours by the rate of pay;
this is added to the wages earned in
bonus the gross pay for the week is obtained;
deducting the
previous weeks of the income tax year to give the gross pay to date;
amount of tax free pay to date, the taxable pay to date is obtained and on this the
deducting tax previously deducted from the tax due to date,
tax to date is assessed;
a deduction must also be made
gives the tax to be deducted for the current week;
from the gross pay in respect of the National Insurance contribution and there may be
the
other deductions for National Savings, Social Club Contributions and the like;
gross pay less all the deductions gives the net pay.
Appendix B depicts a sales invoice by means of which a supplier tells the customer his
It Is what is familiarly
indebtedness In respect of goods that have been sold to him;
known as a "bill".

Appendix C shows how a running statement of a customer's indebtedness is maintained by a
It is usually called a sales ledger account.
supplier;
Appendix D Is a sales analysis statement showing the total value of goods of various
categories sold to customers in various districts compared with the corresponding
this kind of statement Is used by a sales manager to
figures for the previous year;
policy.
sales
his
study the effects of
for
Appendix E is a form of account which may be used for keeping control of stocks;
each number of Items of stocks it shows the quantity held at the beginning of a period,
the quantity received Into stock during the period, and the quantity that remains at
the sum of the opening stock and the receipts less the quantity remaining is
the end;
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this is compared with the quantity
what is called the consumption of the commodity;
known to have been issued during the period to give the net difference over or short
in stock.

Appendix F provides a simple statement of the expenditure, revenue and profitability of
this statement, known as a
a manufacturing and selling department of a concern;
"Trading Analysis", is used by Management for controlling operations of the department;
the statement results from what is known as "cost accounting" which is a
procedure by which expenditure Is related to the purpose for which it is incurred.
It will be clear that most of this kind of clerical work, occurs at regular intervals;
thus the payroll may be prepared either weekly or monthly, the sales Invoices either daily
Each
and the trading analysis may be prepared weekly, monthly or quarterly.
or weekly;
time a Job is done the same procedure is followed but much of the data is different.

Fundamental types of operation

Doing Arithmetic
As would be expected this is a very important operation in clerical procedures
which are mainly concerned with numerical information; but it is by no means the only
important one.

Selecting a particular item of information'

A very important type of operation is the selection of the particular item that is
For Instance, before the total of an invoice
required at any step in the procedure.
can be posted to a customer's sales ledger account the particular account has to be
selected from amongst the accounts for a large number of customers.
Sorting information
Often it is convenient to sort documents containing information into a different
Thus to calculate the
sequence before the next step in the procedure is carried out.
gross wages for a series of employees both the hours worked and the rate of pay are
required for each employee.
The rates of pay for the various employees, which remain
fairly constant, may be given in one statement, and the hours worked, which may vary
In such a case it
from week to week, may be on "clock cards", one for each employee.
is clearly desirable to sort the clock cards so that the employees occur in the same
sequence as they do on the statement of the rates of pay.

Qomparing items of information
Another kind of operation which often occurs is the comparison of corresponding
items of information to ensure that they agree.
For instance, in the example of the
payroll quoted above, it is necessary to check that the employee's code number on each
dlock card agrees with the next code number on the statement of rates of pay.

Assembling and arranging the results
The results produced by the clerical procedure must be arranged in a form suitable
for the action which is subsequently to be taken.

Storing information

Much information has to be stored for comparltlvely long periods between the carrying out of a Job in one period and the carrying out of the next;
or it may only be
required for future reference.
Although this, the filing system, may not appear to be
an actual part of a clerical procedure it is an important consideration for on it
depends how quickly reference can be made to information when required.
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The frequency with which these different fundamental operations occur varies greatly
for Instance In a payroll Job the emphasis Is on arithmetical work whereas
In the sales ledger work the most important consideration Is that of selecting the right
customer's account before an entry Is made.
from Job to Job;

Hature of results produced

Some of the results produced as part of one clerical Job may be required as data for
another, which may be a repetition of the same Job for a subsequent period using the same
The running
procedure, or it may be quite a different one using a different procedure.
totals for the income tax year of the gross pay and Income tax for each employee produced
as part of the results of the payroll Job and required as data In the payroll Job next week
An example of the latter Is the amount of the gross pay
are an example of the former.
earned by all the employees working In a factory for a week, produced as part of the payroll
Such
Job, which may be required as data in the "cost accounting" Job for the factory.
results may be conveniently termed "carried forward" results.

where the action arising from results necessitates their being read by some person or
they must be produced In readable form:
manuscript, typewritten, or printed; as
for Instance a paysllp for an employee, an Invoice for a customer, an "analysis of sales" for
a sales manager, and a "trading analysis" for Management.
persons,

In fact
Both "carried forward" and "printed" results may be required from the same Job;
For example from the payroll
separate result of either kind may be required.
the following separate results might be required:

more than one
Job

1.

a printed paysllp,

2.

a printed payroll statement giving particulars for all employees,
office reference and for audit purposes;

3.

a statement of the gross pay earned and the income tax due for the Income tax year
to date, to be carried forward for the payroll Job to the following week;

4.

a total of the gross pay earned by all the employees In a factory,
forward to the "cost accounting" Job for that factory.

to give to the employee;
to be used for

to be carried

Sometimes, by producing more than one copy, the same form of statement may be used for
sore than one purpose.

kture of data used

Much of the data used in clerical Jobs arises from the "carried forward" results of
previous clerical Jobs,
This data is therefore termed "brought forward" data.

A great deal of other data is of a semi -permanent character; examples of this are rates
pay of employees and prices of Items sold.
This type of data may be called "permanent"
data as it usually remains constant over a period.
Means must, however, be provided for
amending permanent data when a change is required;
this involves the use of "amendment" data
Which, when applied to the permanent data, produces new permanent data to be used until
further notice.
of

A fourth class of data is that which applies only to the current Job In hand, as for
worked in the current week for the payroll or the goods to be supplied to
a customer's order.
The information for
This type of data may be termed "current" data.
this class of data very often originates outside the office;
it may arise in the factory,
for Instance the time worked by an employee may be recorded either automatically by a time
recording machine on a clock card or by a foreman on an attendance sheet or, to take another
example, an order may be made out by a customer on a preprinted sheet.
The form used for an
Initial record must therefore be convenient, not only for the way It is used in the clerical
procedure, but also for the person who has to make the original record and the circumstances
Instance the hours
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Since this form of data is used once only it is important that
in which he makes it.
the method of recording it should be an economical one.

Completion of Jobs to a Tight Schedule
The results from some clerical Jobs are a vital factor in the practical running of the
concern and often circumstances make it necessary for the results to be available according
Thus in order to pay the wages on a Friday, the payroll Job must be
to a tight schedule.
finished by say Thursday at the latest; when sales invoices accompany goods to be supplied
they must be completed promptly if the delivery is not to be delayed.

USE OF AN AUTOMATIC CALCULATOR TO DO CLERICAL JOBS

Theoretically any Job can be done by an automatic calculator, provided the procedure
Whether it can be done economically must, however, depend on
can be fully prescribed.
circumstances.
Circumstances in which clerical work is suitable for an automatic calculator
This question cannot be dealt with adequately in a short paper but some important
considerations may be mentioned.

-

The total volume of work which needs to be done using a particular procedure must
It will clearly not be economical to prepare a programme for a Job if
be appreciable;
it is used very little.

Also the amount of work to be carried out at any one time must be appreciable for
it will not be worthwhile feeding the programme Into the calculator if the amount of
To make this possible there must be an adequate time lag
work to be done is small.
between the time of the receipt of the data and the time when the results are required.
Thus if orders are received over the telephone from a customer and have to be executed
almost at once, an automatic calculator could not suitably be used for invoicing the
It is only If a large batch of data can be accumulated and fed as a sizeable
customer.
that a Job can be economical.
calculator
Job to the
Again the volume of calculation (or other manipulation) that has to be carried out
It will clearly not be economical to
on a given batch of data must be significant.
feed a large batch of information into the calculator if very little Is done with it
when it gets there.
Advantage of doing clerical work by automatic calculator
in large offices there is a great deal of clerical work which satisfies these conditions and much of this work has to be done by semi-skilled people who carry out repetitive
operations on varying data all day long, possibly using small calculating machines and other
A great deal of effort is expended in reading information from
devices for the purpose.
in another, as for instance, reading from documents in order to
It
recording
and
one place
press the keys of a calculator, and then reading the result shown on the dials in order to

write it elsewhere.

Documents also often have to be passed from hand to hand or from machine to machine
Often
throughout the procedure involving a great deal of handling and carrying of papers.
needed
actually
not
are
procedure,
the
many of the Intermediate results, recorded as part of
in the required final results.
The ideal way of using an automatic calculator is to carry out complete clerical
outside the
procedures from beginning to end, starting with data as initially recorded
or which
office
outside
the
use
for
required
office and producing results which are either
only if
Information
any
of
records
permanent
making
procedure,
are to be used in some other
records are kept of
unnecessary
no
this
way
In
purpose.
such
some
for
It will be required
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Intermediate results, handling of the documents holding Intermediate results Is eliminated,
and all routine processes are done automatically.
One may regard the part the calculator plays In such a scheme as similar to that of a
single clerk who carries out the whole of a clerical procedure by reading the data as he
requires it, by carrying out mentally the arithmetic and logical processes, and by writing
Acting In this way the calculator Is performing
down the results required for future use.
this reason that the Lyons project was named
for
and
It
is
routine
office
the function of a
"LEO" - Lyons Electronic Office.
It Is believed that the greatest gain In such a system will be not so much In the
speed of doing arithmetical operations but in the speed with which the figures are
selected and transferred, and In the elimination of unnecessary recording and handling of
intermediate results.
The

organization of clerical work according to groups of results

The result numbers produced during most clerical Jobs form themselves Into natural
Thus, in the sales Invoicing Job, the Invoice for each customer can be regarded
Similarly, in the payroll Job, the
as containing a separate group of result numbers.
Each group of result
paysllp for any employee contains a group of result numbers.
numbers Is produced by a given burst of calculations, using the related group of data
The fact that clerical data naturally tends to divide Itself into natural
numbers.
groups can be exploited with advantage when clerical work Is done by means of an automatic
Before any burst of calculations takes place the data specifically required
calculator.
for that burst can be fed in and as soon as the calculations are finished the results
The data fed In for the next set of calculations can be put
produced can be recorded.
compartments formerly used for holding the data for the
storage
calculator
in
the
the
Into
previous set, and the results as they are produced can be stored in the compartments used to
hold the results of the previous set of calculations.
groups.

some of it may be
Not all the data Is, of course, specific to a set of calculations;
common to all or very many of the calculations and must therefore be fed in before the
Thus In the sales Invoicing Job the price of any
first set of calculations takes place.
order
be
required
as
data
in
to make the calculations for any one Invoice, so
commodity may
a list of prices for all commodities must be fed In before making the calculations for the
first invoice.

Similarly some of the results may not be related to any particular set of calculations
In the sales Invoicing Job the totals of invoices
but to all or to a large part of them.
running
for all customers In different areas and for the whole country may be required;
totals can be maintained by adding, as part of the procedure for any invoice, the total
of the invoice to any required totals to date.
Clerical Jobs involving higher mathematical processes

There is an increasing tendency In offices of large organizations to do clerical work
involving higher mathematical processes, as for instance, a statistical treatment of the
A special example is the process which has come to be known as "linear programming"
data.
From a knowledge of the extent to
connexion
with Production Planning in factories.
in
Which a number of components of material, labour, machine time, etc. are required to
produce a unit of each of a number of items of production and of any factors limiting the
total amount of each component available, a calculation is required of the number of units
which should be produced of each Item in order to yield, say, the maximum profit that can
This kind of Job only differs from the clerical Job in the amount of
be attained.
Once the problem has been fully visualized
nathematlcs Involved in programming the Job.
the general problem of carrying out the
devised,
and the required mathematical procedure
Job on an automatic calculator is no different from that for other clerical Jobs.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN CLERICAL JOBS DONE BY A CALCULATOR AND MATHEMATICAL JOBS
Ratio of the volume of calculations to the volume of input and output

ratio of the
The fundamental difference between mathematical and clerical Jobs Is the
mathematical
Jobs
many
very
For
volume of calculations to the volume of input and output.
great
a
but
results
of
amount
small
and
a
very
data
amount
of
small
there Is only a very
On a clerical Job there Is almost always a very large volume of
deal of calculation.
This
Input and output and a relatively small amount of calculation on each batch of data.
organized
is
the
way
Job
the
and
on
needed
equipment
of
amount
on
the
bearing
has a great
and programmed.
Size of Programmes

Programmes for doing clerical Jobs tend to be very much bigger than those for matheThere are two quite separate reasons for this.
matical Jobs.
economical
The first reason Is that once the data has been taken Into the store It is
distinct
of
number
often
a
are
there
It;
on
possible
to carry out as many operations as
from
processes which can be carried out on the same data or on intermediate results arising
to
post
convenient
be
also
For example when preparing sales Invoices, it may
the data.
sales ledger accounts and to analyse sales according to kinds of commodities, districts,
The programme should as far as possible be made to cover not one procedure,
and so forth.
but a whole series of inter-related procedures, and the programmes become, therefore,
correspondingly longer.

Another reason why programmes are longer is that commercial and administrative
the clerical procedures of commerce
requirements are less rational than mathematical ones;
The
variety
of Influences.
a
of
a
result
have often evolved over a long period as
determining factor may sometimes be a matter of commercial custom, or It may be the need to
In devising programmes to do a clerical Job on an
comply with some Government regulation.
unnecessary elaborations are brought to
apparently
and
anomalies
many
automatic calculator
light, and should as far as possible be eliminated.
In spite of all efforts, however, there will always be exceptional circumstances which
If an exception occurs only rarely the programme
must be taken care of in the programme;
the circumstances of the exceptior. and leaving
recording
it
by
with
best
deal
may perhaps
but where an exception is relatively
the precise procedure to be carried out subsequently;
programme
to deal with the special
the
Included
in
common a sequence of orders must be
For instance in a large payroll Job there are always some employees
procedure required.
who are taxed on the gross pay in the current week instead of on the total gross pay to

Out
Provision must therefore be made for both alternative and normal procedure.
date.
of a total of 1710 orders in the programme for doing the payroll Job on LEO, 780 orders are
contained In sequences which deal with more or less exceptional circumstances.
The size of programmes naturally varies considerably from Job to Job but a programme of
1500 orders is not exceptional.

Equipment needed to do clerical jobs
The size of the main store (immediately accessible during any set of calculations)
must be large enough to hold:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

the programme of orders;
the data common to all sets of calculations;
the data specific to any one set of calculations;

the Intermediate results;
the results for any set of calculations;
the results common to all the sets of calculations.
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Since the number of each of these items Is very often large In comparison with the
usual run of mathematical Jobs, the main store of a calculator requires to be of a greater
The number of store compartments required for
capacity when It Is to do clerical Jobs.
As an Illustration, In doing the payroll
from
to
differs
Job.
Job
these various purposes
listed is as
Job with LEO the number of compartments required for the different purposes
follows:

1710,

1.

2.

49

3.
4.

52
50
92
138

5.
6.

from which 86 are subsequently used for purpose 6

2091
less

8§ used for two purposes
2005 Net Capacity required

The means whereby data is fed into the calculator must be such that the whole of the
data for any set of calculations may be presented to it in a time comparable with the time
taken to do any other operation.

Similarly, the means of recording results must be such that the whole of the result
numbers may be cleared from the calculator In a time comparable with the time taken to do
any other operation.
Reliability of Calculators

Since clerical work must often be completed to a tight schedule It is important that a
calculator should not remain out of action for more than say two or three hours at any one
Also, In any one week, the total available working time should never fall
time.
significantly below the amount of time required to do the scheduled work, so that the
amount of time spent on fault finding should be not much greater than 5%.
-

Preparation of prograitmes for clerical jobs

Because the methods whereby an automatic calculator does the job are so different from
the methods usually employed in an office It is important to express the requirements for
any Job in the simplest possible terms as though it were to be done by a single clerk withFrom the statement of requirements the general
out recourse to any special office devices.
plan of doing the Job by an automatic calculator Is drawn up.
The person who prepares this general plan need not be a mathematician with academic
He should have a
qualifications, though he probably needs a mathematical type of brain.
able
to visualise
be
should
also
he
thorough knowledge of the nature of clerical work and
form of a
the
down
In
set
should
be
The plan
it in terms of an automatic calculator.
out.
carried
be
must
procedure
the
flow chart, showing in what sequence the main steps of

should also show at what points the different kinds of data are to be used and at what
points the different results are to be produced.
It

when the general plan is agreed a more detailed analysis of each step must be made so as
The
obtain an exact specification of the calculations and other manipulations required.
specification should show the nature, source, and volume of each kind of data and the nature,
Particulars should be obtained
destination, and volume of the different kinds of results.
Again a detailed
of all exceptional circumstances and the frequency with which they occur.
the
expressing
of
way
useful
chart showing the sequence of operations for each step is a
Draft forms should be prepared, showing the way in which each type of data
requirements.
can most conveniently be recorded and presented to the calculator, and also draft forms
to

showing the way results require to be recorded.
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It is only when these detailed requirements have been settled that the coding of the
programme can proceed.
Again the coder does not require any high degree of mathematical
skill but he does need to be able to think in terms of symbols.
Someone who has reached
School Certificate standard in mathematics and enjoyed doing mathematics in school should
be able to do the coding satisfactorily.

Each step in the procedure may be coded as an Independent stage In the programme in
the same way as open and closed subroutines are coded separately in mathematical programmes.
A closed subroutine may be useful where the same kind of procedure is required in different
stages of the programme, for instance in taking in data or in carrying out division by
Normally, however, it does not pay to use without alteration
means of a programme.
It is better to
"library" subroutines, either open or closed, as part of the programme.
adapt the "library" subroutines to meet the special circumstances of the particular
This is
programme so as to get the best use of the store or to shorten the time taken.
The fitting together of the
well worth while since the programme will be used many times.
different stages and the entering of subroutines is, of course, precisely similar to what
is

needed for a mathematical programme.

As in mathematical programmes, the sequences of orders are largely repetitive but many
Another difference is that, whereas in mathematical
fewer iterative sequences are used.
programmes the results of one main cycle form the basis for the calculations for the next
cycle, in the clerical programme the successive cycles are largely independent, each new
cycle having for its basis a new batch of data.
The nature of the sequences that occur is not very different from mathematical ones
and the operations that the calculator Is required to carry out - addition, multiplication,
transfer, change of sequence, etc. - are precisely the same.
In fact, with the exceptions
of some additional orders in LEO, EDSAC and LEO have precisely the same order code.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DEALING WITH DATA
In organising clerical work by means of an automatic calculator, the way data is
handled is a very important factor, since the volume is so large.
The different types of
data referred to in the section headed:
"Nature of Data used" originate from different
sources, and even for one type the data for a Job may originate from more than one source.
Ideally therefore batches of data of different types and from different sources should be
Where there are more than three or
fed into the calculator along separate input channels.
four distinct types and/or sources then, to keep the number of channels to a minimum, it may
be better to blend data from two (or more) sources, before feeding it to the calculator, so,
that both batches can be fed together through a single channel.

Because the data is derived from many sources the same treatment cannot be applied to
all forms of data indiscriminately;
the different types will therefore be considered under
the three headings of current and amendment data, permanent data, and carry forward data.

Current and amendment data
As has been mentioned before both of these kinds of data are originated outside the
automatic office as such.
Sometimes it may be possible to have a means whereby the
original record can be made mechanically;
for example, attendance can be recorded with a
time clock, or a production record may be kept by an automatic counter attached to a
Generally, however, such records are made by hand.
machine.
When this Is so it Is
necessary for the original record to be transcribed to some medium that can be read automatically before It can be fed to a calculator;
the transcription must also be checked.
The cost of transcribing and checking data in this way is expensive, besides Introducing an
extra possibility of error.
In order to achieve full economies in doing clerical work by means of automatic
calculators some way must be found of eliminating the need for transcription.
One way
would be to provide those who make the Initial record with a device which will produce a
record which can not only be read visually, but also automatically, as for Instance a
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It Is likely, however,
device which produces a punched card as well as a typed record.
who makes records,
everyone
to
that such devices would prove too expensive to be provided
Is to deylse a
economic
really
seems
which
method
The
Tor example to all retail customers.
scanning
some
by
and
way
Beans of writing on paper, that can be read both In the ordinary
alternatively
or
calculator
the
Into
directly
Information
device which will either feed the
automatically create an intermediate record.
Permanent Data

office, but the problem
Initially this Information also originates outside the automatic
transcribing It to a medium which can be automatically read is not so important because,
many times without
once It has been transcribed and checked, It Is feci to the calculator
records, a very
sales
Instance
for
job,
clerical
In
of
many
types
further transcription.
any run of the
for
and
period
long
a
for
held
to
be
have
may
data
permanent
of
large volume
is to find a
data
this
The main problem with
programme only part of It will be required.
medium
a
be
It
must
suitable medium for storing.
of

>

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

from which required Information can be quickly selected as required;
which can be amended as required;
from which information cannot be accidentally erased;
which does not Involve much physical handling;
which does not take up too much space;
which is not too expensive.

when information is being
One particularly difficult question is the danger that,
items of Information
inserted in the store of permanent data or being copied from it, other
with.
interfered
be
may accidentally and unknowingly
It will depend on
The most suitable medium may not be the same in all circumstances.
the
way
it Is required
and
originated,
is
the
way
it
kept,
to
be
information
of
the volume
Various media are being developed, e.g. punched cards,
In the course of the programme.
All offer
punched tapes, photographic films and magnetic tapes, wires and drums.
solution.
satisfactory
fully
a
provided
have
to
appears
possibilities but as yet none
of
Theoretically a magnetic drum offers the best solution because of ease of access to any item
required
drums
number
of
the
but
handling,
information and because It requires less physical
make this form of
•for permanent storage in even a modest commercial Installation might

storage extremely costly.

Brought forward data

In this case the problem is one of recording the carried forward results as they are
Magnetic tape, magnetic wire,
produced by the calculator as part of a previous Job.
In this case, however, the
medium.
suitable
a
provide
punched tape, or punched cards, all
be used
storage is only required for a relatively short period and the information may only
once.

For this type of data a recording medium such as magnetic tape or wire which can be
For the time being,
used over and over again should eventually prove the most suitable.
however, punched cards have the advantage, that the equipment which handles them Is
Moreover equipment exists for sorting the cards into
already well established and reliable.
any order required and particular cards can be selected from the rest when all are not
It is also readily possible to make amendments before the data is used in the
required.
Job by punching more holes or by Inserting a new card.
Sorting and Selecting of Data

Although automatic calculators as already constructed have the facility of sorting and
selecting information, that facility Is restricted to where the number of Items is reasonably
Since in clerical work
small, i.e. hundreds, or with a magnetic drum, tens of thousands.
are needed for sorting
facilities
additional
the number of items of data is often very large,
the main
inside
processes
these
control
desirable
to
be
It
may
not
and selecting.
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of the
calculator Itself, for were this to be done It might mean that for a large proportion
the
while
Idle
be
would
functions
other
out
carried
which
equipment
the
total working time
auxiliary
develop
better
to
It may therefore be
sorting and selection was taking place.
that It Is
equipment for the special purpose of sorting and selecting data as required so
calculator.
automatic
an
x>n
out
carried
be
to
subsequent
Job
ready for a

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DEALING WITH RESULTS
clear from
The most Important matter to be considered here Is, as already stated, to
are concerned firstly
We
complete.
It
Is
as
soon
as
results
group
of
a
calculator
the
printed In some way,
with the results which are actually to be read and must therefore be
In some form for a subsequent
forward
carried
are
to
be
which
results
with
the
secondly
and
Job on the calculator.

Printed results
the first Is to print directly by means of a high-speed
There are two possibilities:
speed an Intermediate record of the results as they
high
the second Is to make at
printer;
record and feed the results more slowly to a
this
read
to
subsequently
and
are produced
The advantage of direct printing Is that It saves "doublebattery of slow-speed printers.
results.
handling" Information and It permits an Immediate scrutiny of the

at a time or the
Printers, whether high- or low-speed, may print either one character
characters has
Individual
prints
which
printer
The
time.
a
at
whole (or part) of a line
character at any
one
for
signals
the advantage that the equipment Is only required to accept
Printer
llne-a-time
a
since
hand,
the
other
On
cne instant and Is therefore much cheaper.
This is
slower.
relatively
be
can
action
mechanical
the
at
once,
characters
can print many
the
from
direct
results
printing
an important consideration since the limiting factor In
appear
would
It
reason
this
For
action.
mechanical
calculator Is likely to be speeds of
that llne-a-tlme printers are likely to prove best for this purpose.
consideration,
In clerical work the layout of result numbers Is a very Important
outside the
people
to
sent
are
Information
especially when the documents containing the
sent to
are
invoices
sales
when
Instance
as
for
computer,
organization operating the
or
diversity
necessary
The printing arrangements must therefore provide the
customers.
another*
to
one
Job
from
differ
results
form
of
Not only does the
layout and punctuation.
on two or more different
but often for a single Job It is necessary to record result numbers
invoice for the
the
of
layouts
the
For Instance, in sales Invoicing
kinds of form.
'/ould be totally
department
sales
the
for
statement
dissection
the
sales
customers and of
different.
found during
In order to draw attention to exceptional circumstances which have been
details of these
execution of the Job it will also be necessary to print slips giving
abnormal circumstances.

tl

may be necessarj
Where results have to be printed on several different kinds of form it
printing on
for
used
be
to
is
printer
direct
If
a
channels.
to use two separate output
to be
results
of
volume
But if the
pre-prlnted forms this Is the only method possible.
it
channel
separate
a
Justify
to
enough
large
not
printed on two or more kinds of form Is
one output channel;
using
record
intermediate
on
an
together
them
record
will be better to
split and fed to two or
the information from the intermediate record can subsequently be
Thus there
forms.
pre-printed
appropriate
the
with
supplied
each
more separate printers
miscelrecording
channel
another
might be one channel connected to a direct printer and
separate slowto
fed
are
they
as
separated
be
to
record
laneous results on an Intermediate
speed printers.
Carried forward results
purpose, for
Results to be carried forward may also be required for more than one
required for
be
will
date
to
example in the factory payroll the gross pay and the tax due
week may
current
the
for
pay
gross
the
time
the
same
week;
at
the same Job the following
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have to be used In a cost accounting Job for charging against the factory cost account.
Again, It may be desirable to use a separate output channel for the results for each of
the two purposes or It may be preferable to use only one channel and separate the results
subsequently.

The mettlum on which the carry forward results are to be recorded must be one which Is
suitable and convenient not only for the recording process but also for feeding the
information into the calculator as brought forward data for the subsequent Job.

Again magnetic tape or wire and punched tape or cards provide reasonably suitable
Magnetic tape and wire are probably most convenient since they can be used over
means.
again.
over
and

CONCLUSIONS
Provided suitable and consistently reliable equipment can be provided there Is no
reason why commercial clerical work should not be dealt with effectively by means of
The degree of reliability must be very much greater than is
automatic calculators.
mathematical
Jobs owing to the need for carrying out commercial Jobs to
doing
required for
As far
Existing machines fall a long way below what is wanted here.
a tight schedule.
the
concerned
are
calculator
automatic
as the arithmetical and manipulative functions of an
They should however be associated
present types of calculator are quite satisfactory.
more or less intimately with other apparatus capable of carrying out the following functions.
Some of this equipment already exists but It Is not In all cases entirely suitable for the
purpose, being either too slow,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

too expensive, or too unreliable.

To save transcribing and checking current and amendment data, a means
devised for recording It in the first place either mechanically or in
In such a way that It can be read automatically as well as visually;
equipment must be designed and built for feeding the data so recorded
calculator.

to the

A cheap method of storing very large quantities of data for long periods Is
required;
it must be such that Information can easily and quickly be selected
from It and inserted in it, but there must be adequate safeguards to prevent it
being altered unintentionally.
Some device is needed which will efficiently sort and select data prior to Its
this may be combined advantageously with
being fed to an automatic calculator;
the store mentioned in 2 above.
It should be possible to feed the data into the calculator at a speed comparable
with other operations that can be carried out Inside it.

Similarly it should be possible to extract results from the calculator at a
speed comparable with that at which other operations are performed Inside it.
High-speed printers are required which will print Information reliably and
satisfactorily at higher speeds than existing tabulators and yet be equally
flexible in regard to layout, use of special stationery, etc.
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APPENDIX B
INVOICE

B 2005

WOODWORKERS LTD.
MAIN ROAD,
BRISTOL.
DR.

TO A.

BROWN LTD., LIVERPOOL

G.

Order No. C105

Date:

Woodscrews

@

28.3.53.

20 Gr. No.

6

24

"

"

8

"

"

1/-

»

1

4

24

"

"

9

"

"

1/3

*

1

10

36

"

*

11

"

"

1/9

«

3

3

36

*

»

12

»

*

2/-

"

3

12

24

"

"

15

"

"

2/6

"

3

12

»

»

18

«

3/-

"

1

*

9d. Gr.

15

16

15

Less 5% Discount

15

14

Add Carriage
£14

5
7

6

12

6

APPENDIX C

LEDGER ACCOUNT
Dr.

A.

Date

£.

s.

1953

G.

BROWN LTD.
d«

Cr.

Date

£•

s.

12

10

3

15

1953

Apr. 1

To Balance B/Ftod.

12

10

8

"

Goods

15

17

"

Goods

12

10

14

i

Goods Returned

24

"

Goods

17

15

21

"

Cash

15

25

11

Cash

12

30

"

Balance C/Fwd.

14

Apr. 5

By Cash

57

May

d.

1

10

15

To Balance B/Ftod.

V
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APPENDIX D
Q/E. 31St March,

SALES ANALYSIS

YEAR

£

£

LAST
YEAR

THIS
YEAR

LAST
YEAR

THIS

DISTRICT

COCOA

COFFEE

TEA

£

£

TOTAL SALES

£

£

LAST
YEAR

THIS
YEAR

LAST
YEAR

THIS

YEAR

1953

£

£

Southern
Counties

15 500

15 300

9 300

8

900

9 800

9 750

34 600

33 950

Midland

»

14 700

15 200

8 000

7 700

10 300

10 150

33 000

33 050

Northern

"

17 200

16 500

7 500

7 350

7 050

6 800

31 750

10 300

9 900

5

600

5 500

3 250

3 350

19 150

30 650
18 750

8 000

8 100

3 500

3 200

2 950

2 820

14 450

14 120

65 700

65 000

33 900

32 650

33 350

32 870

132 950

130 520

Scotland
Wales
TOTAL

APPENDIX E
STOCK CONTROL

BREAD DESPATCH

Description

3£lb Sandwich

14th March,

Unit

ea.

Opening
Stock
100

1953

Con
Stock
Sub Closing sump- Total
Balance
Total Stock
issues
tion
over short

Received

150 200 150

600

75

525

523

-

2

-

3£lb Sandwich - Sliced 30

n

75

100 125

75

375

50

325

325

-

3£lb Sandwich - Sliced 40

n

50

100 150 100

400

40

360

364

4

-

Sandwich Hovis - Sliced 50

n

25

75 100

50

250

35

215

215

-

-

ijlb Bread & Butter

n

50

120 150

90

410

60

350

348

-

2

l|lb Tin - Sliced

n

430

-

5

-

75

130 150 125

480

45

435

Long Bread & Butter

it

25

50

75

40

190

30

160

160

-

Long Bread & Butter - Sliced 72

ii

25

80 120

60

285

25

260

260

-

-

Long Toast - Sliced 34

H

20

75 100

50

245

30

215

212

-

3

4*lb Sandwich Hovis

II

20

40

40

180

10

170

170

-

-

4±lb Sandwich Hovis - Sliced 26

Vibro Hovis Loaves

80

It

15

50

50

50

165

10

155

155

-

n

15

30

40

30

115

10

105

105

-

-

Breadcrumbs - Coarse

lbs.

10

-

40

-

50

5

45

45

-

-

Breadcrumbs - Fine

lbs.

5

-

20

-

25

5

20

20

-

-

Yeast

ozs.

10

10

-

-

20

7

13

13

-

-
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APPENDIX F

TRADING ANALYSIS
Summ.
Ref.

Q/E March 1953

ELECTRIC MOTOR DEPT.

MARCH
1952

MARCH
Raf.

NO.

1953

£

X

£

X
% on Sales

X

X

NET PROFIT SUMMARY
Sales
Prime Costs
Factory Cost of Sales
Distribution
Selling
Gross Profit

Overheads
Factory
Selling
General

Net Profit (or Loss)

SALES DISSECTION

156 483

147 291

100.0

100.0

- 39 434
- 16 744
- 26 289

- 42 273
- 16 202
- 23 861

- 25.2

- 10.7
- 16.8

- 28.7
- 11.0
- 16.2

74 016

64 955

47.3

44.1

- 21 721
- 32 697
- 16 216

- 19 462
- 31 278
- 15 896

- 13.9
- 20.9
- 10.4

- 21.2
- 10.8

3 382

-

681

1

2.1

- 13.2

- 1.1

% on Tot il Sales

£

£

39 747
43 979
72 757

39 576
41 298
66 417

25.4
28.1
46.5

26.9
28.0
45.1

156 483

147 291

100.0

100.0

£

£

Production
Add Opening Stock

162 627
44 652

146 483
26 291

Less Closing Stock

207 279
50 796

172 774
25 483

156 483

147 291

£

£

Wages
Materials
Sundries

28 216
9 723
4 614

28 313

Total Cost of Production

42 553

Government Contracts
Manufacturing Concerns
Dealers

BALANCE OF FINISHED STOCK
(At Selling Value)

Sales

% on Sel line Val.
FACTORY PRIME COST DISSECTION

of Prod.

9 083

17.3
6.0

4 510

2.8

19.3
6.2
3.1

41 906

26.1

28.6

DISTRIBUTION PRIME COST DISSECTION
etc.
etc.
...
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J

Discussion
The author had said that a
MR. KITZ (English Electric Co. Ltd.) asked about speed.
How high should It be and how many decimal
high Input and output speed was necessary.
What sort of checks
The author had stressed reliability.
digits per second were needed?
were applied?
MR. THOMPSON said he was worried about dependability more than about reliability.
The accuracy obtained to the present time was as good as or better than that of clerical
They did
They were satisfied there was no difficulty about obtaining accuracy.
workers.
Instead they relied
not favour built-in checks and thought they were not worth the cost.
on sum checks.

Answering the first question he said that Appendix A of the paper Indicated the number
of digits of output In a typical piece of work and said that the results for each man should
be punched out In a small fraction of a second.
MR. HAHN (Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.) asked If pre-sortlng of data was considered
Use
Punched cards could be sorted but tape could not.
essential for the Input system.
He also wanted to Know
of the latter, therefore, led to a need for large storage space.
how much storage space was required for commercial purposes and whether It was not better
In commerce to use a number of small machines rather than one very large machine.

MR. THOMPSON replied that a lot of data was already sorted or sorted Itself to some
extent, but he thought there should be a means of sorting so as to feed the machine with
sorted data.

The
This was considered large enough.
LEO had 2048 stores of 18 binary digits.
He did not favour a battery of
number of machines was largely a question of economics.
It would be
machines in parallel because of the resulting mass of intermediate results.
good to have a battery of machines such as the one machine they had, but these machines
were very costly.

VAJDA (Admiralty Research Laboratory) asked whether the records produced by the
machine were adequate for legal requirements.
DR.

Mr. THOMPSON replied that 20 years ago the question could not be answered with any
At that time the courts did not accept, without question, records printed by
certainty.
They were fairly
Nowadays they were much more reasonable.
Burroughs machines.
confident on this point, but the matter had not yet been tested in the courts.

BOWDEN (Ferranti Ltd.) mentioned a large piece of work that had been considered by
binary
The data amounted to 10
The amount of data was astonishingly large.
Ferrantl.
It
digits doled out at the rate of 10 digits per month or 20 miles of tape per month.
more
was
work
clerical
of
piece
typical
A
was also a very difficult problem to programme.
difficult to programme than, for example, a set of differential equations with some nonIn programming clerical work for a machine it was first essential to
linear terms.
It was, in fact, very difficult indeed to find out
consider how it was done at present.
precisely what functions every clerical worker performed.
DR.

GOODWIN (NPL) said that the author stated there was very little difference between
It appeared to him (Dr. Goodwin) that the
this clerical work and linear programming.
In clerical work the primary need was for high Input and
requirements were different.
output speed while In linear programming the need was for high computing speed.
DR.

THOMPSON replied that he had no experience of very large linear systems, but he
Sugar and fats were
was thinking more of the sort of work done by him during the war.
rationed then, but his company had to keep up that volume of supply of cakes etc. which
yielded the maximum profit.
MR.
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said that In this country there were about two million clerical workers,
At the Ministry of National Insurance,
whom totalled £1 000 000 000 per annum.
If the computing could be done even one hundred times
punched card machines were now used.
The problems were largely
faster, the saving that resulted would still only be a fraction.
those arising from document handling, not from computing only.
MR. NEWMAN (NPL)

the cost of

It was Interesting to consider the things that were done more efficiently by men than by
These were parallel operations.
Man was efficient in Judgment and In recognition.
machines.
This might provide
The things that machines did more efficiently were all serial operations.
a criterion for deciding between men and machines for particular Jobs.

PermanMR. MICHEL (NPL) thought the author had glossed over the question of sorting.
ently stored data could be pre-sorted, but there were sorting problems Inside the machine
which were not solved by pre-sortlng.
This
MR. THOMPSON said that the need for a large high-speed store must be avoided.
Wage rates were an example of where pre-sorting
limited the practicable amount of sorting.
Such sorting as was necessary Inside the machine was done there, but as much
was possible.
There was a definite need for a sorting, selecting, and
sorted outside.
possible
was
as
counting machine.
PROF. HARTREE {Cambridge University) said that transliteration of data should be avoided.
In large-scale
This was of great Importance in other fields, not only in clerical work.
experimental work the data should be produced In the form required by the machine which was
going to process that data.
MR. WRIGHT (NPL) remarked on the really enormous stores required for large-scale clerical
Should we in the
He understood that a page of a newspaper held some 10 9 digits.
work.
future have inputs from enormous rolls of very wide tape?
MR. D. 0. CLAYDEN (NPL) asked whether a multiplier was really necessary and whether in
clerical routines each instruction was not used once only (for example, for each person In a
He believed that there were about 20Q0. instructions In the Lyons' routine.
wages routine).
Could these be put on magnetic tapes etc., and not in the high-speed store.
MR. THOMPSON replied that It was worth while having a multlpler even though it was not
They were, in fact, contemplating having an
used for a very large part of the time.
It would save
automatic divider which would be used even less than the multiplier was used;
space now used In storing the dividing routines.

It was perfectly true that each instruction was used in general only once per man.
It was not practicable to read
However, Instructions must be held in the high-speed store.
them In afresh for each man, as the data had to be read In as well, and speed was essential.
Furthermore, some instructions were modified by the machine Just as in scientific computing
programmes.
MR. HARTLEY (University College, London) suggested that it was wasteful to use a machine
for programme testing and that it would be better for programmers to check each other's work.
He proposed that the checker should be given only the coding and no other information, but
this scheme was not supported by other speakers.

MR. PETHERICK (Royal Aircraft Establishment) recommended the Analyx Synchroprinter as an
It had a cylinder which rotated at 30 r.p.s. and 40 Identical disks, each
output mechanism.
There was a timing mechanism which hammered the paper against the
carrying the 10 numerals.
required numeral in the disk.
The machine, which produced surprisingly good copy, was
simpler than the Potter flying typewriter, was Inexpensive compared with the Bull machines or
any of the hlrable apparatus, and occupied two feet of rack space on a nineteen- inch rack.
'

MR. BIRD (British Tabulating Machine Co.) asked whether letters as well as numbers were
If they were, he thought that the
required in the output from mathematical computations.
letters might be Inserted later by hand onto the copy that carried the automatically printed
numerical data.
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m.

INPUT AND OUTPUT
by
D. W.

Eavlcs

National Physical Laboratory

Introduction
This paper discusses the principles governing the design of an Input-output system.
The subject Is a difficult one, because the Input-output requirements of a computer depend
on what problems It Is called on to solve and on the staff that will programme and operate
We
At this stage of development, much of what is said must be a matter of opinion.
It.
shall naturally have In mind a computer such as the ACE Pilot Model (though not necessarily
a machine so restricted In storage capacity) which is working on miscellaneous problems
The main object of the paper is to provide a starting
arising in scientific research.
It was felt that a mere description of existing systems would not
point for discussion.
have served this purpose.
It Is essential that Input-output systems should not be so slow as to extend considerAn equally Important requirement Is that they should
ably the time taken for computation.
A system poorly designed in this respect may
be convenient for the machine operators.
A further important requirement is the
errors.
operators'
because
of
waste a lot of time
In a computer used for a variety of problems, considerable
convenience of the programmer.
time is spent in getting programmes right.

General Remarks
The simplest form of input to a computer is a number of keys like those of a typewriter,
The simplest form of output Is an
on which both data and Instructions can be 'typed'.
These are adequate where the- computer Is slow and where
electrically operated typewriter.
the programme is not changed often and is retained in the store when the machine Is switched
Many present day computers have begun life with a teleprinter as input and output,
off.
because it was the simplest thing to try first.
To make full use of a fast computer it is necessary to have an Intermediate store or
record of very low cost between the keyboard on which the data and instructions are originExamples of this store are teletape,
ally 'typed' and the fast store of the computer.
Many computers use, (or used In the past) teletape for
punched cards and magnetic tape.
Similarly, Hollerith cards were pressed
this purpose because it was readily available.
into service because the system already existed.

The intermediate record arrangement has the following advantages:
1.

2.

The information put on the record can be verified and corrected before it goes
into the computer.
The rate at which numbers and instructions can be 'typed' on a keyboard is about
The input to the computer from the intermediate record can be
5 per second.
This
an advantage because several input keyboards can be employed
is
faster.
with one computer, and computing is not held up while the keyboards are in use.
Also, the same Intermediate record can be used as computer input on as many
occasions as required.

It is also common to have an intermediate store between the computer and the final

printing machine for the following reasons:
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1.

The printer may not be fast enough to match the output from the computer.
case, many printers may be employed with one computer.

In this

2.

The layout of the printed pages can be decided after the computation Is finished,
and changes In layout can be made before producing the final copy.

3.

Failure of the printer will not waste computer time.

If intermediate records of the same kind are used in both input and output, there is the
This can be used:
possibility of reading in records which have been written by the computer.
1.

This does not check the
to perform checks on records Intended for printing.
process of reading the record in the printer and printing it.

2.

to enable programmes to be processed and re-recorded so that the altered programme
is available for future use.

3.

to carry out further computations on data where the need for further computation
could only be seen by examining the results.

We shall call the keyboard operated device which writes the Intermediate record the
'lnscriber' and the device which reads the record and prints the final results the
These terms are used in the SEAC system.
'outscriber .
1

the

From one point of view, the lnscriber and outscriber are the true Input and output and
intermediate record is part of the machine store.

The
In some systems the input and output organs of the computer are the same thing.
The tape reader
ONIVAC and RAYDAC, for example, use a magnetic tape Intermediate record.
and recorder are combined In a single device which can run the tape in either direction
The input/
under the control of the computer and can read what it previously recorded.
output units are therefore stores of the computer In the fullest sense.
The primary purpose of the intermediate record is to convey data from the lnscriber to
This data will be in decimal
the computer and from the computer to the outscriber.
notation.

When the intermediate record is used as an auxiliary store of the computer, and the
computer uses binary code internally, it is desirable to be able to record and read full
length binary numbers as well as decimal characters.
Before discussing the parts of an input/output system in more detail it should be
mentioned that there is a school of thought which opposes the use of an intermediate record
Although the record Itself may be checked, there Is a danger of errors in the
for output.
If the output printers give signals which indicate what they have printed, a
outscriber.
computer connected directly to the printers can receive these signals and make a final check.
If an intermediate record is used, a similar degree of checking can be obtained only by
making a further record from the signals produced by the printers and checking this record.
Even so, the possibility of an undetected error is slightly higher than In the case of the
directly connected printer.
Ibtes of Input and Output

data processing machines and general purpose
Computers can be divided Into two classes:
The data processing computer does a' small amount of computation on a large amount
Business computers are an example of data processing machines.

machines.
of data.

It Is obvious that a data processing machine will require a high rate of input and output.
output systems must be designed to fit in with an organization to collect and
distribute data.
For maximum efficiency the input and output systems will be special to each
This paper will not
application, and even the central computer may have special features.
concern itself with these machines.
103
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designed to cope with scientific
We shall consider general purpose computers which are
form of Input and output
the
In these machines also,
and engineering calculations.
In attempting to give
performed.
usually
calculation
required will depend on the kind of
be thinking of the sort or
figures for desirable rates of Input and output we shall
used.
present
problems for which the ACE Pilot Model Is at
are produced in the ACE Pilot Model
The maximum average rate at which decimal results
imagine simple calculations that
can
One
second.
per
is estimated at 100 decimal digits
tolerated
However, a certain amount of inefficiency can be
produce more output than this.
the work
of
part
small
a
than
more
form
not
in these types of calculation, provided they do
do.
to
on
the computer is called

In a calculation
be desirable.
An output speed of 200 decimal digits per second would
then be spent en^output.
will
time
the
of
third
a
only
second
per
digits
100
at
producing results
computer reads in instructions
A similar Input speed would probably be adequate, but if the
desired.
be
might
speed
higher
in decimal form a rather

useful on the ACE Pilot Model.
Speeds up to ^000 decimal digits per second would be
corresponding reconversion,
the
Above this speed the conversion of decimal to binary and
programmes (unless the speed
In
all
true
be
would
This
would require more Instructions.
speed, which only occurs rarely.
higher
of
advantage
the
outweigh
were variable) and it would
the extent to which the interThe useful binary input and output speed depends on
It Is desirable to be able to empty or fill
mediate record is used as an auxiliary store.
To fill a store of 30 OCO bits in
time.
the complete internal store In a reasonable
the binary output rate of the ACE
present
At
second.
per
seconds requires 1000 bits

30
This mates a
bits per second.
Pilot Model is 640 bits/second and its input rate 1280
store, however,
tape
magnetic
a
considering
When
useful auxiliary store for some problems.
speed.
useful
determine its
the time taken to run the tape to the required Item may
The Intermediate Record

records are magnetic tape,
The systems most worthy of consideration for intermediate
Photographic methods are rejected because
punched tape, printed tape and punched cards.
material.
of the inconvenience of the developing process and the cost of
For
are erasible.
Magnetic tape differs from the other media In that its records
satisquite
is
record
non-eraslble
a
and
Important,
input/output purposes this Is not
factory if the medium is cheap enough.

media, with consequent
Magnetic tape allows higher packing densities than the other
which further computaon
data
and
saving of space in the storage of Intermediate results
is 2000 bits per
achieved
be
can
which
density
The
tion may be needed In the future.
printed tape "jay
and
Punched paper tape (teletape) gives 100/square inch
square inch.
use
a thicker material.
but
inch
square
50/
give
Punched cards (Hollerith)
give rather more.
square men,
per
bits
only
17
have
code
Hollerith
normal
in
Decimally punched cards
effectively.
the convenience of stacking
The packing density on punched cards is low, but owing to
the storage space may not
space,
little
records (of varying length) in drawers which waste
be so much greater.

obtainable densities of packing
At present, magnetic tape systems using the highest
These, when all precautions have been taken in
are troubled by flaws in the tape.
d 6
:t
present.
manufacture, can be kept down to a level of one per 200 feet at
are not troubled
track
wide
a
which
use
Systems
time.
in
flaws
these
possible to eliminate
A typical
in diameter.
by these flaws, because the flaws are of the order of 0.01 Inch
writes iuu
and
tape
wide
±"
a
on
track
one
has
only
case is the SEAC auxiliary store which
inch in
400/square
The packing density is effectively
digits per inch along the tape.
this case.

f^
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To consider the ACE Pilot Model, which uses Hollerith cards, It Is doubtful whether an
average output from the machine over a day would ever exceed 10 decimal digits per second.
Assuming that this output would remain one day before being printed and disposed of, about
In fact, our storage capacity of 240 drawers
15 drawers would be needed to hold the cards.
Is mainly used for holding Intermediate results because, owing to the smallness of the
Programmes occupy a
computer's high speed store, cards are used as an auxiliary.
The fact that cards associated with a Job have to be kept until we are
negligible space.
certain that the Job Is finished accounts for the size of the store.

Since cards are the least
Nevertheless, this store of cards Is not excessive In size.
closely packed of all the media mentioned, It appears that packing density Is not a limiting
The limit of packing which It Is worth attempting in an intermediate record for
factor.
output is the packing density of the printed page, which Is about 200 bits per square inch.
The Input and output speed of these various media depends on the number of channels.
(In the eight channel
Magnetic tapes have been used with from one to eight channels.
UNI VAC tape, one Is a 'clock' or "sprocket* tract and one Is a check digit, leaving
Among punched paper tapes the most common are 5 or 7 channel
6 effective channels).
A wide paper tape was used In ASCC with 24 channels, but It was not required
teletapes.
Punched cards give 80 channels when fed broadside, which is the normal way.
to move fast.
The simple way to use any of these recording media is to record or read one line at a
However,
The number of recording elements in the line gives the number of channels.
time.
A group of lines recorded or read
it is possible to deal with several lines at a time.
The number of channels Is now the number of
simultaneously may be called a 'frame'.
At the other extreme, one may read or record only one
recording elements in a frame.
This is done in some teleprinter
digit of a line at a time, giving a single channel system.
at a time arrangement.
the
line
Magnetic tape will probably be limited to
mechanisms.
The limiting rate of recording per channel with magnetic tape is, at present, about
per second, which is far more than we Judge to be needed, even if only one
This is in sharp contrast with the limiting rate of punching
channel is employed.
The limitation is due to the
mechanisms which is about 25 bits per second per channel.
energy needed to accelerate punch knives and the necessity of stopping the paper completely
during the punch stroke.

.10 000 bits-

therefore, that if punched tape and card systems are to reach the speed we
The
consider desirable, it can only be by parallel operation of about 40 channels.
reproducer made by Machines Bull of Paris punches an entire Hollerith card of 80 x 12 holes
at once, but since the setting up of the mechanical store is done serially, a corresponding
Increase of speed is not obtained.
It appears,

The rate of recording per channel by printing on a paper tape is not limited in the
In the Eastman Kodak printer, a stylus pushes a carbon paper ribbon
same way as punching.
It is
against a moving strip of paper, the travel required by the stylus being very small.

claimed that 2000 bits per second per channel can be achieved.

There is no significant limitation in the input speeds of any of the media we are
In
considering.
In the case of magnetic tape, the input can be as fast as the output.
the case of printed and punched media, reading photoelectrical^ at 10 6 bits per second
might be possible, but the transport of the tape may be limited to about 100 inches per
second, giving about 1000 bits per second per channel.

We therefore see that all the systems considered, magnetic tape, punched cards and
packing density and input/output speed
provided that the punching systems have about 40 channels.
Which Is used will depend on
We now consider In more detail the magnetic tape, punched card and
ether factors.
printed tape systems.
tape and printed tape are acceptable as regards
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Magnetic Tape
It Is usual to code the decimal digits into four binary digits and to add a fifth
This check digit allows detection of any single error when
digit to give an odd count.
The spare 6 values of the four bit code are used in input for instructhe tape is read.
In output
tions such as 'end of number', 'cancel the last number' and 'end of record'.
they may be used for instructions such as 'spaces 'carriage return' and 'tabulate' and
for signs.
If an error occurs whereby a digit is lost during reading, there is a rather high
it would seem better, therefore,
probability that a neighbouring digit will also be lost.
To have an undetected
to use a code In which 3 out of 6 digits are ones and three are zeros.
gives 20 values,
The
code
which
unlikely.
and
lost,
is
must
be
both
gained
digits
error,
It will be called the '3 out of
allowing rather more scope in instructions to the printer.
6 code'.

Consider
There are many variations in the way in which the magnetic recording is done.
We
code.
the
out
of
using
.3
6
is
recording
which
the
magnetic
system
channel
single
first a
will suppose that ones are represented by longitudinal magnetization in one sense and zeros
by longitudinal magnetisation In the opposite sense.
If a space is left between successive magnetized regions, the output for a one would be
positive followed by a negative pulse and for a zero a negative followed by a positive pulse.
Provided the flux has been built
In the recorder, the magnetizing pulse can be very short.
This is the system
up In the head, a region given by the gap field will be magnetized.
The advantage is that no clock track is needed, the disadvantage is that
used in SEAC.
The need for erasure may be inconvenient
records must be erased before being written over.
In an auxiliary store, but does not matter so much In Input/output use.

If no space is left between successive magnetized regions and the head remains energized
direction between records we have the so called 'non return to zero' system In which
However, if a succession of similarly magnetized areas occurs, no
erasure Is unnecessary.
Hence, In general, a clock track is needed to define
pulse is produced in reading.
This clock track may have 01010 etc. recorded on it, which produces alternating
position.
In the

pulses.

A method of avoiding the clock track is to begin each character with a recognisable
It requires accurate
symbol such as 01 and synchronise the following 6 pulses from this.
This is analogous to the way teleprinter signals are
control of the tape speed to succeed.
A magnetic tape system on the teleprinter principle has been developed by Standard
sent.
A second method of avoiding the clock track Is to use a
Telephone Laboratories for LEO.
tape with sprocket holes, but this limits speed and packing density.
By recording a
Now consider a 6-channel system using non-return to zero recording.
by no change of magnetization we produce a pulse
by a change of magnetization and a
The read
was recorded.
from the reading head where 1 was recorded and no pulse where
we have
codes
decimal
the
In
rectified.
alternating
polarity
be
pulses are of
and must
Since a pulse appears In the
mentioned, at least one of the digits In each line is a 1.
This system is used In the IBM
reading head at each line, no clock track Is needed.
type 701 computer.
1

It Is to
This suggests an alternative to recording in one channel with a clock track.
by a change of magnetization of
record a 1 by a change of magnetization on one track and
A check can be made while reading to ensure that there is an output
the other track.
In this way the Immunity to
pulse sufficiently often, but never pulses on both channels.
tape flaws will be Increased.

The 6-track system has the advantage over the 2-track system in that the tape speed Is
much less for a given rate of decimal digits.
Present day systems using 7 or 8 tracks
and employing a i-in. tape have been susceptible to flaws which, though detected, are.
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time-wasting.
Since systems with one track on a ±-in. tape have not been troubled by flaws,
there seems to be some case for a wider tape for multi-channel systems, say 1-ln.

Interaction of Magnetic Tape with the Computer

Under this heading we consider the synchronization of the tape recording with the
operation of the computer.
We are concerned now not so much with the average rate at
which decimal and binary numbers are called In and put out by the computer as with the size
of group called for or sent out at a time and the arrangements to make the Input/output
operations convenient for the programmer.
This Is the most difficult aspect of the subject.
The limiting factor here is the time taken to accelerate the tape from rest and to
stop It, and the space wasted on the tape in the process.
By accelerating only a small
section of tape and making the tape reels follow slowly, the time from rest to full speed
and vice-versa has been reduced to a few mllll-seconds.
The time required seems to
increase with speed of the tape.
Systems with the tape held on a capstan seem to be
capable of 5 ms. at about 100 Inches per second.
The Ferrantl tape drive can reach a
20 Inches per second running speed in 2 ms and stop in the same time.
There are systems
In which the capstan rotates continuously and the tape Is clamped to it by an electrcmagnetically operated pinch roller or a vacuum controlled by an electromagnetic valve.

Stopping and starting in a few milliseconds is instantaneous as regards the control of
Hence the problem of the reels increases with Increasing speed.
The UNIVAC
reel servos are very elaborate not only because of the high tape speed of 100 Inches per
second but also because the reels are heavy.
The best technique at this speed is that
used on the IBM 701 machine.
The buffer loops of tape are held In tanks with a vacuum
applied at the bottom to tension the tape.
Vacuum operated switches detect the loop
length and control magnetic clutches which move the reels.
the reels.

At speeds of 10 Inches per second the tape can be made to control the reels with a
simple mechanical brake arrangement.

A low tape speed gives advantages in the simplicity of the mechanism, lower wear of
tape and heads and, generally speaking, greater ease of threading the tape.
This points
to the use of several recording channels rather than one, and as close packing along the
tape as possible.
However, packing density along the tape may be limited in the lnscriber
and outscriber.
The simple arrangement for interaction between the computer and the output magnetic
tape Is as follows.
When the computer wishes to send out some data it sends the first
decimal digit to a certain one-digit decimal store and then proceeds to compute the next
digit.
The tape starts to move when a digit Is in this store, and when the full speed Is
reached the digit is recorded.
If the computer attempts to send the next digit to the
store before the first has been recorded, it is held up automatically.
After the first

digit has been recorded, successive digits are recorded at regular Intervals as required by
the spacing on the tape.
The computer must be capable of filling the digit store between
the time of recording one digit and the next.
When the computer comes to the end of the
set of digits it wishes to record it sends no more to the' digit store.
At the time that a
new digit is due to be recorded, If nothing has been sent to the digit store the tape is
stopped automatically.
By a digit is meant either a decimal digit or a signal to the
outscriber such as "tabulate".
The set of digits sent out at a time can constitute several
numbers.
The input arrangements for the simple system are similar.
The computer attempts to
read a digit from the one-digit store, but Is held up automatically while the tape is
started and the digit read.
As soon as the first digit is In the store the computer is
allowed to have it and proceed with the conversion to binary.
The tape continues to move
and the next digit is read.
The computer must be ready for this digit early enough to
dispose of It before the following digit has to be read.
The process can be stopped at the
end of a record either by a special character or simply by the absence of any recording.
A gap will have been.left by the lnscriber to allow for the stopping and starting of the
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This
at this time.
The program of the computer must be diverted
tape.
vtoldj
the Input
obeying
of
Instead
example,
For
discrimination.
by a forced
an<
Instruction
the
Ignore
will
computer
the
store,
normally takes a digit from the one-digit
it would have obeyed.
go to the instruction following the next one
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e
8
decimal digit.
This simple system employs a buffer store of one
the
If
work
will
system
The
computer.
digit only for the access time of the store of the
greater than the access time of the
decimal Jigits are read and recorded at a time Interval
computer.

'

;

rather than of the store to
Access time here may mean the access time of instructions
for example, the digit may
Model
In the ACE Pilot
which the decimal digit is being sent.
held up
the computer
when
However,
32
us.
ij
be sent to a short tank with access time of
Utpjo
reunion t me of
the
automatically for the line of the tape to arrive, owing to
of 1024 us to
multiple
a
up
held
be
must
the long tanks in which Instructions are kept, it
rates just less
record
and
read
will
described
we
have
system
The simple
keep in step.
than one decimal digit per 1024 us.

"M

slower than the rate at which digits
The read and record rates should be chosen rather
In
by the reconversion programme.
can be absorbed by the conversion programme or produced
in
digit.
per
times
access
several
be
always
will
non-optlmally programmed machines this
(1024us) per digit.
the ACE it can conveniently be one access time
of the programmer,

W

and output should, for the convenience
D
A svstem for binary
y Input
1
of the binary number into
spllttlng
the
oufautomaticany
carry
register wnicn
f«
shifting
a
be
may
there
computer
In a parallel
and the converse process.
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a
continue during inpu
*
can bTuseTfo? tfals purpose, if computation does not
recirculate
;
the
tot
delays
inverting
by
o
done
serial delay-line computer the shifting may be
six
For example, to assemble a number In a
path of a delay line.
The
Provided.
is
delay,
unit
six
dtgits at a time, an alternative recirculation path with
Then, for one
insertion.
for
ready
are
digits
6
the
normal recirculation continues until
Inserted simultaneously at the
cycle" the alternative path is used, and the six digits
delayed
6 to make room for the six
are
tank
The previous contents of the
various delays.
This arrangement will be called a "precesslng
new digits on the beginning of the number.
tank" a term used In SEAC.

^Wltlm&Wto,

Z

simple Input/output sy ^em
Using such a precesslng tank, or a shift register, the
to deal with the correspondtaken
time
the
described above will deal with a binary number In
could be.written in
number
Thus a 36-dlglt binary
ing number of lines of decimal digits.
be pr oduce
could
digits
^x
of
In general, the lines
ra?her more than 6 access times.
register with a
shift
or
tank
precesslng
the
of
refilling
more rapidly than this, but the
the
High speed could be used by leaving a gap at
new number would take one access time.
new
tne
store
to
tank
or
register
second
end of each group of six lines or by having a
number ready for filling the slilft register or precesslng tank.
than one per "cess time, the
Since decimal digits will not be produced more rapidly
will wish
Often the progr
simple system is adequate, except possibly for one feature.
k
"*
course
°*
the
in
produced
to send out numbers one at a time, as they are
by
followed
be
this will
number of six digits will occupy only a short length of tape, and
tne
with
comparable
is
time
If the stopping
wasted tape due to stopping and starting.
be considerable.
time to record six digits, the waste of space on the tape may

»r

cf^*"

wastage

digit per ms this
In the case of the ACE, which conveniently produces a decimal
we consider tnat one
case,
any
In
few
ms.
be
a
can
times
stopping
is not severe because
output.
and
digit per 5 ms would be an adequate speed for decimal input

purposes such as dumping the
The problem is more acute when a tape is used for other
store by the computer.
intermediate
contents of the whole store or where it is used as an
waste of space on tne
In these cases higher speeds will be needed, and to avoid excessive
done by^making
sometimes
Is
This
tape It is necessary to record the data in large blocks.
sucn a aeiay
size,
fixed
of
data
block
of
refer
to
a
the Input/output Instruction always
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A special store Is used to hold this block while It Is being transferred to (or
line full.
An additional buffer store Is needed to hold the amount of data which can
from) the tape.
be transferred to (or from) the tape In one access time.
As an example, suppose that numbers are to be written on the tape from the ACE at 5000
Then one short tank
lines per second and 6 digits per line, or30ooc digits per second.
full (32 digits) must be stored to provide the output for one access time (1024 microseconds)
This short tank can precess and produce 6 digits In 32 us, and will be required to do so every
After 6 precessions a number will have been recorded and
200 us, when a line Is recorded.
the precesslng tank must be refilled in less than 200 us If recording Is to be continuous.
Therefore a second short tank Is needed which will take the next number from the store when
It Is available and present It to the precesslng tank when required, that Is at 1200 us
Intervals.

Although, for tape economy In fast outputs, It Is convenient to have a transfer of a
If what the programmer wants to transfer Is considerably less than this amount
The programmer can arrange to store the output data until a reasonable
the economy is lost.
Alternatively, the output order may be more flexible, and may Indicate the
block Is ready.
block of consecutive addresses to be recorded, allowing the block to be of variable length.
This arrangement, with Interlocks which enable computing to continue during Input/output
without danger, Is to be used In DYSEAC, the successor to SEAC.
large block,

In scientific computers, as distinct from data processing machines, all the numbers read
will have many arithmetic operations performed on them, and all those recorded for output
Therefore Input and output of binary
will have had many operations performed on them.
numbers need not be at a greater speed than one number per access time, even for optimum
(All remarks apply
There are therefore the following alternatives:
programmed computers.
to Input as well as output)
.

1.

Where much smaller groups of output
input and output In blocks o f fixed length.
programmer will have to assemble the numbers and send them out when the block

are needed the
Is nearly full.

In this case the output must be programmed, what2.
input and output word by word.
ever the block length, but numbers will often be transferred from the places In which they
were formed, without any assembly process.

This gives the best of both methods,
3.
Input and output In blocks of variable length.
provided successive output of single numbers Is allowed without stopping the tape.

word by word method Is provided, blocks of variable length can be dealt with by using
This probably takes longer and Is less convenient to the programmer than
alternative 3 above, but the extra equipment Is saved.

If the

a subroutine.

Punched Cards

Though the ultimate possibilities of punched cards In speed and packing density will not
compare with magnetic tape, they have advantages, and the great merit that reliable machinery
for an entire Input/output system already exists, as a result of development over many years.

Punched cards are convenient to store, and records of all sizes can be put In drawers,
The records can be read
with separating cards, so that any record can be extracted easily.
Holes can be filled by
visually and altered by either punching a hole or filling a hole In.
pushing back a punching, and the result will stand up to many readings, though It Is advisable
to reproduce It when convenient.
This facility of easy alteration Is particularly valuable
In getting programmes right.
In spite of correct punching of the programme cards fron the
written sheets, alterations are often necessary while the programme Is being tested on the
computer.
These, If they are small alterations, can be made on the spot without holding up
the computer.
The alternative where magnetic tape Is the Input medium Is to make the modifications In the copy of the programme In the computer store and later record the corrected
programme.
To do this easily, elaborate monitoring and modifying facilities are needed, and
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There Is a danger that the modified programme will be
these may be valuable In themselves.
lost, due to a further programme error, before It has been recorded.
Model,
We propose to describe the punched card Input/output arrangements of the ACE Pilot
and their possible further development.

These correspond to the
The card Is fed broadside, and 32 columns of the card are used.
the 12 rows move, In
punching,
or
reading
In
computer.
word
of
the
binary
32 digits in the
binary number of
a
form
row
The contents of each
sequence, past the brushes or punches.
32 digits.

read at InterThe reader feeds cards at 200 per minute, and the successive numbers are
are punched at
numbers
the
and
100
per
minute,
cards
at
feeds
punch
19
The
ms.
of
vals
The rate of Input Is therefore 1280 bits per second, and of output,
intervals of 43 ms.
640 bits per second.

The computer can start either the reader or
are allowed.
one card, then stops, unless It is called on by the computer to
The computer must set
case the card movement will continue.
The obeying of the
each row, to read or punch the number.
that a row of the card
Indicates
instruction Is held up until a signal from the 8-card machine
card, and the last
one
of
passage
the
during
occur
Twelve of these signals
Is in position.
of the programmer.
of them is distinguished by an additional signal, for the convenience

Only complete card feeds
punch, which proceeds to feed
feed a further card, In which
up an instruction In time for

has been punched,
The punching of records whose length Is not known until the last Item
a
little awkward.
be
can
card
the
of
and the punching of records Involving only a few rows
It Is hoped,
which,
changes
be
will
there
Model,
Pilot
the
ACE
to
successor
the
In the DEUCE,
Once
machines.
card
the
Separate orders will start and stop
will help the programmer.
signals
the
given,
Is
order
When
a
stop
to
stop.
told
started, they will continue until
will continue
signifying that the card row Is In position will be suppressed, though the card
the end
before
given
Is
order
start
a
Even
If
ended.
is
to move until a complete card cycle
of the cycle, the signals will not be resumed until the start of the next card.
channels.
The binary numbers are sent to and from the card machines In parallel form on 32
signal
serial
the
produces
which
From the card reader, the 32 channels go to a dynamlclser
A reliable signal Is obtained for 6 ms.
continuously while the brushes are reading a row.
statlclsed.
Signals go to the punch from a 32-stage register on which the serial signal Is

two
Both reading and punching of binary numbers could be doubled In speed by using
ORDVAC.
In
and
computer
701
IBM
the
This Is done In
fields of 32 columns of the card.

the ordinary
The treatment of decimal numbers on the ACE Pilot Model Is to punch them In
can be
tabulator
a
that
advantage
the
This
has
per
column.
hollerlth code of one hole
The card Is read and
employed as outscrlber, but Is wasteful of both space and speed.
There Is therefore an unusual converpunched row by row for decimal numbers as for binary.
the ones,
sion and reconversion process whereby all the zeros are dealt with first, then all
by
digit
than
complicated
more
are
The programmes which do this
then the twos and so on.
the card.
digit conversion and reconversion, by nevertheless can operate during the passage of
the conIf one were to employ a more compact decimal code, one would wish to simplify
of the
passage
the
during
version/reconversion processes so that they could still be done
be a
to
have
would
there
digits,
decimal
the
were
employed
for
a
redundant
code
card.
If
not
Is
process
this
built in code converter and checker, for example because programming
A shift register might well be provided for assembly of the
possible in the time available.
The same
read.
signal which Is to be punched and for splitting up the signal which has been
statlclser.
output
shift register could take the place of the Input dynamlclser and
The difficulty In employing such a compact code Is In the lnscrlber and outscrlber.
too slow
There Is no broadside step by step card feed available, and the endwise feeds are
to use on the computer.
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be punched on a card In a
A possible solution, Which would enable 160 decimal digits to
As
A special 1024 digit tank is provided.
6-blt code, 2 digits per column, is as follows.
precesses
which
tank,
the
in
stored
decimal digits are produced by the programme they are
^ntfte
Decimal digits can be sent to the tank once per major cycle.
6 bits each time.
need to
will
card
the
of
row
first
The
tank is full enough, its contents are punched out.
an
sent
to
and
out
picked
be
can
These
receive every twelfth bit in the storage tank.
row
next
the
and
bit
one
The tank is then precessed
80-blt shift register for punching.
punched, and so on.

possible that some of it would have
The scheme requires a lot of equipment, but it is
There need not be objections
numbers.
binary
of
output
input/
other uses, for example in
of numbers since, except
blocks
large
of
from the programmer- s point of view to the punching
need never conprogrammer
the
run,
of
a
end
the
at
store
line
for the emptying of the delay
cards.
sider the way that his output is divided among the

very good service with very
On the ACE Pilot Model, punched card equipment has given
output system developed for
input/
a
new
that
It can be argued, however,
little development.
run.
long
the
the purpose will be better, in
Printed Paper Tape

record was demonstrated by the
The possibility of printed paper tape as an intermediate
output (December 1952}
and
input
on
conference
York
New
Eastman Kodak Company at the
address labels on the matrix system,
The object of the Eastman Kodak machine was to print
We are not interested in this
dot-pattern.
that is representing alphabetic characters by a
achieved.
aspect, but in the means by which' it was

under seven styli a white Paper
The characters were printed in a 5 x 7 array by passing
the carbon paper onto the white
pressed
The
styli
it.
above
paper
tape
tape, with a carbon
thereby saving material and
paper,
The carbon paper ran more slowly than the white
paper.
record at 2000 bits per
would
styli
the
that
claimed
was
It
achieving a rubbing action.
A system with
punching.
in
Certainly there is not the same speed limitation as
second.
we consider
speed
the
achieve
would
second
per
10
Inches
six channels, 20 bits per inch,
necessary for a scientific computer.
length

Records of any
is cheap.
The lnerasibllity is no disadvantage since the material
a simple system
probably
and
visually
can be torn off as required, the record can be read
could be produced.
printer
hand
small
very
a
Furthermore
could be devised for correction.

a radiation heater which canes on
As the paper leaves the printing styli it passes under
smudge.
This heater fixes the print so that it will not
only while the tape is moving.

but the dots are
No attempts have been made yet to read this tape photoelectrical^
no Insuperable
be
should
there
regular in shape, size and position and quite black, and
difficulty.
The

Inscriber

a machine for recording,
Essentially, an Inscriber consists of a keyboard attached to
refinements.
additional
but there are usually
is usual for ^e inscriber to
If the record cannot be read easily by the operator, It
put on the keyboard, including
been
has
have a typewriter which prints an account of all that
the operator to be certain
for
but
record,
the
checking
This is not used for
corrections.
corrected them properly.
about errors he thinks he has made and to check that he has

operator to back space a
For correction of errors on the spot it is convenient for the
For this reason,
tape.
magnetic
This is difficult to achieve on high density
certain way.
to 20 per men in
this
reduces
channel,
per
inch
per
128
bits
the UNIVAC, which normally has
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first
In the SEAC and RAYDAC systems the problem is bypassed by recording
the lnscriber.
speed.
recording
constant
tape
at
wire
or
magnetic
this
to
from
teletape and transferring
The latest UNIVAC lnscriber overcomes the
The tape is linked
a density of 50 per inch.
Thus back spacing
making the printed record.
The line is of fixed
line on the typewriter.
characters each.

en

back spacing problem ingeniously and achieves
mechanically to the carriage of the typewriter
for correction is possible within the current
length, having 10 numbers of 12 alphanumeric

This can be done by making a
Having written the record it is usual to verify it.
verifier machine which reads the
a
have
to
A better way Is
duplicate record and comparing.
on
the keyboard the second time.
types
operator
what
the
with
it
compares
and
first record
The operator is given a second chance if there Is a
This Is done with Hollerith cards.

disagreement.
the rate
In the case of continuous tape records, a new tape will be needed except In
record,
It Is usual here for the verifying machine to make a duplicate
case of no errors.
whlcn
choose
must
operator
the
disagreement
when there Is
as long as there is agreement.
tape.
the
new
on
put
this
and
version Is correct
the correct second
in the lnscriber of the magnetic tape system developed for LEO,
This
version.
version of the tape is recorded on the tape that has been used for the first
extra
of
insertion
allow
to
loop
a
slack
tape passes from the reader to the recorder, with
characters that were omitted in the first version, should this be necessary.
The Outscriber

rate to be
We have said that an output of 100 decimal digits per second is the peak
However It will be rarely that the peak rate Is reached
expected In a computer like the ACE.
throughout the day,;
Owing to the fact that the ACE Pilot Model Is used on a number of problems
to it for a half
access
has
programmer
each
that
and
one,
each
two
on
or
an
hour
spending
out over a day.
hour, if he wishes, for testing programmes, the output averages Itself

a great deal of
The worst that could happen is that the results of a problem Involving
One must
day.
all
problem
that
held
on
was
computer
the
that
output were wanted so urgently
estabscientific
No
consider, however, how urgently the results could actually be needed.
yet
a
day,
In
digits
ten
of
numbers
40
000
use
of
lishment is likely to be able to make full
this output could be produced at 10 digits per second in twelve hours.
be expected for
We do not consider, therefore, that more than 10 digits per second can
to this
limited
be
should
This does not mean that the outscriber
any length of time.
faster.
be
much
capacity, but it need not

They will have
Fast printers exist, giving rates of about 500 characters per second.
well adapted for
seem
not
do
them
of
most
at
present
but
machines,
business
In
applications
this.

Characters can be formed
The highest rates can be obtained by non-mechanical printers.
photographic
subsequent
avoid
To
methods.
various
on the screen of a cathode ray tube by
xerography, In which a
operations It has been proposed that the results should be printed by
illuminated, then the
dust Is electrostatically attracted to a screen In the parts which have
to the author s
achieved
been
not
has
This
heat.
by
fixed
and
paper
to
transferred
dust is

knowledge In a fully operational machine.
In which characters
The General Electric Company of the USA is developing 'magnetography'
this Is used to
then
and
patterns
magnetization
in
material
magnetic
on
a
are fir-st written
high Quality,
produce
can
If
It
This method,
pick up dust which is transferred to paper.
The possible
made.
be
can
copies
number
of
any
since
would be a useful printing process,
High recording speeds
correction of the original magnetic record is an attractive feature.
disk with raised
are possible by using the field between a fixed flat pole and a rotating

type on it.
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Mechanical printers attain high speeds by parallel operation and by hitting 'on the fly'.

A second version of
An example of an 'on the fly' printer is the well known Potter machine.
this ' Flying Typewriter' prints at 10 lines per second and saves some of Its multitude of
Similar printers are made by Wheaton Engineering Laboravalves by using a magnetic drum.
A fast printer specifically
tories, Shepard Laboratories, and Anderson-Nichols In the USA.
These fast
for business applications Is being developed by Eckert-Mauchly for UNIVAC.
mechanical printers are usually expensive and do not produce high quality results.

Hollerith printers attain a considerable capacity by parallel operation of about 80
Speeds vary from 75 lines
characters on a line, a method well suited to the Hollerith card.
In common with the
per minute to 150 per minute In a wheel-printer made by Bull Machines.
other fast parallel printers, considerable storage Is needed when printing from a record on a
tape.

If a typewriter
Electric typewriters are limited to about 10 characters per second.
The cost of these typewere made for numerical work alone a higher speed might be possible.
writers is low In proportion to their speed, making It possible to have a battery of them
instead of one fast printer.

This would have the advantage that a mechanical fault would

not immobilise the whole printing capacity.

An advantage of typewriters is their adaptability to printing from a tape record, without
For a
Also, the quality of printing Is higher than that of any other method.
scientific computer producing results at the rate we have estimated, two or three typewriter
outscribers should be adequate.
any store.

The operation of a typewriter from high-density magnetic tape recording without an InterIt is necessary to read the tape line by line,
mediate store presents certain problems.
In the
occasionally waiting to allow for 'tabulate' and 'carriage return' operations.
UNIVAC system the problem is overcome by recording all data intended for the outscrlber at
At this density It is possible to scan one line at a time and stop
20 lines per Inch.
In the SEAC system, the record on magnetic wire Is transferred to teletape.
between lines.
The characters are written at regular intervals on the wire and, with the wire running at
The signals from the wire are, however,
constant speed, can be punched at a regular rate.
only 200 microvolts because of the low speed.

The
In the RAYDAC system there Is an intermediate store for an 8-diglt decimal number.
recording on the tape is in blocks of 32 such decimal numbers with a space between blocks.
In printing, each block is scanned 32 times, and each time a different number is transferred
Scanning a block of
The typewriter operates from the number In the store.
to the store.
data takes only 1/10 second.

Apart from the decimal digits, space, decimal point and signs, the computer should be
able to give the printer signals to determine the layout of the page, such as tabulate, line
feed and carriage return.
By means of the programme it is possible to deal with such questions as suppressing insignificant zeros and signs, inserting decimal points, extra line
spaces, and headings.
In scientific computers, however, programming occupies a great deal of time and any
Therefore the printer should have an
possible way of simplifying it must be considered.
extra range of facilities that will enable all questions of page layout to be settled after
the computation Is programmed.
This will enable changes of layout to be made after a
For
finished page has been seen without interfering with the course of the calculations.
this purpose, only such signals as 'end of number' and 'end of block' would appear on the tape
from the computer.
The layout would be decided by a control tape, for example.

Since the typewriter conveniently writes from left to right and down the page, the data
This restricts
should be In the correct order on the tape as it comes from the computer.
the control over the layout.
If the record is printed on a paper tape, editing on the tape
is possible before printing, or after a first copy has been made.
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Accuracy of Input/Output Equipment
Errors in going from the
can be reduced by a redundant
when reading by the verifier,
Error
records are employed.
redundant.

autscribef
inscrlber to the computer and from the computer to the
checked
are
characters
The
record.
intermediate
code in the
intermediate
computer and outscriber, or at each stage if two
they are too
because
employed,
usually
correcting codes are not

time if errors do occur, so a
These error detecting systems do not avoid the waste of
very high reliability of the equipment is still required.

by applying checking procedures
The accuracy needed for some work can only be achieved
such as differencing from the printed results.
is not always the case) this
If the input of data to the computer must be checked (which
checking this on the
again
and
record
intermediate
the
can be done by putting it out onto
verifier.

can be produced Which corresThe output of data can be checked If an Intermediate record
is a typewriter,
printer
the
if
possible
be
This
should
been
printed.
has
ponds to what
can operate
contacts
the
and
contact,
a
since each type bar can be connected mechanically to
a 3 or a
Into
turned
being
an
are
8
through
pass
might
which
The only errors
a recorder.
+ into a - by Incomplete printing.

machine which will read the
The fullest checking can be done only by a proof reading
nature Is one which would
similar
a
of
device
A simpler
final characters and recognise them.
an error had been
after
made
new
copy
a
enable
would
This
identity.
compare two pages for
Introduced.
been
had
errors
new
corrected to be compared with the old one to see that no

Di

scussion

a paper of his, on input and output
MR. BIRD (British Tabulating Machine Co.) summarized
He said
Engineering.
Electronic
of
Journal
the
in
appear
shortly
equipment, which was to
nput
o.
methods
various
the
of
review
that MR. DAVIES' s paper had provided a most searching
business field
the
consider
to
like
would
Bird)
(Mr.
He
machines.
and output to computing
Importance.
In particular, where Input and output are of prime

computers in the field of
Fran a study of the type of problems which may be tackled by
business It appeared that:
calculation, but on
A large number of similar problems requiring the same type of
production of a pay roll).
the
example:
(For
consecutively.
tackled
be
must
different data,
1.

the scientific field,
The length of calculation per problem would be short compared with
The computer
large.
quite
though the amount of Input data and results to be printed might be
transmitting
and
accepting
time
its
of
proportion
would therefore have to spend a much higher
numbers.

2.

Numbers would not only be In decimal, but In other scales;
shillings and pence frequently have to be dealt with.

3.

for Instance, pounds,

must be economical, reliable,
To be suitable for adoption by the business world a machine
Simplicity, ana
staff.
trained
highly
a
large
and easy to maintain without the services of
a small number of parts would therefore seem to be desirable.
used with a
Assuming that a punched card Input and output would be
or notation
scale
any
from
conversion
binary computer it was necessary to examine methods for
the binary scaxe,
into
etc.).,
hundredweights
tons,
pence;
and
shillings
pounds,
(decimal;
and Its reconversion at the output.
Mr. Bird continued.
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Conversion Methods

A digital computer, If logically complete, could of course convert the input data frcm
any scale of notation to pure binary and reconvert the binary answer to a scale suitable for
This process, whilst needing no extra equipment might be too
printing or punching out.
time-consuming, as the steps In the programme are many.
In business calculations where the number of numerical operations In the main programme
would be few, since the problems were usually simple, the numerical operations in each of the
These numerical
conversions (in and out) might exceed In length the main calculation.
operations for conversion would be used many times during the calculation, once for every
The position then would be that the computer spent
Input number and once for every answer.
only a small portion of its time actually producing answers from data and most of its time
It would therefore be worthwhile to consider the construction of special
changing scales.
apparatus for input and output conversion.
Mr. Bird said he would try to describe a method of conversion to binary, of the significance of the holes In a conventional punched card of the Hollerith type, whilst the card is
passing through the reading apparatus, and a method of reconversion of binary to decimal or
to any other scale for printing or punching the output.

Considering the Input first
The 80 columns punched In the card were read In parallel by 80 contacts, the 9's being
There was a binary equivalent of a "1" hole for every
read first, then the 8's, 7' s etc.
These equivalents were stored in serial form, for example, round one
column of the card.
Then
Suppose there were 75 163 In decimal punched on the card.
track of a magnetic drum.
19000, 5 times the binary equivalent of 1000, 1 times
if 7 times the binary equivalent of
the binary equivalent of 100 and sc on could be accumulated the binary equivalent of the
Mr. Bird said that an
decimal punching would be available at the end of the card passage.
from the store
equivalents
required
the
selected
his
paper
electronic circuit described In
and allowed them to pass the correct number of times Into the computer's adder.
*

or in

Several numbers could be converted simultaneously, either in a single long accumulator
several accumulators in parallel.

To change the input notation from, say, tons, hundredweights, etc., to pounds, shillings
and pence, it would only be necessary to change to a fresh batch of constants on another drum
track.
Thus, Input conversion had been dealt with.
The computer, having prepared Its answers In the binary scale had to convert them to a
These pieces of apparatus would
form suitable to operate a punched card printer or punch.
For instance to print 11, 4 relays
accept an input in which each digit is coded in binary.
could be set up with 1011.

Conversion from binary to these groups of binary coded digits could be performed by the
For example to convert 1001010100 which is binary for 596
inverse of the input conversion.
to 0101/1001/0110 we could sum the binary coded decimal equivalents of the l's in the binary
This needed a special type of binary adder of which more details
number to be converted.
would be given by MR. TOWNSEND in Paper 16.
Mr. Bird continued.

The binary number to be converted to "binary coded decimal" was

fed to a storage register and the "binary coded decimal" equivalent of a 1 in each possible

digit position of the binary number was recorded serially round a drum track.

These were allowed to add into the accumulation through the special adder, if there was
So that in a serial
a 1 In the corresponding binary digit of the number to be converted.
machine, after a number of word times equal to the number of digits In a word, the binary
number had been converted to a string of binary coded decimal groups each group representing
one of the digits it was desired to print or punch out.
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These could then be read out In parallel to the printer or punch.
and pence conversion, the equivalents were altered accordingly.

For pounds,

shillings

It would seem that the changes could be rung on the basic Idea on both Input and output
This could be done either by accumulato obtain more speed at the cost of more equipment.
ting several numbers In parallel or by translating several digits within the number

simultaneously.
It was Mr. Bird's opinion that If the provision of extra equipment necessary for Input
output conversion in the computer was to be avoided then more equipment had to be used elsewhere In one of the following ways.
1.
By building a faster,
programme.

larger storage binary machine and doing the conversion by

2.

By building a machine that worked In a scale other than binary.

3.

By converting the Input and output from and to binary in ancillary equipment.
The choice of which method was adopted would depend on the purpose for which the computer

was required.
The discussion was continued,

by:

MR. POLLARD (Ferrantl Ltd.) who described the high-speed printer now connected to the
There
It consisted of a wheel printer made by the Bull Co. of France.
Ferrantl machine.
were 92 print wheels and the printing speed was 150 lines per minute.

The machine had an extra c. r.t. store, which could be treated Just as one of the main
storage units except during printing, when the situation was that all connexions to the
computer were broken and each short line of 10 binary digits represented two decimal digits.
This scanning was not
Each such line was scanned at each "point" of the printing cycle.
in fact there was sufficient
synchronized In any way, the speed rendering this unnecessary;
time between "points" of the printing cycle to repeat the scan.
DR. WILKES (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) said the design of commercial
machines started with the form of the data, and the machines were built around this, whereas
mathematical machines were first designed and then the designer proceeded to his input and
output.
In his opinion, what was really required was not a fast Input and output but a large
auxiliary store.

Auxiliary stores could be loaded when the machine was working on some other problem.
Input and output were connected to the auxiliary store and the latter connected to the machine.
The auxiliary store should be In binary, the input and output in decimal.
DR. TOCHER (Imperial College, London) described a method of decimal-binary conversion
which was an alternative to that described by MR. BIRD, suitable for a slow machine such as a
relay machine.
DR. BENNETT (Ferrantl Ltd.) said DR. TOCHER had emphasized a point he would like to bring
out in a different form.
The use of cards would be easier if they were fed endwise instead
of broadside on.

howMR. BIRD (Brit. Tab. Co. ) said there were end-wise card feeds but they were slow;
ever they were cheap.
He also remarked that DR. TOCHER' s scheme would have to be changed
for sterling calculations.
It had the drawMR. DAVIES (NPL) said a fast endwise feed had been made for UNIVAC.
back that there was too much data on each card, and the card could not be stopped In the
middle.
UNIVAC also had a good auxiliary store but the input and output were rather awkward.
He was disappointed that the discussion had concentrated on punched cards and that other
forms of input and output had been neglected.
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15.

ECHELON STORAGE SYSTEMS
by
D.

0.

Clayden

National Physical Laboratory

In all forms of storage for high-speed computing machines there are, to some extent,
The store of a computer must be designed so that the time lost
problems of access time.
kept
small, but at the same time the amount of equipment must be kept
due to access time Is
to a minimum.
This ean be achieved by providing the machine with storage units having a
These stores can be arranged In "tiers" corresponding to their
variety of access times.
much
the
same
way that an army In the field can be organized Into echelons.
access times In

This paper Is mostly about delay-line type machines, but applies also to machines with
cathode ray tube storage.
Access Time

A general purpose computer has to deal with numbers and instructions (words) whose
Some words, for Instance, may
frequency of use Is likely to vary over a very large range.
be required several thousand times a second whereas others may be required only once every
few minutes.
The words used most frequently should become available as soon as they are required.
Any delay in their availability is likely to add substantially to the time taken to do the
On the other hand the computer can take a relatively long time to obey the
programme.
instructions which occur least frequently without unduly increasing the time taken by the
The words used least frequently can therefore be kept in storage
programme as a whole.
For instance, if a
units having a long access time without much loss of machine speed.
block of instructions or data Is required only once per second, it could be kept, not in the
high-speed store, but on a magnetic drum with an access time of 10 ms {i.e. revolving at
The time wasted due
6000 r.p.m. ), and transferred to the high-speed store when required.
Similarly, if a block of numbers
to access time would in this case be 1% of the total time.
is kept in, say, a long delay line, these numbers can be transferred to a number of short
delay lines to speed up a calculation.
The numbers used most frequently should, of course,
be located In storage units with a short access time, but the fixed instructions using these
numbers can be kept in locations having a long maximum access time provided that the instructions are duplicated where necessary and become available when required by means of optimum
coding.
Since, in general, storage units having a longer access time have a larger capacity and
a lower cost per digit, it is likely that equipment and cost can be saved, or storage
capacity can be increased by providing a machine with a variety of storage units with access
times covering a considerable range.

High-Speed Storage
The main high-speed stores of present computers are made up of units having a capacity
of usually not more than 40 words.
This size has usually been due to technical limitations,
Of course
and in the case of delay line machines, may not otherwise be the most economic.
there is no point in making a delay line so long that nearly all the instructions in it have
to be duplicated in order to conserve time, but it is probably worth making it so long that
a quarter or even a half of its instructions are duplicated, provided of. course, that its
cost is not significantly increased.
In fact, from an economic point of view, it is
probably best to have instruction delay lines of several different lengths, although this may
.

be

impracticable in machines using absolute timing.
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Storage locations associated with arithmetic units must be of the appropriate capacity,
On the ACE Pilot Model it is necessary to provide at
usually holding one or two words.
numbers to be added to the accumulator several times
enable
to
store
single-word
one
least
long delay lines.
in a long transfer, and also for tr'ansfering information to and from
location can be
any
where
storage
tube
ray
of
cathode
case
the
in
(This does not apply
One of the one-word stores associated with an arithmetic unit can
selected at any time).
be used for this purpose.
However, apart from these special cases, numbers usually need not be located in oneOn the Pilot Model the access time can often without harm as long as fourword stores.
this is the time taken when, for instance, a number is transferred to the
word times;
Numbers can often have ap. access
accumulator, operated upon, and transferred back again.
time taken by the loop of
the
increasing
without
this
than
greater
time considerably
It appears, therefore, that the storage units used for numbers
instructions using them.
can, with advantage, be provided in a variety of sizes.

Lower-Speed Storage
If a machine is provided with
A similar argument applies to magnetic drum storage.
with
a larger capacity per track and
drum
one
make
to
two drums, it is probably advantageous
the
other.
than
time
access
a longer

Punched cards and
Several different types of input mechanism are in common use.
punched tape are most convenient for data which have to be used in mechanical equipment such
Time can, however, be saved by using magnetic tape, which is faster, for
as a printer.
will be used in the machine again.
data
that
output
Application
These principles have been applied to some extent in the design of the ACE Pilot Model
and to a greater extent in its successor the DEUCE, which is provided with mercury delay
lines that store l, 2, 4 or 32 words, and an auxiliary magnetic drum store of (initially)
The input and output is on Hollerith cards.
1024 words.

At the present state of development it is likely that mercury delay lines can be made
(The delay lines used
satisfactorily with a capacity of 2000 and possibly 4000 digits.
on the Pilot Model hold 1024 digits).

A machine of the Pilot Model type with its store designed on the foregoing principles,
and with delay lines holding 64 words for its main high-speed store, might have a distribuThis store uses the same number of delay
tion of storage capacity as shown in fig. 1.
Such a machine would probably be
lines as the DEUCE but has 50% more high-speed capacity.
due
to the increased high-speed
be
faster
problems
on
some
might
as fast as the DEUCE and
storage capacity and the redistribution of short delay lines.

Discussion

KILBURN (Manchester University) said that the principles advanced in this paper
Essentially, they gave a method of
could usefully be applied only to small-scale machines.
minimizing the disadvantages of a slow-access store, whereas a perfectly satisfactory fastA small computer using a
access store was already available for use in any large machine.
for this and similar projects,
magnetic drum was being developed at Manchester University:
the speaker agreed with the application both of optimum programming and of the principles
of echelon storage.
DR.

Any machine with slow-access storage should have automatic floating-point arithmetic,
so that adequate return could be obtained in one operation for the time taken in getting the
He was surprised that automatic floating operations were not
operand out of the store.
included in the ACE Pilot Model.
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BLUNDELL (Ministry of "Supply, RRDE) said that the use of a 16-word store to
order or
the
In
programmes
all
Insert
to
possible
was
since
It
subroutine was unnecessary,
Library
coding.
the flow diagram, and to use a conversion routine to prepare the optimum
order.
flow-diagram
subroutines would then be available only In
MR.

possible
FRIEDMAN (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) said that it was
line
delay
magneto-strlctive
A
programming.
optimum
to have echelon storage without
than it
storage system, for instance, could be arranged to give out information faster
store
a
Such
line.
same
the
on
heads
could be taken in by Inserting several reading
buffer store, wnere
could be made to eject the next few Instructions to be obeyed, into a
DR.

they would be available as soon as required.
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MR. WILKINSON, (NPL) replying to Dr. Kllburn's last remark, said that the ACE Pilot Model,
In particular, It had
In common with other early machines, was made as simple as possible.
However, such facilities were really less necessary
no automatic floating point facilities.
In a machine with optimum coding and several temporary stores, where floating-point operations by a subroutine would still be comparable In time with the access of Individual
numbers.

MR. MacMULLAN, (De Havllland Propellers, Ltd.) said that the use of a programme to
convert from a flow diagram Into optimum coding form would considerably Increase the
in the present state of reliability of machines, it
difficulty of checking programmes;
between machine faults and programme errors.
confusion
the
risk,
of
would also increase
MR. NEWMAN, (NPL) said, in reply to Dr. Kllburn, that there might be circumstances in
which a delay line store was preferable to a c.r. t. store, In spite of the disadvantage In
In such circumstances, tricks to minimize this disadvantage were well worth
access time.
while, in that they could reduce the time of operation by a factor of eight in the most

Optimum programming was not difficult.

favourable cases with little extra equipment.

MR. BIRCHALL, (RAE) said that a conversion routine for optimum coding would need to be
very complicated, since the most frequently repeated loops of instructions would have to be
coded first.

COHEN, (RAE), MR. CLAYDEN said that In his proposed scheme the major
of
64 minor cycles.
cycle would consist:
In reply to MR.

16.

Serial Digital Adders for a Variable Radix of Notation
by
R.

Townsend

The British Tabulating Machine Co. Ltd.

Most of the computers so far constructed have operated In binary notation to take
A computer for business
advantage of the engineering simplicity which this confers.
application must be able to handle a large quantity of numerical data upon which comparatively simple calculations are to be performed, and since much of this data must be in
This can
decimal or sterling, it is necessary to convert It to and from binary notation.
where
applications
scientific
of
case
the
programme
In
performed
by
be quite satisfactorily
there Is only a small Input and output of data in comparison with the time of calculation.
But for business purposes it is found that a disproportionately long time is taken in
conversion, except on the fastest machines.
One method of overcoming this Is to build special conversion units, and methods of
automatic conversion have been discussed by Mr. Bird in a paper referred to in the discussion
One method of conversion from binary to binary coded decimal or sterling
of paper 14.
makes use of an adder which can add directly In serial binary coded decimal or sterling.
An alternative solution Is to perform the whole calculation In coded groups, which has been
In Britain it is important to work in. sterling
done for decimals in some American machines.
A completely universal adder would work, in any
or other non-uniform scales of notation.
This paper
scale of notation either uniform or non-uniform with binary as a special case.
in which
is concerned with adders of this form in which numbers are, represented In coded, groups
adders,
programmed
These have been named
each group can have the same or different radices.
programme.
a
of
course
the
during
as the scale of notation can be changed as desired
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Vlhen a number Is represented In programmed notation, each group of 4 digits can
If two such numbers are added It must be arranged that the
represent any number up to 16.
correct sum Is produced In each group with the appropriate carry of 1 into the next group If
This can be done by the addition. of 16-r, which Is called the "filler", and r Is
reaulred.
The generalized rules
the radix of notation, If the sum In any group exceeds the radix r.
are:

r

«

16

<

A + B
A + B
A + B

Some examples of

< r
< 16

<32

•

no "filler" added
"filler" added
"filler" added

numbers represented In programmed notation are shown InnTable

I,

and of

their addition In Table II.

Four methods have been devised and are described, by which numbers In programmed
notation can be added.
Programmed Adder Type l

A binary adder has been designed which can accept at Its Input three serial binary
numbers, the stored number from the accumulator A, the Incident number from the main store B
It provides two outand the "filler" F, which Is held In an associated temporary score.
puts, the binary sums A+B, and A + B + F, that Is the unfilled number and the filled number
respectively.
The two binary sums pass simultaneously Into two 4-dlglt delays.

At the end of each

group of 4 binary digits, a test Is made to see If a carry has occurred In either the sum
If there has been a carry In either case a flip-flop Is. set to the
A + B or A + B + F.
filled condition which opens a gate and allows the filled number, delayed 4 digit periods,
.

to

enter the main accumulator.

If on the other hand, there is no carry from A + B or from A + B + F at the end of the
group, the flip-flop Is set to the unfilled condition and a gate Is opened allowing the
This process Is
unfilled number, delayed 4 digits, to enter the accumulator register.
repeated for each group of 4 digits In the number.

Programmed Adder Type II
In this method, the binary sum of the number In the accumulator and the
number from the memory Is added In a two Input binary adder, and passes Into
At the same time the sum from this adder A + B Is compared with the radix of
It so happens
one (r-l) for that particular group In a comparison circuit.
easily obtained by negating the "filler".

Hf A + B > r-l or if there
digit in the group, then a gate
delayed 4 digits to be added to
forming the sum A + B * F which

Incident
a 4-dlglt delay.

notation minus
that r-l may be

has been a carry in the first binary adder at the fourth
is opened allowing the next filler group which has been
delayed In a second two input binary adder,
the sum
the
main accumulator register.
passes into

A+B

If A + B ^ n-x and there has been no carry at the fourth digit in the first binary
adder, then the gate Is closed and no filler is added in the second binary adder, allowing
the sum A + B delayed to pass unchanged Into the main accumulator register.

Programmed Adder Type III
In this type of adder, the number In
memory are added as before in a two input
At the same time the sum A + B Is
unit.
in which only the parts necessary to form
generator.

the accumulator and the incident number from
binary adder, the sum passing Into a 4-dlgit delay
added to the filler In a rudimentary binary adder
the carry are retained, which Is called a carry
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The first binary adder and the carry generator are tested at every fourth digit for
If there has been a carry at the fourth digit in either the first binary adder
carries.
or the carry generator a gate is opened allowing the filler delayed four digits to be added
to the delayed sum A + B in a second binary adder, the sum A + B + F passing into the main
accumulator register.
If there has been no carry in both the first binary adder and the carry generator at
the fourth digit, the filler is not added in the second binary adder and the sum A + B is
allowed to pass into the main accumulator register unchanged.

Programmed Adder Type IV
In this last method, a 3-input binary adder is again used, the binary sum of the
stored digit in the accumulator, the incident digit from the memory and the filler digit
The
all being added together, and the binary sum A + B + F passing into a 4-digit delay.
3-input binary adder has two carry stores and these are tested at the end of each group as
If there is a carry from either the sum A + B or the sum A + B + F at the end of a
usual.
group, a flip-flop is set to the filled state which closes a gate and allows the delayed
sum A + B + F to pass into the main accumulator register unchanged.

When, on the contrary, there Is no carry in either of the carry stores in the 3-lnput
adder at the fourth digit, a flip-flop Is set to the filled state, which opens a gate and
allows the complement of the filler to be added to the sum A + B + F inib: second binary
and allowing A + B to
adder, having the effect of subtracting the filler from A + B + F
at the end of each
produced
unwanted
carry
then
accumulator
register.
The
main
the
enter
group of 4 digits in the second binary adder is suppressed.

Programmed Excess Notation Adder
It is difficult to subtract in ordinary programmed notation and this has led to the
suggestion of Programmed Excess Notation in which subtraction is easier.
In this code, 3 is
The use of excess three notation for decimals is well known.
The advantage of
added to each decimal digit and the result is expressed in binary form.
this Is that the complement to 9 needed in subtraction can be obtained by simply transposing
This scheme can be extended;; to any even non-uniform radix of notation, so
O's and l's.
that for scale of 12 the excess will be 2 or in the general case 16- r/2.

The rules for addition can be summarized as:
1.

2.

If the sum of the two groups produces a carry at the end of the group then 16-r/2
must be added.
If the sum of the two groups does not produce a carry at the end of a group then
6_r
l
must be subtracted.
/2

For addition In this notation, the number in the accumulator and the Incident number
from the memory are first added in a two-input binary adder and the sum passes into a
At the end of each group of 4 digits the carry store of the first adder is
4-dlgit delay.
tested.
If it contains a 1, a gate is opened which allows the excess to be added to the
delayed sum in a second binary adder.
If on the other hand there is no carry, a gate is
opened which allows the complement of the excess to be added in the second binary adder,
thus having the effect of subtracting the excess.
The complete paper (from which t2ils summary has been taken) will appear in "Electronic
Engineering" and the author's thanks are due to the Editor for permission to publish this
paper at the Symposium.
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TABLE

I

Binary Ceded Decimal
Denomination

Numerical example
Binary Code Decimal
equivalent
Radix

Filler
Filler In binary

10 thousands

thousands

hundreds

7

9

6

tens

units

4

5

0111

0110

0100

0101

10

10

10

10

10

6

6

6

e

6

1001

0110

0110

0110

0110

0110

Programmed Sterling
Denomination
Numerical example

Programmed Notation
equivalent
Radix

ten pounds

2

0010
10

Filler

pounds
9

Filler In binary

0110

1

1001
10
6

6

ten shillings

0110

shillings
7

pence
11

0111

1011

2

10

12

14

6

4

0001

1110

0110

0100

Programmed Hours, Minutes and Seconds
Denomination
Numerical example
Programmed Notation
equivalent
Radix

Filler
Filler In binary

hours
2

0010

ten minutes

minutes

ten seconds

4

3

3

0100

0011

0011

seconds
7

0111

10

6

10

6

10

6

10

6

10

6

0110

1010

0110

1010

0110

TABLE II

Addition In Binary Coded Decimal
Decimal

Ten thousands

thousands

hundreds

tens

units

Remarks

39828

0011

1001

1000

0010

1000

49137

0100

1001

0001

0011

0111

1000

0010

1001

0101

1111

Binary sum.

0110

Underlined groups
filled

0110

88965

1000

1000

1001
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0110

0101

TABLE II (contd.)

Addition In Programmed Sterling
s

d

Remarks

£

10/-

0011

1000

0001

0011

1000

0010

1001

0001

0100

0111

0110

0001

0010

0111

1111

Binary sum.

0110

1110

0100

Underlined groups

1000

0000

£

s

d

10 £

38

13

8

29

14

7

filled.
68

83

0110

1000

0011

Discussion
.Amsterdam) proposed a system of notation in
when divided by each of a fixed set of
residues
their
by
which numbers were represented
less than the product of the chosen primes.
numbers
all
uniquely
define
would
This
primes.
carried out by applying these operations
be
could
Addition, subtraction and multiplication
be required from one residue to the
would
carry
No
residues.
individual
the
separately to
for
a parallel machine.
next, and the system would be particularly convenient
DR. VAN

WIJNGMRDEN (Mathematlsch Centrum,

the problem of reconversion
In reply to MR. NEVMJ5N (NPL), DR. VM WIJNGAARDEN said that
process for division
satisfactory
a
discover
to
had
yet
he
that
was not too difficult, but
in this notation.

normal
TOWNSEND replying to MR. HARTLEY (University College, London) said that
It might
shift.
of
problem
the
because
of
adder,
multiplication was difficult, using his
of multiplication.
method
doubling"
and
"halving
well-knowi
the
use
to
however,
possible,
be
and subtracting
Halving could be achieved by shifting the number down by one binary digit
would perform
adder
the
zero,
made
were
filler
If
the
appropriate.
where
half the filler
normally in the binary scale.
MR.

Into the
WILKINSON (NPL) said that routines for reading decimally punched cards
In each
punched
was
hole
one
that
Just
ensured
This
check.
a
4CE Pilot Model incorporated
The check was originally designed to detect faulty operation of the
column of the field.
correctly punched.
reader, but In practice had served more to check that the cards had been
MP.
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THE UTILIZATION OF COMPUTING MACHINES-I
Chairman:

17.

Dr. E. T. Goodwin

Mathematics and Computing
by
A.

van Wljngaarden

mthematlsch Centrum, Amsterdam

A peculiar Interaction takes place nowadays between mathematics in general and Its
remarkable offshoot that forms the topic of this conference, viz. highspeed computing.
Of
course, a good deal of Inter-connexion already exists between mathematics and ordinary computing but high-speed computing asks for new mathematical methods and also makes it possible
to use already existing methods that were declared obsolete because they are Impractical for
High-speed computing acts therefore on one side as a stimulusito
ordinary calculations.
mathematics whereas on the other side the computer may profit from the large reservoir of
mathematical knowledge already In existence.
It is not my intention to discuss fully all consequences of the impact of high-speed
computing on mathematics or vice versa but I shall restrict myself to some special topics in
this field, mostly in connexion with work that has been done at the Jathematical Centre at
Amsterdam.

First of all, I should like to emphasize that mathematics is more than analysis and
algebra and that in principle other fields of mathematics might be of comparable use to computing.
But, of course, the computer who does other work than sheer arithmetic and elementary algebra Is more likely to come into contact with analysis than with anything else.
Already many Interesting points arise in the application of analysis to computing.
Perhaps
the most Important tool that analysis provides the computer with Is the calculus of finite
At first sight this looks less highbrow than the infinitesimal calculus,
differences.
dealing with infinitely small differences but In reality it lies much deeper and forms
The fact that it is so
actually a rather advanced topic in the theory of complex functions.
difficult Is the reason that not very much is known in comparison to the situation in ordinary
This provides an interesting source of uncertainty about our results.
calculus.
One of the most prominent applications of the calculus of finite differences to computing
An Interpolated or Intethe theory of numerical interpolation, integration, and so on.
grated value of a function Is represented as a linear combination of tabular entries, either
directlji in which case we speak of Lagrangean type formulas, or in two steps in that first,
certain simple linear combinations of the entries are formed, so called differences of
various orders, after which process the result Is formed as a linear combination of one or
The coefficients by which
two entries and a number of differences of increasing orders.
As long as
these differences have to be multiplied tend to zero rather rapidly In general.
only a finite number of terms are used both methods are equivalent, apart perhaps from
The computer can only use, of course, a finite number of terms, and
roundlng-off errors.
This is a very Interesting question with a lot of
"How many terms?"
the question arises:
aspects.
First of all, it might not be superfluous perhaps to emphasize the fact that in
general an arbitrary accuracy cannot be obtained by taking. more terms into account, if at
the same time the "step", i.e. the increment of the argument of the entries Is kept constant,
in general, the series diverges, and If it happens to converge it is an extreme coincidence
Therefore, one has to be modest In the
If the sum Is the result that one wants to obtain.
Under certain rather weak restrictions, the error committed by stopping
number of terms.
The
after n terms In all these types of processes is equal to the product of three factors.
first factor is a. rather irrelevant with Increasing n, decreasing function of the spot at which
one Interpolates and so on, the second Is the n-th power of the step and the third Is the
derivative of order n+a (a being some constant) of the manipulated function somewhere In the
is
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From this observation, one can
interval determined by the arguments used in the process.
the mere necessary, dangerous
the
step
The
greater
statements*
general
following
the
prove
The smaller the step, the more superand inefficient is the use of higher differences.
fluous, harmless and efficient is the use of higher differences.
If smaller steps are used in integration, say, obviously a large number of them have to
If high-speed computers are used, there are no direct
be taken in order to reach the aim.
All
This is a very nice situation.
intervals.
very
small
use
of
the
objections to
Either one can increase the accuracy consiremainder terms decrease enormously in size.
In the
derably in this way or one can abstain from the use of differences of high order.
last case one gets instead of higher accuracy something else of high value, viz. ease of
The tendency towards ease of programming may here and in similar cases easily
programming.
In order to keep the accuracy
go so far that one accepts only the crudest possible methods.
does this decrease the
Not
only
extremely.
step
constant one has then to decrease the
efficiency of the high-speed computer but it also may introduce errors of another type, viz.
Moreover in cases where all entries have to be stored e.g. in
those due to rounding off.
differential equations, the required storage space may
partial
elliptic
the solution of

easily become prohibitive.

Both these remarks point our attention to another branch of mathematics, viz. statistics.
The study of the phenomena due to rounding off errors follows lines closely related to those
It Is of vital importance for modern computing and
followed in mathematical statistics.
This study is moreover rather
here a direct stimulus to mathematics comes from computing.
apparently simple problems
again,
Here
also.
view
point
of
mathematical
from
a
interesting
need already powerful tools of analysis and more than that, one fruitfully introduces geoThe first results of general character reveal
metrical and numbertheoretical concepts.
unexpected and peculiar phenomena.
The second difficulty mentioned, viz, that of the storage of many function values in the
solution of partial differential equations, is overcome at least in principle in a remarkable
way by the introduction of the diffusion analogy, analyzed years ago by Courant, together
Here the close co-operation with the statiwith the application of the Monte Carlo method.
stician is evident and the theory of the random walk Is rapidly extending, due to the stimulus
of computing.

Another interesting point arises in connexion with the Monte Carol method connecting
computing with the theory of numbers, viz. the generation of random digits and random numbers.
Of course, one can make those by means of special electronic devices, the electronic coins,
but It Is much more interesting and also more practical in relation to the reproducibility of
The question arises then, how to
the gambling process to generate them by computing.
long" meaning, with a very long
"very
numbers
or
digits,
of
sequences
long
generate very
Moreover the numbers cr digits must pass successperiod of repetition of the same pattern.
A proper method has been indicated by Lehmer, who
fully, statistical tests for randomness.
Each number Is com< N.
<
defines the sequence by the congruence u^ = a tu^ (mod N).,
there
are
only
N.
numbers
different
modulo N, the
and
as
predecessor,
pletely determined by its
If one chooses a arbitrarily with ressequence is periodic and its period is less than N.
pect to N, the period may be only a small fraction of N but, corresponding to a given N,
there exists a maximum period and a can be chosen in several ways so that one obtains that
I
This is a pure numbertheoretical problem.
maximum period Irrespective of the~value u Q «
indeed,
suggested some time ago the use of recurrent sequences of second or higher order.
if one defines the sequence e.g. by i^ = ^.^-u^^, a term is defined by Its predecessors,
Now a number
and therefore the first observation teaches that the period is less than N ,
k
which we know is less than N has a good chance to be considerably larger than a number that
The formation is moreover extremely simple, the simplest example being the
Is less than N.
Fibonacci sequence Ujj = un-i +un-2» s0 that there was a g00d reason t0 Investigate the matter
Extensive studies have since been made by several research workers
in considerable detail.
at the Mathematical Centre and I think It a good example of real contact between mathematics
The computer here yields the stimulus and seme provisory theorems most
and computing.
The pure mathematicians have not only provided
likely to be true as a first working basis.
they added to pure mathematics a new chapter
much
more;
done
have
but
they
proofs
correct
the
Moreover, each new practical
that was at the same time of practical value to the computer.
still people who think that
there
are
such,
as
interest
as
of
is
number
theory
of
application
numbertheory is impractical,
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At this moment It is perhaps worth while to ask whether high-speed computing can be of
any value to pure mathematics, because number theory is then one of the most likely candidates to profit*
The field certainly lies open here.
For instance, the search for particular numbers can be extended to a somewhat higher level and can suggest conjectures that
may be proved or disproved, but usually remain open*
For instance, the search for new
Mersenne prime numbers has been a welcome prey for the fast computers and the computations
performed on the SWAC have yielded interesting results.
It would be of real theoretical
interest, for example, to go a step further than could be handled by the SWAC in its present
state, and to investigate the number -1+2 8191 , for if this proved to be prime then a large
amount of theoretical work, should be justified in order to prove or to disprove the conjecture:
mi-1 is a prime number, then m^ = 2 ma-i is also prime.
The validity of this conIf iRg = Z
jecture would for instance imply a constructive proof of the existence of a prime-generating
functions

There are people
Another helping hand can of course be lent by tabulating functionsg
who do not appreciate tablemaking, and therefore I shall particularise somewhat by taking a
specific example.
Quite recently I developed a rather general transformation that enables
This method is
us to compute functions from their heavily diverging asymptotic expansions.
in Itself not directly meant for high-speed computers but it has the peculiarity that for
application one needs extensive tables of very peculiar functions (unrelated to the special
function that one wishes to compute, of course).
The computation of these tables is an
enormous task, and here the high-speed computer can render welcome help.

Quite apart from any applications of the computers, their construction alone yields
problems in many fields of mathematics.
It is well known that the design of circuitry is
to a high degree equivalent to problems in formal logic.
Boolean algebra or Aiken algebra
form nowadays tools of the computer engineer.
In general also all questions with respect
to binary representation of digits or numbers suggest problems.
For instance, the following
is a problem connected with error detecting and correcting codes:
how many configurations
of n binary digits can be constructed that differ from each other In at least d digits?
The solution is not known.
It may be regarded as a problem in combinatorial algebra, but
It Is also a geometrical problem In n dimensions:
How many solid hyperspheres of diameter
in this
d£ can be attached with their centres to the corners of a hypercube of unit size?
form it is closely related to a well-known subject In modern geometry, viz. that of the
closet packing of spheres.

Many results in Aiken's tables
Closely connected is the theory of switching functions.
of switching functions are really clarified by regarding them from a geometrical point of
view.
If one defines a polytope, formed by corners of an n-dimensional hypercube of unitsize oriented along the coordinate axes, to be at its inside if the corners have not a
coordinate in common and at its outside if they have, then a reflection on the table of
switching functions reveals the fact that for n > 4 there are regular isotopes that fit into
the Inside as well as in the outside, whereas for n < 4 they do not exist.
If the decimal system is to be used
A third problem arises from a question of Aiken.
for a computer, and k parallel lines of binary digits are put available to represent decimal
Is it possible to derive a coding scheme,
digits, then k is obviously at least equal to 4.
if necessary at the cost of a greater value of k, such that the sum digit and carry digit in
the addition or multiplication of two decimal digits can be obtained, say, by simple permuDuparc has analysed this and
tations or more generally by circuits of given simplicity?
similar problems successfully, but his proofs require concepts of grouptheory.

Van der Pol has dealt recently with problems related to the sum of the digits in any
The first results already are of a certain
scale of the Integral part of functions of x.
in general one might
Interest to computing and perhaps an interesting field is opened here.
say that mathematics is quite well armed to answer successfully the peculiar questions arising
in high-speed computing.
Of course, there are certainly fields In which a lot has to be
done, e.g. In the theory of repetitive processes.
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Discussion
DR. FOX (NPL) said that a further Important aspect of the effect of machines on computing
was due to the fact that the people who had become proficient at desk computing had not, in
general, adapted themselves to programming, for which somewhat different skills were needed
and consequently a large number of people using machines had not had the benefit of a thorough
Skilled computers knew of the many ways in
experience of the difficulties of computing.
which errors could arise, and hence the need for checking all work must be strongly emphasized!
It is not sufficient to verify that the programmes ane correct, i.e. that they do what the
There must be adequate checks to verify that the solution satisprogrammer wants them to do.
Also, since the numbers occurring in the course of
fies the original mathematical problem.
computations In machines are rarely seen, more thought is necessary about the mathematical
analysis of the problem before It is programmed than is required before a desk computation.
There is a tendency for this to be neglected because some clients now expect results far too
There is also a tendency to skimp this preliminary mathematical work because proquickly.

gramming is novel and hence more interesting.

With regard to Prof, Wijngaarden's paper, Dr. Fox said that he took a practical attitude
If, In forming the difference table, It is found
in the use of finite difference methods.
th difference oscillates and Its absolute magnitude is less than 2
that the sign of the n
th
For
order could be used for all applications.
then the interpolation polynomial of the n
Interpolation, small intervals, making n small, are more convenient, but for differentiation
For electronic
of a function, larger intervals will give more correct significant figures.
machines smaller Intervals may mean more serious build up of roundlng-off errors and often
a larger store,
MR. OLVER (NPL) agreed with the last remarks of the previous speaker and considered the
other error arising in the use of finite difference formulae, viz. the truncation error.
For an Interpolation formula f (a + ph) = A Q + & 6 + A2 6 +»»» tni s error is represented by
n h
n n
a remainder term of the form An h f
{£) Is, in practice, of the order of the
(£) , New h f
th
the same order of magnitude as the
term
is
of
the
remainder
n
difference and therefore
first neglected term,

DR. TURING (Manchester University) preferred a different expression for the remainder

term
f(z)

- P(z) = /„ f(t) (z-zi)(z-z p ),».
c
(t-z) (t-zjH't-Zg)...

dt

where P(z) Is the interpolation polynomial coinciding with the values of the function at z^
z ,,,» and the contour integral Includes z, z^ Zg»,, but not any other singularities of
g
This formula is useful for evaluation of the remainder and showed that
the integrand.
special consideration must be given to interpolation near singular points of the functions.
He agreed with Dr. Fox that extra care is needed in the analysis of problems because
the computer is not able to see the numbers arising in the machine In the course of computation.
On the other hand, the complete analysis of the methods, necessary in programming,
an
upper limit to the error to be more easily worked out.
enabled
DR. BULLARD (NPL) considered that, so far, automatic computing machines had for the
most part been rather trivially used on problems for which the solution was easily obtained
to a limited accuracy, but for which somebody had been willing to pay for finding a more
accurate solution.
Now the important thing for physicists was Intuition, and in many fields
This was especially true where non- linear equations were concerned.
they were lacking this.
The detailed consideration of the behaviour of certain such equations, using computing
machines, would be a way in which a fund of physical intuition could be built up, so that
physicists could get the feel of such equations and, scorning the detailed mathematics,
could say It was obvious by intuition;

PROF. HARTREE (Cambridge University) quoted Jeffrey's remark that in order that a series
should be useful for calculation it was neither necessary nor sufficient that it should
converge.
As an example of the care needed In inferring the numerical order of magnitude
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a
of a quantity from the order of magnitude of the corresponding expression, he referred to
n n
if Richardson's process is applied to find an estimate
reminder term of the type Ah f (g).
out since
of the value of this, there are cases where the result obtained would be grossly
n
for the different values of h used might differ by several powers of 10.
f
,(2)

18.

Linear Algebra on the Pilot ACE
by
J. H. Wilkinson

National Physical Laboratory

Introduction

The basic problems arising in the field of linear algebra are from a mathematical standpoint comparatively simple, but In practice they often prove intractable because large twodimensional arrays of numbers are Involved and consequently the number of arithmetic operaIt is to be
tions required for their solution Is almost prohibitive on desk machines.
expected then, that linear algebra should be a suitable field of operation for high-speed
automatic computers, but It appears at first sight, that, to be satisfactory, such a computer
Although
should possess a large high-speed store, or at least a large intermediate store.
that
true
probably
Is
requirements
it
both
these
in
deficient
particularly
the Pilot ACE Is
than in
In the last year It has been more successful in dealing with problems in this field
Its sucess has been due to the fact that the auxiliary Hollerith equipment used
any other.
made it praction the machine has proved very reliable, and the method of optimum coding has

binary numbers, speed being achieved
carrying cut nearly all computation between rows while reading from or punching on them,
this paper I shall discuss the use of the machine for:

cable to use Hollerith cards as an intermediate store for
by
in

1.
2.

3.

Solution of linear simultaneous algebraic equations.
Matrix multiplication.
The extraction of the latent roots and vectors of matrices.

Solution of Linear Equations.

The problem of solving large sets of linear equations by direct methods has received
This work Indicates that for desk machines
considerable attention in the last few years.
equations
the most satisfactory method Is that in which the matrix A of the set of

Ax = b

(1)

expressed as the product of a lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U.
Thus the solution of (1) Is reduced to the solution of
is

This Is

LUx = b

(2)

Ly = b

(3)

Ux = y

(4)

expressed In the form

by
sets of equations (3) and (4) are both triangular In form and can easily be solved
process.
substitution
back
a
called
usually
what Is
The
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It gives a somewhat greater
This metnod has two advantages over most other methods.
The second of these advanpaper.
on
numbers
fewer
many
recording
involves
accuracy and It
number arises as
tages does not carry so much weight on an automatic computer because when a
already written
speak,
so
to
it
is,
machine
such
a
on
operation
the result of an arithmetic
automatic"
down.
The first would appear to be equally commendable on any equipment, but on
largest
the
large
how
foresee
easy
to
not
It Is
machines there is a complicating factor.
element of L and U Is likely to be and it Is found in practice that even for sets which are
Consequently on a high-speed
only moderately Ill-conditioned quite large numbers do arise.
digital positions to accomspare
number
of
a
fair
allow
either
to
necessary
It
Is
computer
using double-length arithmeans
usually
modate possible increases in size of numbers (this
has the effect of decreasEither
arithmetic.
floating
resort
to
to
alternatively
metic) or
Increasing the
ing the accuracy obtained from a given storage capacity, and at the same time
used on the
much
been
far
so
has
not
method
reason
the
this
For
time taken for a solution.
instead the method of successive elimination of variables or pivotal condensation
pilot /ice.
in which the use of
has been adopted because it is easy to arrange the computation in a form
The variant of pivotal condensation which is used is that
floating arithmetic is avoided.
order, i.e. beginning with
in which the variables are eliminated successively In the natural
at each stage as the
automatically
chosen
not
is
row
first
the
but
x
with
,
ending
x 1 and
n_ ±
in the variable
pivotal row, but Instead that row Is chosen which has the largest coefficient
the
row with the
n-1
n
to
order
from
reduction
in
the
Thus
which is about to be eliminated.
Xj_ Is eliminated from each of the other
and
pivot
the
chosen
as
is
in
x
coefficient
largest
1
Because of the way
to It.
(n-i) equations by adding a suitable multiple of the pivotal row
After a
unity.
in which the pivotal row Is chosen the multiplying factors cannot exceed
absolute
in
greater
be
cannot
matrix
reduced
the
in
coefficient
largest
single reduction the
After m reductions the
value than twice the largest coefficient In the original matrix.
m
It is
coefficient.
largest element Is at most 2 times as large' as the largest original
practice an Increase selin
but
achieved
is
factor
this
which
In
sets
construct
to
possible
smaller, particudom takes place; more frequently the coefficients become progressively
necessary
to make an
considered
not
was
It
ill-conditioned.
are
equations
the
larly if
event of
In
the
factor
by
a
matrix
reduced
automatic provision for dividing rows of the
it was
instead
but
space,
storage
valuable
have
used
would
which
large,
too
their growing
exceeded
coefficient
any
If
detect
check
to
regarded as adequate to have an arithmetical
38 in absolute value on a 32-dlgit machine, to stop If this occurred, and divide by a factor
2
ou before reduction then
If the coefficients are less than 2
using a separate programme.
BI
after reduction and therefore the numbers cannot grow out of- range
they must be less than 2
this programme,
It is interesting that in thousands of applications of
In a single reduction.
matrix
original
the
although
necessary
be
to
division
a
shown
never
this arithmetic check has
have
elements
largest
the
until
ten
of the coefficients is usually scaled up by a power of
Included In the programme for reduction are the usual arithmetic checks
9 decimal digits.
check that the multiplying
based on the sum of the elements of each row and an additional
in
been chosen as pivot,
has
row
correct
the
that
i.e.
unity,
factors are not greater than
sums divided by a power of 2 are
capacity,
exceeding
sums
row
from
trouble
prevent
order to
used Instead of true sums.

triangular set formed by the
The completion of the problem requires the solution of the
point in this part of
binary
fixed
use
a
to
possible
not
is
It
rows.
n successive pivotal
based on physical
chosen,
point
is
binary
the
instead a reasonable position for
the process.
the value of a variable
until
proceeds
substitution
back
the
and
otherwise,
considerations or
When this occurs the binary point is adjusted in the values of
obtained exceeds capacity.
with the adjusted position of the
the variables already found, and the process Is continued
Is adopted Instead of a true
point
binary point, i.e. -a continuous adjustment of the binary
Instructions.
fewer
needs
and
faster
is
it
floating binary point because
The simplest of
been prepared.
A number of programmes based on the above process have
can be
which
sets
largest
the
This deals with
these is known as the 'fast' programme.
of fourconsists
programme
The
memory.
the
in
coefficients
solved while storing all the
and the complete pack Is
and
A
B
between
placed
Is
data
decimal
The
and
D.
B,
C
Darts A,
programme A is read in first and immediately calls in the
put in the Hollerith reader,
This carries out the
and then calls in programme B.
memory
in
the
it
stores
data,
decimal
substitution and then
back
the
effects
Programme
C
reduction and then calls In Programme C,
It
out decimal results.
punches
and
answers
the
final
converts
which
programme
D
calls in
Thus
solution.
in
the
point
decimal
the
determine
also punches a card with -1,0 on It to
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The programme will deal for example with
floating decimal notation Is avoided at the end.
set
of order 10 with io right -hand sides,.
or
a
right-hand
sides
two
with
13
order
of
a set
(The arithmetical operations take only a few seconds, less, in fact, than the time taken to
Although one or two Important problems have been done which involved the
read the data).
solution of a large number of sets of small order, most of the sets to be solved have contained a large number of variables and for these, other programmes exist which use cards as
The original data Is first converted by a programme into binary
an Intermediate store.
form and punched on cards, one number on each row of a card, an integral number of cards
Since 12 binary numbers may be punched on a
being allocated to each row of the equation.
card, a set of order 30, for example, will have 3 cards for each row of the equation, that
An arbitrary number of right-hand sides may be dealt with, and assois, 90 cards In all.
The main programme, which carries out the reduction,
ciated with each row is a row sum.
The pivotal row is read in and kept in the memory and then each of the
operates as follows:
other rows of the equations is read In in turn and the corresponding reduced row punched out.
The machine determines
Computation is carried out between rows of cards while punching.
The reduced set of equations Is
the next pivotal row during this process and retains it.
Throughout the course
then transferred from the punch hopper and reduced one stage further.
The time taken is comof the programme the machine is reading or punching continuously.
parable with that which could be achieved if it were possible to store all numbers In the
The latest programme of this type
high-speed store on a machine not using optimum coding.
deals with equations up to order 192.
a

Back substitution is carried out by a separate programme in
For sets of order 32
read in one by one starting with the last.
can be done on up to four right-hand sides simultaneously so that
at about 80% of the speed it could achieve if all numbers were in

which the pivotal rows are
and less, back substitution
the machine is then working
the high-speed store.

The greatest weakness of the above method is that no advantage can be taken of the
existence of zeros in the coefficients except in the punching and conversion of the original
Sets in which a very high percentage of the coefficients are zero are of
decimal data.
For these an Iterative method has been used based on the Gauss-Seidel
common occurrence.
The equations are first converted into binary form using a programme and each nonprocess.
zero coefficient is punched on one line of a card together with a binary number giving the
As a first approximation to the solution
number of the variable with which It is associated.
an arbitrary vector is fed Into the machine (or a better approximation if one is available)
and then a complete iteration is carried out by reading the binary matrix through the reader,
Thus for a set of order 120, say, with 2000 noncarrying out the computation between rows.
zero coefficients, the matrix would be punched on 167 cards (12 per card) and the time taken
unfortunately sets of this type usually
for a single Iteration would be i£Z minutes.
involve a large number of variables and there are (in general) no zeros in the solution
vector.
If therefore the set of equations has a number of right-hand sides it is not posFor sets up to order 64, three
sible to store a number of Iterating vectors simultaneously.
right-hand sides may be stored at one time and there is time between rows to deal with all
three.
Sets up to order 200 may be solved, but for the higher orders only one solution at
This is a great weakness if the programme is being used to invert
a time can be dealt with.
a matrix, because n separate solutions are necessary in this case.

For sets in which the non-zero coefficients consist of a band of width three centred on
The
the diagonal, the method described at the beginning of this section has been used.
upper and lower triangular matrices are then also of special form, each of them consisting
A programme based on this method using singleof a band of coefficients of width two.
length arithmetic Is trivial but not very useful, because either very low accuracy must be
used or else the programme will frequently fail because of numbers growing out of range.
A programme using double-length arithmetic in which the original data may contain 14 decimals
This permits the numbers to grow considerably in the course of
or less has been made.
computation without giving trouble.
Matrix multiplication

Although no great diversity of methods exist for matrix multiplication It Is an operation
with
of such frequent occurrence that it is Important to have efficient programmes for dealing
it.

Since the Pilot ACE has such a small memory, subroutines for matrix multiplication in
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is of little value.
a magnitude that card storage has been necessary,,

which all matrices are stored

Matrices have almost always been of such

The simplest of the programmes for forming the product,

AB = C,
stores A in the memory, reads In b one column, x, at atlme, forms Ax in the store at high
A row of column sums is kept in A and the machine performs the
speed and punches it out,
This programme may be used for mxn matrices A where both m and n may
distributive check.
matrix B may have any number of columns* For a 14 x 14 by a 14 x 14,
take values not -greater than 14;
the time taken is 1± seconds for the computation, plus the time of reading and punching the
For matrices of higher order there are
binary cards.
No computation is done between rows.
Typical of
a number of programmes in which the computation is carried out between rows.
column
Three
order
up
to
52.
matrix
multiplications
which
following
will
do
these is the
Ax.^ AXg and
vectors of B, x^., x„ and x„ are read Into the store and then matrix A is read.
The distributive check,
Ax, are formed simultaneously during reading and then punched out.
The machine is occupied for about 80% of the reading time which is
is also carried out.
Although reading and punching is taking
about as high a percentage as may safely be used.
place continuously the machine is achieving about 70% of the speed which would be possible if
For a set of order 47 for instance, which needs 4 cards per
all members were in the memory.
row and has 48 rows because the row of column sums is included, the time taken for the multiplication is

47

4 x 48

(integer greater than

x

since 3 columns
of higher order
one column work,
in order to use

—
3

200

For sets
This is rather less than 15 minutes.
are dealt with at a time.
The limit for
it is possible to do only 2 columns at a time or one column.
For large matrices it would clearly be economic to partition
is over 200.
the three-column programme.

Latent Roots, of Matrices
The methods used on the Pilot ACE for finding the latent roots and vectors of a matrix
The simplest of these, for finding the
have so far all been based on iterative processes.
latent root A and latent vector x such that

Ax = \x,
is that in

which an arbitrary vector x Q is chosen and from it a sequence of vectors xn is

found, such that

yn+l =

^n

x

yn+i/ N »

n+i

where N is a normalizing factor.

Then x n tends to the latent vector corresponding to the largest latent root \^
speed of convergence Is comparable with the speed with which
^_2 \
"

X

x

_>0 where \z

.

The

is the next root.

J

in this case, the speed of
and X 2 are nearly equal this rate may be quite„slow.
convergence may be greatly accelerated by the use of Aitken's process for obtaining an
Ttie *** com"
x
improved vector from three equally spaced approximations x p>
r+2s*
ponent of the Improved vector X is obtained from the 1th components of the three approximation*
by the formula
If

X-.

x^,
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x
X

1

x

-

2x

~

r

2

1
)

r+s
i

I

i

x

(x

r +2s

r

1

1

+ x

r+s

r+ 2s

be increased by Iterating
Where the separation of roots Is poor, the speed of convergence may
This matrix
of with A.
instead
constant,
is
and
unit
matrix
p
the
is
where
I
pi),
with (A
The sepaof
A,
those
than
less
all
are
roots
p
has the same latent vectors and its latent
a suitable choice
to
By
of
instead
\
to
X
p)
p)
becomes
(\
thus
roots
(\
ration of
2>
1
t
g
in particular we can deal
of p it mar be possible to effect a considerable Improvement,
which otherwise gives rise to 'a non convergent sequence of vectors.
with the case \ _-\,
The process of removal
When a root has been found It may be removed from the matrix.
unsymmetric matrix.
used for a symmetric matrix is different from that used for an

that the sum of
in the symmetric case the vector which has been found is normalised so
defined
by
formed,
then
is
matrix
A±
The
the squares of its components is unity.

Ax = A - \xx'.
the root
matrix has the same latent roots and vectors as the original matrix except that
succesremoved
and
found
may
be
vectors
and
The
roots
become
zero.
has
to
\
corresponding
The reduced matrices are all of order 'n' and when the last root has been removed
sively.
should have zero components everywhere apart from rounding-of f errors.
matrix
the final
This

The vector x is first
For an unsymmetric matrix the method of removal is as follows.
Suppose this Is the rth component x r
normalized so that is largest component, is unity.
given by
Then the reduced matrix A' has its (1, J) component a'
of x»

^

a

i

= a
J

a

~

lJ

x

rJ

l

Suppose y is a
This is an (n x n) matrix with Its rth row consisting of zero elements.
the vector z
that
so
and
Choose
a
root
to
a
.
3
M
second latent vector of A corresponding
defined by
z = a* +

(1)

|3y

has zero for its rth component so that

a + 3 yr =
then

A'z = Az -

(a

rj

(2)

.

Xj) z

= A(a x + py)

-

(a

r;)

x^

(ax + 3y)

= a\x + BM-y - a\x - n8y x
r
=.

n(8 y

=

nz

'+

ax)
(3)

a latent
This means that the vector z is a latent vector of the matrix 'A' corresponding to
latent vectors
but
the
of
A,
roots
remaining
thus
the
are
of
A'
roots
latent
The
root u.
which has been
are linear combinations of those of the original matrix A and the vector
for the rth
zeros
have
all
of
A»
vectors
latent
the
that
shows
Equation
removed.
(2)
the rth
and
zero
anyway
which
is
of
row
A«
rth
the
omit
therefore
We may
component.
with a square matrix
column since it is to multiply a zero component In z and thus work
The latent roots may be found by a successive application of the above
of order (n-1) .
vectors.
process but the set of vectors which are found will not be the true latent
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x will
Suppose the first two vectors found are x and z.
These may be found as follows,.
n
compoto
components.
Extend
It
(n
only
1)
contain
will
but
z
latent
vector
be a true
nents by putting a zero as its rth component where the rth is the largest element of x.
Then from (1) the true latent vector y corresponding to z is given by
y = px + qz

(4)

If x_ is the rth row of the original matrix then
i

i

Xj.y =

i.e.

px x
r

+

qx

= p\ + q(x
r

HJ,

r

z

z)

+ (n -X)z, ignoring a multiplying factor.
y = (x'z)x
r
The true latent vector corresponding to the ith vector found by the above
found by (i - 1) applications of this simple algorithm

process may be

For the symmetric case
The above processes have been programmed for the pilot ACE.
which will deal with
store
intermediate
an
as
use
cards
not
does
there is a programme which
in the iteration programme advantage Is taken of symmetry,
matrices of orders less than 20.
The time for a iteration on a set of order 19 is
a triangular matrix only being stored.
seconds.
2i
the use of
For the unsymmetric case the largest matrix which can be dealt with without
For
the unsymseconds.
is
2
of
order
15
iteration
The time for an
cards is of order 15.
metric case there is a programme for sets up to order 64, using cards as an Intermediate
time
The matrix A Is produced in binary on cards and one Iteration is performed each
store.
A programme for
The time for an Iteration of order 60 Is i± minutes,
the matrix is read.
programme and gives an enorthe Altken process has been used in connection with this latter
Altken programme is
The
roots.
separated
poorly
with
for-matrices
time
saving
In
mous
applicable to vectors of any order,

squaring.
A second iterative method which has been used is that based on successive matrix
8
4
conultimately
2
matrices
successive
the
then
produced
...,, is
If the sequence A, A , A , A
The
sist of a set of n columns, each of which is parallel to the largest latent vector.
columns tend to this vector as fast as
(

X^

5

—>

0.

Is n
A high rate of convergence Is achieved even for quite poor separation, but since there
not pay to use
times as much work in a single iteration than In the previous process It will
this method unless poor separation is expected.

before the
A programme based on this method was made at an early stage of development
An InterestThis could cope with a 12X12 matrix.
machine had its present storage capacity.
A power
arithmetic.
floating
true
avoid
used
to
method
the
ing feature of the programme is
being chosen
of 2 is associated with each of the matrices as a multiplying factor, this factor
28 and 2s9 .
A trial matrix multiplication is
so that the largest element lies between 2
interest.
performed in which only the relative size of the elements of the products Is of
multlD^lcati^g.
preliminary
this
of
stage
each
The largest one so far formed Is kept at
2* to 2? .
From it a shift is determined which will make this element lie In the range
are recorded
product
the
of
elements
all
the
which
A second multiplication is then performed in
with the
associate
to
of
power
2
appropriate
The
shift.
appropriate
being
given
the
each
For a symmetric matrix, the largest element In any of
derived matrix is easily determined.
therefore the preliminary multiplication need only
and
diagonal
on
the
be
the squares will
This method of organizing the programme gives the highest
form the n diagonal coefficients.
space and is still faster than floating arithmetic,
storage
given
permissible accuracy for a
The use of the Altken process In connection with the simpler
even for the unsymmetric case.
Iterative process probably means that matrix squaring will hardly ever be used.
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A third Iterative process, for use on symmetric matrices only, is that due to Hestens
in this method, starting with an arbitrary vector x_, a sequence of values A r
and Karush.
tending to a latent root and vector are formed from the relations
and x
r

:

A

X

Kr
x

x« X T

=

r+l

Xj,

=

x

r

+ a(Ax

r ~

^P

The value of A r associated with x r is usually called
where a is a suitably chosen constant.
In general \ r has twice as many figures correct as the
the Raylelgh value for that x ra
If one value of A only is required and the latent vector
vector x after a certain stage.
The speed of convergence of the vector
Is not needed accurately, this Is a good method.
manner with (A - pi), the
Is no better than can be obtained by iterating in the simpler
If the vectors are
suitable
a
that
of
simple
as
a.
choice of a suitable value of p being as
modification of
simple
a
with
unfavourably
compares
thus
method
third
the
accurately
needed
on it have
based
programmes
Fast
the first method and Its programme is more extensive.
up
to order 32.
sets
for
store
intermediate
an
cards
as
using
programme
also
a
and
been made
The programmes are now little used.

Discussion
the method of
DR. HARTLEY (University College, London) remarked on some features of
in
solution of linear equations on the Pilot ACE which were useful when the equations arose
be
could
substitution
back
and
a
punched
out
were
equations
The reduced
statistical work.
The statidone on each set thus finding the solution In terms of 2, 3, 4, ... variables.
and hence
take
to
variables
how
many
knew
he
before
solutions
stician often required these
did not want the order of the variables to be disturbed.

for
LIVESEY (Manchester University) said that he had used the Manchester machine
of
matrix
since
a
convenient
very
linear algebra and found the large auxiliary store was
required,
was
matrix
of
a
root
latent
the
where
Often
in
it.
held
be
could
100order up to
system and it
this matrix was derived from a small amount of data concerning some vibrating
problem,
whole
the
handle
could
machine
the
data
if
punching
would save a large amount of
programming for the
in general, the programming of this first part was more work than the
to
finding of the latent roots, and what was required was a programme sufficiently flexible
set up the matrix in for Instance all critical speed problems.
MR.

present on the
DR. FOX (NPL) said the one disadvantage of the method used up to the
good approximaknown
of
a
be
made
could
use
no
that
Pilot ACE for finding latent roots was
the smallest nor
tion to a latent vector, for which the corresponding latent root was neither
latent
particular
this
of
value
accurate
more
was
a
the largest, when all that was required
latent root,
Here Raylelgh's principle provided a useful method for estimating the
vector.
but there is ho method for Improving its accuracy.

Model for Improving an
MR. WILKINSON said that there was no technique on the ACE Pilot
machines.
approximation to a middle root and vector analogous to that sometimes used or^desk
give
would
(A-pI)
with
iteration
then
If p were the approximation to the required root,
1
neglifrom
far
itself
was
(A-pI)"
finding
of
labour
but
the
general,
in
rapid convergence
on
bounded
was
question
In
root
This approach was particularly valuable when the
gible.
of
remarks
with
agreed
he
that
also
said
He
root.
complex
unwanted
each side by an
matrix multipliMr. Llvesey and found that the first part of the problem often consisted of
cations.

that a method of solution
MR. DAHLQUIST (Swedish Board for Computing Machinery) mentioned
the only elements
partial differential equations involved the inversion of matrices of which
"Karlqulst,
reference
the
gave
and
diagonal
main
that were not zero were those on or near the
1952".
November,
Tellus,
of
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(Cambridge University) asked about the method used on the Pilot ACE. for
Does not the removal of the latent vector by the expression
roots,
latent
finding
loss of more and more significant figures, and what happens
(a - Ax x') involve at each stage the
to the vector corresponding to the largest
orthogonal
is
Initially
chosen
if the vector
latent root?
PROF. HARTREE

the errors in successive vectors
MR. WILKINSON replied that a satisfactory estimate of

At the moment an upper bound, which was
was a theoretical problem of some difficulty.
Whenever it had been
been able to find.
had
clearly a gross overestimate, was all that he
small.
astonishingly
been
had
errors
the
a
solution,
of
accuracy
the
possible to determine
been
had
roots
the
all
when
left
Moreover, In the symmetric case, the matrix which had been
three
than
greater
were
which
none
of
elements
experience,
his
in
removed had, in all cases
the
He emphasized that Iteration was always continued until
in the least significant place.
that
so
together,
very
close
values
of
cycle
a
through
going
was
latent vector had settled or
Where the smallest roots required
the vectors which were removed were always very accurate.
of course greater in these
was
error
percentage
the
were small compared with the largest,
problem.
in
the
inherent
was
inaccuracy
such
but
roots*

that the matrix may have
PROF. HARTREE disagreed with the last remark, pointing out
exact.
be
would
it
case
arisen from theoretical considerations In which

was zero and the whole process
MR. WILKINSON added that the vector chosen initially

of dividing zero by zero
started because, In the division routine as programmed, the result
proved to be orthovector
this
On no occasion so far had
was equal to 31 successive ones.
it was clear from
though
root,
latent
largest
the
to
gonal to the latent vector corresponding
so that the
choice
unfortunate
the behaviour of the Iterates that it had sometimes been an
of a rather
was
matrix
the
Unless
itself.
assert
largest latent root had taken longer to
improbable,
extremely
was
orthogonality
absolute
form,
special
of linear equations
HEALEY (Rothamsted Experimental Station) said that if a set
Some
meaning.
significant
a
had
this
arising in statistical work were ill-conditioned
the Gauss-Seldel
when
clear
was
this
and
others
than
determined
better
much
solutions were
condensation?
Was there anything corresponding in the process of pivotal
process was used.
MR.

of equations which had been solved on
MR. WILKINSON said that in the hundreds of sets
a set of order 40 where the original
on
was
ill-conditioning
of
case
the worst

the Pilot ACE
matrix had a diagonal elematrix elements had 9 significant decimal digits and the reduced
gave a solution with
substitution
back
the
case
In
this
ment of only 4 significant digits.
such
a reduced matrix.
from
get
could
4 correct significant figures which was the best one

a customer had sent in a very
Dr. GOODWIN (NPL) remarked that on several occasions when
equations should have been
the
and
wrong
been
had
theory
customer's
ill-conditioned set, the
be viewed with grave
should
He suggested that extremely ill-conditioned sets
singular!

suspicion.
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19.

THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

by
L»

Fox and H« H. Robertson

National physical Laboratory
Introduction

Differential equations arise in many contexts*
They may be Involved In the Investigation of the behaviour of some physical system, or they may be derived as the easiest method
of evaluating particular functions, and In this sense they are of considerable assistance in
the work of tabulating the functions of mathematical physics.
We may accordingly require
only a few figures in the solution, sometimes merely a graph, or we may reed ten cr mere accurate
decimal places in a mathematical table*
The equations may be linear on non-linear in varying degrees of complexity, and their associated boundary conditions may be given at a single
point, or may be shared among two or more points in the range of integration.
These considerations suggest that no single method will be satisfactory for all problems*
A well-equipped computational centre 3hould have at Its disposal a variety of methods, from
which the most appropriate can be selected for any given problem.
There is a considerable"
literature on methods for use with desk computing machines, each new method aimed at Improving
either the convenience or accuracy of the calculation, or both*
in the present state of
development of high-speed computers we find that emphasis is naturally focussed on methods
Speed and
which are easy to code and which make the best use of the limited storage space*
efficiency of Input and output is another Important consideration.

Though these questions are clearly of immediate importance, it is probable that, as
coding becomes easier, an obvious requirement, and machines acquire more storage, the accuracy
of desk machine methods will attain more importance than their inconvenience, and some of
them will find favour also on high-speed computing machines*
For numerical purposes ordinary differential equations are best classified according to
the position of their associated boundary conditions,
if all these conditions are specified
at the same point of the range of integration, we shall call the problem an initial-value
problem:
if boundary conditions are shared between two points in the range, we shall speak
of a boundary-value problem*
Our methods of solution will depend primarily on the class to

which the given problem belongs*
Initial-value Problems

Here a differential equation of order n has all its associated n boundary conditions
given at the same point of the range.
The techniques of solution all come under the general
heading of "step-by-step" processes*
These techniques can be subdivided further as follows,
1.

Methods not Involving finite-differences, of which the two most common are
Taylor-series method and (b) the Runge-Kutta method*

(a)

Methods which Involve finite differences, but In which the differences are never
The methods of W. E, Milne
formed*
Lagrangian formulae are used throughout.
provide typical examples of this class,
2.

These
Methods Involving finite differences, making use of the difference tables.
methods again divide into two classes, of which the first attempts to obtain the
correct answer at each step (prediction and almost immediate verification)., while the second
first obtains an approximate answer at every point, making subsequent correction, for example,
by the so-called "difference-correction" method:
the, latter we shall call "indirect" methods,
3.

Other methods, such as those of Rayleigh-RItz, Galerkin, and "collocation", take a
series of specially chosen functions which satisfy either the differential equation
or the boundary conditions, and determine the constants Involved in the series by solving a
set of simultaneous algebraic equations.
4.
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We shall consider briefly the adaptation of most of these methods to high-speed computing
Only section (4) above receives no further mention.
machines.
The Taylor-Series. method
th
the n
Given the value of the function and its first n-1 derivatives, we can calculate
1 a
by
...
from the differential equation, and successive derivatives y ., r
derivative y
We then calculate the function and its
successive differentiation of the given equation.
derivatives at the next pivotal point from the Taylor series
8

+ hyjj

+

+ h) = y^ + hy«

+

+ h) = y

y(x

y' (x

h
—

y« +..,

— y»«

(i)

+...

do

and so on.
By this means we advance one step, and by changing the sign of h in
a powerful check on a previous value.

(1)

we have

This method, which so far as we know has not been used on high-speed computers, should
These machines are generally well adapted for summing series
often be quite practicable.
derivatives are conveniently obtainable from recursuccessive
cases
In
many
like (1)., and
Full accuracy is achieved at each step, and there is no difficulty about
rence relations.
The method is not so convenient when successive derivatives can be
changing the Interval.
obtained only from very complicated expressions.
The Runge-Kutta method

This method can be applied only to an equation of first-order, or to a set of simultaneit can therefore be used for any initial value problem by
ous equations of first order:
There are several variants of this method, but a
taking dependent variables y, y', y"....
for
the production of the value y(x Q + h) is given by
typical formula of reasonable accuracy
1

+ h)

y(x

y(x

)

+ -

l\

+ 2fc

2

+ 2k
3

v»

(2)

where

^

= hf(x ,y
Q

)

Kg = hf (x

+ ±h, y

+

1^ = hf(x

+ ±h, y

+ ikg)

1^ = hf (X

+ h,

+ kg)

yQ

±\)
(3)

and the differential equation is given by
y' = f(x,y)
It can be verified that

(2)

(4)

agrees with the Taylor series as far as the term in h

,

The main part of the work is the computation
The convenience of this method Is obvious.
There is no
one process is involved.
only
that
x
and
so
of
various
values
for
y,
of
Few
start.
the
at
needed
device
Is
difficulty about changing the interval, and no special
determine
to
easy
not
is
hand
it
other
the
on
machine.
the
in
stored
have
to
be
quantities
is
the truncation error at any point, or the accumulation of such error, and the usual check
Gill
detail
by.S,
in
described
been
has
method
This
interval.
smaller
a repetition at a
(ref.l) and is now a standard process on most machines.
f (x,y)
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Methods, using Lagrangian formulae

We turn now to methods which use finite-difference formulae in their Lagrangian form.
Typical of these methods is that of W. E. Milne (ref.2).
For the first-order equation (4)
from the formula
he finds a tentative value of y
n+1

yn+i = yn

^

+

4h
—

Again the value of yn+1

=

whs>

- yn
~i>'

<

5>

from the differential equation and then gets a

calculates the corresponding value of yn+1
better value of yn+1 from the formula

yn+l

+

&h

Kn

yn -i +
1

+

y'n-i

+ **£>

< 6)

4
so obtained agrees with the Taylor series as far as the term in h .

This method needs special treatment at the start, does not lend Itself to easy change

Apart from these drawbacks
of interval and needs to store more quantities at each stage.
it would seem to Involve less computation per step than the Runge-Kutta methods
The
extension of both these methods to the solution of simultaneous first -order equations is
obvious.

Special "predictor" and "corrector" formulae have been suggested by Milne for a secondorder equation which involves no first derivative.
We quote the predictor

yn + yn -g - y n-3 +

yn+ i

=

yn =

2yn _i - yn .g +

f

+ &
(5yn + 2 yn
-i

™

n^

and the corrector
2

h
-

(yn

+

iayju

+

(a>

y{U>)

If fifth and higher
The methods of the last two paragraphs can give only limited accuracy.
differences of y are significant the results are in error, and can be improved only by
We turn now to methods which use finiterepeating the processes at a smaller intervals
differences, but as with the Taylor-series method can take account of all significant terms
in the relevant formulae.
First we consider methods whereby extrapolation is followed by
almost immediate correction

The Mams-Bashforth method

This method also applies directly only to first-order equations, and is again a matter
The basic formula for prediction is given by

of prediction followed by verification.

yn+i

yn

+ <i +

From this we can calculate a tentative

7* +
y'

~v

2

+

7^

+ ».>ay

n

•

^

equation, and obtain a
n+^ from the differential

better value of yn+1 from the formula

yn+ i = yn +

(i

-^- 1~ ** -^*->*An139
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(10)

'

equation is needed, but the
Here less direct computation Involving the differential
quantities, and often many
more
store
to
requiring
disadvantage
of
method has the serious
The coefficients of successive differences, moreover, decrease only
more, at each step.
slowly, and rounding errors may accumulate rapidly.

Central-difference methods
The large coefficients In (9) and (10) can be avoided by the use of central-difference
more
formulae, but central differences at a particular point are not available until several
The general procedure used on desk, machines for an equation of
steps have been performed.
the diforder n Is to record the function, its various derivatives up to order n, and all
is
ferences.
To advance it is necessary to estimate some central differences, and the check
differences.
significant
number
of
the
dependent
on
stage,
carried out at a later
v

These methods do not appear to provide useful techniques for high-speed computing
Many quantities are stored and the cyclic process may need several repetitions
machines.
These difficulties, Indeed, are apparent to desk
if the original estimates are not sound.
computers, and the tendency Is to use small enough intervals to ensure that no differences
There is therefore
of very high order are significant, and to make estimation accurate.
which can be
interval
of
size
the
one,
to
theoretical
than
a
rather
limit,
practical
here a
used.

Indirect methods
First, all derivatives
indirect methods try to remove these difficulties in two ways.
pivotal values,
only
involves
"prediction"
and
^
values,
are expressed in terms of pivotal
has been obtained
Second, "correction" is performed only after a complete approximate solution
Consider, for example, a second-order equation
with the use of simple "predictors".
y" + y'

f(x) + g(x,y)

(11)

=

Using the central-difference formulae
h2y"

=

(yr+1 + yr _ 1 -2yr )

-

;

6

12

4

yT

+

To

6

^

*"
(12)

-^^V"

r+i-W

(y T

we can replace (11) by the equation

yr+1
where

A

=

(l

(-

+ - f

-6
12

r)

= -y

r_i

t6

4

(i-

,)

\

f

13 ~15

+ hf(-

-|J,e

6

90

in the first approximation we neglect

^(x^yp

+ 2y r

r)

+

- A (yr

)

(13)

|i6

..

)

30

A and calculate successive yr by recurrence:

initial conditions.
two initial values are required which can be calculated from the given
correction t\ to y
a
obtain
and
of
difference
central
y
the
from
We then compute A (yr )
Ef
from the equations
s
h
3g
h
I

j

(14)

Here we have neglected only the terms
with the two Initial values of r\ equal to zero.
if these are significant.
effected
can
be
improvements
further
A {t) ), and
of this
Though the equations seem formidable, there are several advantageous features
enable
all
values
to
pivotal
First, the only quantities stored are sufficient
method.
calculated
corrections
difference
A
the
and
obtained,
be
to
differences
significant central
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Second, we can work at a large Interval, thus reducing the accumulafrom the differences.
Third, the corrections t^ Indicate the number of
errors.
and
truncation
tion of rounding
correct figures in the solutions
ror linear equations this method Is fast and accurate, and for non-linear equations of
A non-linear equation of the form

the form (11) there Is little extra difficulty,
y" =

f(x,y,y),

(15)

on the other hand, Involves at each step the solution of a non-linear algebraic or transcenThe difficulty depends on the form of the non-linearity, and Newton's
dental equation.
The corrections n can nearly always be obtained from a linear
method is often effective.
recurrence relation, as In (14),

A second-order equation which Involves no first derivative can be expressed in a form
The equation
which Involves a very small correction.
y» = f(x,y)

(16)

Das the central-difference equivalent

j

1

where

A

=

—-

'6
6 -

—13
— 68

yr -i -

~h2f(x r-l

W

|~i 2yr

+

§*' xr'VJ

+

A

<V

=0

(17)

«»»»

15120

240

Again this method is quick and poweran equation analogous to (8), used in Milne's method.
necessitating the solution at
equations
non-linear
ful for linear differential equations,
each step of a non-linear algebraic equation.
These techniques, and others involving first-order equations, have been discussed by Fox
Their adaptation to high-speed
and Goodwin for use with desk, calculating machines (ref.3)
computers appears practicable and often desirable.

Boundary-value problems

When we have a second-order equation for which a boundary condition Is given at each end
First, we can use
of the range of integration, two possible procedures are available.
and combine
methods,
step-by-step
by
point,
Integrate
one
at
conditions
arbitrary second
,

This
solutions obtained In this way so that the other boundary condition Is satisfied.
function
complementary
the
whenever
particular,
In
laborious.
but
often
method Is attractive
increases at a rate faster than phe required particular integral, rounding errors Increase
and may become so great that the step-by-step solutions require the retention of a large
in some cases the number of
number of guarding figures to absorb the bulldlng-up error.
techniques In which both
other
can
use
we
Second,
guarding figures Is prohibitively large.
We now consider the latter method,
boundary conditions are satisfied simultaneously.
applied to second-order equations.

We take first a linear equation of the form
y"

+ f(x)y' + g(x)y = k(x),

(18)

for which the finite-difference -equation is given by

x. +1

(i

+ - f ) + x._, (l - - t ) - (2 v
r
x
2
2

6
4
A= - -i 6 + r- 6 ... + hf (- .6
90
12

3 +
|i6
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h2gpyr

-L fi5 v>
3 ^°

+ A(y
•

^

=

h2 k
(19)

Using the "Indirect Methods" previously explained we obtain a first approximation by solving
The simplest boundary conditions specify y Q and y , the two end
(19) with A neglected.
values, so that the set of eauatlons (19) are now soluble as a set of simultaneous algebraic
For this a nice technique is available, described by Thomas (ref.4) and based
equations.
on the theorem that a square matrix A can be expressed as the product LU of lower and upper
If the right-hand side of the equations is represented by a vector b,
triangular matrices.
then we solve Ay = b by first carrying out the triangular decomposition, then solving for an
auxiliary vector z from the equation Lz = b, finally obtaining y from uy = z. The matrix A
has a simple form, and this is reflected in the forms of L and U, and all the computations
The matrices are shown below, gaps denoting zero
can be expressed by simple formulae.
elements.
A
a
a

ll

21

a
a
a

L

22
32

U

1

12

a

^1

ll

U 12

1

"22

"23

23

a

33

a

43

a

*33

34

a

l
43

"34

1

a

44

45

44

45

The computation is summarized by the following equations:

determination of L and U

(1)

u

(special)

ll

= a

ll

a

"r^+i
(general)
.

r,r+l
= a
r+l,r
Vt-l.r "rr
ur,r+l + "r+l.r+l = a r+l,r+l
x
r+l,r

(20)

(ll) determlnatlon of z

(special)
(general)

(Ill)

z.

r

b

l

1.

r+l,r

(21)

z

r

+ z

r+l= b r+l

determination of y
(special)

unn yn

(general)

u

= z

n

)

62)

+
r,r yr

Vr+l

yr+l

= z

r+l

When the first approximation has
This process is easy to code and quick to perform.
and the process repeated.
calculated
can
be
corrections
difference
been obtained the
The simultaneous algebraic
For non-linear equations the matter is more complicated.
equations are non-linear, and no very satisfactory technique exists for their solution.
They can often, however, be solved by an Iterative procedure involving alterations in the
For example, if y is an approxicoefficients but not the form of A after each iteration.
now regarded as slmultaM
neglected)
(with
,
A
equations
(17)
mate ablution of the non-linear
ous equations, a correction r\ can be found from the linear equations typified by

r
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Eigen-value problems.
If we use the same
Eigen-value problems are of boundary-value type and homogeneous.
finite-difference equations as in the previous section, a linear second-order equation reduces
to the determination of the eigen-values and vectors of the matrix equation
(A - I

(24)

X)y=

This method has
knowledge of an
Initial
No
method.
step-by-step
corresponding
decided advantages over the
approximation to the required solution is needed, and several solutions, if required, can be
calculated almost simultaneously from (24).
for which standard techniques are available on most high-speed computers.

Programming on the ACE Pilot Model at MPL
We now give a brief description of the programmes so far produced for the solution of
ordinary differential equations using the ACE Pilot Model at npl.
i.

The Runge-Kutta method

We use Gill's adaptation of this method, which takes equations somewhat different from
the set (3), reducing the number of storage locations for each equation from four to three.
The programme has 74 instructions, including a multiplication routine, solves up to 10 simulThe
taneous first-order equations, and can be extended to 32 with no more Instructions.
time taken for a single step of one equation is (70 + 4T) ms where T ms is the time required
It is convenient to use, and the facility with which
to compute the function f(x,y) in (4).
the interval of integration can be halved, while keeping down the rounding error, lends
This is done
Itself to an easy determination of the truncation and building-up errors.
effectively by retaining a few guarding figures, and it has been found useful, when
integrating over a long range, to punch out this extra word as well as the function, in order
to restart the process at any point and obtain identical results.
2.

Methods using Lagrangian Formulae

We have not programmed any of Milne's methods, but a programme for "prediction followed
by Immediate verification ', using simple Lagrangian formulae, has been produced for the
equation
1

y" = f (x)y,

(25)

and can be extended almost trivially to the case
(26)

y« = f(x,y).

The simple finite-difference recurrence equation is given by
=

yi

(2

- h2 f )y

-

y^

+ A(y

)

(27)

,

A

1
12

54 .

1

66

90

We assume 6 6 y n to be zero and use the differential equation to write
'o

4

6 y

= -6 2 h2 f

y

(28 )

In general, a small Interval will have to be used, so there are less significant figures in
lrf y than in the function itself.
By computing f Qy to the same number of significant

figures as in y, we are able to carry a few extra figures in the function which is used to
absorb the rounding error due to taking a large number of steps.
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We write

(29)

where Y Is a single -length word and w Is a word of p binary digits designed to absorb the
rounding error, when the formula (27) becomes
.

h
Y

i

+ n

2Y - Y
+ 2W - W_j + 2>-p F Y
wi =
°
-l
o o
™
2 P
+W
T + S
(-F. ?_
7 -F
i

i

i

+2F

1

12

1

(30)
1

7

1

)

j

At any stage ? and w are obtained from the first of (30), in which the A of (27) is
neglected (predict ion), and immediately corrected by the inclusion of the second term on the
right of the second of (SO)., corresponding to the inclusion of A(7 + w).
55 instructions,
including a multiplication subroutine, are required, and 11 storage locations for the functions
Y, F, FY and 6 FY.
The facility for shifting the contents of a delay line is used to ensure
that the quantities required at one step are in the correct positions for their application in
the next step.
The time taken per step is 15 ms plus the time required for computing f(x).

A second programme exists, similar to the above. In which the fourth difference Is taken
to be zero.
38 Instructions, Including a multiplication subroutine, are required and 6
storage locations for the function.
The time for one step is 10 ms plus the time for calculating f(x).
There is also a third programme for solving (25)., which takes advantage of the absence of
the first derivative, using the linear form of (17) given by

h2
(1

"

l2

2

fl>yi

=

(2

+

hE

lOh

"2~f °)y °

"

(1

"

S

f"

l)y- i

+ A(yo)

where

(31)

A

6e y

=

240
Starting with given values y_^ and y we recur three steps forwards and two backwards, then
Q
compute 6 y by the Lagrangian formula.
The pivotal value y is then improved and we repeat
Q
±
the process with y and the corrected y^^ as new starting values.
The procedure Is clumsy and
Q
lengthy but may sometimes be useful when y is rapidly increasing, for we need left-shift only
two numbers when they reach a predetermined size.
q.

Indirect methods

A programme exists for the application of the indirect central-difference method for
solving the more general equation
2

d y
f

(x)y + g(x).,

(32)

d7
which again lacks Its first derivative.
lOh2
(1

",i2

fl)yi =

+
(2

T2-

The recurrence relation corresponding to

h8
f

>

y o - (1 -

rrVn

+

II
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(h

+ 10e +
+ A
o
«-i>

W

'(31)

is now

(33)

There are two parts of the
and we ignore in A differences of orders greater than 12.
Fran the first we calculate an approximation using (33) with A = 0„ difference y,
programme.
The second
calculate A and punch out the values of y, i£ f and A at all points of the range.
from the
correction
r\
programme reads in these numbers in large batches and we can obtain the
equation

h2
(1

-

-f x1 )n x1
--f^

=

(2 +

12

which neglects s|* &%>
stage and punched out.

—
lOh2
12

f

°

)n U

-

(i
(1

The value of

h2
- -t_

12

r\

is

)r\_
x
t

+ A(J)

(34)

added to the corresponding value of y at each

For the calculation of A we store the appropriate number of central differences, a new
line of backward differences being formed as soon as a new pivotal value becomes available.
Twelfth differences are retained in A, and a warning is automatically given if these go
in the second part
beyond a certain size, serving as a check against accidental errors.
of the programme a similar warning is given Ifg^g &r\ is not negligible.

To obtain the required A at the first point of the range the recurrence relation (33) is
This is performed at the
used to compute several pivotal values in the reverse direction.
start of the first programme and the Instructions are then overwritten with those for producing the differences and the corrections A.
The programme was designed to fit in with the characteristics of the Hollerith punch.
Is desired to punch out numbers, then allow the machine to do some computing before
calling again for a punch cycle, the clutch may have disengaged and will have to complete
This fact may affect the time taken for a problem by as
the cycle before engaging again.
much as a factor of two, so It Is desirable where possible to have the punch running conThe programme does all the computing
tinuously or for the duration of several cards.
between rows of punching and 4, 2 or 1 values of y can be punched per card provided there is
Othersufficient time to calculate the required number of values of f and g between cards.
wise f and g can be precomputed and fed into the machine in large numbers.
If it

The main programme takes 160 instructions including subroutines for multiplication and
division and uses 64 storage locations for the functions, leaving 96 instructions and 32
The time taken when
storage locations In which to form or store the functions f and g.
function
is about 15 seconds.
un-corrected
values
of
the
punch
out
iOO
running continuously to
These values can then be corrected and punched out In decimal by the second part of the proA programme is In course of preparation for the solugramme in something under a minute.
tion of the general linear equation

-Z

+ f (x) y» + g(x)y + w(x) = 0,

(35)

dx^

using the sane type of indirect method.

A,

In this case the first programme must punch out the four quantities y, jg f , jg g and
for each step, so it has been designed to punch out a maximum of two values of y per card,

and tenth differences are taken into account.
In all the programmes of this kind it is a trivial matter to ignore differences of
orders less than ten or twelve when these are insignificant, which might happen if the
chosen. Interval is too small, or at a point at which "it Is really desirable to increase
the interval.
4.

Matrix Methods

The programme in use for solving boundary value problems of the type (19) has already
It can use a maximum of 64 pivotal points, working with
been described by J. H. Wilkinson.
It is a simple matter to form and to
the equivalent of about fourteen decimal figures.
repeat the solution with this correction as the right-hand side of the equations.
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Checking
Many problems solved on automatic high-speed computers, for example the evaluation of a
such a
single algebraic or transcendental expression, can be checked only by repetition:
repetition would with advantage involve. If possible, different orders of the computational
checking
in the solution of differential equations, however, differencing and spot
steps.
Systematic building-up
should guard completely against the possibility of accidental error.
the latter is perhaps
error can best be detected by a previous mathematical investigation:
even more desirable for work with these machines than for work with desk machines.
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Discussion
that, compared with
DR. MILLER (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) agreed
of necessitating the
disadvantage
the
has
often
method
series
difference methods, the Taylor
Frequently however it is easy to obtain a recurrence
evaluation of complicated derivatives.
amenable
relation for the derivatives and this fact makes the class of equations which are

The method has been coded on
to the Taylor series method larger than Is often supposed.
in the complex plane by intefunction
error
EDSAC by R. Brooker for the evaluation of the
grating the relevant differential equation along lines parallel to the imaginary axis.

With regard to central difference methods he thought that in spite of the drawbacks
highmentioned in the paper it should be possible to produce a practicable programme on some
itself,
machine
the
made
by
be
could
differences
the
of
Estimation
speed computing machines.
differences of
taking as a first guess, for example, some fixed multiples of the last three
the same order.

successive derivaDR. FOX mentioned that the use of recurrence relations for obtaining
paper.
mentioned
in
his
was
in
fact
tives
the homogeneous part of an
DR. BLANCH (National Bureau of Standards) remarked that If
advantageous to use an
sometimes
is
ordinary differential equation Is linear in form then it
of the solution.
stability
greater
the
of
account
on
equation
the
of
integral representation
She enquired whether the Taylor series
She had recently written a paper on this aspect.
method needed the use of a smaller interval than other methods.

the Taylor series method could be
DR. MILLER replied that Just the opposite was true;
As an extreme example, he had carried out the integration of
used at very wide intervals.
the number of terms required
Bessel's equation at a unit Interval keeping 25 decimals;
There is no theoretical difficulty in the use of wide intervals
varied between 25 and 80.
the Taylor series always converges within its circle of
as there may be with differences;
convergence.

methods were being used on the
DR. TOCHER (Imperial College, London) said that Milne's
in the solution of
encountered
been
had
difficulty
A
relay computer at imperial College.
the radial equation.

—5

- f(r)y,

6.1T

where, for small values of r
1
2
f(r) = k(k-l)r~ + Ofr" ).
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k and for large ka prohibitively small
The usual transformation y = r u produced an equation In which
interval would be required.
Milne.
derivative
Is present and so was not In the standard form of
a term In the first
for dealing with tnis
However, R. S, Lee had found some recurrence relations of Milne's type

Near r =

the solution behaves like constant x r

kind of equation.

type for the first
Some work was also going on concerning predictor formulae of Milne's
order equation

dy
=

f(x„

y)

dx
The general form of such a formula is given by

y

' a y
i

+ ai y-^ ... + a y_ + b q
Q
n n

+

6^+

... +

V-m,

They were finding
This uses n + m - 2 storage positions in the machine.
where q = hdy/dx.
which leads to
and
error
truncation
smallest
the
has
formula
which
out at imperial College
ten.
one
to
from
the smallest rounding error for fixed values of n+m ranging
mentioned two ways in which
Prof. HARTREE (Cambridge University) said that Dr. Fox had
These were
formulae.
difference
using
when
account
higher differences could be taken into
afterthe
and
step
each
Is made at
the central difference processes In which a correction
these whlcn is
to
intermediate
procedure
A
processes,
correction or difference-correction
Four steps
simultaneously.
worth investigation consists of integrating at two Intervals
2 extrapolation
h
Richardson's
then
and
2h
interval
are taken at an Interval h and two at an
error.
formula is used to eliminate the leading term In the truncation
finite difference equation
The method described In the paper for solving the approximate
of Partial differensolution
the
to
applicable
readily
by the process of matrix inversion was
was essentially the same
procedure
if
this
wondered
He
kind.
elliptic
the
of
tial equations
of the preceding paper.
as that referred to by Dahlqulst in the discussion

replied that he believed this was
Mr. DAHLOUIST (Swedish Board for Computing Machinery)
of Predictor formulae
Investigation
an
out
carrying
been
had
he
He also remarked that
so.
that If it was ba sed
was
formula
a
such
One feature of
similar to that mentioned by Tocher.
2 ? then It was only stable if p > k + 2.
h
order
of
term
error
an
had
on k previous points and

remarked that numerical methods for
PROF. WIJNGAARDEN (Mathematlsch Centrum Amsterdam)
generally gave less accuracy lnt tie derivative

solving second-order differential equations
equations determined both
than the function, but the solution of two simultaneous first-order
quantities to the same accuracy.

20.

The Solution of Partial Differential Equations
by Automatic Calculating Machines
by
N. E. Hoskin

Manchester university
programmed
Any method for performing a calculation with the use of desk machines can be
the best
calculators
3uch
of
limitations
inherent
the
for an automatic computer but, owing to
automatic
method for hand computation Is not necessarily the most practical when used on
the
machines.
This difference arises because human intuition can no longer play a part,
possible
storage space is limited, and also because provision has to be made to deal with all
conditions which may occur.
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in
The differential equations specifically mentioned below are those of second order
a larger
two independent variables, but the methods are in general capable of extension to
The storage requirements will increase with the number of indepennumber of dimensions.
For most partial differendent variables and the organization will become more complex*
be much too small to meet
machine
will
automatic
of
an
tial equations the high-speed store
This may be one of
the storage requirements and an auxiliary store will be necessary*
results
may even be taken out
the
or
tape,
magnetic
drum
or
several types such as a magnetic
Since transfers to
on punched cards or tape and fed back, into the machine when required.
such transfers should
of
number
the
processes,
or from the auxiliary store are relatively slow
when considering
given
be
will
point
this
of
discussion
More
as
possible.
as
low
be kept
elliptic differential equations.
and
The methods of solution will depend on the type of differential equation considered
Monte
Carlo
the
first
mention
may
We
separately.
each
type
consider
simplest
to
be
it will
method since it may be adapted to solve these problems where the value of the function is
specified on the boundary of the region over which the differential equation Is valid.
a
However, the convergence is extremely poor and the number of runs necessary to a.chieve
of
behaviour
the
if
method
practical
may
be
a
It
excessive.
usually
desired accuracy is
the function Is only required in a small section of the domain of integration.

any method chosen will be stable, so that errors do not
This would have to be considered even if the solution were being
an unstable method is being used on an automatic machine the effects

It is assumed throughout that

build up excessively.
obtained by hand but if
will probably go unnoticed until the error becomes so great that the programme breaks down.
Parabolic Equations

We will discuss the methods of solution by reference to the diffusion equation
dimension

32 f

3f
=

3t

in one

„,
(1)

vW-p
dor

which governs conditions in the region

4 x «1

.,

0< t <

°?,

These boundary conditions
and with boundary conditions given on x = 0, x = 1, and t = 0.
in time it is
are those which often occur in practice, and since the conditions are open
t.
increasing
of
direction
the
usually easiest to Integrate in

by finite
A finite difference equation may be constructed by replacing the derivatives
The
differences between function values on a rectangular mesh with intervals At and Ax.
(here
replaced
been
have
derivatives
the
which
difference equation will depend on the way in
the question of stability will have arisen) but. in all-casesan equation Is obtained which
and perhaps
relates the values of the functions at time (t + At) with those at time t (
of function
set
the
for
solved
be
may
equations
resulting
The
At)).
those at time (t
used
to solve for
be
may
programme
+
At) and the same
values lying along the mesh line (t
f (x, t) by f(x, t + At) etc.
+
replacing
and
+
t
At
to
changing
t
by
2At)
the functions at (t
Even
and x = 1 can be taken into account fairly simply.
The boundary conditions on x =
of
number
total
the
to
equations
two
only
add
will
Involved
it
If normal derivatives are
simultaneous equations to be solved.
one of the
An alternative method is to replace the derivatives with respect to only
differenordinary
way
this
In
differences.
independent variables by corresponding finite
by repla(a
ways:
in
two
done
be
may
this
equation
In
(1)
obtained.
are
equations
tial
order
first
simultaneous
of
set
a
obtaining
thus
and
cing the derivative with respect to x
by replacing,
differential equations which maybe integrated along the lines x = nAx, or (b)
which has boundary
the time derivative and obtaining a second order differential equation
conditions makes
boundary
closed
=
=
having
of
disadvantage
The
1.
and
x
on
x
conditions
Immediately
Is
(a)
process
the
addition
(b) less amenable to machine use than (a) and in
equations.
non-linear
and
to
variable
space
one
than
more
extensible to
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Hyperbolic Equations

The methods mentioned above for parabolic differential equations are also suitable for
solving hyperbolic equations and method (a) may be used without modification If the equation
possesses open boundary conditions in time.
However, since the characteristic curves of a hyperbolic differential equation are real.
a machine to obtain the function values at the points formed by
families of characteristics*
This may be done even If the
equation is not linear, although It may Involve an iterative process at each step.
It is possible to programme
the intersection of the two

Elliptic Equations

When a solution to a hyperbolic or parabolic equation Is sought by the method of finite
differences it is at worst only necessary to solve a set of simultaneous equations for the
values of the function along one mesh line t = constant since the function depends on previous
and not on future values*
However for an elliptic differential equation the value of the
function at any point In a region depends on conditions holding on a curve totally enclosing
that region.
Therefore, when the equivalent finite difference problem is formed it is necessary to solve a set of simultaneous equations for the values of the function at each mesh
point, Including points on the boundary which are included by expressing the boundary conditions in finite difference form.
Therefore the number of equations is much greater In the
case of an elliptic equation than for a parabolic or hyperbolic equation of corresponding
complexity*
The problem of storage Is now much more important and is a dominating factor In
the formation of a programme to solve the equation on an automatic computer.
An auxiliary
store is a necessity and, since the access time to this store is relatively lengthy, processes
which require a large number of transfers to or from the auxiliary store are to be avoided
if at all possible.
However it is often possible to transfer Information in blocks of
numbers (rather than In single numbers) and this fact may be put to good effect.
Consider
the problem of solving the equation

A2 f

= i?JB(2)

D
to

be solved on a rectangular net.

we may form the corresponding difference equation

n

1=0

a,

f, -

-^

(3)

D

connecting the value of the function at a point with the values of its neighbours.
choose the simplest form, using a square mesh of length h,
1

fftPo

if

+

f

+

\

-4

One may

(h4 ) =

D

(4)

-E°

(5 )

1

or the

more accurate form

(h.8)

=

D

and If any point is being considered three rows (or colums) are Involved.
Therefore a saving
In time Is effected if it is possible to transfer a row (or column) of function values In a
single operation.
Also if it is possible to hold three rows of function values simultaneously
in the working store the function values along the whole row may be adjusted before another
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If the number of points in the row is too large to be transferred at
transfer is nesessary.
once, or if the space available in the working store is insufficient to hold the contents of
three complete rows the data must be transferred in sections.

a

a .

o»

«

b

. 9 9 9

«

.

. U

•

C

« « 9 9

9

9

9 9 9 9

9
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b

Set

Vl

r-i

r-2

b

r

Vl

Set 2

1

The contents of rows a, b and c containing the numbers 1 to r (i.e. transfers are made
This enables the values of the functions
in blocks of r numbers) are Drought down as Set 1.
adjusted since t> r+1 (perhaps a r+1 and
cannot
be
b
The function r
b to b
he adjusted.
r-1 to
1
Therefore some duplication has to be made as
c +1 » is not available in the working store*
If more complicated difference
shown, i.e. b-, and b must also be present in Set 2.
equations are chosen the problem of storage will become progressively more complex, e.g. if
the equation has non-constant coefficients it may be necessary to store these, although it
However, if more compliwill sometimes be more practical to calculate them when required.
cated equations are considered in which the error term is much smaller, less points need
be considered.
The task of devising a programme to deal with all types of boundary is a formidable one
but in many cases the specific problem will be of sufficient Importance to Justify time being
However, some possibilities suggest themselves when
spent in devising individual methods.
Let us first consider a rectangular net covering a rectangular
constructing a general routine.
The
region.
in this case, the problem of recognising a boundary point is very simple.
each number being of the form m = pk + J, where
points on the mesh may be numbered in order;
p is the number of points in each row and J specifies the distance along each row.

3P

3P +1

3p

2P

2p +1

2p ^ J

P

P +1
C

i.

H •J

<

p
J

i

3

J
p-i

J

The boundary points are then given by the following conditions:

k

= o,

k = maximum value of

k,

J =

0,

J

=

p ~

1«

All other points are interior points.
This system is so compact and suitable for a machine that it Is desirable to transform
the domain of applicability of the differential equation to a rectangular region, if such a
This results in the difference equation having non-constant
transformation is possible.
coefficients, a serious disadvantage in hand computation, but when using an automatic machine
this is outweighed by the ease with which boundary conditions can be taken Into account.
This is especially so since the normal to the boundary lies along a mesh line.
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in some cases It will be Impossible to transform the region to a rectangular region
However one may label each type of
and in this case the problem becomes more complicated.
point by means of a tag-number and this can be done by using the least significant digits °f
In this way, by an analysis of the tag the programme can
the value of the function itself.

distinguish between interior and boundary points and use the appropriate difference equation
The details of the boundary conditions will have to be stored
to adjust the function value.
These may be stored in
function
at the boundary point.
the
value
of
together with the
storage locations adjacent to the function value or some other location which may be found
by further analysis of the tag-number.

When the elliptic differential equation Is replaced by a finite difference equation,, a
When the problem is done
set of a large number of equations must be solved simultaneously.
but
this
has severe disadvantages
process
relaxation
by hand, the obvious choice would be the
when applied to machine use, the main one being that the' choice of the next mesh point to be
adjusted depends on a condition satisfied .by the present value of the residual at that point.
this
This means that the value of the residual at every point of the mesh must be Inspected;
Also one of the advantages of the relaxation process
is extremely wasteful of machine time.
when used by hand is that all calculations are performed with small numbers (the residuals)
but this advantage disappears when the calculations are performed by an automatic computer
since it Is no shorter or easier to calculate with numbers of few digits than it is with
numbers Just within the range of the machine.

Therefore a straightforward iteration process seems most appropriate for machine use, but
We again consider points on a rectangular net of
the form of the process is arbitrary.
square mesh, using the same numbering as before, and denote/ by (&j jfc the value after n iteraThe simplest Iteration process Is that
tions of the function at the point m = pk + J.
known as the Richardson process which for Laplace's equation applies a correction to each
point, thus

C-^ +a
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fl + l. k

+

^W

+
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since this value gives optimum convergence and also results in the disappearance
of the

term $} k.

A modification of this process is the Llebmann process which applies this correction in
If in the net considered here the
succession using corrected values already obtained.
and continues with increasing m, the equation becomes
process is started at m =

>

•El
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ffl
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+
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+
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the residual at the pivotal point Is then temporarily
and again a Is usually taken to be ±;
The convergence of this process Is better than that
application.
reduced to zero with each
of the Richardson process but it has. the disadvantage of having to retain the corrected value
in the working store for use' In adjusting subsequent points.

When the relaxation process
by "over relaxation" and this Is
gence of the Llebmann process is
mesh of pq points (where p and q

Is used in computing by hand, greater convergence may be achieved
The converalso true when an automatic computer is used.
For Laplace's equation on a
Improved by choosing a > i.
are large)., Frankel has shown that the optimum value of a is
1

&/
4

\

1

r

i\i
<r }

For more complicated equations it may be difficult to calculate the actual optimum value of a
In a problem actually considered solutions were found
but a value may be found empirically.
This value should be as
for various values of a and the optimum value was found to be a = §•
good as any other arbitrary choice unless the actual optimum value can be calculated.
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The convergence may also be improved by retaining previous solutions (If this is possible
In order to improve the accuracy of the solution
without overtaxing the auxiliary store),.
it is possible to use the difference correction technique and thus take higher differences
Or again the solution may be found on a net of different mesh length and an
into account.
improved solution found by Richardson's it - extrapolation process.

Throughout the planning of a programme one has to consider the factors of speed, accuThe three are interdependent and the programmer has to attempt to obtain
racy and space.
The main point to remember is that much
the maximum efficiency by considering all three.
It is better to
time will be wasted If the programme has to deal with many possibilities.
manner
(e.g. nonan
ordered
in
occur
complications
equation
where
all
have a complicated
constant coefficients) than to have a simple equation which has to be applied in a nonroutine manner.

Discussion
PROF. HARTREE (Cambridge University) opened the discussion with two allied warnings,
just as It was dangerous to stipulate general principles for programming when concerned only
with a projected machine, so also broad principles relevant to the numerical solution of both
For example, although, as in paraparabolic and hyperbolic equations could be misleading.
had boundary conditions of the
equations
hyperbolic
involving
problems
bolic equations, most
open type, cases did exist in problems with periodic solutions in the time variable which had,
effectively, closed boundary conditions.

Suppose the time derivative
PROF. HARTREE'S next point concerned parabolic equations.
Then the step-by-step integration
has been replaced by a finite difference approximation.
use
of the second-order equation in the space direction Is unstable, and It is necessary to
relaxation, or equlvalently the process of matrix inversion of the approximate finite difference equations described In the previous paper.

Thirdly, he queried whether It was wise to consider parabolic and hyperbolic equations
he himself regarded hyperbolic as one stage more difficult than parabolic equations.
together;
His fourth point was to remind his audience of the fact (implied in Hoskin's paper) that
only
if the coefficients of the second derivatives in a hyperbolic equation were functions
mesh
of
whole
the
initially
determine
to
possible
then
It
was
of the Independent variables,
but If these coefficients involved the dependent variable it was
characteristic curves;

necessary to obtain both the characteristics and the function values simultaneously at each
An obvious example of this latter case was the equations of supersonic flow, where,
step.
Incidentally, there were effectively four simultaneous equations, not necessarily algebraic,
to solve at each step.

Fifthly, he admitted that he used to think that the possibility of relaxing a partial
But consideration
differential equation depended, merely, on whether it was elliptic or not.
that If k were
=
shewed
equation
*4>
elliptic
the
pattern
for
relaxation
P
the
simplest
of
v
was Impracrelaxation
k,
negative
positive, relaxation was easier the larger kwas, but for
Conversely, although on first sight the simplest finite difference approximation
ticable,
to the Wave equation

#u
9x2

"

c

1

^u

2

3t 2

It was immediain the x, ct plane was the worst possible from the relaxation point of view,
Moreover, since the general solution is F(x + ct) + g(x - ct)., the finite
tely soluble.
there is
difference equations and the differential equation have a common solution; so that
error.
truncation
no

calculation where
Sixthly, he qucted an example of an elliptic equation from a wave guide
solution,
correct
the
to
converge
fact
a purely mechanical process of relaxation did not In
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He concluded by an appeal for more research with desk machines on all types of partial
differential equations before too much energy was devoted to solving them on automatic
computers.
MR. HOSKIN replied that the greatest difficulty of using relaxation methods on automatic
computers was the considerable amount of organization required.

DR. HARTREE replied that this was far worse for non-linear equations.
MR. HOSKIN then gave as an example the non-linear equation^ = sinhjo, which he had actually
solved on the Manchester machine.
He had transformed the Independent variables so that the
boundary conditions became rectilinear, but the equation became even more complicated.
Dr. Hartree commented that the original equations could be written as

and the coefficient of p on the right hand side was positive, so that this elliptic equation
belonged to the class for which relaxation was easily used.

DR. FOX (NPL) agreed that the matrix inversion process for the space-wise equations was
With regard to
very satisfactory when solving parabolic equations step by step in time.
these elliptic equations which are not suitable for relaxation he had encountered this difFirstly, problems of forced vibration demand the solution
ficulty in two kinds of problem.
of the equation

V zp

+

£p

= f(x,y).

Unrefined relaxation was not necessarily a convergent process, but the finite difference
equations could quite readily be solved directly, by the Gauss - elimination process for
example.
Secondly, elgen-value problems my lead to the equation

V

z

p

+ k8 *) = 0,

where the value or values of k which provided non-trivial solutions satisfying the boundary
Here the difficulty was not
conditions were required, in addition to the solution 0.
easily overcome, but general experience and a process of using changes in k to liquidate
He concluded by remarking that he
the residuals had enabled him to obtain solutions.
regarded elliptic equations as harder to deal with than hyperbolic or parabolic especially
when they involved conditions, on curved boundaries. More research was required.
DR. 1EE (Admiralty Research Laboratory) suggested the possibility of speeding the convergence by letting the quantity mentioned In Hoskln's paper in connexion with the Liebmann
He outlined a process for choosing a as the solution
process, vary from point to point.
progressed.

Finally MR. WILKINSON observed that when using the method of characteristics, It was
usually possible to get a very good Initial guess from the differences to the solution
by Iteration of the four simultaneous equations mentioned by Prof. Hartree.
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A.

THE PRODUCTION OF MATHEMATICAL TABLES BY A HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL COMPUTER

Introduction
The effect of the advent of high-speed digital computers on the preparation of
mathematical tables has two distinct aspects.
we may be concerned with the preparation by
the machine of tables for general use and this I shall discuss in the first part of
this
paper;
in part B, I shall consider the preparation of mathematical tables for direct use
within the machine in the course of its work.
In discussing these two topics we shall need to consider four broad classes of
mathematical tables.
These are tables of elementary functions, such as the exponential or
trigonometric functions;
tables of higher mathematical functions, such as the exponential
integral or Bessel functions;
tables of "physical functions", usually simple functions
containing experimentally determined constants;
and truly "physical tables" which have been
obtained from the results of experiments, the drag law for projectiles being a good example
of this type of table.
Of these, It is the tables of higher mathematical functions whose
production will be most profoundly affected by the use of electronic machines and all the
points I wish to make will be brought out by reference to this class only.
The Immediate

effects of Electronic Computation

The three main stages In the production of a mathematical table are
planning, computation
and publication.
For many years computation and publication have afforded problems of
roughly equal complexity, though recently publication difficulties have tended
to increase.
The Immediate effect of using high-speed computers is to reduce
the labour of computation by a
factor of the order of a hundred.
That It will be impossible to continue publication of
tables produced In this way by letterpress is clear for two reasons;
the printers could not
possibly keep pace with the output of tables;
also it is now possible to compute many more
large tables and the cost of publishing them all In this way would be
prohibitive.
It has been suggested that the solution to this problem Is to
dispense with publication
and to make the table available on, for example, punched cards,
or the table might be

planned and programmed but the computation postponed until a specific
need for numerical
values arose, the existence of the programme being advertised meanwhile.
I do not believe
that either of these suggestions can have more than a limited
success.
They can be very
helpful as far as the world's main centres of computation are
concerned but for small
organizations and Individuals there will be no substitute for
a published table.

Alternative Methods of Publication

Varl US T>oss hle alternatives to printing by letterpress,
the one that appears
? convenient
l
and that can at the same time yield results of
good quality Is
JJSiLSt,?! Ireproduction from mechanically-prepared
Photographic
copy.
There seems no reason why
n
Sh U d fal1 very far short of the
<* st andard of presentation
*J past
, by
? K
established in the
such
bodies as the British Association Mathematical Tables

nv»i^?S

SKmiKS^

M

F*
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But really good results can only be achieved by the exercise of great care, and
Committee.
then only with the right sort of equipment.
The copy will be prepared on some form of mechanical typewriter, - I am using "typeThis typewriter may be linked directly to the
writer" here In a very general sense.
computer or may be an Independent unit whose operation Is controlled by punched cards,
magnetic tape or Whatever may be the normal form of output of the computer.

The second alternative has been chosen in our Mathematics Division, where we have an
IBM electromatlc typewriter controlled by a card-reader supplied by British Tabulating
The usual objection to the direct linkage of typewriter and computer lies in
Machine Co.
the relative slowness of the typewriter compared with the speed at which the computer can
But even If a sufficiently speedy typewriter were available, a high
produce results.
A well set-out
standard of presentation can only be achieved by independent operation.
table cannot be planned In complete detail until the results have been calculated and
examined.
In this connexion It is important that the control of the typewriter should be as
The effective presentation of a table depends very much on such typoflexible as possible.
graphical details as the. ability to suppress leading zeros, or signs, the inclusion of the
The
sign at the head of blocks of five entries and when sign-changes occur and so on.
choice of a suitable form of type Is also very Important, of course, as Is the choice of the
paper on which the table is typed.

Apart from the question of speed, photographic reproduction has the advantage of
eliminating the necessity for a great deal of proof-reading, hitherto made necessary by the
Unfortunately proof-reading of the typewritten copy is
errors occurring during typesetting.
still necessary as we cannot be certain that the correct figures have always been typed even
Various checking devices
though the punched cards, for example, are known to be correct.
can be built into the control of the typewriter but I do not think that any experienced tableProof-reading is a very timemaker would ever be prepared to assume its Infallibility.
consuming operation and this raises seriously the question of whether an automatic proofSuch an instrument, if moderately priced, would form part of the
reader can be constructed.
equipment of any computing organisation of even moderate size.

Planning the Future Mathematical Tables
The completion of a number of existing projects for mathematical tables will be hastened
the form of such tables Is unlikely to be altered
Where electronic computation will have its biggest effect in tableappreciably, however.
making is in the preparation of very much more extensive tables than has hitherto been
possible.
In referring to more extensive tables I am thinking of their scope rather than
their physical size;
it is, Indeed, essential that the latter should not be allowed to
increase proportionally to the former.

by the use of electronic computers;

From the human computer's point of view the ideal table gives him precisely the function
It has been quite Justifiable to give him such
he wants and Is linearly lnterpolable.
tables In the past, tables usually of elementary functions which could be kept within a
not even a large
But such a policy cannot be pursued In the future;
reasonable compass.
organization would have the shelf space to store, or the money to buy, the volumes that would
ensue.
Two methods of restricting the size of tables of higher mathematical functions have
these are the use of auxiliary functions and of some form of
already become common practice;
A third method which is more recent is the use of auxiliary functions
modified differences.
As an example of the successful use of all three
of the argument as well as the function.
methods I may mention a table Just completed In the Mathematics Division of NPL from which
one may obtain 8 or 9 decimal values of any of the Bessei functions J n , Yn , I n and K^ for
Integer orders of n up to 20 and a range of argument from 20 to infinity, the whole table
occupying 80 pages.
The user of such a table will have to do a small amount of computation
to obtain the values he requires but this Inconvenience is completely outweighed by the
advantage of having a small compact table readily available for use.
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Where we are concerned with the tabulation of a function of one variable, even If It be
over an Infinite range, for a moderate number of values of any parameters Involved, we may
expect such methods as these to enable us to present the tables In a reasonably compact form.
The satisfactory tabulation of a function of two or more variables, however, presents a
No single complete answer to this problem is
problem of a different order of magnitude.
likely to be found, but recent work by F. W. J. Olver of our Mathematics Division suggests a
line of approach that may be very profitable in many cases.

Olver has shown that the Bessel function Jv ( v z) has an extremely powerful asymptotic
Though the coefficients Involved are complicated
expansion In descending powers of v2.
In this way
functions of z they can be tabulated and the series used to compute Jv (v z) .
the tabulation of a function of two variables can, for a considerable fraction of their total
It is by
range, be reduced to the tabulation of a number of functions of one variable only.
such methods as this, in which analytical methods are used to break down the tabulation to
one of a smaller order of magnitude, that we may hope to produce usable tables of higher
mathematical functions.
It is, I think, worth labouring the point that, if it is not to be misapplied, the use
of high-speed computers to produce tables of this nature will not lead to a decrease In the
Indeed when we consider the rate at
necessity for preliminary planning and analytical work.
which tables can be computed on these machines it is clear that there will be a demand for a
It will
considerable increase in the analytical investigation of the functions* properties.
not be necessary to discover such erudite methods of avoiding computational labour as in the
past, but this gain will be more than offset by the difficulty of working out really compact
methods of presentation.
B.

THE USE OF MATHEMATICAL TABLES IN A HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL COMPUTER

Introduction
In the first section of this paper, I referred to four broad classes of mathematical
Tables of each of these four types are needed for use in computations carried out
tables.
The use of elementary functions or of the simple physical
In high-speed digital computers.
They are usually easily
functions In this way generally presents no great difficulty.
calculable, a simple programme for their computation can be incorporated within the main
programme, and in the case of elementary functions this will usually be a standard
When electronic digital computers were first being developed, there was a
subroutine.
tendency to assume that the use of other forms of mathematical tables would present no
the assumption was that the table could always be stored in the machine,
greater difficulty;
either in its main high-speed store or on punched cards, magnetic tape or whatever the
In practice the problem cannot be dismissed quite so summarily.
auxiliary store might be.
In all but
The high-speed store of a machine is usually of a very limited capacity.
the simplest of problems it is all too rapidly filled up with instructions and subroutines
Though an intermediate store offers rather more scope
for carrying out the computation.
and though it or the high-speed store may well include subroutines for the determination of
elementary functions, a programmer would be unwilling and usually unable to Include a
Thus the
complicated programme for the determination of a higher mathematical function.
table would have to be stored In the auxiliary store and one is Immediately brought up
This is
against the problem of the time of search in a table stored In this way.
particularly true for an extensive table so that, even though the auxiliary store may be of
unlimited size, a considerate advantage can be gained by making the table more compact.

If one regards a programme for the computation of a function as being a particular form
of table of that function then it will be seen that the main problem before us Is the
I now consider some
production of the most compact table possible for use In the machine.
ways in which this may be 'attempted.

Elementary Functions

Though I have said that the use of elementary functions and simple physical functions
presents no real difficulty, space in the high-speed store is so valuable that there is every
incentive to produce the most compact possible programme even for these functions.
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this Is particularly
Many functions are conveniently calculated from series expansions;
so If several such functions are required In one problem when the subroutine for summing a
The effectiveness of such a method depends on the
series Is common to all computations.
number of terms that have to be retained to obtain any required degree of precision and this
A series of such polynomials
may be drastically reduced by the use of Chebyshev polynomials.
function with a certain
given
to
a
approximates
that
polynomial
degree
the
lowest
provides
For use In the machine, the series may
precision over a prescribed range of the argument x.
A collection of such approximations Is being
then be rearranged as a polynomial In x.
Typical examples of the saving
prepared In the Mathematics Division by C. W. Clenshaw.
that the use of Chebyshev
noting
worth
It
is
Table
I.
In
given
are
way
this
In
achieved
polynomials is closely allied to the use of modified differences referred to earlier in this
paper under "Planning the Future Mathematical Tables".

TABLE

I

Number of terms in
Function

Accuracy

Range

Taylor expansion
ex

cos X

-1
sin
x

to 1

-£

3
2

71

7t

-^to=^
V 2

ln(l+x)

to

2

Chebyshev expansion

10D

14

9

10D

8

7

10D

25

10

10D

10

V2

to 1

10

14

A closely allied method of producing more compact representations of functions is the
His method
Rational Approximation method of C. R. Hastings Jnr. of the Rand Corporation.
Where he produces polynomial representations these
appears to be somewhat empirical.
strongly resemble or are identical with those obtained using Chebyshev polynomials.
However, as the name implies, his method consists in general of producing rational approximations to functions and so is more general than a method which can only produce polynomial
Some of the formulae he obtains are remarkably compact and his results are
approximations.
Unfortunately such accounts as I
likely to be of considerable value to digital computers.
have read of Hastings' methods suggest that they owe a great deal to his particular flair for
A systematic mathematical attack on these lines would be of great Interest.
the work.
.

Higher Mathematical Functions
Both the methods Just referred to can be used in a similar way for some higher
When this is possible a simple programme can be obtained for the
mathematical functions.
computation of the function and, once again, the most convenient "table" of the function is
But it cannot be expected that this will always be the case, particularly
this programme.
In
when the function contains variable parameters or has two or more independent variables.
Even
such cases Olver's method, referred to In an earlier section, should again be helpful.
If it Is used, however, It appears very unlikely that it would be possible to avoid storing
some form of table In the machine.
As I have said the main requirement for any table stored in the machine is that it
We can, therefore, expect that the methods mentioned in the section on
should be compact.
"Planning Future Mathematical Tables", as enabling tables to be considerably reduced in size,
Indeed such methods as these may be used to an even greater extent In
will again be useful.
an electronic machine, as the added labour of computing the function* from a highly condensed
table Is of less importance than when the work is undertaken by a human computer.
There is a distinction between the human and the mechanised computer that should be made
With the human computer a table can very largely be Judged on its own merits;
at this point.
for example the necessity of having a table of Everett coefficients for use with a table giving
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high-order differences for Interpolation Is not regarded as weighing heavily against the
convenience of such a table.
With an electronic machine such considerations may be of great
Importance.
Since the programme for many problems contains a subroutine for summing power
series, It may well be that the most convenient table for machine use will give coefficients
in such series rather than the more usual modified differences.
Physical Tables
I will conclude with a few remarks concerning the use of tables derived from experimental
work.
Again, wherever possible, the table will not be stored but will be fitted by, for
example, a sequence of polynomials whose coefficients are stored.
It is very important
Indeed that the table should not be endowed with a spurious degree of precision, particularly

when this seriously complicates the problem of fitting it satisfactorily with simple
functions.
In some cases a strong distinction Is made between real accuracy and nominal accuracy.
Though the experimental work on which a table is based may be of very limited precision, the
table may have been deliberately smoothed to a much greater precision in order to obtain
greater consistency between results of computations based on Its use.
In such a case it may
be advantageous to go right back to the experimental results In order to fit them by simple
functions which may nevertheless be designed to give the required degree of nominal accuracy.

Discussion
MR. SADLER, (H.M. Nautical Almanac Office) said that Dr. Goodwin had listed three stages
in the making of tables - planning, calculation and production.
The importance of good

presentation of printed tables should also be stressed.
To obtain the best presentation,
tables could not be produced directly from an automatic calculator.

Thirty years ago mathematical tables and particularly tables of logarithms were used as
instruments of calculation as well as books of reference.
In the future only casual users
would need printed tables.
Systematic work on automatic calculating machines would use
tables punched on cards or from the machine store.
To cater for these casual users, tables
must be produced at a minimum cost with the maximum amount of data per page.
They could with
advantage be reproduced photographically but good legibility must be preserved.
Proof
reading would always present a problem, for even If the print unit could be made completely
reliable photographic copying is never perfect.
An efficient automatic proof reading
machine would be a great boon.
DR. BLANCH (National Bureau of Standards) said that high-speed automatic calculators
could produce vast numbers of tables, but that publication would be difficult.
She raised
the question as to whether, according to the theory of the "Survival of the Fittest", the
bigger or the better tables would survive.

Table making has tended to be treated as a background problem for some high-speed
machines, and for this purpose tables must be uniform and therefore often cumbersome.
The preparation of planned tables of special Interest to physicists or mathematicians
has never been profitable.
However, If their requirements could be specified and programmes
produced, it should be possible In the immediate future to provide by high-speed machines a
cheap service of this kind.

Much could be done to produce tables of five, six or even eight significant figures by
methods such as those of C. R. Hastings.
The users of electronic machines tend to be over-enthuslastlc and rather Inexperienced
computers.
It is most essential to be able to state the accuracy of the final results, and
to obtain a knowledge of the properties of a function before computation.
MR. OLVER (NPL)

,

said that in' the planning of future tables standard Interpolation
In addition to the complication of changing variables etc., in

facilities are desirable.
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One can use modified
existing compact tables there is a choice of interpolation facilities.
Chebyshev polynomials might provide
differences, reduced derivatives or Lagranglan formulae.
It would be necessary to tabulate functional values,
a better method for interpolation.
interpolation polynomial of lowest degree.
the
of
coefficients
the
together with

coefficients are
Such tables would have the advantages that no tables of Interpolation
and
differences,
when
using
than
possible
required, a larger Interval of tabulation is
have
tests
Preliminary
tables.
same
the
from
easily
fairly
derivatives can be calculated
methods.
indicated that this method of interpolation is quicker than standard
in InterSADLER pointed out that such tables do exist on punched cards, but for use
faked.
be
to
have
would
table
printed
a
of
polation the functional values
MB.

5

<$
/61,440 could be
OLVER agreed that faked functional values of the form f(x) +
by using a modified
values
functional
true
tabulate
to
possible
is
it
that
said
used, but
polynomial with only slight loss In accuracy.

MR.

arising from the
ROUTLEDGE (RAE), stressed the importance of considering the errors
T (x), truncated to N terms, is not the
Any f(x) = 2
n
use of Chebyshev polynomials.
although it is a good fit:
polynomial which deviates least from f (x) over the range (-1, 1)
Chebyshev
N + 1.
degree
of
polynomial
a
(x)
is
f
when
the theorem is strictly true only
Fourier series are not
polynomials are Fourier series squashed Into polynomials, and curtailed
necessarily the best fit to a series of functional values.
MR.

\

The
Considerable errors arise in derivatives calculated from Chebyshev polynomials.
with an
derivative
produce
a
may
terms
five
of
polynomial
the
based
on
differentiated series
The Taylor series on the other
error five times as great as that of the functional values.
accuracy.
of
loss
hand can be differentiated without

values,
Routledge derived an expression for the remainder in terms of functional
for the remainder term In a
Turing
by
Dr.
earlier
quoted
formula
Integral
contour
from the
finite difference expansion.
Mr.

errors arising
MILLER (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory), compared the
of a Taylor
terms
of
n
use
by
the
produced
values
derivative
and
in interpolated functional
Errors in the derivative are not so serious as
series and by a Chebyshev polynomial.
The gain in accuracy when using a terms of a Chebyshev
Mr. Routledge had suggested.
of a Taylor series to calculate functional values is 2 ,
terms
to
n
preference
in
polynomial
while the loss In the derivative Is only n.
DR.

1

Interpolation facilities are
A table with
table as possible.
"modified
Miller's
of
use
the
and
tabulations required for a linear

22.

an essential part of a table, but users require as small a
modified second differences is better than a linear table,
Everett Chebyshev formula* reduces the number of
table by a factor of approximately fifty.

Applications of Electronic Machines

In

Pure Mathematics

by
J.

C.

P.

Miller

Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory

by
Many pure mathematicians can see no way in which their studies can be assisted
completely
though
not
which,
processes
many
There are, nevertheless,
electronic computers.
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numerical, can be standardized and codified.
Some of these can Involve long and tedious
work, and It may be possible to use a machine.
In addition to such applications there are cases where numerical tables can shed new
light on certain questions of Interest, or where they may suggest new problems for study.
I shall consider under the following headings a few cases known to myself or which have
interested me.
I am conscious that I have probably missed many other applications.

ALGEBRA

Elementary
Group- theory
Matrices

1.

2.
3.

TABULATION
NUMBER- THEORY
Dlophantlne Problems
Factorization and Listing primes
Other problems

1.

2.

3.

ALGEBRA
Elementary

Many Investigations Involve algebraic or similar processes.
It may, for Instance, be
useful to manipulate a power series.
It Is relatively simple to code up multiplication,
division and powering (integral or fractional) of a power series.
It also Is easy to deal
with differentiation or integration term by term.
Such processes have been considerably developed and used by theoretical chemists under
F. Boys in Cambridge;
In particular, J. L. Turner has made EDSAC routines for
applying recurrence relations to or differentiating series of the form

Dr.

S.

le~

ax

y

8

ZY

u

6

Eei (-a x)y3

or

ZY

u

5
,

and so on.

Turner's routines Involve obtaining new coefficients from old ones, read In on a tape,
then combining and re-arranglng the terms, and presenting them to the user on an output tape,
ready to be printed or used again.

Group-Theory
C, B. Haselgrove, of Kings College, Cambridge has investigated routines which,
(a)
from a
small number of defining relations for the generators of a group, seeks out all possible
further relations, useful in reducing a given combination of multiplications to its simplest
form.
These relations can then be used, by means of another routine, to determine all the
elements of the group.
This pioneer programme is not fast, nor can it deal with large
groups, but it demonstrates the possibility of using a machine for such problems.

(b)
Haselgrove has made up another programme which also starts from a number of defining
relations connecting the generators of the group.
It makes a list, however, of elements of
the group and the product of each by each generator.
Elements are numbered In succession
and coincidences eliminated.
in this way the order of the group is determined, and a
'linear' multiplication table formed.
This Is much more rapid than the earlier programme 30 to 50 times faster.
It can deal with very large groups by means of sub-groups of
manageable order.
The same treatment Is then applied to a sub-group and Its co-sets;
the
order of a large group may thus be found as the product of manageable factors.

The investigation of group-theory Is still at a very early stage of development.
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Matrices
The use of machines In connexion with matrices - the evaluation of determinants, the
inversion of a matrix, the determination of latent roots, etc. comes rather In the realm of
Nevertheless, the need to tackle these problems on electronic machines
applied mathematics.
one may mention
has stimulated a very great deal of research and development of methods;
particularly the work, of C. Lanczos at the Institute of Numerical Analysis at Los Angeles,
on his method of minimized iterations.

TABULATION
Several tabulations have been undertaken In attempts to prove, disprove or throw light
In any case, I maintain that a full understanding of
on various mathematical conjectures.
any mathematical function is Incomplete without at least a skeleton tabulation, which may
well bring out qualities that might otherwise be overlooked.

Other tables have been made purely from Interest (a very proper pure mathematical
outlook!) and, when made, have suggested new properties or relationships for further study.

t

S
C. B. Haselgrove has tabulated the Rlemann Zeta-functlon S (* + it) and
= 0(0.1)100, in connexion with an attempt to disprove Polya's conjecture that

A(n)

= S

X

(r)

never becomes positive for r >

1.

(1

+

it)

for

k
Here X(r) = (-l) , where k is the number

1

Thus X(i) = 1, X (5) = -1, X(i5) = +1,
of prime factors of r, repetitions being counted.
X (120) = — 1, etc. This also allows study of the zeros of <J (i + it), famous in connexion
with the Rlemann hypothesis, that all complex zeros of
(s) lie on the line s = £ +lt.

^

Other Investigations by A. M. Turing, Manchester, and by J. B. Rosser and D. K. Lehmer
In Los Angeles have been more concerned with the mere location of many zeros, rather than
with accurate determination of a few early ones.

Another table, produced on hand machines rather than electronically, will Illustrate
-This was computed by D. F. Ferguson
the point that new Investigations may be suggested.
of the product
of Manchester, and gives coefficients in powers LF(x)]

=

F(x)

The power series for k

=

1

F(x}

(with differences

g,

3,

x)(l - x 2 (1 - x 3) ...
)

r
(l - x )

...

and k = 3 are very simple

=

1

- x - x 2 + x 5 + x7 - x 12 - x 15 + x 22 + x 26

4

2
1,

(1 -

g,

b(x)] 3 =

6
5,

1

g,

etc. between successive exponents)

- 3x

+ 5x3 - 7x 6 + 9x 10

....

The power k = 24 gives Ramanujan's well-known
(the exponents being triangular numbers).
Other cases where k is a submultlple of 24 have also been investigated by
function t(n).
Ferguson's tables, which extend to 300 coefficients
L. J. Mordell, R. A. Rankin and others.
for each k = 1(1)24, and some coefficients for k = 26, 28, 30, have lead to Interesting new
relations Involving k = 5, 7 and 11, and have demonstrated many Interesting cases with zero
coefficients for k = 4, 6, 8, 14, 22, 26.
In particular, for k = 15, Just one zero
this fact was found of great Interest by
coefficient - that of x53 - has been found;
D. H. Lehmer.

Examples could be multiplied.

But this must suffice.
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NUMBER THEORY
Diophantine Problems

A problem suggested by Prof.
usefulness of machines here.

(a)

Mordell for Investigation by EDSAC will Indicate the

J.

L.

3
3
3
The relation a + b + c = 3, has two known solutions
(b)
Is there a parametric form?
Are there others?
There is a parametric form for a

3

3

+

3

3 =

+

c

3
a = 6t

+

b

b3

+

c

3

=

1,

4
b = 3t - 9t

4
a = 9t
There is also a form for a

+

1

2,

b

1,

(1,

1)

(-5,

4,

4).

namely
- 9t 3

c

=

c

= -6t 2

1

namely

=

1

- 6t 3

Are there other cases where a parametric form is possible (not counting obviously
(c)
Are there other solutions f or k = i and k
(d)
related forms for, e.g. k = 8, etc.)?
which are not given by the formula?

=

2

There were very few known sets of solutions for other values of k - Just a few Isolated
ones with small (a, b, c).

Woollett and
A search for solutions with k < 100 has been made on EDSAC by M. F. C.
resulting in some 433 solutions, nearly all new and the majority primitive, which Is
none found.
(a) (b) (c) (d) k= 2 remain unanswered, i.e.
probably complete to a = 3000.
=
=
k
16, yes.
(d)
1, k

myself,

Although the original questions have not been answered, yet the large body of solutions
Why are there so many
obtained gives more material for study, and raises new questions.
why are there so many "blanks" among values of k of form 9n + 3?
solutions (17) for k = 83?
Will the values k =, 240, 264, 3127
(No solutions have been found for k = 30, 33, 39, 42).
336-8 times as large - be equally barren?

A further search is to be made for values of a, b, c (+ or -) each of the form 3\ + 1.
This reduces the trials in the ratio A. and still gives all solutions In the interesting case
27
The value of k permitted will be raised to 2000 or more.
k = 9n ± 3.
Other like problems have been suggested by Prof. Mordell,
solutions of
x

2

+ y2 +

z

2

+

for example,

a search for

2xyz = 49

If there is one more,
other than the obvious (7, o, 0).
the problem is to find Just one.
others;

then there is an infinity of

Factorization and listing of primes

This Is probably because
Problems of this nature have interested many machine users.
quite straightforward. The
are
methods
of
the
many
because
and
understand,
to
they are simple
interest continues, but now it Is more concentrated on the attempt to use more sophisticated
and highly developed methods to see how they work with very large numbers.
all work by testing a
Factorization routines have been constructed by several machines;
series of divisors that Includes all primes up to the square root of the number tested.
1<5
or larger In
Some very fast routines have resulted, which can factorlze numbers of order 10
a matter of minutes.
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this Is
One interesting new feature has resulted from the mechanization of the' process;
the
form
numbers,
In
odd
by
successive
division
of
N
after
remainders
developing
for
a method
of a recurrence relation, apparently unsuspected before Its development by G. G. Alway.

Factorization routines may be used for listing least factors of a succession of numbers,
It Is however, much better to design fresh programmes giving a
or for listing primes.
sieve (as originally done by Eratosthenes) and to cast out In succession multiples' of
It does not seem very
2, 3» 5» 7, 11, etc. up to \/W, N being the largest number tested.
suitable to make factor tables In this way, since the listing of least factors requires so
much output, and the saving over hand methods Is less pronounced than with many problems.
However, the listing of primes can be done economically so far as output Is concerned,
and a succession of Improved programmes has been prepared for EDSAC, and a prime-sieve
The ACE Pilot Model programme yields sieves, on cards, for a
programme for the Pilot ACE.
6
e
The latest EDSAC programme
and 20 x 10 In about 3± hours.
10
10
x
between
numbers
million
lists primes In a million In the same range In about 13 hours, In the form of 5 leading
Another EDSAC tape
digits and 10 sets of 3 final digits per line of the printed page.
gives differences ftp between successive primes in a simple coded form on teleprinter tape at
With Pilot ACE results used for checking, nearly
the rate of 125000 range per hour.
3 millions have been covered in this way, largely as a background Job for EDSAC.

Refinements of the programme are possible and it is hoped to improve speed still further.

Other Problems
A, £. Western is interested in finding primes with very large least
Primitive roots.
(a)
Machines can help in this search.
primitive roots, e.g. one Is known with 73 as least.
John Todd has prepared a programme on SEAC and dealt with primes to 50 000.

2
2
Several problems make use of partitions kp = a + Db for various
Quadratic partitions.
fixed D and special small k {e.g. 1, 2 or 4) depending on D, where p is any prime in certain
Also of interest Is the
arithmetical progressions (about half of all primes for each D).
2
EDSAC programmes have been prepared for the
least solution of the congruence kp = n + D.
Solution with D = 1, p near 150000, takes about 1£ seconds.
cases D = 1 and D = 7.
(b)

Fermat's theorem has been used for testing primality of numbers of
Tests for primality.
(c)
127 - 1;
the converse of Fermat's theorem is true for
the form kp + 1, and kp s + 1 with p = 2
- 1, proved
In this way, primes were found on EDSAC, larger than 2
k < p in these cases.
In fact
prime by Lucas about 77 years ago and for 75 years the largest known prime.
180p 2 -f 1 held the record for some months.

Later Lehmer used Lucas's test on Mersenne numbers of form 2P - 1, and on SWAC on
521 - l^and 2607 - 1.
Since then, still using
January 30th 1952, raised the record again to 2
been
successively
z xa,v - 1, then 2 ccuo - 1, and now stands
prime
has
known
SWACtJjhe largest

To summarize, electronic machines are playing a part In pure mathematics by suggesting
new problems with the help of tables prepared by the machines, by carrying out masses of
computational, algebraic or other processes which can be codified, and by enabling processes
that have been developed to be used and tested to a greater extent than was previously posslbl^

References
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Discuss ion
DR. TURING (Manchester University) said It was really quite difficult to find useful
things to do on a machine, partly because In pure mathematics there was no urgency about
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getting a solution, and partly because some of the fun of It was lost when a machine was
He suggested two problems of Interest:

used.

To find the Bettl numbers and torsion coefficients of a topological manifold.
For
into how many separate spaces does it break up?
The manifold could be described as
a totality of slmplexes (such as triangles) under prescribed incidence relations.
Topologists have a definite procedure for finding these numbers but It Is so tedious that it
has hardly ever been tried.
1.

example,

2.
To tabulate the Riemann-Zeta function with a view to possible disproof of the
Riemann hypothesis that all zeros of the function have real part Jr.
The labour of
calculating even a single value of the function Is such that one should calculate It at only
a few points near each zero expected, and then Interpolate.
Tltchmarsh has verified the
hypothesis up to t ^ 1468, where t is the Imaginary part of zero.
The range from t = 24 000
to 25 000 has been checked on the old Manchester University machine.

DR. TURING stated that he now had a method of Investigation suitable for large t, In
which the work was so arranged that the calculation of one value leads quickly to the
results at all other points in a chosen range.
For lO 1 * < t < 1011 + 100 one might use this
method and expect to find about 1000 zeros.

DR. WIJNGAARDEN (Mathematlsch Centrum .Amsterdam) suggested that the assertion that a
computing machine cannot help pure mathematics must be made with caution.
For example if
one found a zero of the Riemann-Zeta function off the line s = £, or found an exception to
11
Fez-mat' s last Theorem that a
+ b n = c n is not possible for Integers if n > 2, one would
certainly have contributed to pure mathematics, and would In fact upset several theories
which had assumed the truth of these hypotheses.

The real fun of mathematics lies In making statements that one can prove oneself and
that others can prove to their satisfaction.
If a fairly large number is stated to have a
certain factor this can at once be verified.
But no such test is available for the
statement that sr^ 1 - i is prime, which to this extent is not a proper contribution to
mathematics, unless someone has a theorem influenced by this result.
He went on to describe a geometrical representation of a combinatorial problem which had
been suggested by a study of switching circuits.
The vertices of a hypercube in four
dimensions may be represented as four-digit words formed by their coordinates, taking one
vertex at the origin and side of unit length.
A set of such words represents a set of these
vertices which will define a polytope, either Interior to or on a face of the hypercube
according as the set of words have not or have a digit "in common".
For example
0000 represents an equilateral tetrahedron within the hypercube, but 0000, in which all words
0011
00
0101
0101
1001
0110
have the same first digit zero, represents an equilateral tetrahedron In one face of the
hypercube.

n

MR. ROUTLEDGE (RAE) told the story of the argument between Hllbert and Brouwer early
this century concerning existence proofs;
Hllbert had said he would produce a rule of thumb
procedure for establishing the truth or falsehood of any statement In any branch of
mathematics.
Turing had proved in his paper "on Computable Numbers" that no such mechanical
procedure exists, and that there exist numbers which no machine could ever calculate.
The
logic of propositions however admitted of such a procedure, as did also elementary School
Algebra and Geometry.
For the general calculus of properties and relations a decision method was not possible, but became possible If properties only and not relations were used.
MR. ROUTLEDGE said he had programmed for the ACE Pilot Model a decision method
for the
proposltlonal calculus based upon the Disjunctive Normal Form rather than Truth Tables.
This
was entirely non-arithmetical.
Each 32-diglt word represented five six-digit symbols of a
statement, and 100 symbols accommodated In a long tank formed the largest expression
with
which he could deal.
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23.

The Application of Automatic Computing Machines to Statistics
by
K.

D.

Tocher

Imperial College, London

Introduction
The work of statisticians covers a very wide range and In each of the various branches a
great deal of tedious work can be Involved.
It has been suggested that automatic computing
machines could be used to advantage to eliminate much of this drudgery and it is the intention
of this paper to make a brief survey of the various branches of statistics and the value of
automatic machines to the work of these branches.

Without claiming that the list is exhaustive, the more important branches of
statistical work can be enumerated as
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Census work.
Sample surveys.
The Analysis of Designed Experiments.
The Analysis of Data.
Quality Control and Sampling inspection.
The Design of Experiments.
The Calculation of Sampling Distributions.
Sampling Experiments.

Census Work

Most mathematical statisticians, and quite a few economic ones too, would deny that
census enumeration was a part of statistics and would dismiss it as mere counting.
Notwithstanding this, the popular conception of statistics is so intimately connected
with census returns that some remarks on this activity are not out of place.
In spite of
the simplicity of the task undertaken, of counting and recording the number of items
in a
set of mutually exclusive classes, the volume of data Involved Is so enormous that problems
of organization become very serious.
I should like to stress that I do not think that our present level of
development of
machines is sufficient to undertake a complete census enumeration.
The number storage
involved becomes far greater than anything available yet.

Consider the National Census involving some 6 x 10 7 Individuals.
If the details of
that could be recorded on a single Hollerith card, then using a machine with
a single
Hollerith input the passage of the data into the machine would take about 8 months!
Since
It would take 50 girls about that time to punch the cards there would be little
point in
speeding this process up.
However it Is clear that the data can only be used In this form
once or twice if present day rate of progress Is to be exceeded.
This difficulty arises
because present methods allow whole batteries of machines to perform parts of the
Job
simultaneously.
If the work Is to be done automatically it must all be done by
one machine.
The coding used In punching the cards will be one convenient for the
punch operators and
is hardly likely to be suitable for use inside the machine, where a binary
classification
scheme is clearly most suitable.
The translation from one code to another might be done by
the machine and this would only take a little longer than the 8 months
of input time.

whatever standards of reliability we finally achieve with these machines, It
will be an
optimist who thinks his machine will be faultless for 8 months continuous
operation.
Faultless operation is necessary, for granted the value of a complete
enumeration accurate at
one past Instant of time (a value most statisticians would strongly
deny) then comDlete
accuracy is essential.
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The machine can be regarded as on production - the production of translations - and as
To give a check on the machine I
with all production the quality of the work will vary.
The
suggest that a system of sampling inspection of the translations should be instituted.
translation of Items, chosen at random by the machine and constituting some small proportion
If faults are
of the total, should be printed out and compared with a manual translation.
found, the machine must be overhauled and recent production repeated.

Such a checking system would probably be supplemented by a daily check on the machine's
functioning using test programmes, but to the layman the correctness of every result tested
is far more convincing than any other test.
The machine would almost certainly be unable to hold all the translations within itself
and even if this were possible it would be undesirable since a power failure or other major
A system of punching the translations
fault could lead to the complete loss of the results.
This could be transferred by a set of
on cards or tape would be the safest process.
machines to magnetic tape for faster re feeding to the machine for the census proper.
The machine code woild consist of a binary number which gives the class to which the
To illustrate the further processes, consider a simple example where
individual belongs.
(ill) its annual
(11) Its age
the data recorded for each individual consists of (i) its sex
Then the number of classes possible inside each heading is
(lv) its marital status.
Income
(1)

(11)

(111)
(lv)

2
108
13
7

male or female.
age to nearest year.
income groups would be sufficient.
single, married, widowed, divorced n times

n =

1,

2,

3,

4.

7+4+z

=
Thus the total number of binary digits required to describe an Individual is 1 +
7
6 x 10
u
Suppose we allow
2 individuals in each group.
15.
There would be an average of
-jg—

—

_
—

Experience In previous censuses could fix a more
20 times that number for the maximum.
realistic safety factor.
Then 15 binary digits are required to store the possible number of
individuals in any classification.

Whatever the actual subdivision of the storage into numbers may be it is always
possible to programme the machine to use It as if it were composed of 15 digit stores.
should require about 2C 000 such stores and far more for any real census problem.

We

As each piece of data is read in, It (or a part of it) is read as the name of a store
When all the data has been classified, the numbers In the
and 1 is added to that store.
stores must be combined together suitably to translate back Into the normal classification
and the numbers printed out.

The theory of information indicates that It will be impossible to compress the data into
The
smaller number of bits than it takes to write out the details of each individual.
method of translation used Is chosen so that the work Is most easily organized within the
Until a machine of sufficient size exists nothing much can be done and when It
machine.
does the method of coding suggested above leads to a very simple organization of the problem.
a

There is no doubt that, one day, it will be possible to build a machine with a
sufficiently enormous store but I have every hope that statisticians will be able to convince
those concerned of the superiority of sample censuses before that day arrives.
Sample Censuses and Surveys
The results of a complete census can be obtained with sufficient reliability from a
properly chosen sample of the population.
Similarly if information is required concerning
the distribution of some quantitatively measured quality in a population a survey of the
population based on samples is all that is required and has distinct advantages in time and
cost over a complete survey.
It is also possible to estimate the error of the sample which
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missing in a complete
gives an objective measure of Its reliability - a thing completely
instant
of time.
single
state
for
a
population
true
the
obtains
which
census,
used in
Such surveys are not restricted to human populations but are extensively
agriculture to give estimates and forecasts of crops of various kinds.
The work of a sample census or survey breaks into 4 distinct phases:
1.

The survey is planned.
sample;

This settles

(a)

the methods to be used to select the

the procedure to be adopted to collect the sample (and counter measures if
(b)
these procedures fail, e.g. what to do if the caller in a house survey can obtain
no answer at a chosen house) and
(c)

the method of analysis to be used.

2.

The selection of the sample.

3.

The collection of the sample.

4.

The analysis of the sample.

Clearly, phases 1 and 2 require no aid from any machine.
The selection of a sample always involves, in any properly conducted survey, some random
Although the
selection to ensure the validity of the errors determined by the analysis.
methods in use at the present time are exceedingly tedious they are rather difficult to
There is little difficulty if a population can be defined precisely
organize on a machine.
National Identity Card numbers are not an
by, say, a map reference or a serial number.
numbers
like AIAU4173/4 do not correspond to any
certain
since
class
latter
this
of
example
In most cases the only complete
individual (this would be my younger brother If I had one).
and
in these cases the
enumeration
an
population
is
the
of
description
and accurate
translation of this list into a form suitable for the machine to use is more work, even more
tedious than that involved in our present manual methods.
The analysis of sample survey data is very similar to that of complete census work,
except that the scale of the work is reduced and that counts are replaced by weighted
The central difficulty, that the work Includes the sorting of a large
counts and averages.
volume of data, remains.

The details differ to such an extent from one survey to another that It Is difficult to
believe that a common programme could be evolved which would solve all the organizational
The labour of constructing these different programmes Is
problems of different surveys.
another factor mitigating against the use of automatic calculating machines In sample surveys.

However, much survey work today is mechanized with punched card machines, and there Is a
great future for the development of machines which are faster, more flexible and have a
greater Internal storage capacity than the present punched card machines, but still remain only
partially automatic.
In particular, a machine with a function similar to that of the sorter which rearranges a
large quantity of data on, say, a magnetic tape at about 20-50 times the present rate would be
with such an adjunct to an
an enormous aid In both complete census and sample survey work.
automatic computing machine many of the problems discussed above might become soluble.
The Analysis of Designed Experiments

Experiments divide naturally into two classes according to our amount of knowledge
concerning the phenomenon under Investigation
1.

When there is little understanding of the underlying laws, experiments are performed
In such experiments there is very little room for
•to find out what happens'.
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Several possible outcomes are considered, and arrangements made for
planning.
The type of analysis involved Is a logical one.
observing which occurs.
2.

the basic laws of behaviour of the system under study are understood and there
The
unknown quantities are merely the values of certain parameters in the mathematical
The observations are subject to errors, and the problem involved Is one of
theory.
In this situation, It
estimating these parameters with the minimum possible error.
Is possible to plan the experiment so that the effect of the errors on the optimum
estimates Is minimized.
'/(hen

Is a mathematical theory or a working pragmatic procedure already known.

The study of methods of estimation Is a central problem of statistics and most work has
Suppose
been directed at the case where the unknown parameters enter the problem linearly.
our theory asserts that our observations, If not perturbed by error, would be linear
In matrix
functions with known coefficients of the parameters we wish to estimate;
symbolism, if ^ is a vector of observations, 6 the vector of the parameters and the
coefficients are given by a matrix a, then
,

s (y}

=0.6

The errors associated with y are most
where £(X) denotes the expected or mean value of X.
In the most important case, where
naturally measured by their variances and correlations.
2
errors are of equal magnitude and Independent, tr(y) = Ias where o is a scale factor.

(a

The estimates of minimum variance (least error) are given by the method of least squares
Symbolically
theorem due to Gauss).

£ =
\To

=

(a'a^a'x
1

(o'a)"

^2

Hence the design problem is to choose the coefficients of a which control the conditions of
1
are minimized.
the experiment so that the diagonal elements of (a'a)"
One of the most important branches of experimentation amenable to this treatment, known
Here a large tract of land Is divided into
as a linear set-up, Is that of agriculture.

within each block different treatments are assigned
blocks and then each block into plots.
to the different plots and then, If the differences used are confined to those between plots
in the same block, fertility differences arising between plots In different blocks are
Since the natural assumption, that the fertility of neighbouring plots is more
eliminated.
nearly equal than that of distant plots, is usually true, this method of analysis gives great
This analysis assumes that the difference between two treatments In the same block
accuracy.
Is Independent of the block chosen, which Implies that the response on a given plot can be
written in the form ti + bj where ti corresponds to the treatment applied and bj to the block
If there are t treatments and b blocks we require to find
b lf bg,
bf These are subject to one linear restraint but
will not emphasise this complication In what follows.
In question.

tj,

t 2,

tt ,

we

This Is a simple example of a linear set-up in which the elements of a are either
or l.
Thus the analysis to determine the best estimates of t and j> is merely a matter of forming
However, it Is not uncommon for t and b to be as large as
a'a, inverting and applying (1).
loo and then the formation and Inversion of a 199 x 199 matrix cannot be undertaken lightheartedly even with automatic computers.
A little simple algebraic analysis reduces the
Inversion necessary to one of a t x t matrix instead of (t+b-1) x (fr+b-1).
The problem of the design of block_experlments of this kind consists in attempting to
minimise
nise the diagonal elements of (a'a) "..
Success In
ir this enterprise usually results in
a'a having a comparatively simple form with a small set of, say, p different values
arranged systematically and symmetrically.
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In a large class of designs, known as partially balanced designs, the Inversion ot this
matrix can be reduced to the solution of p equations for the p values arranged In the same
Typical values of p
systematic and symmetrical arrangement as In the original matrix {a* a).
are 2, 3, or 4 while p = 8 Is a rare case.
The wide variety of different experimental arrangements possible leads in current
It will be advantageous if
practice to a wide variety of different techniques of analysis.
it is possible to provide a single programme which will analyse almost all, if not all, block
This comprehensive set of instructions must be designed so that the
experiments.
complications necessary for the more complex designs are by-pt.ssed for the simpler designs
Unless this Is achieved the speed of calculation for the simpler
which do not require them.
and more commonly occurring designs will be severely reduced, resulting in uneconomical
operation of the machine.

A common form of analysis which would form the natural basis for the master programme
Linear compounds of the observations are formed from the block and
proceeds as follows.
The estimates of t are
t.
Suppose these are called Qj 1 = 1, 2,
treatment totals.
The coefficients of these compounds are the
formed as linear compounds of the Q's.
The linear compounds are formed by sorting the Q's Into p sets,
p values mentioned above.
accumulating the Q's In each set as they are sorted and then taking a weighted sum of these
totals.
The sorting process can be expedited by preparing partition matrices which can be fed
into the machine at the same time as the data and can be formed in the first place by the
This programme could be a common one for finding the
machine using another programme.
partition matrix for any experiment.

By a suitable arrangement of the order of Input the time of analysis can be reduced to
The storage required Is only about 2t numbers.
very little more than that for the Input.
A more complicated analysis, known as an lnter-block analysis, Is possible and uses the
information available for comparisons between blocks and allows for the decreased precision
which depends on the
In this analysis a' a Is replaced by a matrix
of such comparisons.
This has to be estimated from the
ratio of the error variances within and between blocks.
The construction and Inversion of XI can be avoided by an Iterative procedure based
data.
For further details see ref. 2.
on the normal analysis.

n

In some experiments the various treatments consist of combinations of various factors at
different levels and then a so-called factorial analysis of the treatment effects is required.
This consists of making a special set of comparisons of the treatment constants estimated from
the experiment and Identifying these with a factor or the Interaction of pairs of factors, and
so on.

This may be performed best on an automatic calculator as a simple analysis for block
effect carried out not only on the original observations but on linear compounds formed from
observations In the same block.
Thus as an extremely simple example consider four treatments 0, 1, 2, 3, formed as the
combination of 2 factors each at two levels with each block containing each treatment exactly
writing to, tj., t2» t3 as the responses from the four treatments In a typical block
once.
the quantities A, B, C, D are formed

A

=

t

B

=

t

C

=

t

D

=

t

+
Q
Q
Q

t

- t

+

t

- t

x

t

1

±

+

t

2

+

+

t

g

- t
3

-

tg-

t

- tg +

t

t

3

3
g

=

A -

=
=

A

+

t

A -2(tg

+

t

-2^

+

tg)

8( tl

3)

^

3)

An analysis of A gives a test if there is a block effect, one of B If there is an average
C gives a
effect of one factor (averaged over the two levels of the other factor).

(or main)
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similar test for the other factor averaged over the two levels of the first one, while D gives
a test of the effect of one factor changes as the level of the second factor is altered - in
the statistician's terminology a test for interaction.
If the names 0, 1, 2, 3 of the treatments are written in binary form 00, 01, 10, 11, the
first digit gives the level of one factor, while the second digit gives that of the second
Then using the identities on the right hand sides of (2) the required compounds can
factor.
be built up from the partial sums (Dtj+tg, (li) t +t and (iii) tj_+ t .
The terms included
g
3
g
in these sums are found as (1) those with 1 in the least digit of their binary name
(li) those
with 1 in the leading digit
(ill) those whose digits sum to 1.

This method of selecting the terms can be generalized to cases with more factors and to
cases with more than two levels.
More details can be found in Kempthorne (re/, l).
If the observations for a plot are stored with the store number corresponding to the
treatment name then simple modular arithmetic on the names in turn can decide if the term
should be added or not Into a particular compound.
Alternatively, the names of the
admissible treatments can be generated successively.

The main application of these treatments Is to agricultural problems when the effort of
analysis by present day methods is still only a small fraction of. the total effort In
performing the experiment.
The time scale is so long that rapid analysis Is not necessary.
However, in industrial application the time and effort to perform the experiment is much less,
and rapid analysis might be essential for the effective use of these experiments.
These
might then form the basis of routine industrial quality control schemes.

Among the most Important experimental arrangements which are not linear set-ups are those
known as quantal response experiments.
The result of a test on some object may be positive
or negative;
there are no shades of response.
Of a group of objects, some will react
positively and the rest negatively and we can regard a randomly chosen object as having a
probability P of reacting positively.
Now suppose that the test depends on some
parameter © so that as 9 is varied P will vary.
In many cases the relation between P and
can be expressed as

P =

/-Tr-wpexp
•Loo

v

<-(x-|i) 2 /202 >
^

o

dx=f

_L exp

*/-oc

J

(-^dx

sfert

(3)
e-ia

a

Z

dx

7.
A typical experiment consists of testing a set of n objects at a level Q^ t another set
In these
of n objects at a level %.... and finally a set of i^ objects at a level 9^
2
The problem is to estimate |i and a of
sets r>, r .... rm give positive results.
g
equation (3).

A well-known estimation procedure with several desirable features is the method of
maximum likelihood and an application of this gives the estimates as the solution of the
equations
Vy

™
2
r=i

i

\p l

r

-

l£lL)

z,

= o

1-p
l

(4)

n i- r iN
Zj =

*- p
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i.

Present day procedure consists of an Iteration, each step of which consists of a weighted
n l Zl
z
Z2
nave been constructed and are
-—
Tables of
»
regression Involving weights p'^p"] ( = PQ).

^

—

used In this technique.
For mechanization of this process a method of evaluating
by the continued fraction extension due to Laplace

1-P

=

z/-1 -1
\x +

X

+

X

Z

—is

required.

2_

^

+

)

This Is given

(5)

This does not converge well near the origin and a modification by Thlele's method would
The Iterative procedure now
be used In practice to Improve the convergence In that range.
used could be abandoned and the equations (4) solved by blvarlate Inverse Interpolation.
These analyses are performed In great quantities throughout the country, but at any
The organization between the consumer establishments
establishment only a few are required.
A more practical solution might be for experiments
and a machine would be quite difficult.
to be standardized (this Is so to a large extent already) with fixed values for m and n, and
equal Intervals of 8 say, and to use a machine to construct tables which give the solutions
Such tables would be very bulky but various symmetries could be
for all possible results.
utilised to reduce their size.
are sometimes used and there is a
Certain other laws relating P to the parameter
(This Is an example of an experimental
certain controversy about the best laws to use.
situation of type (b) with a working pragmatic procedure known, rather than a real theory).
An extensive programme of numerical work is necessary to throw light on this problem and a
machine could be of great assistance In such a project.
One of the main applications of this quantal response analysis is in Insecticide
research.
In some complicated situations, the simple model outlined above is unsatisfactory
Methods of analysis still need
and more complex models have been studied theoretically.
developing, for these models are considerably hampered by the volume of computing which may
be eased by automatic machines.

Analysis of Data

Most of a statistician's work Is concerned with the analysis of results collected from
various sources and not from planned experiments.
Much work of this kind falls into a branch of statistical analysis known as
The basic assumption made is that groups of n observations can be
multivariate analysis.
Such a distribution Is
regarded as having a Joint n-dlmensional normal distribution.
The
completely specified by a set of n means and an n x n symmetrical variance matrix.
object of the analyses is to determine these parameters and to test for certain relations
between the parameters of different distributions.
The first step in all such analyses is to form a sample variance matrix.

n-dlmenslonal observation is y , y^,
lr

ynr then the matrix required Is

where N is the total number of observations.

_

If a typical

£

yir

yj r

The building up of the scalar products

n ( n+1 )

simultaneously is quite easily effected providing there are at least

—

stores available

for numbers.
The general difficulties of scalar products do not arise' In this case since the
observations only have 3 significant decimal digits at most and scale factors can be adjusted
so that products are accumulated at the back end of the arithmetic unit, eliminating problems
The contribution to each scalar product from an
of loss of accuracy due to cancellation.
observation can be added at the same stage in the calculation, removing the need to store the
whole of the data.
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The further stages of the analyses involve constructing other matrices from this matrix
and then either solving a set of simultaneous equations or finding the latent roots and vectors
All these are standard numerical problems and the origin of the matrices usually
of a matrix.
ensures that the various forms of Ill-conditioning sometimes encountered will he absent.

Other fruitful sources of heavy computing in statistical work, are periodogram and
This is also very suitable for
correlogram construction in the analysis of time series.
mechanization.
The theory of time series has attracted considerable attention of late years and there Is
a growing literature on the analysis of models and on the prediction of the consequences of
Much less work has been done on methods of analysis of actual time series to
these models.

Such work, as has been done has suffered from lack of
distinguish between alternative models.
This Is another research project which could benefit from
adequate numerical verification.
the use of automatic computing machines.
The remaining sources of numerical work In statistical analysis spread over a wide range,
but the outstanding omissions from the discussion so far are ranking methods and the
This work appears to be rather difficult to
calculation of 3<? goodness of fit criteria.
organize on automatic computing machines.

Sampling Inspection
One of the chief advances in British production technique during the last war was the
The
wholesale introduction and acceptance of sampling Inspection and quality control.
If the methods
methods used then and now are extraordinarily simple but very effective.
could be more complicated, then further increases in efficiency might arise.
The basic assumption of sampling inspection is that when production Is under control a
If the quality
certain small proportion p of the product will fall some relevant test.
Batches of product are assumed homogeneous, a
deteriorates this proportion will rise.
The proportion p Is estimated and, if it Is reasonably
random sample is taken and tested.
established that the true p for the batch Is higher than is tolerable, then the whole batch
Is rejected or tested in its entirety to eliminate defective items (rectifying schemes).
The test must be a function of the number of items tested and the number found defective.
Some schemes of inspection fix the number tested per batch beforehand (fixed sample schemes)
while others have rules of selection which allow the sample size to increase in the more
If at any stage of the sampling the number of Items
doubtful cases (sequential sampling).
tested is n with r defective and n-r effective this can be plotted on a sampling Inspection
The succession of points form a path and sampling
diagram or lattice as the point (r, n-r).
This boundary Is In two parts, an
ceases when this path meets a boundary on the lattice.
By varying the boundary different tests are
acceptance boundary and a rejection boundary.
derived.
Most of the boundaries in use are simple ones for which the properties of the
Except for these simple boundaries the
corresponding tests can be derived theoretically.
This
calculation of the performance of a test can only be discovered by numerical analysis.
A programme
is exceptionally simple and could be organized on an automatic computing machine.
of research on these lines is being considered at Imperial College.
In certain cases the assumption of homogeneity within each batch Is Justified, e.g. when
In other cases the production is continuous and
the batch is a natural unit of production.
then the batching Is arbitrary and breakdown in quality can occur In the middle of a batch,

The random selection within the batch re-establishes homogeneity
Introducing heterogeneity.
but disturbs the assumed binomial distribution and reduces the power of the test procedure.

Theories of sampling for continuous production are now being developed and it is likely
When these have been solved It is almost certain
that many numerical problems will arise.
that practical schemes for sampling continuous production will be more complex than those used
in batch production and then machines might be useful In the factory Itself.
In quality control qualitative tests are replaced by measurements and then the continuous
The problems
production does not lead to quite the same difficulties as sampling Inspection,
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of quality control are similar to those of sampling Inspection and the following remarks will
apply equally to both forms of production control.
Once the Idea of using the machine to perform the necessary calculations Involved In the
execution of the tests Is admitted, much more complicated sampling schemes can he envisaged.
A product can be sample inspected at several points of Its production process and the final
Present day practice regards each stage
decision made on the totality of the test results.
of production as unrelated to all others and so loses power.
It will be possible to replace the present-day two sentence schemes (accept or reject)
As a simple example suppose the production Is batched and each
batch Is sampled at two points of the production line A and B, then the sentence at A can
be (1) reject batch (11) accept batch but stiffen sampling test at B (111) accept batch
It might also be possible to arrange that significant
(lv) accept batch and relax test at B.
discrepancies In the tests at A and B could alter the future sentencing at A i.e. that the
scheme may be made to adjust Itself to the actual conditions of production.

by many-sentence schemes.

Clearly to Justify an automatic machine In a factory all the Inspection results of the
factory must be processed by It and It only needs a little Imagination to see that special
Input and output devices attached to the machine could be arranged so that It chooses Its own
samples, collects the results of the tests and Indicates the final sentences all automatically.
These sentences could be framed In terms of corrective action to the machines as well as a
sentence on the product.
This gives a form of automatic factory control.
It might be argued that It would be better to arrange that the machine can send InstrucThis
tions to take the corrective action directly and so eliminate the waste almost entirely.
The results of tests, especially quantitative
Is more difficult than Is usually realized.
In a sampling scheme
tests as used In quality control, are themselves subject to error.
these errors are averaged out and their effect allowed for, and have a very limited effect on
If machines were being constantly adjusted because of errors In the tests,
the final result.
If
then instability of the machine processes could easily be set up with disastrous results.
an averaging scheme were used to prevent this instability, then real changes of quality could
If the
occur without immediate corrective action and so production would still be wasted.
errors of tests were eliminated the extra cost of providing and maintaining the additional
expensive apparatus might exceed the saving on waste production.

The speculation In the last paragraphs may prove to be false but I think it Is certain
that in one way or another automatic computing machines will in time play a revolutionary role
In our factories.
The Design of Experiments

We have seen that block experiments can be arranged so that the amount of work Involved
The conditions necessary for the reduction are
in their analysis Is substantially reduced.
known, but all possible experiments meeting these conditions have yet to be discovered and
present day methods of discovering them are tedious.

The conditions give rise to a series of dlcphantlne equations whose solutions generate a
class containing all the possible solutions to the arrangement problem.
This class must be
further reduced by testing If the members of that class also satisfy a combinatorial requirement.
There are very few methods known as yet of solving these problems and resort has to
be made to trial and error methods which are extremely slow.

This raises the question of using machines for solving combinatorial problems and shows
that this Is a branch of pure mathematics which will have useful applications.
At the
moment there does not seem to be an adequate arithmetical theory for this subject.
Macmahan's work when tried In practice Is rather disappointing.
For example, the function
he proposes for enumerating the number of Latin Squares consists of a sum of terms each 1 or
according as a given square corresponding to the term is Latin or not.
This amounts to the
trial and error method of trying each possible square In turn.
It is extremely dangerous to
assume that the great speed of these machines will enable such crude methods to work.
For
the enumeration of the 8 x 8 Latin Squares, by testing every
square consisting of

8x8
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8

replicates of 8 distinct symbols, If the machine enumerates test squares at the rate of
40 centuries.
the enumeration will take 10

10 a second,

A possible starting point for a numeri co-analytic theory of combinations is the work on*
balanced incomplete block designs of W. S. Conner who uses the properties of Hesse' and other
Invariants of algebraic quadratic forms.
The theories of design relating to factorial experiments involve Abelian group theory,
and have now been reduced to routine enumeration which could undoubtedly be performed on

automatic machines.

Problems of rank correlation and other non-parametric tests can also lead to problems In
dlophantine analysis and problems of enumeration.
The Calculation of Sampling Distributions

Given a set of random variables denoted by r and their Joint differential distribution
a function y of x has a cumulative distribution which is defined by

p(x)dx,

F

(y)

= / p(s)d«
xeR

y

where !L Is a region of the n-dimenslonal space

Ix

(.dependent on the value of y.

denotes a set of observations (usually independent so that p(x)
estimate of some parameter of the distribution,
distribution of this estimate.

then F(y)

=

TCj

If

x

p(xj)) and y is an

is the cumulative sampling

In many cases the dimensionality of the problem can be reduced by analysis to 1 or
Often the function F(y) can then be determined by
•

or

(a)

the solution of a differential equation,

(b)

a recurrence relation

(c)

an expansion

(i)

(ii)
(ill)
(lv)

2.

ordinary or partial.

power series,
asymptotic series,

continued fraction,
In terms of some complete set of orthogonal functions, e.g.
Fourier expansion.

Thus the evaluation of sampling distributions Involves problems which are perfectly
familiar in numerical analysis.
The fact that all the quantities dealt with are probabilities
and therefore non-negative often simplifies the investigation of errors.
Many of these
X
2
e~* x dx for large x, and the extremely slow growth of this function
functions behave like /.
Is

— oc
sometimes a nuisance but can usually be turned to advantage.

For some of the less frequently used functions the construction of tables Is adequate,
but for certain functions (already extensively tabulated) the need Is for methods of
calculating spot values needed in other more advanced distributional theories.
The most
important functions of this type are the $?, t, Z and F distributions used In the analysis of
variance.
Since this aspect of the use of machines has been dealt with by E. T. Goodwin in
another paper of this Symposium, nothing further need be said here.
The theory of stochastic processes and time series also gives rise to similar distributional problems and these often involve the solution of Integral equations.
The existence of
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yet another field of application of these may stimulate some worker in numerical analysis to
consider this rather neglected branch of his art.

Sampling Experiments
Certain sampling distributions defy reduction by analysis to one of the forms considered
In that case the multiple Integral may be evaluated numerically, but
In the last section.
If the boundary of Ry Is at all complicated (as It will be In these cases) the problems of
error determination are exceedingly difficult and It Is difficult to programme the
calculation for an automatic machine.

A well-established technique used by statisticians in this case Is that of a sampling
A model of the parent population Is made and samples are taken from It
experiment.
From these samples a histogram or sample frequency curve Is constructed and
repeatedly.
sampling repeated until the chance fluctuations have been averaged out to acceptable limits.
The
Performed manually this is extremely slow and is only used when all else falls.
rapid calculating rate of automatic machines widens the possibility of using this method and
In certain cases It can be shown that sampling experiments can be more efficient than
deterministic methods.

This arises from the fact that the truncation, even In the deterministic method, Is
fixed by the number of points N which Is considered and is proportional to

nT^

where n ls

the dimension of the space, whereas in the sampling method the truncation error can be made
The sampling error is
negligible by using sufficient figures in the random numbers.
proportional to JL Independent of the dimensionality of the space.
\/N

used.

There ls considerable controversy concerning the source of random number that should be
The alternatives seem to be
1.

2.

to use sets of previously prepared random numbers (taken from tables such as those
of Tlppett or Kendall and Bablngton-Smlth).

the generation of the numbers by some physical process, e.g.

the random decay of

radio-active material.
3.

the generation of pseudo random numbers by some arithmetic process, e.g.
1
the (n+1)™ number the middle digits of the square of the n™ 1 number.

taking as

The first of these methods suffers from the disadvantage that the quantity of such numbers now
The second
available ls limited and the large amount of input will slow the machine down.
has the disadvantage that the numbers and therefore the calculations are not reproducible.
The numbers generated could be recorded but then external or auxiliary storage would be
needed for this and the repeat calculations would be of the first type.

The objection to the last alternative is that the numbers are not truly random In the
sense of Von Mlses, since a rule exists for predicting a member nf the series from previous
Without entering into the philosophical questions concerning the meaning of random,
members.
for practical purposes the numbers are required to be generated by a process which has no
relation to the purpose for which they are to be used. Hence, If an experimenter can convince
himself that he can convince his critics that there is no relation, then this method can be
used and has considerable computational advantages.
All
The next problem is how to convert the random numbers into random variables.
n-declmal numbers constructed as a set of n random numbers are equally likely, and for large n
If a random
can be regarded as random variables uniformly distributed over the range [o, l].
x
Solving,
the
range
[o,
l].
p(x)dx
takes
values
in
p(x)dx
then
variable has a distribution
/
for y, the equation
,v
F(y)

=/ oc

p(x)dx=

**
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z

(6)

where Z Is a random variable uniformly distributed In the range [o, l], gives y distributed
This method is completely general, but involves the calculation of the inverse
as p(x).
function to F(y) which may be rather difficult.

For example, If a normal
For certain special variates, other methods can be used.
variate is required the average of n uniform variables Is nearly normal for n about ID, and
this extravagant use of random numbers will be much quicker than the use of the particular
case of equation (6).

Random normal deviates are so much In demand that, if the first alternative for the
If uniform
generation of numbers is used, then these can be normal deviates with advantage.
For
variables are required these can be found by the formula U= /S zA mod. 1.

Wv

moderate

n(:>- io)

this formula gives sufficiently accurate results.

Sampling experiments are not confined to the solution of sampling distribution problems.
Any insoluble problem mathematically formulated Involving a stochastic element can be
simulated on an automatic machine, and the results from the model used to indicate the
Examples of this technique already used include problems
behaviour in the real problem.
concerning queues of aircraft at airports, and of cars at traffic lights, life and death
processes, the storage required in factories, and the optimum renewal procedure for electric
lamps.

There is developing a school of thought which advocates solving deterministic problems by
The deterministic problem is replaced by a stochastic one for which some
these methods.
For example,
distribution involved can be shown to be related to the solution required.
Laplace's equation can be solved by showing that the distributions Involved In a suitable
These methods are too new for any
random walk are related to the solution of this equation.
final Judgement on their merit to be given.

Summary
This brief survey has served to show that automatic computers can be of considerable
There are, however, certain logically simple problems for which
value to statisticians.
This should give an Incentive to our engineers to
these machines are not very suitable.
build, not bigger and better machines for the same Job but different machines for a different
Job.
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Discussion
MR. STRACHEY (National Research Development Corporation) mentioned some of the
Though there was no multiplication or
difficulties Involved In Census calculations.
division, the amount of data and the number of sub-totals required were so great that the
There is much sorting and many card
process was not economic on these complicated machines.
passages are needed and even assuming that 32 000 totals could be formed In each run the time
taken on the Manchester computer Is about 5000 years - slow, even for the Census'.
DR. HARTLEY (University College, London) agreed with this and suggested that for such
problems the first essential was high-speed Input and output, allied to sorting equipment.

The technique of experimental sampling, using the Monte Carlo method, can be used to
obtain a frequency distribution, for example, of the range, that is the difference between the
largest and smallest values in random samples of five, say.: For_thls;purposetableSi of -random
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numbers are required, tut If these are generated in the machine there is no Input problem,
Mr. Fieller had developed a method which
and high-speed computers are then very useful.
He computed also a second statistic, the control
reduced the number of samples required.
variable, whose frequency distribution is known exactly and is similar to that of the range.
The resulting calculations are arranged in a double-entry frequency table in which the row
and column sums give respectively the frequency distributions of the control variable and
Adjustment by multiplication to the known distribution of control
range In the sample.
If the two variables are perfectly related the
provides the required range distribution.
The accuracy of the result Is
matrix of entries In the frequency table Is diagonal.
determined by the magnitude of the off-diagonal elements.
MR. HEALEY (Rothamsted Experimental Station) said that the advent of high-speed
In
computers would have as large an effect in statistics as had that of desk computers.
particular, they will be of great use in the analysis of time series and in problems such as
They have less application in the
crop forecasting, when answers were required quickly.
analysis of experimental data because of the complexity of the assumed model hypothesis.
Programming might take longer than desk computation.

Mr. Healey's methods for agricultural
TOCH E R disagreed with the last point.
large
number of the rather less complicated
and
a
application,
widespread
problems have
problems can be put in a systematic form and a common programme made for use with high-speed
machines.
DR.

21.

General Discussion on Machine Utilization
opened by
D.

H.M.

H.

Sadler,

Nautical Almanac Office

I think you will agree with me that It is rather inappropriate for me to open the
discussion, because I have never used an electronic machine and the subject of this
You may find It interesting that
discussion is primarily the utilization of these machines.
But
a desk computer should listen to your discussions today and pass some remarks on them.
first of all I should like to say that I am surprised at how much I agree, since I expected
I agree particularly with Prof. Hartree's remarks,
to find a lot of points of disagreement.
both In his opening address and those he has made on machine utilization, and with those which
Dr. Fox made.
It Is very tempting for those computers who have been brought up in the hard
school of desk computing to regard it as essential for the computing to have a background of
these methods, and while I am beginning to doubt It myself I still think that one of the
things that is perhaps lacking in the usage of electronic machines at the present time is a
sufficient number of people with adequate background of ordinary computing methods.
I hear (I know nothing about these things) talk about microseconds and machines working
at very high speeds; then we have an enormous amount of effort being put Into speeding up
To speak of modernizing is to use such words as
these machines which are already very fast.
optimum coding, microprogramming and so on, but I would ask something about how much time is
spent on planning the Jobs for the machines so that the maximum use Is obtained from the
results.
In statistics you plan experiments, but how many physical problems are planned In
this sense, so that the data derived from the solution of your equations on the electronic
machines can be interpreted?
I have very little contact with the world of electronic machines but even I know of three
problems that have been solved, two in this country and one In America, In which numerical
results have been useless simply because two or three hours consideration was not spent in the
early stages, thinking what use could be made of the results when they had been obtained.
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Therefore I would like to support very strongly the suggestions that have been made earlier
that the people programming problems on electronic machines should get right down to the root
of the problem with its originators In order to ensure that they are solving the correct
There Is
problem, and If possible that the solution when obtained will be of direct use.
It seems to me that among the methods we have heard there have been very
another reason.
But of course there are new techniques, techniques which perhaps
few new computing methods.
have been forced upon the users of electronic machines by storage capacity limitations which
circumvent, for Instance, the use of differences, but which make It more economical of
storage capacity to use the Lagranglan type formulae rather than formulae Involving simple
It seems to me that by going to the root of the problem it should be possible
differences.
to derive much more direct methods of computation than those which have previously been used
on desk, machines.
The paper that has been of particular interest to me was that on the commercial applicaThe particular Interest to me Is that our
tion of electronic machines as exemplified by LEO.
production of navigational astronomical almanacs has very much In common with this commercial
work in that we have a very large output of relatively small amounts of simple arithmetic.
Yet it seems to me that the successful application of electronic machines to commercial
problems does open up the possibility of their successful application to problems over a much
wider range.
I am thinking now about survey problems and similar problems which at first
In a purely
sight do not look as if they are suitable for very fast electronic machines.
astronomical field - and here I am distinguishing between astronomy and astro-physics, for in
the astro-physical field you have got the same type of problem as occurs In the ordinary
physical problem - we have several problems dealing with celestial mechanics of the solar
In the problem of determining
system which are suitable for solution by electronic machines.
the future of the solar system we shall have something like 30 second-order non-linear
differential-equations to solve simultaneously, and since we want the solution not for all
time but at least for a very long time, we shall have to carry anything up to 10 or 20 extra
decimal digits in order to guard against building-up error, and I think the storage problem
will be very considerable.
I must say that I have listened to this discussion today with very great Interest, and I
feel quite sure that the large number of people who attended this Symposium and the enormous
amount of enthusiasm shown will result not only In the application of the old methods of desk
In conclucomputing but will also in a very short time produce new methods or techniques.
sion, I think it is a great pity that these electronic machines do not yet seem able to
improve on desk computers as far as relaxation methods are concerned.

Discussion
DR. VAJDA (Admiralty Research Laboratory) gave some details of the computations Involved
In problems of linear programming and the theory of games.
DR. MILLER (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) amplified his earlier remarks
about remainder terms In finite-difference formulae.
The remainder term gives an upper
They must,
bound, often much too large, and other curtailing criteria are more practicable.
however, be used with care:
"stopping at the smallest term" is not satisfactory unless the
terms are decreasing rapidly.
The theory of the replacement of a function by a polynomial
had been treated by Whittaker in his discussion of "cardinal functions".

MR. BENNETT (Ferranti Ltd.) described experiments at Manchester in the solution of
differential equations, involving an automatic adjustment of the finite-difference interval.
A Milne predictor formula checks that the Interval is the right size, the final Integrations
being performed with a smaller interval.
DR. TURING (Manchester University), reverting to the question of truncation of infinite
series, said that it was best to determine the required number of terms by analysis, since
rules of thumb could break down in certain circumstances.
This happens, for example, in the
use of Euler's transformation for accelerating the convergence of Infinite series, when the n th
term has a pole for a non-Integral value of n.
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In that particular example, the correct
DR. GOODWIN (NPL) supported this comment.
result Is obtained If the Euler summation Is carried out to the end, but this would be done
only by an Intelligent computer who noticed the peculiarity of the function: a machine,
using a standard routine, would probably fall.

In further support of the need for careful planning he quoted some examples of the
The equation
solution of ordinary differential equations by finite-difference methods.
_x and with some methods can be solved at
x
=
=
the
solution
e
has
y« + 20y
1,
19e~ , with y(0)
-20x is so
Other methods break down when the complementary function e
an interval 6 x = ±.
This fact can be used to advantage in
badly represented as to be exponentially increasing.
solving so-called "stiff equations, in which the wanted solution is well-behaved but all
It may be possible to choose a representation of the
other solutions increase very rapidly.
equation which gives so bad an approximation to the unwanted solutions that they decrease,
Instead of Increasing, and the wanted solution is obtained quite accurately.
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Gates and Trigger Circuits
by
W.

W.

Chandler

Post Office Research Station, London

Introduction
This Is a very large subject - too large to be treated adequately In the time available.
It Is proposed therefore to give a very brief summary of our findings on MOSAIC and other
electronic machines, leaving If possible some time for discussion.
Gate Circuits
The generalized gate circuit Is a device which, supplied with signals from "N" sources,
will Itself provide a signal If "X" or more of the Input leads are simultaneously stimulated,
If
If X = 1, the device may be called an "OR" gate;
where X may have values from 1 to N.
=
called
an
"AND"
gate.
X
N, It may be

The obvious way to provide a "gate" facility Is
The drawbacks of such an arrangement are:

by a multiple potentiometer system.

1.

Reduction of level in output signal relative to lnput-dlrectly proportional to N.

2.

Variation and instability with time, of available resistors.

The fact that such an arrangement draws current from the original sources, and
thus cannot be repeated often on any one signal bus-bar.

3.

The first of these objections Is usually decisive In very high-speed machines, where
available voltage swings are In any case low due to necessity for low time-constants.

Improvement may be effected by the use of diodes (thermionic or crystal) provided that
Voltage swings are then transmitted with very little
the gate is an "OR" or an "AND" gate.
To
reduction, but a load, albeit a small one, is still thrown on the sources of signals.
avoid even this trouble, It Is necessary to use some scheme whereby each Input lead Is
Thus there are the
terminated on a separate valve, or at least on a separate electrode.
techniques using the control and suppressor grids of a pentode (satisfactory If a signal
sufficiently large to swing the suppressor Is available),, feeds on several valve grids, the
anodes of the valves being commoned (In which case amplification, phase reversal and change
of absolute level results) and feeds on several valves connected as cathode followers with
common cathode (In which case level and phase are retained but amplitude may be slightly
reduced).
In all types of circuit, It Is usually necessary and always desirable that the
gate shall be either of "AND" or "OR" type, and the circuit should be re-cast to make this
The point Is Illustrated by consideration of the MOSAIC Adder circuit beiow.
so,^
An "Adder" circuit Is supplied with three signals, the A and B digits (from the two
The output Is two-fold, one line
numbers A and B to be added) and the, C or carry digit.
providing the required sum A + B and" the other deducing the carry digit to be fed back to C
The answer "1" Is required on the "Sum" line If the sum of A B
for the next A + B digits.
the answer "1" Is required on the "Carry" line If the sum of A B and C is
and C Is 1 or 3;
2 or 3.
All other answers are zero.
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The logical circuit shown has the required facilities, and at low speeds Is satisIt has however one gate circuit of
factorily transformed into the networks also shown.
the type to be avoided, namely the circuit provided with 3 inputs, (N =3) any 2 of which
It is desirable to find another circuit which
acting together are to be effective (X = 2).
does not rely on such gates.

Such a circuit may be derived (using circuit algebra) as follows:
If fi(A,B,C) represents line
"
"
and f2 (A,B,C)

output

1

2 output

thenf 1 (A.B.C.) = A.B.C. + (A+B+C).
1
+
and fg(A.B.C) = A.B.C. + A.B.C.

(carry digit)
[(A.BpC)] 1

f2

A.B^C

+

A^B.C.

the dashes indicating negation.

fg(A,B,C) = A.B. (C + C 1 )
= A.B.

+ A.C. (B + B 1 ) + B.C. (A + Al) by adding

A.

B.C.

twice.

+ A.C. + B.C.

If, instead of using the variables A and B directly, we first derive the two new
variables A.B. = G and A+B = F, using simple "AND" and "OR" gates, then:-

fl(A.B.C)
and fg(A,B,C>

[fg(ABC)]' =

=

(A.B.).C+ [(A+B)+C].

=

A.B + (A+B).C = G + F.C

G. C

+

[F+C].

[fg(A,B,C)]'

These latter two equations give a logical solution Involving only simple "AND" and "OR"
The logical diagram and the equivalent circuit diagram are shown, the
gates in F, G and C.
This Is the MOSAIC
switching in the latter case being by diodes and cathode followers.
adder circuit.

Trigger Circuits

Many types of binary trigger circuit are available, and there is time here only to
standard
indicate qualities held to be desirable, which have been incorporated into the
each anode feeds the
which
In
circuit.
type
of
symmetrical
the
general,
In
trigger.
MOSAIC
other types opposite grid, the two cross-feed circuits being identical Is preferred to
other by cathode
for instance, that where feed one way Is by anode coupling and the
The "ON" and "OFF" signals are of exactly the same
coupling - for a variety of reasons.
tested, the
kind, the two half-circuits are Independent and can therefore be separately
signals can be
circuits themselves are very easy to design and appreciate, and the Input
to a cathode
specified with respect to fixed voltages - not for Instance with reference
It is admitted however that the above does not
which is Itself at a varying voltage level.
The remaining points
cover the subject, and the preference may be merely a personal one.
fundamental.
regarded
as
however are
internal (or
It Is desirable to separate the operating connexions from the
The obvious solution is to use pentodes, stabilizing on the
stabilizing) connexions.
"One electrodecontrol grids and switching on the suppressors - an application of the
The highly- favoured
one Job" technique already referred to by Dr. Coombs in Paper 5.
the number
double-trlode valve Is eliminated by this method, it is true, and of course
Justify the increase.
of separate valves is Increased, but the advantages are felt to
1.

If the downward
The upward swing of the control grids is limited by grid current.
cut-off - a
below
Just
voltage
a
to
connected
clamps
diode
by
swing is also limited
and
signals,
input
duration
trigger is obtained which Is sensitive to small and short
resistors
the
in
variation
wide
by
operation
of
is furthermore unaffected in speed
give stable
constituting the cross-feed networks (provided of course that these networks
feed
condenser
additional
an
is
circuit
of
the
An essential part
D.C. conditions).
Without the dlcde
effect.
coupling
A.C.
an
giving
grid
the
opposite
to
ancde
each
from

2.
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clamps, these condensers tend to Increase tne total resolving time, since the control
Triggers
with the clamps, this effect does not arise.
grids are depressed too far;
of this type can be made to respond in a few milli-microseconds.

The output should be taken from a buffer valve, so that the output circuit may be
3.
designed independently of the internal circuit parameters.

Fig.i depicts a trigger circuit, designed in accordance with the above principles, whlcH
standard binary trigger used throughout MOSAIC.

is the

Discussion
MR. R. T. CLAYDEN (English Electric Co. Ltd.) In referring to this paper and to the one
presented by Dr. Coombs said that the policy adopted in the design of MOSAIC seemed to be to
In MOSAIC some
use a profusion of valves, combined with "one electrode - one Job".
6000 valves are used whereas, using ACE Pilot Model circuitry, only 2800 would be required.
For example, the diagram [Fig. 2) shows a

1B— IH

©
=tN

Fig. 2

If
Adjuik
on task

The common
trigger circuit using fewer electrodes and valves than the MOSAIC trigger.
The input Is applied to
cathode coupling is used thus making full use of the cathode.
Buffer stages are eliminated and the anode
Grid A which is used only to drive the trigger.
One D.C. coupling is used as against two in MOSAIC and even
is used only for the output.
The pentode shown in the output
this can cause trouble if the resistors change in value.
Further the Pilot ACE circuitry does not
stage of the MOSAIC circuit is not essential.
The CVD specification for
make use of notoriously unreliable suppressor characteristics.
CV138 allows a very wide tolerance on these.

MR. D. 0. CLAYDEN (NPL) said that the original design for the ACE Pilot Model specified
that the output of a trigger or gate should be known and independent of valve characteristics,
The voltage across the 10K cathode
Fig. 3 shows a simplified gate circuit on these lines.
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resistance Is large In comparison with the grid bias of any valve used so that for any
reasonable grid swing the cathode current is not altered appreciably.

O
AI A2'

'\

©

Fig.

3

41"

|0K

-100

The signal Is applied to Gl.
Double-tr lodes are used for this circuit throughout.
say, + 10V all the cathode current passes through Al and if It Is at, say
-10V It passes through A2 so that at either anode quite a definite voltage equal to the
More elaborate circuits are
product of cathode current and anode load Is obtained.
obtained by connecting valves In cascade as shown In Fi g.4.
If Gl Is at,

A—-

&
~

^A/S

AfcB

ci>

Hi"

r

~l_
B

r-

-JOOV.
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•

M l'

II"

Fig. 4

Out of the four anodes, any combination of voltages corresponding to the input signals
Furthermore by connecting the two anodes as shown the logical
3; B can be performed.

A and B may be obtained*
operations A and B and A

,

i

DR. COOMBS (Post Office Research Station, London) in reply said that the "one electrode
It means that one electrode should net
one Job" policy seemed to have been misunderstood.
do more than one Job and not that every electrode must do something.

Pentodes are used as output valves in order to maintain the uniformity of valve type.
This entails no sacrifice of efficiency or increase in cost and has the advantage of easier
The Pilot ACE type trigger saves one grid at the expense of troublesome manual
servicing.
adjustments, whereas the double -pentode trigger can be Installed as designed without further
Regarding the use of suppressor grids the valve specification quoted is not
adjustment.
D.C. switching is never
relevant to the typical application of CV138 valves in MOSAIC.
Triggers are switched by an easily obtained very high A.C. signal
used on suppressors.
The circuits are so
on the suppressors and the valves are not necessarily cut off.
arranged that only k small voltage movement on the anode is required.
MR. NEWMAN (NPL) , from the chair, remarked that in the triggers used in the ACE Pilot
They, also, functioned as designed.
Model the tolerance on either grid is about 10 volts.
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Parallel Ferroresonant Triggers
by

Prof. J. Garcia Santesmases

Consejo Superior de Investigaclones Clentlficas, Spain

Introduction
In a circuit made up of a resistor, an air-core Inductance and a capacitor in series
or parallel, currents are completely determined If the applied voltage is sinusoidal.
If an iron-core Inductor Is substituted, the aspect of the problem is changed, and the
whenever this element is present in a
Inductance becomes a function of the current.
circuit, an accurate study of the circuit becomes difficult because of the distortion which
Under certain conditions, two
the core introduces in the voltage or current waveforms.
This phenomenon is referred to as ferroresonance.
stable states can be obtained.
Ferroresonance can occur In the series circuit (different current for the same voltage) or
in the parallel circuit (different voltages for the same current).

A systematic investigation of the parallel ferroresonant circuit has been made by the
writer (ref.i and 2).
At the beginning of last year, while I was in the Computation Laboratory of Harvard
University, I started working on a trigger circuit which is based on parallel ferroresonance
Afterwards I continued this work in Madrid University.
(ref. 1,4,5).

Parallel ferroresonant circuit
We shall consider a parallel circuit consisting of a resistance, an iron-core inductor
Assume the applied voltage V in the circuit is sinusoidal, and
and a condenser (fig. 1).
To simplify studying the problem in a
the source has a very low internal impedance.
through the circuit Is sinusoidal, and the
current
general way, we can also assume that the
losses In the Iron and the resistance of the coll are negligible.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Under these conditions, If we consider effective values, we can write:
z
2
2 = (V\
(I T " CVW)
(1)
I
[-TJ

Equation

(1)

can be written as follows:
I

L

-

CJto = I

(3)

(2)

In fig. 2 the
Is the current through the condenser and the coll In parallel.
where I
by
equation (2) Is represented by the curve (1) and the equation (3), which is an ellipse,
of
points
operating
the
are
curves
two
these
of
Intersection
The points of
the curve (2).
indicated
been
have
ellipses
figure
two
the
In
current.
assumed
the
for
circuit
the
and Rg , (R 1 <R2 ).
corresponding to the same value of the current I 1 with two resistances,
observed.
The influence of the parallel resistance in the behaviour of the circuit may be
resistance,
same
the
and
values,
current
different
By drawing the corresponding ellipses for
obtained.
be
may
curves
ferroresonant
the

%

,

network of
It is possible to obtain the ferroresonant curves In an easier way by using a
circles instead of a network: of ellipses (ref. 4).
is possible
Using one of these constructions and assuming the same ideal conditions it
and
4).
circuit
(ref.
2
this
of
to study graphically the behaviour

In tig. o,a the shape of a ferroresonant curve is shown.
this curve Is stable in all Its branches.
source is used,

Assuming a constant voltage

U

CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE

CONSTANT VOLTAGE SOURCE
Fig.
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3

It should be pointed out from the experimental point of view, that the losses on the
As these
Iron-core have a very great influence on the shape of the f erroresonant curve.
there is
where
reached
is
limit
a
until
losses increase, the curve becomes less accentuated
ferroresonance.
no

Constant current source.

Ferroresonant triggers

curves
If we apply a constant current source to the parallel circuit, the ferroresonant
The branch a c Is unstable.
are not stable In all branches (fig.\qb).

Let us assume that e is the operating point, which corresponds to a current I ,
when l]_ Is reached, the voltage Jumps abruptly to the
and that we Increase the current.
If, now, we decrease the current to the same original value I 0f the
operating point b.
Thus, In this operation
voltage will follow the branch b c until the point f is reached.
but in the contrary
operation
same
the
perform
If
we
from
e
to
/.
has
Jumped
voltage
the
direction, decreasing the current first, the operating point will drop from / to e.

Obviously this ability to change from one stable state to another meets the requireIt is not necessary to use a change In the alternating current
ments of a trigger circuit.
For this purpose, we can
We can use current pulses as well.
for triggering the circuit.
forces act
magnetizing
alternating
and
direct
Inductor
assume that in the iron-core
If, In these conditions, we change the value of the direct magnetizing
simultaneously.
A family of ferroresonance curves
force, the shape of the ferroresonant curve changes too.
The explanation of this
for different values of the direct current i is shown In fig. 4.
decreases when the
permeability
Incremental
that
family of curves is based on the fact
constant field is increasing.

Fig. 4
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Assume the alternating current Is I , the direct current I2, and the operating point
If the direct current changes from 1 2 to 1 1( the ferroresonant curve changes from II to I,
remains unchanged, the operating point Jumps up to B.
and, as the alternating current I
increases to the Initial value lg, the operating point drops to C.
If now the current
So that a decreasing current pulse lg-lp Jumps the operating point from A to C.
Similarly an Increasing current pulse (I3-I2) drops the operating point from C to A.

A.

,

^

In fact, Instead of using a source of direct current and another of alternating current,
our tests have been carried out using a single source, the plate circuit of a pentode (fig. 5).
For a certain bias on the grid, and a certain voltage from the oscillator., the current
through the coll should be the superposition of a direct current and an alternating current.
By changing the voltage of the. oscillator or the grid bias, the alternating or direct current
Is changed.

n
Output

n

Fig.

5

If we
A similar effect to that of a change In grid bias can be obtained as follows.
the
pulse
to
send
a
and
we
coll
the
(fig.
f
the
core
5)
to
apply two secondary windings
winding A in the direction Indicated by the arrow, which decreases the constant flux through
Inversely, a pulse In the
the core, the system will change from the low to the high state.
The output is
opposite direction through the coll B will re-establish the low state.
wave.
modulated
obtained after detection of the

In order to get an output not connected to the plate circuit (which may be of Interest
If It Is desired to use various units In series with the object of constituting a counter),
This diagram also shows the procedure for
the system Indicated In fig. 6 may be employed.
phase.
In
opposite
outputs
obtaining two
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output A
>

opposite

in

phase to B"

imput pulses

Fig.

6

With these basic principles some trigger circuits have been designed and the experimental
tests have been successful.
The first tests (ref. 4) were carried out using a core made of Mu-metal.
The carrier
frequency was 70 kc/s.
About 1.8 D. C. ampere-turns per cm, and 1 A, C. ampere-turns per cm.
In these conditions the system was triggering with pulses applied
were required.
successively to the one or the other secondary, with a rate up to 12 kc/s.
The ampereturns per cm corresponding to the current pulses were about O.3.
The pulse width should be
equivalent to about two or three waves of the carrier frequency.

A second series of tests has been carried out at Madrid, using cores made of ferrites.
We have Increased the carrier frequency up to 1 Mc/s, and the rate of pulses up to 150 kc/s.
About 4 D. C. ampere-turns per cm, 1.3 A.C. ampere-turns per cm, and 0.5 ampere-turns per cm
of current pulses are used.

A picture of the modulated wave, and the corresponding output after detection, as
The carrier frequency Is 1 Mc/s and the
displayed in the oscilloscope, Is shown in fig.*].
rate of pulses Is 20 kc/s.
The output and the modulated wave for the same carrier
The modulated wave at a rate
frequency at a rate of pulses of 65 kc/s Is shown in fig. 8.
of pulses of 150 kc/s and for a carrier frequency of 1.5 Mc/s is shown in fig.q.
It should be pointed out that this trigger needs no more than one core for performing
the same operation as the equivalent vacuum-tube trigger.

The fundamental Ideas and experiments of the parallel ferro-resonant triggers have been
At present, we are making experiments In order to put several units In series
described.
(which will give the advantage of using the same current for all of them) and In such a way
to make a counter.
I wish to express my gratitude to Professor Howard H. ^Alken, the Director of the Harvard
Computation Laboratory, and to Sres. Rodrfguez VIdal and Sanchez Rodriguez for the help they
have given me in the University of Madrid.
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1 Mc/s.

20 kc/s.
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1 Mc/s,

65 kc/s.

Detected wave

FIG.9.
Carrier frequency:
Rate of pulses:

1.5 Mc/s.
150 kc/s.
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Mercury Delay Line Storage
by
M„

Wright

National Physical Laboratory

Introduction
Computing machines using mercury delay line stores have enjoyed considerable success
The keynote of this success Is reliability and since the store Is
for over five years.
machine the reliability of m.d.l. storage can be taken as
any
the largest part of
established.

A storage system can be assessed In respect of three major features:
1.

2.
3.

Cost
Reliability
Speed and access time

The initial cost of m.d.l. storage is fairly high In comparison with that of some other
In order to assess the economics of
storage systems but this Is relatively unimportant.
any storage system a comparison with the cost of maintenance and the cost of the rest of the
The initial cost is, therefore, less Important than It is sometimes
machine must be made.
stated to be.

The easiest way of analysing the reliability of any storage system is to consider its
In general these can be divided Into four classes:
possible faults.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Complete and continuous breakdown
Breakdown for certain pulse patterns only
Random pickup
Intermittent breakdown of the types (l) or

(2)

The associated
Mercury delay lines are free from (2) and can be made free from (3).
of the
most
true
of
Is
but
that
faults,
any
of
these
exhibit
course
may
of
circuitry
circuitry of a computer.

storage on our experience of the
descriptions
of delay lines are
Many
published
designs used in the ACE Pilot Model.
available (ref. 1,2,3) and tne assistance derived from them Is fully acknowledged.
It is convenient to base the assessment of m.d.l.

The Mechanical Design of the Pilot Model Mercury Delay Lines

Three lengths of line are used, with nominal delays of 32|i s, 64p,s and 10241 s.
two shorter types are similar in design and all have a mechanical length adjustment.

The

Each short line is built from a straight length of mild steel barrel, f in. bore, 1/8 in.
The barrel Is mounted
wall, the ends of which are threaded to take the crystal assemblies.
The
vertically with a fixed crystal holder at the bottom and an adjustable one at the top.
different.
are
mounting
of
methods
but
the
similar
are
lines
delay
all
the
on
crystal holders
The bottom holder Is fixed onto a steel disk which screws onto the end of the barrel,
A micrometer type adjustment is fitted
whereas the top holder is fixed onto a thin tube.
that the electrode connexion can be
so
down
up
or
only
move
is
free
to
to this tube, which
taken from the centre via a hole in the side.

The holder contains a perspex Insulating disk, i In. in diameter, which is clamped in
A brass electrode, 3/8 in. in diameter, Is set in the perspex
position by a steel ring.
The crystal,
Insulator with Its surface recessed 0.001 In. below the rim of the perspex.
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which Is £
spring.

In. In diameter, rests on this rim and is retained in that position by a light wire
The spring is mounted on four pillars fixed to the steel clamping ring.

The surface finish on the face
The crystal is made of X cut quartz 0.007 in. thick.
Is
in contact with mercury, is
which
other,
the
matt
but
is
rim
perspex
which sits on the

polished.

Mercury appears to wet the surface of polished quartz so that a reliable and Intimate
At that
Originally the crystals used were matt on both faces.
contact is maintained.
by filling
time the lines were filled first with methylated spirit, which was then displaced
spirit
of
thin
film
a
virtue
of
by
worked
lines
these
It is believed that
with mercury.
They tended to fail after a few
between crystal and mercury which wetted both surfaces.
The lines are now filled
months - possibly due to the gradual disappearance of this film.
the type originally
of
failures
line
no
been
have
There
mercury.
clean
with
directly
The method of polishing thin quartz crystals
experienced since this technique has been used.
Is simple and few breakages occur during the process.
The
There is an air gap of 0.001 In, between the crystal and the brass electrode.
mechanical Impedance of this air gap is effectively zero and no energy is transmitted into it
Most of the energy which appears at the receiving crystal is
by the transmitting crystal.
The
and is sent back towards the transmitting crystal.
interface
back
this
at
reflected
the
this
reduces
and
is
dB
path
15
line
attenuation of the signal In a long mercury delay
An artificial
reflected signal to a level 3D dB below that of the primary signal.
below the
attenuator is inserted in the short lines so that the reflected signals are SOdB
mounted
In the
Is
which
wire
steel
of
grid
flne-mesh
Is
a
attenuator
This
primary signal.
barrel at an angle of 45° to the axis.

They are built from two stainless
The long lines make use of a double reflection path.
The tubes are held parallel and
vertically.
mounted
both
wall
In.
steel tubes, * In. bore, 1/8
the tubes are
brazed into two blocks, one at each end, after which the projecting ends of
ground parallel.

with
A block housing the transducers Is fitted to the top of the tubes and another,
450 reflecting surfaces, Is fitted to the bottom, all Joints consisting of fine-ground flat
The wave path Is down one tube across the reflecting block and
surfaces held in contact.
up the other tube.
extend
The reflecting block, which Is a right-angled triangle in section, Is bored to
by a
are
Joined
faces
in
these
holes
the
and
faces
perpendicular
the tube holes to the two
to these faces, which
fixed
are
disks
reflecting
steel
stainless
Polished
hole.
horizontal
The angle of incidence of the
are accurately ground so that the angle between them is 90°.
should be noted that total
It
connexion
in
this
450.
thus
disks
is
reflecting
beam on the
300.
than
reflexion occurs for angles of incidence greater

accommodate the
The transducer block is also bored to extend the tube holes, and to
The mounting
block.
this
of
side
the
drilled
in
filling
Is
for
A
hole
crystal mounting.
rotations about mutually
for the crystal holder Is klnematlcally designed to provide two
The overall
perpendicular axes, and a vertical translation for path length adjustment.
length of the mounting Is about five inches.

Assembly
All the
perspex and quartz.
clean
in
rinsing
finally
and
benzene
with
by
wiping
thoroughly
steel parts are cleaned
Care Is taken to ensure that no brazing material gets into the tubes
benzene or acetone.
The quartz Is cleaned in benzene or acetone but the perspex is
during construction.
Fresh
The parts are left to dry and are then assembled.
cleaned only with a dry cloth.
purity.
grade,
of
99.5%
commercial
a
only
is
it
but
mercury is used to fill each line
The materials in contact with the mercury are steel,

after filling but after
The signal obtainable from the line is very small immediately
caused by small bubbles of
probably
Is
effect
This
normal.
is
signal
output
hours
the
S4
The angular
air which form during the filling process and which gradually disperse.
for use.
adjusters are set to give a maximum signal and the line is then ready
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forking Tolerances
The bandwidth of the line and Its transducers at the crystal frequency (15 Mc/s) Is
The Input consists of 0.3 \is clock, pulses, widened to 1 jis, at 1 Mc/s
about 7 Mc/s.
The driving
The bandwidth required to transmit these is about 2 Mc/s.
repetition rate.
and receiving circuits are designed to give a total bandwidth of about 3 Mc/s so that the
The output pulse is reshaped to give a rise
pulse rise-time at the output is 0.1 to 0.2 (is.
time of less than 0.1 u-s, and is then used to gate clock, pulses into the Input of the line.
Since the clock pulses are only 0.3 |is wide and the gating pulses are 1 (is wide, a timing
The length of the delay line can be set to the optimum
tolerance of +0.35 u-s Is available.
Allowing for the
represents
a temperature control of ±i°C.
which
+0.
ljxs
and controlled to
Each delay line is inspected
pulse rise-time, the final working tolerance is +0.15 \js.
daily but alterations are made much less frequently.
The total attenuation of the long delay lines (1024 |is) is about 60 dB at 15 Mc/s.
By careful assembly and design the variations between one line and another are reduced but,
The gain of
as an extra precaution, a +10 dB gain control is provided in the transmitter.
the receiving amplifiers is not independent of temperature and of valve characteristics.
The gain control provides means of
Also, the long and short lines differ in attenuation.
compensating for all these variations.

Normally a signal of about 70 volts D.A.P. (double amplitude peak) is sent to the
transmitting crystal and the output from the receiving crystal is amplified to produce
307 pulses after rectification.
The long lines used in the ACE Pilot Model are housed in a large box 10 x 5' x 7 ft.
There is a door at one end so that the
high, which is made of 3/16 in. thick, hardboard.
A single fan stirs the air in the box, which is
lines can be inspected easily.
thermostatically controlled to 30 +i°C.

Cost
The cost of a complete mercury delay store such as that in the ACE Pilot Model, i.e.
using long and short delay lines, is estimated to be about £10 per word of 32 digits or
Two thirds of this cost is for circuitry and the other third for the
about 7/- per digit.
delay lines themselves.

Reliability
,J?our types of fault
1.

2.
3.

4.

were mentioned at the beginning of this paper.

Complete and continuous breakdown
Continuous breakdown for certain patterns
Random pickup
Intermittent breakdown

Complete or intermittent breakdown can be caused by several types of failure
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Incorrect length
Broken crystals
Misalignment of the crystals
Mercury creeping behind the crystals, and shortcircuitlng them
Poor contact between the mercury and the crystal
A temperature gradient across the mercury

The required delay time is dependent on the delay in the circuitry but the lines can be set
to the optimum delay by the length adjustments.

Faults due to broken or misaligned crystals do not occur except by accident or
Mercury has been known to get behind a crystal but If the perspex rim is
carelessness.
machined flat and not mistreated, this should not occur.
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The contact of the mercury and quartz can be Impaired by contamination' ,of either.
Under normal conditions no such trouble has been found, but on one occasion during
experiments solder got Into the mercury and ended the life of the line with a disconcerting
suddenness.

A temperature gradient across the mercury column can cause a corresponding velocity
This Is never sufficient to cause trouble
gradient and a consequent bending of the beam.
In the Pilot ACE unless a source of heat is deliberately applied to one side of the tube.
As far as the lines themselves are concerned, there are no features which can give rise
to faults dependent upon pulse patterns, and the cause of any such faults, If they occur,
must be sought In the circuitry.

In this respect,
There remain only faults represented by the loss or pickup of pulses.
mercury delay lines offer the exceedingly Important advantage that they can readily be
operated at signal levels such as to render them, practically speaking, Immune from such
(The Pilot Model lines are normally used so as to give pulses of about 70 mV D.A.P.
faults.
It is our common experience that In the absence of any specific
at the receiving crystal.)
and readily Identifiable maladjustment, or any mechanical defect such as a faulty plug-andsocket connection or similar break. In screen continuity, the storage system neither gains
nor loses a single digit even in the longest runs.
Finally, it may be pointed out that m.d.l. storage Is intrinsically free from any
limitation on the number of times that any Item of stored information can be read.
In the
The working life of a mercury delay line Is not yet known with certainty.
for
been
working
have
type
the
latest
ones
of
short
Pilot Model, four long lines and nine
about a year without any replacement, and other users can no doubt claim even longer runs.
For all we know to the contrary, their life may be taken as indefinitely long.

An Experimental Multi-Reflexion Type

American workers have produced some very lng'enlous and sophisticated designs in which
We also have experimented on these
compactness is achieved by multi-reflexion paths.
One of the lines now in use is a metal tank 9 inches by 7 inches by
with some success.
Eleven adjustable polished steel reflecting plates are distributed round the
li inches.
four narrow walls and the ultrasonic beam is sent round and round in the enclosure by
The orientations of the surfaces were adjusted optically and
45° reflexions from these.
The total attenuation in this
the line worked without further adjustment when filled.
line already described,
double-reflexion
comparable
the
as
in
line is about the same
Indicating that there Is no appreciable loss in reflexion under these conditions.
An Apparent Anomalous Velocity Effect
The earliest models of the short lines were of fixed length, and it was observed that
The discrepancy was confirmed by
the delay was 0.3 (is longer than the calculated 32 us.
There
been noted elsewhere.
has
effect
the
that
understood
and
it
is
experiment
further
has not been time to elucidate it.
Speed,

and Access Time

Mercury delay line storage can be used at very high pulse repetition rates, i.e. at
A practicable upper limit Is set by a number of factors,
very high digit frequencies.
features

e.g. crystal strength, temperature control requirements, attenuation, and some
It appears that 5 Mc/s is about
of associated circuitry, in particular circuit delays.
This
the art.
the highest digit frequency that could be realized in the present state of
Mc/s.
about
30
of
frequency
carrier
would require a

As far as access time is concerned - the delay line store does not offer the possikinds of
bility of direct access to required words which is such a valuable feature of some
logical
suitable
a
shown,
speakers
have
previous
as
On the other hand,
electronic store.
design and the use of optimum coding enables the effective access time of a delay-line cum
magnetic-drum system to be reduced to that of a single-word delay line.
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Discussion
MP. WILLIS (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) asked If It was possible to
The
transmit two or more pulse trains simultaneously using different carrier frequencies.

author said this was certainly possibly but had not been tried at NPL.
DRo PINKERTON (J. Lyons & Co. Ltd.) mentioned some difficulties that had been
encountered In the operation of the LEO delay lines and In particular, failure due to the
mercury not making a "wet" contact with quartz.
A wetting medium of glycerine and water
Polishing the crystal faces
(with an anti-rust material added) had proved satisfactory.
The modulation system used was the same as at the NPL.
He
was a more expensive solution.
gave 5 dB as the attenuation in the mercury column as against the 20 dB in the NPL lines.
The author in reply said that the polishing of a crystal face cost only five shillings.
The higher attenuation In the NPL lines was probably due to the different carrier frequency
as well as to the narrower bore.

In reply to a question about the cost of mercury delay line storage,
an estimate of £130 for a 1000-dlglt line and its circuitry.

the author gave

Mr. STRINGER (Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory) confirmed the efficacy of
the polishing of the crystal face to secure "wetting" by the mercury, and described a new
type of line now being made at Cambridge, In the form of solid rectangular steel blocks
bored with holes parallel to the upright sides and the base, with 45° reflecting plates at
the Junctions of the holes.
An accurately machined plate, resting on the machined top

surface of the block, carries the crystals.
DR. COOMBS (Post Office Research Station, London) said that they had had some trouble
at Dollls Hill due to stray pick up at the low-level end of the lines, and advised that

amplifiers should be mounted as close as possible to the low-level ends and that leads should
be well screened and earthed.
The author replied that there had been little or no pick-up
trouble at the NPL and that operation with the largest practicable signals was a good
safeguard against It.

27.

Applications of Magnetostriction Delay Lines
by
R.

C,

Robblns and:R. ;Millership..

Elliott Bros. Ltd.

SUMMARY

Mercury delay lines have been widely and successfully employed.

In comparison with

the magnetostriction line they have certain disadvantages, chiefly their weight, size,
The magnetostriction line is simple, cheap and
complexity and temperature instability.
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The latter, however,
robust and may be constructed to give a zero temperature variation,,
Other forms of solid delay line tend to
be too complex.

may not be used over as great a frequency range.

It is felt that for use in digital computers the magnetostriction lines of the type
described have considerable advantages over the other forms of delay line which have been
used.

INTRODUCTION
The magnetostriction delay line is an acoustic line, in which the Input electrical
energy is converted into an elastic wave which then travels along the line and Is reconverted
A short variable delay line of this type which
into electrical energy at the output.
operated with a rectangular pulse input of the order of 5 us in width has been described
It is the purpose of this paper to describe certain forms of magnetostriction
by Jiradburdo
delay line which have been developed and some of the ways in which they have been applied
or in which their use is envisaged in electronic digital computing equipment.

DESCRIPTION OF DELAY LINE
General
The line in Its simplest form consists of a length of thin wire or tape of a magnetostrictive material threaded through a coil near each end (fig.i).

Polarising

Magnet.
1
\

Y////A
Y///7A

V?7?7i

TV
Output

Input.
Simple

Form

of

M<aqn<2fco3t>rrcb»v<2

V///A
End
Clamp
Line

If an electric current pulse is passed through one coll the portion of line affected
As a result, stress
by the resulting magnetic field will undergo a change in dimensions.
The
pulses will be transmitted along the line at the velocity of sound in the material.
stress pulse arriving at the second coll produces a change in the magnetic Induction of
the delay line material by virtue of the reverse magnetostriction effect and consequently

an electric pulse is Induced In that coll.

Output Pulse Shape

A simplified explanation of the production of the output pulse Is given In fig. 2.
Consider a step waveform of current supplied to a delay line having one short coil and one
As the magnetic induction at the Input coll builds up, a stress proportional
long coll.
to the Induction is established, the extent of which is determined by the length of the coll,
This
and by the time required for the magnetic field to penetrate into the material.
As the
stress pulse Is propagated down the line In the direction of the second coil.
stress pulse passes through this coll, the value of the magnetic Induction integrated over
Consequently a voltage Is Induced In the
the coll length alters In the manner shown.
output coll proportional to the differential of this waveform.
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determined by
From the input step wave, two output pulses will be obtained of width
pulse,
and with astress
the
establish
taken
to
the
time
and
the length of the shorter coil
The same output is obtained if
separation determined by the length of the longer coil.
A negative
position.
the colls are reversed so that the longer coil is in the input
a wide square wave
so
that
sense
opposite
the
of
pulses
similar
two
produce
will
going step
If the length of the long coll Is reduced these may be
will produce four output pulses.
obtained, each with a positive and negative going
are
pulses
output
two
that
combined so
With a narrow rectangular input pulse these also may be combined to give the
portion.
characteristic output form shown in the diagram.
conversion
A number of factors have been neglected such as attenuation, possible mode
the explanation serves to
of the acoustic pulse, effect of Input and output circuits, but
material
indicate the necessity for utilising coils of an appropriate length and of
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sufficiently thin. If an adequate output waveform Is to be obtained with a narrow input
Examination of the type of output obtained with a very short coil and a very long
pulse.
coll has proved most useful in the investigation of this type of delay line and in the
prediction of its performance.
End terminations
It Is necessary to terminate the delay line at each end in some form of damping pad
This pad
order to prevent reflexion of acoustic pulses from the free ends of the line.
consist of rubber or neoprene clamped to the end of the line, or the end may be immersed
The
grease or a termination of suitable shape and material may be moulded on the end.
size and shape of the termination will depend on the material used but suitable pads can
easily and simply constructed to occupy a very small space and yet reduce the reflexions
1% or less of the required pulse.
jVeed

in

may
in

be
to

for Polarization

The stress pulse in the line produces a change in the easy direction of magnetization
In the case of a material with positive magnetostriction a
of the magnetic domains.
tension will produce a rotation towards the direction of the applied tension whereas for a
material with negative magnetostriction the rotation is towards the transverse direction.
If the material is in the unmagnetlzed condition the direction of spontaneous magnetization
A stress will
of the individual domains will be randomly oriented throughout the material.
therefore produce a number of equal and opposite rotations, the net change of Induction will
It is necessary, therefore, to apply
be zero and consequently no output will be obtained.
a static polarizing field at the output position in order that a change of induction, and
The nature of the output will depend upon the direction
hence an output, should be obtained.
and magnitude of the polarizing field so that for a unidirectional Input pulse, a positive
This effect has been utilized In the
going, negative going, or zero output can be obtained.
Also the
construction of a static magnetostriction system which will be described later.
shape of the output will depend on the direction and uniformity of this field and this fact
has been used In the construction of some of the lines to produce a good output pulse shape.
The amplitude of the output pulse Is a function of the magnitude of the polarizing field
With a longitudinal field the output rises to a maximum as the field is
For nickel the optimum value
increased and then diminishes as saturation is approached.
is of the order of 60 oersteds which can readily be realized by using a small permanent
magnet which is adjusted for maximum output from the line.
at the output.

It may also be of advantage to have a polarizing magnet at the Input position, although
this is not necessary when large input pulses are used.

Losses
The losses In the delay line are such that amplification of the output Is necessary if
These losses are largely due to Inadequacy of the
a usable pulse Is to be obtained.
electromechanical coupling at the Input and output and very little is due to attenuation of
The value for nickel of the latter quantity Is approximately 6 dB/ms.
the acoustic wave.
It is possible to construct delay lines of considerable length since the attenuation forms
such a small part of the overall loss and lines of about 6 ms. delay could be operated with a
It appears likely that distortion of the pulse rather than
reasonably simple amplifier.
amplitude considerations sets the limit to the delay times which can be obtained.
For a line constructed of nickel the attenuation is smaller fcr the material in the
hard drawn state than when annealed but the magnetic properties are better In the annealed
condition.
It is, therefore, advantageous In. such a line to construct the line of hard
drawn material and to anneal this at the coll positions.

Delay Time
The delay time Introduced Is, of course, dependent upon the path length of the acoustic
The velocity of longitudinal waves is given, approximately,
pulse and on its velocity.
Perhaps the most suitable
by v = /e/P where E is Young's Modulus and P is the density.
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magnetostrlctlve material for the simple form of line Is nickel, which has a high
The velocity of
magnetostriction constant and Is readily available In a suitable form.
sound In nickel Is such that the delay time obtainable is 5.2 us/ln. so that for a 1.5 ms.
The line, however, may be colled and this length can
delay 24 ft. of line are required.
A line may, In fact, be colled,
easily be accommodated In a space about 18 In. square.
within limitations, to any convenient shape and could, for example, be wound round Its
associated amplifier.
Temperature Stability
Since the delay time Is a function of the elastic constants and the length It will, In
The variation Is largely due to the variation of
general, be temperature dependent.
Young's Modulus, the thermoelastlc coefficient being much greater than the coefficient of
For nickel the thermal coefficient of the delay time Is 1.4 x 10"4/ oc
linear expansion.
which
Is less than half that of a mercury delay line.
or 0.14 ns/ms/oc

This variation, however, although small may still be too great for certain applications,
Using the simple type of construction,
particularly if very long delays are required.
there is no material which is sufficiently magnetostrlctlve and yet shows a sufficient
However, with very little increase in the complexity
decrease in temperature dependence.
of the system a line may be constructed in which the main body of the line consists of nonmagnetos trie tlve material and the ends only are plated with nickel or have magnetostrictive
For a line constructed in this manner with Elinvar as the line material,
material attached.
the thermal coefficient of delay was -7. 2 x 10" 6 °C or less than 1/100 |is/ms delay/°C.
This value could in fact be improved by suitable heat treatment but for most practical
It should be
purposes such a line may be considered as being Independent of temperature.
said that this type of line may be operated without plating the ends - in fact in the same
manner as a nickel line but there is some decrease in amplitude.

Apart from its simplicity of construction and space saving considerations, an
Also an
attractive feature of this type of line is that the delay can easily be varied.
output can be obtained from any point on the line and may be obtained from several positions.
This feature has been used in the construction of pulse generators and the static store
mentioned previously.

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF MAGNETOSTRICTION DELAY LINES
IN TWO TYPES OF SERIAL STORAGE SYSTEM AT 330 Kc/s
Two examples will be given to illustrate the application of magnetostriction delay
The first example Is that of a 1.5 ms. delay line used as a
lines as storage elements.
It represents our first serious application of this
16-word (512 digit) storage loop.
The second example Is taken from a recent development on which work is
type of storage.
Between these two we
still in progress, and is that of a single package 1-word store.
have other applications which are in current use.
A. i.

5 ms.

Line used as a i6~iuord Storage Loop (512 digits at 330 kc/s)

Type of Line

The delay line consists of about 24 ft. of 42 SWG nickel wire wound in a loose flat
The sending and receiving colls are alike and
spiral and resting lightly on Its supports.
both consist of 500 turns of 50 SWG wire wound on a glass former about 0.05 in. long.
With the nickel wire threaded through- the coll, the inductance is about 150 M-H and the D.C.
A driving pulse of 40-50 mA peak gives an output of about
resistance Is about 50 ohms.
2 mV.

End reflexions are reduced to a negligible level by means of terminating pads consisting of short lengths of rubber tube filled with a suitable grease..

Circuit and Wave-forms (Figs.

9 and 4)

Input pulses from the computer are of greater width and amplitude than clock pulses.
They are applied to a gate which lets clock pulses through to a pentode driving stage
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delivering about 8 mA pulses to the primary of a current step-up transformer.
This in
turn delivers the required drive current to the sending coil on the delay line, a
polarising magnet being used to preserve a unidirectional exciting field.
:

Output signals from the delay line are amplified by means of a 3-stage pentode
amplifier to an amplitude suitable for clipping and pulse-lengthening.
The overall
voltage amplification can be set to any value between 10000 and 40000 approximately.
As
the signal waveform is substantially balanced over a digit period, a good low-frequency
response Is not required and the amplifier is deliberately given a band-pass characteristic
extending from about 75 Kc/s to 750 Kc/s.
The positive portion of each digit signal is
used to charge a pulse-lengthening condenser which Is discharged at the end of each clock
pulse period by an externally generated reset pulse.
A more or less conventional crystal diode array is used to control Input and recirculation of stored words.
The complete circuit uses four E.F.91 pentodes, a 12AT7 double triode (as a pair of
cathode followers) and an E.B.91 double diode (for the pulse lengthener).
The power
consumption Is about 13 Mi D.C. and 12 Wh A.C. for valve heaters.

Composite Storage Loops and Performance
Blocks of eight such 1.5 ms. lines have been connected In cascade, with a regenerating
circuit between each pair, to form 128-word storage loops each with a total circulation
time of 13 ms.
This arrangement has no particular advantage other than economy in address
circuits and for this reason was used In a particular computer for which the correspondingly
long access time was acceptable.
(It should be mentioned that with improved techniques
and low temperature coefficient line material, it now seems practicable to use delay lines of
up to 3 ms delay.)
As in this application nickel lines are used, the effect of temperature change amounts
to a delay change of about 1/12 digit perlod/°C.
Means have been taken to compensate for
this by using a clock whose frequency is accurately controlled by the delay In a similar
line, housed In the same enclosure with the storage loops.
With Elinvar lines this should

not be necessary.
This particular application has worked sufficiently well to demonstrate a number of
advantages of this method of storage, but has also proved useful In demonstrating a number
of weak points In the original design.
Some of these have already been corrected on the
machine Itself, others have been avoided in later applications.
The chief troubles have been:
1.
Signal distortion due to excessive support constraint (fig.^).This effect was
markedly microphonic and could be much reduced by keeping the lines In a state of
low frequency vibration.
Improved supports have almost entirely removed this

trouble.

Change of pulse width with duty cycle (fig. $(Hi)).
2.
This fault though not
serious has the effect of reducing delay tolerances.
It results from trying to get
too much advantage from a transformer drive.
The effects of current reversals due
to A.C. coupling can be reduced but not removed by the use of a polarizing magnet,
and this reduction becomes less useful the greater the driving field compared with
that necessary to saturate the nickel.
It is now considered that there is little to
be gained by using a current step-up transformer, and so D. C. drives are being used.
3.
Interference .
This was largely due to bad earthing and Inadequate filtering
of supply lines.
The worst of this was cured by the insertion of a small metallic
shield between the pick-up coll and the base plate of the delay line.

4.

Inadequate gain stability.
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Type of Line
In this case the delay line consists of a single loop of about 2 ft. of nickel tube of
The outside diameter
one of the standard sizes used In the manufacture of valve cathodes.
It Is slotted and annealed In the region
Is 0.036 in. and the Inside diameter 0.031 In.
The colls have 900 turns of 49 S.W.G. wire and are
of the Input and output transducers.
Under working conditions they have an Inductance of about 1-j? mH.
about 0.15 in. long.
With Input pulses of 20 mA peak, a useful output from the line of 1/3 to 1/2 v Is obtained.
The two ends of the line are terminated with neoprene pressure pads.

Circuit and Wave-forms
It
The circuit is considerably simpler than that described for the 16-word store.
Cathode degeneration
employs a 6CH6 pentode to provide a direct drive of 20-mA pulses.
used to define this current within reasonably close limits so that ageing of the valve
(which, however, Is very much under-run) should not cause rapid deterioration of drive.

Is

The line output amplifier Is a 12AT7 double trlode with a small amount of overall
The positive portion of Its output Is strobed by means of a narrow
current feedback.
pulse (about 0.4 |is wide) and a suitable diode gate.
The output from this diode gate Is then lengthened by a circuit using a 12AT7 double
trlode and the lengthened pulse Is terminated by means of an externally generated reset
The resulting lengthened pulses are of the
pulse of the kind used throughout the computer.
the computer.
circuits
of
by
the
logical
standard form required

Gating of Input and regenerated signals Is carried out by means of a crystal diode array
of much the same type as that used In the 16-word storage loop.
In all, the circuit uses 3 valve envelopes (two double trlodes and a pentode) and
It consumes about 9£W d.C. and 8iw A c„ for valve heaters.
14 crystal diodes.
The whole circuit Including the delay line goes Into a plug-In package 6± In. x 9±
x lj In. thick.

in.

So far only preliminary bench tests have been carried out but these have been
Lying open on the bench it has stored for about 7 hours without error, this
encouraging.
It is verynon microphonic and can
being the longest period over which we have tested it.
be hit quite hard while in operation, without adverse affects.
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COMPARISON OF DELAY LINES
Requirements
The major requirements for a delay line are that:

A reasonable, though not necessarily faithful, reproduction of the Input should be
1.
obtained.
2.

The overall energy loss should be small.

3.

The delay should be reasonably constant with variations of temperature etc.

4.

The tilze should not be excessive nor the construction over-elaborate or fragile.

These requirements may be realized by making use of an acoustic line.
Although a gas
would appear to be the most suitable material since the delay for a given length will be
great, the bandwidth requirements for pulse operation are such that a solid or liquid
The attenuation of the higher frequencies is not so great In these
medium Is preferable.
media and an efficient electromechanical transfer can be obtained.
The most widely used
transducing mechanism is the piezo-electrlc crystal and of these X-cut quartz has been most
frequently employed.

Mercury Delay Lines
There are certain apparent advantages In using a liquid as the transmission medium.
Shear wave propagation is excluded and In general the velocity is lower than for solids.

Mercury is very suitable since the mechanical impedance is high and a wider bandwidth
can be obtained with a quartz crystal than can be obtained, for example with water.
Furthermore mercury has a very low attenuation for sound waves (1.9 dB/ft. for a 0.25 A good match may be obtained with a quartz crystal so that a reflexion
0.5 Ms pulse).
coefficient of only 18% or less may be obtained.
The velocity of sound in mercury is reasonably low (17.25 M-s/ln. )., about the same as
in water, so that a substantial delay may be obtained in a reasonable space and the
variation of delay with temperature Is fairly low (-340 x 10~6/oc) which is considerably
lower than for most liquids.
The problem of delay variation with temperature may be overcome with a liquid line by
utilizing the fact that water has a temperature coefficient of the opposite sign to that of
most liquids, so that by mixing It with other fluids (e. g. ethanol, methanol) In the correct
proportions a small or zero coefficient can be obtained.
In this type of line, however,
the mechanical Impedance of the fluid is still low and the attenuation is higher than for

mercury.

Mercury lines have been widely and successfully used but have certain disadvantages
when compared with the magnetostriction lines described.
The major disadvantages are
their weight and size, even with a folded line, and the complexity of input and output
systems which require considerable accuracy In machining and alignment.
The delay can
only be varied over a small range and even then a fairly complex system is required.
The
signal is sensitive to temperature gradient and there is the necessity for containing the
liquid in a robust sealed container and the attendant difficulties of transporting the line.
The temperature variation although small Is still so large that some form of temperature
compensation is necessary for a long delay.

Magnetostriction Delay Lines
In comparison the magnetostriction lines are extremely simple, being cheaply and easily
constructed and yet are extremely robust.
The delay can easily be varied so that a wide
tolerance in manufacture Is allowable since the line can be rapidly and accurately adjusted
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A delay time of
Consequently no accurate machining Is required.
to the required delay.
and
the
is
light and
space
line
very
small
a
occupy
to
can
be
made
length
considerable
Moreover the lines may be made independent of temperature without
easily transportable.
The
detracting from their properties and without any substantial Increase in complexity.
loss is much the same as that of a mercury line and in fact magnetostriction delay lines may
be constructed to give a much greater output.
The major disadvantage of the magnetostriction line lies In its frequency limitation.
Lines have been operated with 1 Mc/s pulse input but it appears that in practice the upper
limit of this type of line would be about 2 Mc/s, whereas a mercury line may be operated
with an input pulse frequency well above that figure.

In the case of the simple magnetostriction line the problem of bonding the transducer to
the medium and obtaining a match does not arise since the medium Is the same throughout.
It is necessary to use wire or material sufficiently thin to allow rapid penetration of the
applied magnetic field but the use of material In this form does closely define the acoustic
Suitable materials are available
path due to the gross mismatch with the surrounding air.
Again the delay in the magnetostriction line Is easily varied and the output
in this form.
This latter fact is true even in lines with zero
Is available at any point along the line.
temperature coefficient when these are constructed in the simplest form, although there is
some loss of output because of the poor magnetic properties.

Other solid delay lines
Other forms of solid delay line, with plezo-electrlc transducers, have been used,
The major apparent disadvantages are
although not, it is believed, in computing equipment.
that multiple mode propagation is possible and it is in fact somewhat difficult to eradicate
secondary vibrations and the complex pulses which arise due to poor contact between the
The attenuation is higher, In general, than for mercury and the
crystal and the medium.
velocity greater although this disadvantage may be counter-balanced by the fact that a more
compact form of line can be used.
Fused quartz has been used to construct some delay lines, largely because the attenuation
An X-cut
and a good accoustic match Is possible with the transducing crystal.
quartz crystal bonded to a fused quartz "line" shows a power loss 7 dB better than for
Short delays have been obtained using a straight through path in a rod of quartz
mercury.
have been obtained by Arenberg using multiple reflexions in a solid block.
delays
longer
and
The chief disadvantages of this latter system were that multiple pulses were liable to occur,
very accurate machining of the block was necessary and difficulty was experienced in obtaining
Solid delay lines have also been made using magnesium
quartz blanks of the required size.
In this case a Y-cut quartz crystal was
alloys which have a sufficiently small attenuation.
used to propagate the shear mode, since the attenuation for this mode is smaller than for the
The technical problems
longitudinal mode and also the velocity of propagation is smaller.
of bonding shearing crystals to solids are considerable and consequently this type of line
suffers from some of the disadvantages of a quartz line.
Is small

Electromagnetic delay lines
For very small delays it is probably-more convenient to use an electromagnetic delay
line and it is possible that a combination of short electromagnetic delay lines with
transistor coupling would produce a long and yet economical delay line.

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF MAGNETOSTRICTION DELAY LINES
Frequency Dividing Circuit (Fig.

6)

This system Is certainly not novel, but it Is one which works out in a very convenient
and simple form using a magnetostriction line.

A single-shot pulse generator Is used to launch an acoustic pulse along a line, the delay
The output pulse
of which Is adjusted to the reciprocal of the lower frequency required.
from the delay line is then used to gate a pulse from the given pulse train and so to re-fire
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the single shot generator.
Means should be taken to prevent the possibility of more than
one pulse circulating round the loop, but with this arrangement it is possible
to obtain
division by any Integer within reason.
For high division ratios, high stability of
delay is necessary so that a low temperature coefficient delay line is desirable.
This
feature, together with the general ruggedness and the ease with which the delay
can be
varied, makes the magnetostriction delay line very useful for this application.

Serial Word Generator (Fig. y)
One advantage of the magnetostriction line over other types of acoustic delay
line lies
in the fact that one can arrange coils at intermediate points along the line without
serious
effect on the transmission.
It is quite possible to construct a magnetostriction delay line for 330 Kc/s with
or more coils spaced at digit intervals.
If the line is suitably polarized, a single
pulse propagated along it will induce a response in each coll in turn so that by
connecting
the appropriate combination of colls to a common pulse regenerator circuit,
any required
serial number of about 30 digits can be set up.
30

The system can be worked either way round, and, in fact, it may be advantageous
to
have only one coll connected to the regenerator and to do the switching at a high
level by
directing the driving current pulsfe to the appropriate combination of coils.
If for practical reasons coll packing becomes excessive, two or more lines can
be used
with suitable Interleaving of the coil positions.

Static Storage on Magnetostriction Delay Line (Fig.8)
1 3 P2 larlt
,-,-,
? of the 0Ut Put f rom any given coil in the word generator just described
will depend on the direction of magnetic polarization of the line within that
coll.
Such
polarization can In fact be provided by the remanent magnetization of the line Itself.

P

*

If therefore a positive response is used to indicate a »l" and negative
response to
indicate a zero, a number may be stored in static form on the line by locally magnetizing
it in the appropriate direction at each pick-up coil position.
If all the pick-up coils
are taken to a common regenerator circuit, the stored number can be read
off, without
erasure, by transmitting an acoustic pulse along the line.

This system has been demonstrated in principle but has not yet been
applied.
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COMPARISON BETVEEN DELAY LINE AND OTHER HIGH-SPEED METHODS OF STORAGE
circumstances
In general the choice of storage system to be used In any given set of
Instead we shall try to consider
involves too many considerations to be discussed here.
modify previous
some ways In which the development of magnetostriction delay stores may
conclusions.
higher
Mercury delay lines are probably the most likely choice for digit frequencies
In
used
line
delay
electromagnetic
the
storage
capacity
than l or 2 Mc/s, though for small
conjunction with transistors, seems a probable rival.
storage
Similarly the Magnetic drum Is probably the Inevitable choice for non-volatile
torolds.)
two-state.the-use.ol
be
would
likely
(Less
digits.
100000
capacity greater than about.
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Again, c.r.t. storage meets the requirements for rapid access storage of medium
capacity (a few tens of thousands of digits).
It might seem therefore that the field Is well covered by well-proved techniques and
Against
that there Is no need to Introduce a new one which has limitations all of Its own.
this, magnetostriction line storage is relatively cheap and simple to construct, the
It Is suitable both
circuits are simple and it can be almost unaffected by temperature.
for small capacity rapid access storage (up to one or two thousand digits), and for medium
capacity long access storage (a few tens of thousands of digits) and can be used in conJunction with large capacity magnetic drum storage without any special means for digit
rate conversion.

with mercury delay line storage, one can synchronise the drum to a line, but It Is
necessary then to keep all lines of the delay storage system at nearly the same temperature
Using magnetostriction storage, the drum can be synchronised either to a
as each other.
crystal or to a line, and temperature changes need have little effect.
Where only medium capacity long access storage (say, 50000 digits) is required, long
line magnetostriction storage may well appeal to those who revolt at the thought of
It certainly seems to compare favourably with long line mercury
rotating machinery.
storage for digit rates below about 1 Mc/s, on grounds of simplicity, cost and temperature
Though a medium capacity store using magnetos trlction lines would probably
lnsensltlvlty.
need more equipment than would an equivalent drum, such equipment would consist mainly of a
number of similar circuits of a simpler and less specialized type than would be used with
On the other hand, the large extent to which the capacity of a drum can be
the drum.
Increased with little increase in equipment and cost, and the non- volatility of this form of
storage, are advantages which will often outweigh those of the delay line.
The argument in favour of using the type of storage system possessing the simplest and
least number of types of circuit, probably weighs more heavily In the case of the small
A rapid access store for about 30 words, using magnetostriction
capacity rapid access store.
store packages of the kind described In the second example, would require a total of about
This Is
200 valves, rather over half of which would be associated with address finding.
4 or 5 times the number required by the equivalent c.r.t. store, but It would use only the
Servicing should
one type of package differing from those used elsewhere in the computer.
therefore be considerably simplified without likelihood of reducing reliability.

Two further considerations are worth mention:

The rapid-access magnetostriction store can probably work up to 2 or 3 times
1.
It has no
the digit frequency practicable with a c.r.t. store but not much higher.
"read-around-ratlo" limitations and no time is lost by need for regeneration.
The useful signal level at the output of a short magnetostriction delay line at
2.
330 kc/s is between 40 and 50 dB higher than that appearing at the signal plate of a
c.r.t. store at the same frequency.

Discussion
MR. C00KE-YARB0R0UGH (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell) asked about the
The author replied that the wire
best wire diameter, annealing, and method of support.
Two types had been used at
should be thin enough to allow complete flux penetration.
Elliotts - nickel tube of 0.0025 in. wall and 0.036 in. outside diameter for short lines,
and 42 SWG nickel wire for long lines.
Nickel lines are Improved by annealing, though the
The essential feature of
increased permeability leads to Increased flux-penetration time.
the wire support is small constraint.
MR. BRADFIELD (NPL) said that the magnetostrictlve delay line was first used in 1947
In 1948 it was used at the Telecommunications Research Establishment and had
In the USA.
It was used at the NPL for the precise measurement
been further developed by Ferranti's.
The method of support adopted at the NPL was to thread
of the elastic constants of alloys.
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Greater energy could be obtained by the use or
the wire through a grease-filled tube.
A suitable material for the wire was a
torsional vibrations Instead of longitudinal ones.
Barium tltanate tubes had also
cobalt- lron-vanadlum alloy, if properly made and annealed.
been used.
MR, WRIGHT (NPL) asked Mr. Bradfleld what was the maximum frequency that could
be used with magnetostrlctlve delay lines.
MR. BRADFIELD replied that he estimated the limit with 42 SWG wire to be 0.5 Mc/s.
He said that it had been found with mercury delay lines that by fixing to the crystals a
backing of plastic, loaded with tungsten powder, a very good Impedance match was obtained
The bandwidth was also
with consequent good dissipation of energy and no reflexions.
Improved.
MR. ELLIOTT (Elliott Bros. Ltd.) emphasized the cheapness of magnetostriction stores.

28.

Cathode Ray Tube Storage
by
T.

Kilburn

Manchester university
Introduction
Since the theoretical aspects of cathode ray tube storage are considered In a paper to
1) and the reliability of the c.r.t. store in the present
Manchester machine is discussed in companion papers at this Symposium (ref. 2, q) , this
paper is confined to the practical application of c.r.t. storage to a machine now being
It Is perhaps of some interest to consider first the
built at Manchester University.
general shape of the machine Itself, before confining the discussion to the c.r.t. store.
be published elsewhere (ref.

The machines built in recent years at Manchester have operated completely in the serial
Though it Is realized that In some applications speed is the dominating factor and
mode.
fixed-time' machines to parallel operation with little regard to cost, It Is still
In
leads
felt that serial operation, is in general correct for 'scientific' machines, since less total
The statement that parallel machines are preferable because they
equipment Is required.
have more identical units is not thought to be of much importance in view of the fact that
Further, it Is thought that parallel machines tend
the total number of units is greater.
to be somewhat Inflexible, since the high cost of parallel registers leads to the provision
This puts an unpleasant restriction on both the machine
of only a limited number of them.
designer and user, especially since the arrival of the B-tube.
'

The bias which this general line or argument gives towards serial operation has been
unfortunate for c.r.t. storage, since the rapid-access feature of this type of store Is only
However, experience has shown that the minimum
partially exploited In a serial machine.
capacity required of a rapid-access store is about 10000 digits, If flexibility of programming
Is to be retained and If the time for transfers from intermediate to rapid-access stores is
Since 10000 digits, or, about 10 c.r.t' s are essential it Is no
not to become too large.
longer a question of saving equipment but of arranging essential equipment, namely 10 c.r.t.
Undoubtedly, considered from the point of view of the c.r.t.
stores to the best advantage,
store alone, a parallel arrangement Is to be preferred, since speed Is achieved without extra
cost.

With a parallel store postulated, should the remainder of the machine be operated In the
For the reasons given above this question was answered In the negative.
parallel mode?
desirable
to operate serially at such a speed that the Increased speed obtained
It was then
For this to be so, the digit frequency
from the parallel c.r.t. store was not squandered.
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This frequency, suitable for the computing circuitry, was too high for
had to be 1 Mc/s.
registers to he provided In terms of serially operated cathode ray tubes, which In any case
The answer to this problem Is, of course, - especially within these
are somewhat expensive.
four walls - delay lines.

With this background of a machine containing a parallel c. r.t. store and delay line
registers established and the reasons for such a choice given, the organization of the c.r.
store in relation to the basic machine rhythm Is now described.
Parallel-Series:

t.

Series-Parallel Conversion

This holds 1024 ten-dlglt
Fig. 1 shows schematically a 10-tube parallel c.r.t. store.
The read output of the store
words and operates at the standard period of 10 ns/diglt.
which is present for 5 us is gated by a read pulse 1 |is In width, and Inserted Into a 10 us
The timing of the front
electrical delay line, at points separated by 1 us along the line.
edge of the read pulse, which is shown by the vertical arrows in fig.z(i) , is set to give
the optimum tolerance for gating the 5 us read output, and occurs at a time t r (say 2 us)
By Inserting a delay t r at the end of the read output
before the end of an action period.
delay line, the serial output from the store Is made to emerge exactly within the 10 us scan
period (ref. 4, 5) following the action period in which that word was scanned In the store.
Thus, the waveforms generated to control the scan and action beats of the parallel store
can also be used to control the serial computation.

A similar procedure

is

used for writing information into the store.
are gated, or 'flashed'

in the write input delay line during a scan beat,

Here, words arrayed
into the c.r.t.

store during an action beat.
Basic Rhythm
From the previous section, it will be apparent that the normal arrangement of scan beats
course,
for regeneration alternating with action beats has been retained, except that here, of
scan and action beats are only of 10 us duration.

The Instruction, which is 20 digits
Fig. 2 shows the basic rhythm of 6 beats to a bar.
Al and A29 and appears In serial
beats
action
the
during
scanned
Is
in
length,
words
two
or
During S2, the 'b,f part of the instrucform at the store read output during S2 and S3.
Since the function part
tion is taken to select the B-tube line and the function Involved.
storage, nothing
of the instruction is mainly concerned with computing as opposed to c.r.t.
the
b
digits cause
that
except
operation:
the
of
phase
this
about
further will be said
At the
addition to the 's'., or address, part of the instruction during S3, if required.
only
Because
A3.
during
scanned
+
number
10-dlglt
the
selects
b')
end of S3, 's' (or 's
1024 addresses exist in the store, only 10 digits are required for control transfers and
B-tube operations, so that the "short number " operations are complete when the 10-dlglt
S4 is overlapped with the SI beat of the next bar, and thus
number has emerged during S4.
Numbers are written into the c.r.t. store
a short number operation takes 60 us to perform.
S3, and flashing them into the store
during
line
delay
input
the
write
in
them
by arraying
at the beginning of A3.
For long number (40 digit) operation, the bar is extended to 120 us to allow time for
It is natural to locate the four words
the selection of three further ten-digit words.
required in addresses s, s + 1, s + 2 and s + 3 and the two words required for the
During action
instruction in c and c + 1, where c is the number in the control register.
adding 1 to
beats then, the addresses required are either c or s, or addresses obtained by
the
gives
register,
ten-digit
a
1
to
of
addition
In a similar manner,
these numbers.
addresses required for sequential scanning, for regeneration purposes, during scan beats.
action beats
The way in which this normally unchanging addition of 1' during both scan and
briefly described.
Is used to generate the c.r.t. raster and select raster addresses is now
'

The Raster Circulator

with
Two 10 us delay lines are arranged, as shown in fig. 3, ln a closed loop in company
the
fed
to
being
points
five
points,
One line, L, is tapped at ten
an adding circuit.
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THE RASTER CIRCULATOR - AT INSTANT S2./A2

I time-base unit and five to the Y
time-base unit.
These connexions are made via gates so
that L can be flashed by a microsecond strobe, exactly In the
same way as that used for the
write input to the cr.t. store.
The flashing instants for L are shown In fie. a( Hi) by the
arrows, the numbers arrayed along the line at these Instants being
given below the arrows.
At a particular Instant, say that between S2 and A2, c + 1
is arrayed along L (fig.q) and is
flashed into the time base units causing the address part
's' of the instruction to be
selected during A2.
At the same Instant, n + 1, the regeneration count is arrayed
along the
second delay line, but it is not used until the end of A2 when, increased
by unity by the
adder, it is arrayed as n + 2 along L.
It will be seen that:
1.
the regeneration count is increased by one every alternate beat, causing
sequential regeneration of the raster.

and
2.
appropriate replacing of c by s, and s by c causes the correct selection
of active
addresses, for example

c;

c + l;

s;

s + l;

s + 2;

s + 3;

c

+

2;

etc.

This method of raster generation and selection is much more economical than
methods usina
thermionic valve binary counting.
Resul ts

The methods described are operating successfully though the most
stringent testing
-» will
occur only when the machine itself is complete.
In some parallel cr.t. stores, serious trouble has arisen because only
small read-around
ratios have been achieved, whilst the machine design was such as to demand
large ratios.
In the present case, the maximum theoretical ratio of 1024 has been
obtained experimentally,
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.

512 has been obtained with some degree of certainty, and 856 with what Is thought to be
complete certainty, though as stated above only the machine Itself can give a safe answer
However, since the maximum read-around ratio which will ever arise In
this question.
practice Is 228, no difficulty Is expected.

Conclusion
The association of cathode ray tubes and electrical delay lines has met with
It seems reasonably certain that the speed of the final machine
considerable success.
will
be ten times that of the present machine, and that the final
principle
this
based on
machine will only require, when other factors are also taken Into consideration, less than
half the number of valves used In the present machine.
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29.

Memory Studies and other developments at
the National Bureau of Standards
by
Ralph J.

Slutz

National Bureau of Standards

INTRODUCTION
Since 1946, the National Bureau of Standards has been engaged In a comprehensive
While much of the
early effort was directed toward Input and output equipment, special electro-static storage
This Is the kind
devices, based on the Haeff type of holding beam tube, were Investigated.
of storage where you have a holding gun of slow electrons in addition to the writing gun, and
This was found to be beyond the state
so attempt to have continuous stability In the tube.
of tube construction art In those days, and It did not seem sound at that time to go for
Incorporation of storage
extensive construction of so complicated a special vacuum tube.
devices Into complete memory systems for use In a computer began with the design of SEAC*
Originally the SEAC was Intended to be an "Interim" computer
(ref.i) In late 1948.
to be completed quickly and simply and used In the Interim caused by the delayed delivery of
The circuits were to be copied from existing techniques and the
commercial equipment.
logical structure was to be minimal.

program of component development for electronic digital computers.

It soon became evident, however, that the then "existing techniques" left much to be
While carrying
desired, and they required extensive engineering to make them satisfactory.
this out, it also proved possible to generalize the minimal logical structure, making proIn spite
vision for future additions adequate to complete a full-scale machine (ref.s).
a little
operation
into
regular
put
was
installation
needed,
the
extensive
engineering
of the
Thus in the SEAC design the pressure was on
over a year and a half from the start.
The basis of the memory design was the mercury memory
Immediate completion of equipment.
planned for the EDVAC, and changes were Introduced only where they appeared significant for
Improved reliability or circuit uniformity.

Subsequent to the completion of the SEAC, work was started on the design of specialized
equipment for the Office of the Air Comptroller, United States Department of the Air Force.
This equipment Is to be applied to the solution of economic equations of very high order
For this
arising from the Project SCOOP (Scientific Computation o.f Optimum programs).
application, the Individual computations are relatively simple, but a very large number of
The general logical design of a machine suitable for this use was
them are required.
worked out by 1951 (ref.%) and since that time work on this program has been concentrated on
the necessary Input-output devices and the random-access high-speed memory needed.

Shortly after work was started on the SEAC in the Washington laboratories of the Bureau,
This work was
a development program was also started In the Los Angeles laboratories.
aimed at the design and construction of a machine to provide computation services in its
The program is now continuing with the
area.
It resulted in the building of the SWAC.^
in referring to SWAC how
I may say,
primary aim of the extension of that facility.
it the Influence his stay
seeing
from
ACE,
realized
for
I
the
Pilot
Interested I was to see
at NPL had on Dr. Harry Huskey, and on the Initial planning of SWAC.
In order to keep the
The subject of discussion in this paper is a very broad one.
paper to a manageable size I have tried to duplicate as little as possible of what Is In
Thus .the amount of detail In each of my description Is
already-available reports.
it
definitely not Intended as any Indication of the Importance of the subject matter
distributed.
already
information
of
amount
function
of
the
Inverse
merely
an
is instead

* SEAC stands for "National Bureau of Standards Eastern Automatic Computer".
Computer.
f SWAC stands for National Bureau of Standards Western Automatic
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ACOUSTIC MEMORIES
In designing the acoustic memory for SEAC, the physical structure of the EDVAC memory
The circuitry of the EDVAC memory, however, had not
was used almost without modification.
wise
appeared
to develop circuits which would fit well with the
so
It
completed,
yet been
The results
This resulted In a complete ab .Initio circuit design.
others in the SEAC.
temperature
wide
have
a
found
to
been
memory
has
The
satisfying.
have been highly
tolerance, to have no difficulty with mercury contamination, and in general to give highly
It has been In operation for Just about three years now and has had
reliable performance.
It has been so satisfactory that a version modified
only minor circuit modifications.
the DYSEAC
in
the new computer now being assembled
installed
only slightly is being
This new computer is being installed In a truck, trailer and the ruggedness of an
(ref.4)
Interestingly enough, the ruggedness of
acoustic memory Is attractive for this service.
It was found, though, that
this particular memory was not at all recognized at first.
once precautions had been taken to prevent the mercury from spilling, the line could withDYSEAC, started late in 1952, is primarily
stand accelerations of 5g with no difficulty.
In essence the computer Is intended to handle a quite
foif classified military purposes.
flexible connexion between the computer and its auxiliary devices - storage devices to
DYSEAC has certain
display results, and Input devices not under the computer's control.
with similar
operation
running
in
Joint
of
capable
make
it
It
to
provided
in
features
computers so that the computers can share portions of each other's memory in carrying out
In the interest of getting this
work which is too large for any one of them to handle.
second SEAC going rather rapidly, it is quite similar circuit-wise to SEAC, and actually the
mercury memory of SEAC has been taken over almost entirely In view of the very good
But DYSEAC does differ quite a bit from
experiences there has been with that memory.
Power has been put on its completed units, but the machine is not quite
SEAC ins logic.
complete yet.

—

The general design features of acoustic memories are sufficiently familiar to make a
Instead I will concentrate on some of the less common parts
review of them unnecessary.
I
will have to be rather technical, since it is Just such
In
doing
so
of the design.
I hope you will
points that are Inadequately handled by the existing general descriptions.
bear with me.

Contamination
One of the most frequently asked technical questions Is about contamination of the
At the time the SEAC memory was being designed there was a great deal of
mercury.
Since we planned to use individual glass tanks for the
uncertainty about this question.
On the one hand It
mercury, we were Interested in the effect of the two on each other.
was reported that in time the mercury would leach contaminant out of the glass and form a
surface film which would eventually spoil the contact of the mercury with the quartz crystal
On the other hand at least one chemist claimed to
transducers or with the signal leads.
in
Pyrex
glass for several years with almost no visible
mercury
stored
have seen clean
Many varied suggestions were offered
The situation was far from clear.
contamination.
that a strong solvent be used to
proposed
the
one
hand
it
was
On
for helping matters.
On the other hand it was thought that such
leach the contaminants out of the glass walls.
strong measures might be unnecessary, if not actually harmful.

Luckily it was planned to operate the computer for some time under the direct superThus it seemed appropriate to take a modestly experimental
vision of Its design engineers.
The memory was divided
approach to the problem, and observe the results of experience.
half
of the total number
up
about
made
first
group
The
mercury
tanks.
of
groups
into six
(28 out of the 64 tanks)., and Its treatment was complicated enough to give a feeling of
The remaining five groups (of about 8 tanks each) had varying,
being on the safe side.
The treatment of the large group was as follows:
and simpler, treatments.
Scrub the internal surfaces of the tank with a cotton swab soaked in carbon
tetrachloride,

1.

2.

Immerse the entire tank in the vapor of boiling trlchlorethylene for 15 minutes,
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3.

Air dry.

4.

Soak, for 4 hours in

5.

Flush many times with distilled water, and

6.

Bake at 200°C for 2 hours.

US

nitric acid at 70°C,

Perhaps the simplest of the treatments was the following:
1.

Scrub with carbon tetrachloride as above,

2.

Air dry,

3.

Rinse with distilled water three times, and

4.

Air dry.

Unfortunately this rather elaborate experiment must be reported as a failure
unfortunately, that is, as an experiment, but fortunately enough for SEAC performance.
No difference has been observed among the different types of cleaning, since no difficulty
at all has been encountered from contamination.
In the three years since the memory was
assembled there have been only two tanks removed from position.
One was quickly removed
because Its length differed from the others by more than 1/10 us delay.
The other tank
was unnecessarily removed before the difficulty was discovered to be a faulty plug-In
connexion.
So much for contamination of the crystal surface.
With respect to high-resistance
signal leads, though. It must be mentioned that another design feature of the memory
makes its performance very Insensitive to high impedance at this point.
This feature is
the circuit used to prevent electrical "feed-through" on these tanks, and will be described

next.

Electrical

"feed-through"

Because of the individual glass tanks used for the mercury lines, a circuit difficulty
Is present which would be greatly reduced in installations using metal containers.
In the
glass tarfks it is difficult to get a ground connexion of sufficiently low impedance.
Tests onjthe circuit showed that without such a good ground, spurious electrical signals
reached the receiving transducer with significant amplitudes.
A ground lead of two or
three inches of wire produced an electrical signal amplitude of 20% of the acoustic signal.
Very slight amounts of increased contact resistance between the mercury and the ground lead
increased the electrical signal until It equalled the acoustic one.
Since the spurious
signal is not appreciably delayed while the signal within the acoustic line is, it could
produce serious Interference.
It was thought for a short time that there would be very
serious maintenance difficulty In keeping the ground resistance low enough for satisfactory
operation, but we were able to Include In the design satisfactory protection from this
difficulty.
Instead of using the customary single-ended circuit, the driving circuit was
Isolated from ground by a transformer.
The transformer secondary return and an associated
shield provided a separate "ground" return to the mercury column, adjacent to the regular
ground lead.
Thus the circulating current of the driving signal Is kept cut of the ground
path common to both driving and receiving transducers.
Using this circuit on both ends
of the mercury line reduced the electrical feed-through signals to a point where they were
entirely negligible in comparison with the acoustic signals.
No trouble has been observed
from these feed-through signals, even though observations have been made with ground-lead
resistances of the order of tens of ohms!

Temperature tolerance
The temperature of the mercury lines is controlled by electrical heaters;
two heaters
are used with separate thermostats to reduce temperature differences from one part of the
block to another, and are able to keep the temperature of all of the mercury lines always
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The design of the recirculation amplifier gating Is such
within a range of about +0. 8°C.
This tolerance is achieved by
as to give a much wider temperature tolerance than this.
The output of the rf amplifier and
using design principles introduced by Samuel Lubkln.
detector is a pulse of approximately 0.8 |is duration (the pulse repetltlon-tlme is one lis.
This pulse Is sensed by a narrow "strobe" pulse and the result triggers a transformerFor maximum temperature
(The circuit Is shown in Fig.i.)
coupled blocking oscillator.
tolerance, it would be desirable to have the pulse transmitted through the acoustic line
capable of proper strobing over a duration of Just one |is, but the transformer-coupled
This reduces the
blocking oscillator reauires about half of each microsecond to recover.
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permissible output duration to less than desired, so the pulse width Is Increased by using
The broadened pulse then gates an 8 Mc/s carrier, and
a delay-line broadening circuit.
The net effect of this
the final stage amplifies the result for driving the acoustic line.
procedure Is to sense the Incoming pulse with a strobe of the order of 0. 2 us duration, and
Thus temperature variations which
then to generate a resultant pulse nearly one fcis long.
shift the total delay of the mercury column may shift the timing of the stored pulse over a
total range nearly equal to the pulse repetition time before any trouble Is experienced with
synchronization.
For the length of line used, 384 ps, a temperature change of about 8.8°C should shift
Measurements were made on one acoustic line, and gave a
the timing by a full microsecond.
This
timing tolerance which corresponds to a total temperature range of 7.9°C or 14°F.

particular measurement of course made no allowance for length differences among the various
Obviously there Is no difficulty whatever In
lines, but these have been found to be small.
maintaining temperature within a range which Is of the order of 10°F.

Self-checking

Recently It was found to be easy to add to the SEAC circuits which automatically check
This Is done In the simplest possible manner.
An
the correctness of memory operation.
already-available extra pulse position in each word Is used to make the total pulse count
When each word Is
of that word even (or odd) when the word Is transmitted to the memory.
read out It Is automatically chicked to verify that the total count still fits this gross
check.
This simple addition Is mentioned here because It has made much more of a difference
than was anticipated when It was planned.
The procedure for correcting difficulties In the
memory Is now much different from what It was when the memory was non-checking.
Formerly
the difficulty might not be apparent until considerable false computation had proceeded.
Now the moment that any tank in the memory becomes marginal It shows up and indicates which
This permits prompt correction.
tank Is affected.
Quite properly the earliest electronic computers were made non-checking to keep them
It was enough of a feat to get the simplest possible assembly to operate.
simple
Now
that the basic techniques are pretty well in hand, it is my opinion that much can be gained
by attention to the relationship between the machine and the people who operate it.
Relatively simple amounts of checking can very materially ease the burden of both the maintenance engineer and the mathematical coder and programmer.
Other machine features which
warrant detailed study are the order code used, automatically-scaled number representation,
the organization of input-output media, and the efficient use of the still relativelyr
expensive high-speed memory.

——

Solid acoustic lines

A very small amount of work has been done on solid acoustic lines.
here mostly as an Indication of present interest.

It Is mentioned

Some two years ago a start was made toward using solid materials Instead of the mercury
A magnesium alloy line was obtained which had delay and frequency characteristics
lines.
An interesting feature of this line was Its use of
similar to those of the SEAC lines.
reflexion of the acoustic signals.
The delay per unit length of the line was less than for
mercury, so the same delay required a longer line.
In order to test it conveniently in the
same equipment used with SEAC, the magnesium alloy line was folded:
two corners at 45°
were used to reflect the acoustic wave.
This line was entirely acceptable although It did
have significantly lower band width than Is possible with mercury.
The project was
abandoned, however, because of difficulties In obtaining additional material with uniform

characteristics.
At present the construction of the DYSEAC is stimulating our interest in rugged
memories, and additional studies are being undertaken with quartz and glass lines.
it now
begins to appear that satisfactory supplies of these materials may become available.
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ELECTROSTATIC MEMORIES
Since this subject Is much more generally familiar than the others being discussed, It
will be handled with less detail.

SEAC memory
With the completion of the SEAC, work, was begun on a program aimed at equipment more
directly designed to handle the economic calculations of the Office of the Air Comptroller.
It took only a little study to show that the major engineering effort needed to lie In the
The
Thus active work was started therein.
fields of Input-output devices and of memories.
SEAC Itself made a good engineering tool for this work, since It had been designed with
provision for the ready attachment of a variety of both Input-output devices and memories
in fact, from the early logical design of the machine, provision was made for
(ref.s)
The
or with both simultaneously.
operation with either a serial or a parallel memory
memory Inter- conn ex Ions Included both the simple serial connexion and also a complete shift
The control
register for conversion from parallel to serial or from serial to parallel.
circuits also were designed to provide either the fully-space selection needed for a randomWith
access memory or the partlally-tlme selection needed for a sequential- ace ess memory.
Is
capable
of
considering
them
as
the
control
available,
simultaneously
of
memory
types
both
parts of a common memory, and so can refer arbitrarily to one or the other as the program
might Indicate.
This feature of the SEAC was used to facilitate work on a prototype electrostatic
This memory was designed
memory similar to that described by Williams and Kilburn (ref.if).
with a capacity of up to 1024 words of 45 bits each, although It has most frequently been
It Is fully parallel, the 45 bits of a word being stored on
run at a capacity of 512 words.
each of 45 cathode ray tubes, and the 512 words being obtained by having 512 storage positions
Since the SEAC cannot ask for words more
The access cycle Is 12 |is.
in each of the tubes.
often than once every 48 us, this gives time for at least three regenerations for every
Details of the construction of this prototype memory are given in other
machine reference.
reports and so will not be repeated here.

In trial runs with the SEAC this memory has completed a total of some 400 hours of
useful computation, but it has never reached the long-term reliability of the SEAC mercury
This appears to be caused by no inherent fault of the storage tubes themselves, but
memory.
to result from the extraordinary sensitivity of the deflexion system and the signal sensing
In comparison, the signal from the SEAC acoustic memory has something like 100 times
system.
Also Its selection system Is fully digital
as much voltage and at much lower Impedance.
We were, perhaps, "spoiled" by the SEAC circuitry, which has been
rather than analogue.
Nc-where does it have anydeliberately designed for low- Impedance, high-power operation,
The difficulties introduced by that
thing like che sensitivity of the electrostatic memory.
sensitivity were not adequately realized in the original design, and It Is now difficult to
Nevertheless, this prototype
overcome the weaknesses without completely redoing the system.
has provided much valuable Information in assessing the capabilities of such a system.

SWAC memory
An Independent effort was the construction of the electrostatic memory for the SWAC at
This also Is a fully parallel memory, with a
the Los Angeles branch of the Bureau.
At one time during the
capacity of 256 words of 36 bits each, and an access cycle of 8 p,s.
development of this memory the available cathode ray tubes had so many flaws that serious
This did Indeed decrease
consideration was given to using the defocus-focus storage scheme.
the flaw problem, but It so adversely affected the read-around-ratlo that it was dropped.
This manory Is now in regular operation with the SWAC.

Refill sensing

Recently R. Thorensen has suggested a new method of operating an electrostatic memory
This consists of sensing the amplifier output
of the general Wllllams-Kllburn type (ref.6).
at a later time than has been usual (and inverting the- output in applying It to the customary
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In the dot -dash method of storage the output when a dash is sensed
control circuits).
It has been
is customarily a short positive pulse followed by a strong negative pulse.
customary to sense the presence of the dash from the positive pulse, but this new scheme
This negative
is to sense the presence (or absence) of the subsequent negative pulse.
pulse is Inferred to arise from secondary electron refill of potential "wells" adjacent to
Thus I have called it "refill sensing".
the beam.

This method has not yet been tried in a full memory system, but tests on individual
tubes seem to Indicate that this subsequent pulse is less affected by tube blemishes and by
That is, It Is possible for the machine to
read-around-ratio than the customary method.
make a greater number of references in the vicinity of any given spot without spoiling its
The tests have shown improvements in this read-around-ratio by factors
information.*
of two and three times.
•

This question of read-around-ratio is particularly important to the American developments because these memories are being designed to be fully parallel and to work with
This question hardly arises when the
computing circuitry having pulse rates around Mc/s.
Then it is Impossible for
memory is used in serial fashion, or with lower computing rates.
the machine to make frequent enough memory references to be troublesome.
Tube improvement

In addition to the circuitry development work, a program Is underway aimed at the
In fact, most of the American laboratories have at
improvement of the storage tube Itself.
that
last swung over to the viewpoint commonly expressed in England some time ago
commercial cathode ray tubes have so many weaknesses for this use that significant effort is
At the National Bureau of Standards, this work has
warranted toward getting special tubes.
been carried out largely in co-operation with commercial cathode ray tube manufacturers.
Several series of tubes have been made and tested, with the aim of Improving both the electron
The gun can be Improved in the direction of progun and tl/e storage surface (ref. 7,<9J.
ducing a beam that Is narrower, a beam with sharper edges, and one having reduced deflexion
These are of course objectives In the design of commercial cathode ray tubes,
defocuslng.
but for storage work there Is very little requirement >f or light output from the tube, so the
beam can be narrowed down without worrying about the reduced light output.
Laboratory tubes
already received indicate that the read-around-ratio can be better by at least a factor of
in some Instances factors much higher have been
two than it Is in commercial tubes
observed,
The electrostatic memories currently operating have maximum permissible readaround-ratlos In the range of 20 to 100.
Tests on the SEAC memory indicate that it should
be feasible with commercial tubes to work In the range of 100 to 200, but Individual special
It remains to be seen, though, whether such high
tubes have tested up to 500 to 2000.
values would be achievable In the production of significantly large lots of tubes and in
their simultaneous operation in a full computer memory.
The operation of a full memory
is very different from tests on a single tube.
Surprisingly, the series of tubes in which the storage surface has been studied has
shown nothing significantly better than a standard PI phosphor prepared with great cleanliness.
It was thought that surfaces of mica, or. phosphor surfaces having no binder would
be significantly more uniform, but this has not been shown in the tubes tested so far.
On
the other hand, extreme cleanliness in preparation seems adequate to produce satisfactorily
clean surfaces using the standard phosphor.

DIODE-CAPACITOR MEMORY

A recent development in the search for rapid-access memories is the dlode-capacltor
memory scheme (ref. oj.
This was suggested by A. W. Holt, and Is being developed by a group
under his direction.
It Is an excellent example of the inadequately-recognized situation,
that the difficult part of a rapid-access memory Is not the memory but the access.
This
scheme uses the simplest of storage devices, an ordinary capacitor and gets its importance
from the efficient access scheme used.
* Read-around-ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of machine references to spots
adjacent to a given spot, to the number of machine references to that spot.
The permissible
maximum for this ratio is increased as the interaction between adjacent spots is decreased.
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Circuit

The basic storage element of this memory Is shown In fig. 2.
The connexion E Is used
for both reading and writing, while the two diodes between A and D are used as a »squeezer<
During holding,
to connect the capacitor to the reading-writing circuits, as will be seen.
For example, A might be held at -4V with
both diodes are biased In their back direction.
Then If the capacitor has a charge of, say, 2V both
respect to ground, and D held at +4V.
diodes will be biased In their back direction and only small currents will flow into or out
Now for reading, suppose that both points A and D are forced to ground
of the capacitor.

-K
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->-
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i
BASIC STORAGE ELEMENT
DIODE CAPACITOR MEMORY
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D

This will cause one or the other diode to conduct and a voltage
potential ("squeezed").
If C was charged with 2V of such polarity as to make
will appear across the resistor R.
Its lower terminal (In the figure) more negative than Its upper terminal, then when the
squeeze occurs there will appear at E a pulse of -2V, which then dies out with the time
This would be recognized by the reading circuits at E as the binary digit
constant RC.
If the polarity of the charge on C had been in the opposite direction, the squeeze
"zero".
would have produced a positive pulse instead of negative, and would be recognized as the
Thus the content of the storage element has been read, but in doing so
binary digit "one".
it has been (at least partially) discharged and the information lost from the storage element.
The information must be rewritten to continue the storage beyond the reading operation.
In order to write (or rewrite) information It is merely necessary to force the lead E
to the desired state during the squeeze, and hold it there until the squeeze is over.
Thus
while A and D are at zero volts, suppose that E is forced to +2V and held there at least
until A and D are returned to their normal voltages of -4 and +4 respectively.
Then the
capacitor is left with a charge of 2V and upon the next squeeze it will produce a positive
That is, we have written a "one".
Obviously the opposite is equally possible:
pulse at E.
forcing E negative until the end of the squeeze will write a "zero".
Note that once A and
D have returned to their normal voltages, the charge on the capacitor will be undisturbed by
later changes of E, provided the magnitude of E's voltage never exceeds 2V.
Thus E can have
other pulses on it, either positive or negative, and the charge stored on C will remain
unaffected because both diodes will remain with backward bias.
This is Important for

organizing many basic storage elements into an efficient memory assembly, and is the reason
for charging the capacitor to only + 2V while biasing the diodes twice as much.
In the description so far the diodes have been Implicitly assumed to be ideal, having
practically Infinite forward conductance and practically zero backward conductance.
The
effect of finite forward conductance Is modest;
It will reduce somewhat the output pulse
amplitude, and it will determine how long a writing pulse must last to charge the capacitor
The effect of finite backward conductance, however, is critical.
adequately.
During the
holding operation relatively long times will elapse, and even minute currents through the
diodes will disturb the capacitor charge.
The unit would gradually leak toward a condition
of no charge on the capacitor, or even a condition in which the sign of the charge is
reversed.
Thus the permissible duration of the holding operation is determined by the rate
at which the capacitor charge leaks through the diodes' back current.
Arbitrarily long
storage of Information Is achieved through regeneration:
before the capacitor charge can
change to a point where there is danger of losing the Information, the memory control circuits
as a routine read the content of each cell and rewrite it accordingly.

Gating amplifier
what Is needed at point E, then, Is an amplifier which will sense the polarity of E
during the early part of the squeeze period, together with a gate structure which will
force E to the desired polarity during the latter part of the squeeze period.
Fbr reading
or regeneration, E Is forced to the same polarity that was read;
for writing new Information the polarity to which E is forced Is Independent of what was read, but is determined
by the new Information being written.
Such a gating amplifier is easy to construct.
The amplification required is very modest, since its Input is a pulse whose amplitude is of
the order of one or two volts.
The gating can be accomplished with standard techniques.
The whole thing can be done with two or three vacuum tubes and several diodes, and need not
be described further here.

An Interesting point is that the memory in this form permits the ready Incorporation of
powerful self-checking features.
The input to the gating amplifier Is expected to be
bipolar.
That Is, a definite pulse should be received every time a storage element is
read.
This pulse may be either positive or negative, depending on the information content
of the storage element, but it should not be zero.
If a signal approaching zero amplitude
Is received It is a direct indication that the operation of that particular storage element
Is marginal.
Thus at the expense of some complication of the gating amplifier It can be
made to recognize three different input levels:
acceptably, positive, unacceptable, and
acceptably negative.
An unacceptable input need not, of course, be restricted to being very
close to zero.
A pulse of anything less than, say, one third of the normal amplitude might
This would give. a very prompt indication of incipient failure.
be sensed as being unacceptable.
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In order to achieve acceptable efficiency, It Is essential that one such gating
The busses A
Fig. 3 shows how this Is done.
amplifier serve many basic storage elements.
and D are made common to all of the bits of a particular computer word, and a particular
Thus for 256 words of 40 bits
gating amplifier serves the same bit on each of many words.
For reference to
each we might have 256 pairs of leads A and D, and 40 gating amplifiers.
word b, the busses A& and Db would be squeezed to zero voltage, while all of the other pairs
in this way each gating amplifier
would be held at their normal values of -4 and +4V.
receives a pulse from Its bit of the selected word, so the word Is available In parallel at
These amplifiers can then write into this word, or rewrite it,
the gating amplifiers.
without affecting the other words, since all diodes In the other words remain with backward
After the squeezing, busses on word b are returned to normal,
bias as already described.
Thus we have a fully parallel, randomany other word may be referred to In the same way.
Regeneration is of course handled by having the memory control Intersperse
access memory.
For the regeneration cycles, the
regeneration cycles between the computer access cycles.
words are read one after the other, and rewritten to their former state.

Regeneration
At present the quantitative aspects of the regeneration problem appear to be the
As a rough approximation consider the
greatest limitation on this entire memory scheme.
the rate of discharge of the capacitor during holding is proportional
following argument:
Similarly,
to I , where I D is the back current of the diode at a voltage of about 4 to 6V.
the rate of charging during writing and re-writing is proportional to l f , where I f , is the
The safe holding time and writing time are
forward current at something like 0.5 to IV.
Inversely proportional to these rates, so the ratio of the permissible holding time to the
This ratio of permissible holding time to writing time
writing time Is Just If/I D .
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indicates how many writing operations can be done before It Is necessary to come back, and
Thus It Is an approximate measure of the number of bits that
rewrite a particular bit.
when we Include safety factors, reading time, and
can be served by one gating amplifier*
possible selection times, this figure comes In the range of about

~

(If/lb)

to

£^

il f /I

b ).

For actual diodes, this means that with the customary germanium whisker diodes, only some
It Is of course possible to have
32 to 64 bits can be served by each gating amplifier.
multiple sets of gating amplifiers, but having many such sets would seriously Increase the
On the ather hand, miniature selenium diodes give a much better figure
cost of the system.
It would appear possible to operate safely with 256 to 512 bits per amplifier.
of merit:
These diodes have much greater capacitance than the germanium, but the balanced construction
An Ideal diode for this
of the squeeze circuit overcomes much of the difficulty caused.
application Is the new silicon junction diode, which has a simple thermally-diffused
Laboratory models of these diodes have been able to withstand rather less back,
Junction.
The back,
voltage than the germanium or selenium, but they have a fantastic If/lb ratio.
voltage these units will stand Is of the* order of 20V, but that Is entirely acceptable In
On the other hand the ratio If/lb Is greater even than some thermionic
this memory circuit.
vacuum diodes.
Only two such diodes have so far been available* to us for test,* but they
formed a basic storage element with writing times of a few microseconds and holding times
The diodes tested appear capable of operating In a memory with
of two to three seconds.
10 000 words per amplifier, with safety factors of 10 In the forward direction and 100 In the
Right now these units are rarities, but there appears good hope that
backward direction.
they will be available In quantity and at reasonable cost In a few years.

A possibility that should be mentioned for the future Is the use of capacitors which
Such capacitors could be used In this system
exhibit strong voltage-charge hysteresis.
This sytem would permit much
without requiring tight limits on their characteristics.
looser specifications for the capacitors than present alternative proposals for their use.
Using them In this system would eliminate the If /lb restriction on the number of memory
The specifications for the diodes would also
elements served by each gating amplifier.
be greatly relaxed, but there would be no decrease In the number of diodes needed.
Selection matrix
The system described so far achieves reasonable efficiency for the gating amplifiers,
but requires a selection circuit capable of squeezing the appropriate pair of busses for a
This could be accomplished by the customary diode matrix, but the
particular word.
In this memory the squeezing
customary form of such a matrix has large standby currents.
busses require relatively large currents;
the resultant selection matrix Is feasible, but
To avoid this, a selection matrix using transformers
draws large amounts of standby power.
This gives a matrix which has no standby power
and diodes Is used as shown In fig. 4.
requirement, although it does require more input drivers than would be necessary with a
For the transformer-diode matrix, 2n Inputs are required
multi-dimensional diode matrix.
The matrix is made up of two sets of crossing busses (X and
to select from among n 2 words.
Normally
At each crossing a diode and transformer are connected as shown.
Y in fig. 4).
all of the X busses are held at, say, +10 V, and all of the Y busses are held at -10V.
This puts backward bias on the diodes associated with each transformer, so no current flows
but
through any transformer.
If one X bus is dropped to -10V, still no current will flow;
If simultaneously one of the Y busses is raised to +10V, then Just the one transformer at the
crossing of these two busses will receive a signal.
Thus lf» in the figure, X g is
lowered to -10V and Y^ raised to +10V, the transformer secondary connected to busses A c and
This will select the desired
D c will squeeze the voltage on these two busses together.
-

word.

*

These diodes were loaned us through the courtesy of the Bell Telephone Laboratories;
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TRANSFORMER SELECTION MATRIX.
DIODE CAPACITOR MEMORY
FIG.

4

Experimental program
After testing Individually the elements of
With this
containing 16 words of 4 bits each.
On
lengthy tests of storage were carried out.
for three-day periods and was found to have the
time.
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the system, a laboratory model was built
model In Its final form several successful
five occasions the unit was left running

correct Information at the end of that

5

Fig.

Front View of Diode-Capacitor Memory Rack.
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6

8 Bit Memory Package & Transformer "AND" Gate
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Results with the laboratory model have been sufficiently promising to make It
desirable to test something more nearly approaching a full memory,,
Thus, a prototype Is
being built now vtfiich will be attached to the SEAC and so tested In the same way as the
electrostatic memory prototype has been tested.
For the diode-capacitor memory, the uiit
is designed for a capacity of 256 words of 45 bits each, but only 128 words of 8 bits each
are being built as a start.
Since the words have only 8 of the customary 45 bits, it
will not be possible at first to operate the SEAC exclusively from this trial memory unit.
However, since the SEAC will operate from both the acoustic and the diode-capacitor
memories in integrated fashion, it is possible to do extensive testing of the new memory
by using test routines stored in the acoustic memory.
If all goes well with these tests,
the memory will undoubtedly be expanded to a useful size.
The photographs show this unit as it is now being assembled, together with a view of
the 8-bit memory package.
It will be noticed that very little attention has been paid to
compactness in this construction.
Quite the opposite, the units have been deliberately
separated to permit access to them during experimental runs.
Bracketing estimates on a
full-scale memory assembly Indicate that a thousand words could be packaged in 30 to 50 cubic
feet.
In describing the operation of the memory no mention was made of the access rate that
That Is because this is primarily limited not by the memory elements but
can be achieved.
The characteristics of the diodes in the memory unit determine
by the external circuitry.
the ratios that were discussed, but within wide limits the operating rate can be selected
This generalization becomes more limited If diodes are
by selecting the capacitor size.
used which have large capacitance themselves
such as the selenium diodes, but for low
In the experimental equipment being
capacitance diodes the generalization is reasonable.
built the active part of the basic cycle will be a 3-|js period during which reading and
This cycle is repeated every six microseconds, the remaining three microwriting occur.
seconds being used for recovery of the transformers in the selection matrix.

Conclusion
The diode-capacitor memory has several advantages.
One especially nice one is that
The minimum signal Is of the order of
there are no very weak signals or sensitive leads.
there are
a volt across a few hundred ohms, and all of the selection is truly digital
no analogue voltages to be derived, and all characteristics of the materials are bounded
That is, there is no limit on the upper end of the diode characteristic:
on only one side.
The memory is very
It does not have to be matched to the other diodes in the circuit.
access to random information is possible at well over 100000 words per second
rapid
and It can be very rugged in construction where this Is an Important attribute.

A large number of diodes are
On the other hand, it has several disadvantages too.
A memory of 25 000 bits requires 50 000 diodes, and It still Is
required for a large memory.
an open question whether 500CO diodes will give reliable operation even when the design
Still, three years' experience with some 15 000 diodes in SEAC
allows them wide tolerances.
Also, schemes have been
indicates that such an operation Is not entirely out of line.
worked out for rapid maintenance testing of such a large memory, a form of marginal checking
which should permit replacement of drifting units before they cause trouble in computing.
Yet, so many Individual elements to be assembled will of necessity make for higher
present estimates indicate that for the same capacity the cost would be
fabrication cost;
approximately twice that of a mercury acoustic memory or a Williams-type electrostatic
memory (the units we have constructed indicate roughly equal cost for these latter two
types).

It would appear at present as though the proper balance among cost, performance, and
We hope that the
serviceability Is something that only more experience can Indicate.
prototype construction will give us the experience necessary to determine this balance.
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(In presenting his paper, Dr. Slutz added to It considerably.
verbatim report of the additional matter.)

The following is an almost

THE STATAC SCOOP
It was Intended to meet the
A third computer was actually started before the second.
requirements of the Office of the Air Comptroller, which demand, mathematically, various
The formulation of the Office's economic equations
manipulations on large matrices.
To give
require the solution of many large underdetermlned sets of linear inequalities.
work
in
this
problems
for
done
have
already
we
problem
of
the
you some Idea of the size
which we handled simultaneously 36 sets of 80 x 80 matrices - that Is 80 equations In
The Air Comptroller has used SEAC regularly on this work, and Is now using a
80 unknowns.
Our third machine is intended to extend this work,
UNIVAC, Installed at the Pentagon.
Consequently this Is a
and to handle 36 or more 2000 x 2000 matrices simultaneously.
The actual computations are relatively
problem which entails tremendous input and output.
simple - this Is very nearly a data handling problem - and I agree firmly with Dr. Bowden
when he says, for many such problems, that If you speeded up the rate of computation you
This was true when the SEAC handled this
would still hardly affect the total output.
the
time was then used in feeding in successive
of
about
because
96%
problem
80 x 80 x 36
values from magnetic tapes and getting partial answers back on magnetic tapes, and only 4%
Consequently, in our
of the machine time was being spent doing any computation inside.
plans for this next STATAC SCOOP machine, we have put considerable emphasis on achieving
We believe this balance definitely requires a
a more satisfactory use of machine time.
sizeable improvement in access to the high-speed memories of the machine, so that we have
I will digress and describe the general input-output scheme
been working to that end.
proposed for the STATAC SCOOP.
We have devised what we call a concurrent input-output scheme, which means that more
For a single channel
than' one operation is taking place Inside the machine at one time.
If you consider the entire memory of the
you can think of it largely in this fashion.
machine, a typical Input order might be to fill a certain portion of this with data, and to

,
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Now if you know you are not going to operate
bring new data Into another portion of It.
with this other portion of the memory until all the new data is in, you have a very simple
You can let the rest of the computer keep on going, quite independently of the
situation,
To prevent rather stringent
input process, and in fact it is quite easy to arrange this.
timing requirements for the coders we have felt that they should not have to allow time for
For optimum efficiency, and optimum timing, a coder may wish to
the new data to get in.
know how long it is going to take and to code accordingly, but we thought it was essential
that the machine should not make an error if he comes back and starts referring to some of
So
these words in the computation program before they actually arrive in the machine.
for this concurrent control we have set up Interlocks in the circuitry such that the
computer can continue to compute as long as it is referring anywhere .ln„the memory other than
If for instance the computer tries to refer
to that portion which has not yet been filled.
to a word which has not yet been stored, the machine then will block out -until that particular
Though this does Increase
word has been received, and then will carry on with its program.
input speed, the best that can be achieved with a single concurrent Input arrangement is
Just a 2 to 1 saving on problem solution time, and that only occurs when the solution time
We therefore extended the system to Include not Just
and the input time are exactly equal.
one channel of concurrent control but sixteen such channels, so that if one channel is
reading into one portion of the machine another channel may be reading into another portion
To make this possible for sixteen
of the memory and the same interlock system Is applied.
channels so that the coder cannot cause the machine to make errors we have provided additional
This, by the way, Is described at
interlocks to prevent overlapping of the channels.
With this kind of input you need
length in the NBS report of June, 1951 by A. L. Rheiners.
something that Is rather faster in access than the serial delay lines, so in preparation for
the actual construction of this machine, we have been working with memories of very short
we made tentative plans for an electrostatic memory of the Williams type with
access time.
As described above, we have assembled a prototype of that with
a cycle of about 3 - 4 us.
Also in parallel with that
the SEAC and have been experimenting with it quite extensively.
we have been working on the diode capacitor memory (DICAP) also described above.
SELF-CORRECTING CODES
I

will now go a little further into the problems associated with self-correcting codes.

Mr. Davies dismisses them rather shortly in his paper with the statement that their use in
But the added complexity may be relatively small.
a system adds much complexity to it.

Mr. Hamming of the Bell Telephone Laboratories has done some very significant work' en
He shows that an error correcting
error correcting codes of maximum possible efficiency.
code for each word in a 48-digit-word machine would only need another 6 check digits per
Seven
word to permit the detection and correction of any one error in the 54 digits.
check digits suffice to detect and correct one error, or to detect and halt the machine for
any two errors in the 55 digits.
If you assume that errors will be less likely than one In each word, you can construct
A total of ten check digits is all you need to detect and
an even more efficient code.
correct one, or detect, without correcting, two errors in an assembly of 8 words, provided
you assume that not more than two errors will ever occur in this assembly.

However I feel that
practical application of
most efficient turn out
check for the correcting

the mathematical beauty of Hamming's work has hindered the
Those codes which are mathematically
self-correcting codes.
to be quite inefficient equipment-wise, and the complexity of the
process is very great.

I would like to mention some thoughts we have had about the use of self-correcting
The engineering design of these should be in accord with
codes in machine memories.
two principles, both of which seem trivial when expressed, but are usually overlooked.
The first Is the need to fit the code to the equipment, and the second is the need to
balance the efficiencies of the mathematical checking process, of the equipment and of the
human operators.

Hamming's typical highly efficient codes are based on the assumption that there will
number of errors in a given number of digits and that an error will consist of an

be a limited
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This Is true of mercury delay lines, tout not of output
incorrect reading of a digit.
In these the most typical
printing, nor of pickup from single channel magnetic tapes.
error is not an Incorrect reading of a digit tout the complete missing of a digit.
Hamming's type of code cannot handle such errors, because the count goes wrong, and the codes
This shows the need to fit the code to the equipment,:
will not tell which digit Is missing.
The second principle - that of balancing mathematical equipment and human efficiencies
leads to the use of codes which, though mathematically not so pretty as those due to Hamming,
As an example, if you have an electroare very simple and require very little equipment.
static store of 48-diglt words a simple system which permits you to have full correctibllity
for a single error In those 48 digits is to group them electrically into a 6 x 8 rectangle,
This needs 14 extra
and to carry out odd-even checks on the sum of each row and column.
The system
digits, an Increase of ZO% hut calls for very simple correcting equipment.
observes about 40% of all double errors, but some give false Information and are not caught.

The application of these two principles to a mercury memory leads to Interesting
Suppse we wish to check a series of delay line tanks by a self-correcting
possibilities.
The most typical type of error is not one in which a digit is omitted, but one where
code.
Usually a whole tank Is affected and several digits are
a digit is read incorrectly.
A really reliable self-correcting code for such a mercury memory
wrong simultaneously.
can be constructed by adding, to each tank enough check digits to permit you to recognize the
If you assume that only one
correctness of that tank to the required degree of reliability.
To allow for two or three errors you
error occurs at a time one check digit will suffice.
You can attempt this on every tank - making them extra
need two or three check digits.
Or you can have Just one selflong - so that you can sense errors In individual tanks.
You arrange that this
correcting tank, Just like all the others, In a complete array.
You maintain this;
carries the sum modulo 2, i.e. the dlglt-by-dlgit sum of all the others.
Feed the outputs of the output access circuitry and of the special
in operation as follows.
tank Into a serial subtracter, then add this to the output of the input access circuitry by
Every time you feed a
a serial adder, finally passing the result back to the check tank.
added
to the check tank, so
new
and
the
subtracted
one
is
the
old
memory,
the
new word Into
A simple operation inside
that the check tank always contains the sum of all the others.
tank
the machine to sense the presence of an Incorrect tank permits you to read the check
wrong.
and then to subtract from this reading all the other tanks except the one that went
The result is the word which should be In the bad tank.
:

One has been worked
There are other similar schemes you can apply to other systems.
You might have two such memories, and have
out for application to electrostatic memories.
but
the choice of the full capajity, Just error checked, or of operating with half capacity
many
allow
memories
electrostatic
to
applied
Such
schemes
way.
self-correcting
in a fully
of the tubes In the system to fall completely, even to be pulled out of their sockets,
without the machine knowing that anything has happened.

This is the sort of thing you may need in machines designed for control applications,
The machine simply must not fall in the middle
such as the control of chemical processes.
of a chemical process.
Discussion
they had tried a
MR. T00THILL (Military College of Science, Shrivenham) said that
need to
capacitor memory similar to that described by Dr. Slutz but had concluded that the
use large capacitors with large charging current made It too expensive.

had been
DR. SLUTZ, in reply, said that the diode transformer matrix he described
Printed circuit units
developed particularly to avoid the need for large standing currents.
had also been developed to reduce the cost.
was Interested to
MR. COOKE- YARB0R0UGH (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell)
His own experience
note that Dr. Slutz was favouring selenium diodes Instead of germanium.
selenium tended to develop a high forward resistance.
had led to the opposite conclusion;
it.
SLUTZ replled-that they had not decided about selenium but were considering
forward
actual
the
than
rather
resistances,
the
of
the
ratio
is
The important characteristic
A preventive maintenance procedure on SEAC
resistance, and this is larger In selenium.
germanium diodes each year.
led to the replacement of about £5% of the total number of

DR.
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SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE
Chairman:

30.

Mr. F. M. Colebrook

Preventive or Curative Maintenance
by
E. A.

Newman

National Physical Laboratory

An electronic computer differs from irxst electronic equipment in the complexity of
organization and the simplicity of its basic circuitry.
To trace a fault to a particular
functional unit will usually be difficult, but the pin-pointing of It, once this has been done,
relatively easy.
For this reason a maintenance procedure which Is effective for other electronic equipment may be unsuitable for computers.
We must bear this In mind when comparing
maintenance techniques.
There are many possible ways of servicing the usual kind of equipment, where the complexity, if any, lies In the circuitry, and even more when the equipment is
organically complex, as in the computer.
It takes a long time to assess the value of any
method, and since no computer of the modern kind has so far been in full use for very long,
no final conclusions can yet be drawn.
its

We cannot compare the merits of different maintenance techniques until we have some
criterion by which their effectiveness can be assessed.
This must clearly be related to the
normal use of the computer.
This can be illustrated by reference to other kinds of mechanism.
For example, it is essential that an aircraft should never fall In flight, even If it has to
be grounded most of the time to ensure this.
On the other hand, a production machine tool
will be Judged by the total quantity of its good output.
A oomputer, as normally used, is to
be compared with the machine tool rather than the aircraft, for it is usually Its total output
that matters - though there may be exceptional instances where the other criterion applies, as
for example in the forecasting of the result of the American Presidential election.
Even
neglecting such special cases, however, the criterion will still be complex, for at least
three separate factors must be considered,
1.

the reliability of the computer, which may be defined as the time required for a
given computation with faultless operation, divided by the time actually taken,
including all servicing and repair time;

2.

the size and grading of the servicing team;

3.

the cost rate of replacements.

The relative weightings of these factors Is very difficult to Judge.
A small increase
worth more than a similar increase in a slow one, and
would Justify a correspondingly larger servicing team.
in reliability in a very fast machine is

in either case,
of the extra labour.

the economic value of the extra output must be balanced against the cost
Similarly, If the replacement of all valves at regular Intervals made
It possible to reduce the servicing team by one, the cost of the probable unexpired life of
the valves woul'd have to be balanced against the saving of labour cost.

Two main kinds of maintenance procedure can be distinguished:

preventive maintenance,

in which Incipient faults are located and prevented before they occur;
and curative maintenance, in which faults are located and cured as they occur.
Obviously, the maintenance of
aircraft must be preventive.
That of computers need not be, and In practice existing schemes
of maintenance are likely to be variously compounded of preventive and curative processes.
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Advantages of curative maintenance are:
1.

the machine Is unavailable only when faulty;

2.

an actual fault will, in general, be easier to locate than an incipient fault;

3.

it should minimize replacement costs.

On the face of it, these advantages seem so considerable as to be decisive;
are two counter considerations.

but there

In the first place, computers, like human beings, can be off colour without being
definitely ill.
That is to say, because of their organic complexity, they do not necessarllj
move sharply from a state In which they make no mistake into one in which they do nothing
right.
More often they drift Into a condition in which they will do seme programmes
correctly and make errors in others.
With a machine In this state it can sometimes take a
very long time Indeed to locate the defective functional unit, even though the fault, when
pln-polnted, proves to be a very definite electronic defect.
It Is not always thus, for manj
faults develop sharply and are quickly found; but It happens often enough to make a case for
some degree of preventive maintenance.
The second and even less obvious consideration which affects the balance between preventive and curative maintenance Is the quite disproportionate effect of even a small breakdown
on the total output.
This Is due to the dislocation of the operator's routine caused by the
breakdown.
Most operators can get far more out of a faultless 8 hour run than out of the
same total working time broken by faults into a number of shorter periods.

But even allowing for these two considerations, preventive maintenance will still fall
short of Justification if it absorbs far more servicing man-hours than curative maintenance.
To be really effective, preventive maintenance must pre-detect nearly all potential faults or at least nearly all the troublesome ones.
This calls for the Inspection of every part of
the machine several times In the average Interval between the faults that would otherwise
occur.

Two main preventive procedures can be distinguished:
1.

The whole machine Is given a thorough and periodic electronic check - either as a
whole in a single major operation or by parts according to a regular rota.
Neither
way is obviously better than the other, and as far as we know at the NPL no systematic comparison by trial has ever been carried out.
It Is clear that this kind of procedure, If really thorough, will take a long
time, and It is open to question whether it will save as much time as it wastes.
The process can, of course, be shortened by limiting its scope.
If, for example,

most faults are due to valve failure, all the valves can be taken out and checked
at intervals.
But, unfortunately, this handling might Itself be a cause of faults
that would not otherwise have occurred.
Operational evidence on this point is
inconclusive.
2.

The alternative preventive maintenance procedure Is known as marginal checking.
The idea is that by varying certain suitable operating conditions, grid or anode
voltages, heater currents, or even frequency, any circuits which have incipient
faults can be made to fall while those free from such faults, and therefore more
tolerant of the marginal check, will continue to function.
The method is not
applicable to all kinds of circuit, but where it can be used it would seem to have
great advantages.
Programmes can readily be devised to locate a functional unit
in which there is a definite fault.
Such a programme, in conjunction with a suitable marginal adjustment, should therefore locate an incipient fault.
The precision of such fault location can, of course, be Increased by reducing the size of
the sections of the machine to which the marginal variation Is applied.
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Experience with Marginal Checking and
Automatic Routining of the EDSAC

31.

by
M.

V.

Wilkes, M. Phlster Junr.

,

and 5. A. Barton

Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory

Introduction
This paper contains an account of certain experimental marginal checking facilities
The experiments are still in progress but It
which have recently been fitted to the EDSAC.
is thought that a short account of the results which have been obtained so far will be of
interest.

Ideally, marginal checking should be included In the design of a computing machine fron
This was
the beginning and It is not very satisfactory to add it to an existing machine.
particularly so in the case of the EDSAC which had undergone many modifications since it was
completed In 1949, with the result that both the logical design and the physical layout were
At the same time, this situation made
not quite as straightforward as they might have been.
and maintenance particularly
location
fault
a
system
which
facilitate
of
would
the provision
attractive.
The main object of the work, however, was to obtain experience which It was
The EDSAC is a serial machine and
hope c would be useful In the design of future machines.
what is said in this paper relates primarily to machines of that type.

There are two main benefits which may be hoped to result from a system of marginal
In the first place, marginal checking should enable loss of operating margin due
checking.
to deterioration of valves, or drift of component values, to be detected and rectified before
This should result in a
becoming serious enough to cause errors under operating conditions.
In
material reduction In the chance of a machine failure occurring during operating hours.
the second place marginal checking should be of assistance In locating those elusive faults
which occur in some programmes and not In others, or which occur apparently at random.
These faults are frequently due to a particular circuit being "on the edge" and falling
occasionally when the pulse pattern presented to It is a particularly unfavourable one.
Such faults should be accentuated and made easier to locate when marginal checking is applied,
especially if the marginal checks are arranged so that they can be applied to the various
While marginal checking may be expected to assist in
units of the machine Independently.
the location of apparently random faults of the type Just described, it Is unlikely to be of
assistance In locating intermittent faults due to dry Joints or mechanical failure of
components.

Attenuation of pulses
As a first step in the fitting of marginal checking to the EDSAC it was decided to Insert
During
switchable attenuators in a number of leads carrying pulses or control waveforms.
marginal checking these attenuators, which are normally inoperative, are switched Into
circuit and the action of the machine tested by means of a test programme especially designed
to be as searching as possible.
If any of the pulses or control waveforms have become low
in amplitude as a result of component deterioration, errors are likely to occur when this
test is applied.
It will be noted that during marginal checking the machine operates in the
normal manner under the control of a programme and that no specially introduced test pulses
are used.

A simple form of resistance attenuator is used and in order to avoid undue lengthening
The
of pulse leads all attenuators are controlled by relays operated from a central panel.
circuit used is shown In fig. i;
It will be observed that during normal operation the relay
contacts are open so that there is no danger of the marginal checking system giving rise to
extra faults due to faulty relay contacts.
Since the attenuators are all connected between
the output of a cathode follower and the input of another cathode follower or amplifying
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valve the presence of the 200-ohm resistance In the pulse lead has no appreciable effect
The attenuators are mounted on small plates clamped to the machine
during normal operation.
framework at convenient points.
in all, 45 attenuators were fitted, 15 In the store and associated access circuits, 11 In
Careful consideration was given to the
the arithmetic unit, and 19 In the main control.
It must be greater than the greatest reduction In
amount of attenuation to be Introduced.
pulse amplitude which can occur between successive marginal tests as a result of component
On the other hand, If the attenuation Is too great there Is a danger of misdeterioration.
leading results being obtained by testing the machine under conditions widely different frcm
Moreover the use of too much attenuation will result In adjustthose of normal operation.
ments being made to the machine, and components being replaced, before this Is necessary;
not only Is this wasteful of material but It Is also wasteful of time, since the components
With these considerations In mind an attenuamust be located before they can "be replaced.
fitted to the EDSAC, although the
attenuators
tion of about 10% was decided on for the
It was hoped that 10% attenuation would be
circuits would have stood rather more than this.
In addition to
enough to turn Infrequent and apparently random errors Into consistent ones.
reducing amplitude the attenuators have the effect of reducing slightly the effective width
Care was taken when chooslnggthe points at which the
of the pulses passing through them.
attenuators were introduced to avoid any situation In which pulses passed through more than
The object of this was to make It
one attenuator before being amplified and regenerated.
In circuit without pulses In any
attenuators
all'
to
be
tested
with
possible for the machine
part of the machine being, unduly attenuated.
'

One immediate result of fitting attenuators was the discovery that some parts of the
A number of modifications were therefore
machine had hardly any operating margin at all.
made, the last and most striking being the complete reorganisation of the clock pulse disOnly when these modlf lcatlcw
tributing system which had, up to that time, been overloaded.
attenuators switched; Into
the
with
all
machine
operate
the
to
had been made was it possible
We feel that the bringing to light of unsatisfactory features In the design of a
circuit.
machine is not the least advantage which accrues from the Introduction of marginal checking;
If marginal checking Is included In the design of a machine right from the beginning many
weaknesses in the, design will be avoided altogether.
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It Is always difficult to evaluate the effect of any modification made to a machine by
comparing the records of maintenance before and after, since the time Intervals are rarely
This difficulty Is
long enough for the records to have any statistical significance.
especially acute in the case of the EDSAC, since a number of modifications of various kinds
The remarks
have been made to the machine In the past year and others are in progress.
During the two years
which follow are based therefore, partly on general Impressions.
immediately before the introduction of the attenuators we had had an average of about 25
About 9 of these were cured by adjusting amplifiers, 6 by the replacement
faults per month.
of valves, resistors or condensers, and the rest by miscellaneous adjustments mostly to
mechanical equipment.
We expected that after the Initial difficulties associated with the
Introduction of marginal checking had been overcome, the machine would settle down with about
the same number of failures per month - perhaps very slightly more since components would be
We hoped, however, that
replaced before they had deteriorated quite as far as formerly.
most, if not all, of the 15 failures a month cured by replacements and amplifier adjustments
would be forestalled by marginal checking, and would not cause breakdown of the machine during
operating hours.
The results were somewhat disappointing.
On an average of only 3 occasions a month
were replacements or adjustments made as a result of marginal tests with attenuators switched
Not more than this number of failures during running hours can, therefore,
Into circuit.
have been forestalled.
These results presumably Indicate that the assumption upon which
marginal checking with attenuators Is based - namely that the primary effect of ageing of
On convalves and components is to cause a deterioration In pulse amplitude - Is false.
sideration this conclusion does not seem unreasonable and It might perhaps have been anticipated.
A change In the value of a resistor is Just as likely to Increase the gain of an
amplifier and hence to increase the amplitude of a pulse as to decrease it, and this can lead
For example, it may cause spurious pulses which should be below
to trouble In various ways.
alternatively, It can cause pulses to become
a fixed threshold to exceed that threshold;
lengthened and run into one another.
Once these facts have been appreciated it will be
realised that the use of attenuators for marginal checking Is logically unsatisfactory since
the variation Introduced Is one-sided.
It would be more satisfactory If swltchable attenuators allowing for (say) 0%, 10% and 20% attenuation were fitted and the machine run normally
with 10% attenuation, marginal checking being performed first by switching to zero attenuation
However, this idea has not been followed up,
and then, In a second test, to 20% attenuation.
since a more attractive scheme, described in the next section, presented Itself.

Marginal checking of amplifier adjustments
Pulses which have become reduced In amplitude, or which are slightly late compared with
pulses - for example, as a result of having passed through a number of gates In
are regenerated at various points In the EDSAC by means of the circuit shown In
This includes a delay line which retards the incoming pulses by slightly less than
If the circuit is
pulse Interval), an amplifier and a gate fed with clock pulses.
It will be noticed
correctly adjusted, the output pulses are cleanly-gated clock pulses.
that positive feed-back is Included in the circuit so that, even If the waveform emerging
from the delay line falls before the end of the clock pulse being gated, the output is nevertheless held up until the end of that pulse.
The amplifier Is of a non-linear variety, and
In this way
the potentiometer is adjusted so that the first valve Is normally cut off.
spurious pulses generated by Internal or end reflection in the delay line are eliminated.
For satisfactory operation the potentiometer must be so adjusted that there Is sufficient
There
supresslon of spurious pulses and, at the same time, sufficient gain In the amplifier.
is a small range of adjustment over which both these conditions are satisfied and when
The method of marginal
initially adjusted the potentiometer Is set somewhere In this range.
checking now being described is designed to verify that no drift sufficient to cause the
adjustment to become marginal has taken place.
It consists In applying small voltages,
first positive and then negative, to the lead marked "marginal checking lead" in the diagram.
This has the same effect as moving the slider of a potentiometer a few degrees, first in one
direction and then In the other.
The marginal checking leads from the various amplifiers
were taken to three-position switches mounted on a central panel.
About 80 amplifiers
required treatment in the manner Just described;
of these 20 were In circuits Identical with
The
that shown in fig.2, and 60 were in similar circuits carrying control waveforms.

the clock
cascade fig. 2.
2 ps (the
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voltage to be applied to the marginal checking leads was chosen with considerations In mind
similar to those mentioned above In connexion with the choice of the amount of attenuation to
After some preliminary trials it was decided
be Introduced by the variable attenuators.
that a suitable voltage was +1,5 volts.
Since It was
The system of marginal checking just described has been most successful.
Installed at the end of January 1953, a number of adjustments have been made to amplifiers as
a result of Indications obtained during marginal checking, but no failure of the machine
which could be corrected by the adjustment of an amplifier has occurred during operating
There Is no doubt that the system has enabled substantial Improvement to be made In
hours.
the standard of serviceability of the machine.
The main reason for the success of marginal checking applied tc the amplifiers Is, no
doubt, that changes occurring either In components or valves are most serious when they are
In addition, changes which take place In components
directly associated with amplifiers.
not directly associated with amplifiers can often be compensated for by making an adjustment
these variations are, therefore, brought under control by marginal checking
to an amplifier;
It would seem to be a sound practice, whenever an adjustable
applied to the amplifiers.
control Is provided In .a circuit, to provide also a means of marginal checking by which It can

be ascertained that the control Is set well In the middle of Its range of satisfactory operaThe marginal checking switch should, If possible, have exactly the same effect on the
tion.
circuit as moving slightly the preset control, first In one direction and then In the other.
The existence of a large number of preset controls Is a weakness In a machine which has no
system of marginal checking but, If marginal checking along the lines Just Indicated Is provided, It becomes, on the contrary, a source of strength.

At the present time both pulse attenuators and marginal checking switches for the ampliSeme of the attenuators have been rendered superfluous by
fiers are fitted to the EDSAC.
Others - such
fitting marginal checking to the amplifiers and these will probably be removed.
as those In leads carrying pulses which set or reset flip-flops - still serve a useful purpose
and will be retained.
.

Marginal testing of the store

Mercury tanks are used In the high-speed store of the EDSAC and each tank has associated
with It an amplifier and clipping circuit which must be set up by adjusting a potentiometer.
Marginal checking has been applied to this adjustment In a manner similar to that described
in the last section except that, instead of switching positive and negative D. C. voltages in
This means that the test can be carried out In
turn, a 50-cycle A. C. voltage Is applied.
Apart from Its use In routine marginal checking, the method
one operation Instead of two.
Is particularly convenient when the amplifiers are being set up with the help of an oscilloscope, since the effect of the marginal variation up and down Is clearly visible on the
screen.

The application of a low- frequency alternating voltage for marginal checking purposes
can only be adopted where there Is no possibility of alternating voltages spreading to parts
The circuit used In the EDSAC store has an
of the machine other than those being tested.
A.C. coupling with a short time-constant Immediately after the point at which the alternating
50-cycle A.C. has
voltage Is introduced and this effectively blocks the 50-cycle signal.
also been used In Cambridge for marginal checking In a piece of equipment which Is D. C.
coupled throughout; here the 50-cycle signals are applied to the grids of valves which, in
normal operation, are sufficiently cut off to prevent any current flowing In their anode
circuits.
The use of low-frequency A.C. Is not to be recommended for testing circuits which
carry pulses only rarely, since the testing voltage Is at Its peak for only a small fraction
time Is allowed for the test, there Is a danger of
of each cycle and, unless a very long
Where the method Is applicable, however, there Is
the circuit not being adequately tested.

no doubt that It Is highly convenient.

Shortly before
Marginal checking was. fitted to the store amplifiers In March 1952.
however, the store had undergone extensive modification which had Improved Its general
performance.
It Is, therefore, difficult to assess the value of the marginal checks and
this,
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Some people think that the use of
there is some difference of opinion in the laboratory.
marginal checks during setting up and occasionally during routine maintenance has contributed
others think that a comparable
substantially to the trouble-free operation of the store;
that few adjustments have been
true
It
is
have
been
obtained
without
it.
would
performance
carried out as a result of indications provided by marginal checking but this may merely
indicate that marginal checking enables an optimum adjustment to be achieved in the first
place.

Automatic routining
when marginal checking is fitted to a machine, routine checking becomes a matter of some
Shortly
complexity, since various test programmes have to be run with, and without, margins.
This
automatic.
process
entire
make
the
decided
to
after the attenuators were fitted it was
was done by controlling the attenuator relays from a uniselector (rotary stepping switch)
which could be stepped from one position to the next under the control of the programme.
All that was necessary was to put the correct Input tape in the photoelectric tape reader and
The various test programmes were then carried out, with or without
to start the machine.
The system has recently been modified
according
the
wiring of the uniselector.
margins,
to
so as to Include marginal checking of the amplifiers.

Routine testing procedure
First the store Is
The complete testing procedure for the machine is now as follows.
The tape reader
tested and the clock pulse frequency adjusted to the centre of its range.
a resistance
switching
in
consists
which
is then tested, use being made of a marginal check
in series with the lamp so that the amount of light falling on the photocells is reduced.
Next, the automatic
These tests are carried out manually using suitable test programmes.
routining equipment is switched on and a comprehensive test lasting about six minutes Is
All machine orders are tested and two different tests are applied
carried out automatically.
first without any margins,
Each
test
Is carried out three times;
entire
store.
to the
secondly with the attenuators switched In and a positive voltage applied to the marginal
checking leads of all the amplifiers, and finally with the attenuators switched In and a
After each test, symbols are printed Identinegative voltage applied to all the amplifiers.
when the test Is finished the
fying the test and indicating whether an error occurred.
If there has been a fault the operator
machine stops and the operator examines the record.
can endeavour to locate It by stepping the uniselector to positions, not used In the routine
If
tests, In which marginal checking is applied only to certain sections of the machine.
necessary he may then make use of the switches controlling the attenuators and amplifiers
This feature of the marginal checking system fitted to the EDSAC Is of great
individually.
value.
Sometimes faults which the system would not, at first sight, be expected to cover
This Is because a fault In a particular part of the machine. Is
can be successfully located.
likely to be sensitive to any change in the operating conditions In that part of the machine.
Even a very slight change in the behaviour of the machine when a marginal switch Is operated
may be sufficient to suggest where the trouble Is to be found.

Small faults which show up during testing of the machine under marginal conditions are
Otherwise the
corrected if this can be done without the expenditure of a great deal of time.
fault Is tolerated.
The reason for this policy Is that one of the main objects of testing
the machine under marginal conditions is to reduce the time taken to locate the elusive faults
This
that occur under normal operating conditions by turning them into consistent ones.
object would be defeated If a corresponding number of elusive faults occurring under marginal
Needless to say a rare fault which occurs under marginal
conditions had still to be located.
conditions is carefully noted and If it persists for any length of time efforts are made to
locate it.
It is quicker and much less
The automatic routining system has proved very successful.
Exactly the same
trouble to use the automatic routiner than to do the same tests by hand.
tests are carried out on every occasion and a printed record of the results is provided.
There is no danger of tests which are found to show an error very rarely being gradually
Further, the automatic routiner can be operated
dropped without anyone being conscious of It.
by an unskilled person who need not have a detailed knowledge of the testing procedures in
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use.
Although the automatic routiner takes care of the normal dally testing of the machine,
It Is advantageous to run other test programmes from time to time, since It Is found that one
the greater the variety of test proprogramme will bring to light faults missed by others;
grammes In use the higher the standard of serviceability which can be maintained.

Conclusions
We are at present still feeling our way towards a full understanding of the factors
Until this has been
affecting the occurrence of faults In an electronic computing machine.
obtained It will not be possible to lay down the logical principles on which a system of maintenance should be based.
We will attempt to summarize In this section the general concluwe
have
arrived
so far.
sions at which
In evaluating any system of marginal checking It Is Important to keep clear the two
these are, (1) a reduction
fundamentally distinct benefits which such a system might give;
In the number of faults which occur In scheduled operating time, and (2) more rapid location
Our experience shows that a reduction In the Incidence during
of such faults as do occur.
operating hours of faults due to the steady deterioration of valves, or to changes In the
values of components, can certainly be achieved by an efficient system of marginal checking.
This Is of great value, since the majority, although not an overwhelming majority, of faults
There are also a large number of miscellaneous faults,
In the EDSAC are of this character.
mostly of a mechanical nature - dry Joints, bad contacts, faulty valve holders, and such like.
Individually, one Is Inclined to put these down to bad luck and to say that they are unlikely
In
However, we find that fresh faults of the same kind appear at a steady rate;
to recur.
The
a particular month they may even account for half the total number of faults occurlng.
number of these faults Is being gradually reduced as a result of Improvements made to the
However, we do
machine and In a new machine It would undoubtedly be less than In the EDSAC.
not think It will ever be an entirely negligible factor governing machine serviceability.
It Is sometimes supposed that when valves approach the end of their useful lives they
If this were so valves about to fall would be
begin to deteriorate at an Increasing rate.
Our experience, however, Is that deterioration continues
located by marginal checking.
slowly throughout the life of the valve until a sudden failure occurs, usually by the valve
Marginal checking serves to control the
becoming soft or losing Its emission completely.
The
steady deterioration but It does not give warning of when the valve Is about to fall.
behaviour we observe may be accentuated by the fact that many valves In the EDSAC are used In
circuits which have a good deal of negative feed-back so that the effects of cathode deteriorMarginal checking of the amplifier adjustments may also be regarded as
ation are masked.
providing negative feed-back, the maintenance engineer forming part of the feed-back loop.

A system of marginal checking Intended to help In fault location must cover the whole
Given this we are In no doubt that marginal checking reduces the
machine with few gaps.
amount of time taken to locate a fault and makes the accurate diagnosis of Its cause more
If the diagnosis Is not accurate,
The fault can then be cured once for all.
certain.
adjusting an amplifier, or by
work
by
may
be
made
to
machine
danger
that
the
there Is a
replacing a component, either of which Is only remotely connected with the faulty circuit;
this will not give a permanent cure and sooner or later the true cause of the fault will have
Thus one fault may be responsible for several breakdowns of the machine.
to be found.
Much more extended trials will be necessary before It Is possible to give any numerical
estimate of the extent to which a system of marginal checking can lead to Improved serviceAll we can say Is that our experience so far has confirmed us In our
ability of a machine.
A positive recommendation we can make Is that whenever an adjustable
original optimism.
preset control Is provided In a machine there should also be provided a means of marginal
checking by which It may be verified that the control Is set well In the middle of Its working
range.

Di

scuss ion

DR. PINKERTON (J. Lyons & Co. Ltd.) said he had largely followed EDSAC practice In
marginal testing, but had sought to make the procedure quantitative, e.g. a known A.C. bias
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voltage is applied to the amplifiers and the tolerated range Is recorded and taken as a
Marginal test adjustments have also been fitted to the store, not
measure of their state.
amplitude
but
pulse
also on pulse-repetition frequency and the tolerated frequency
only on
It has also been applied to the photoelectric reader as
range is noted for each delay line.
a + 5% variation of Illumination.
COOMBS (Post Office Research Station, London) asked whether a gradual reduction of
valve heater voltage on a machine would give useful indication of "edglness" of circuits
arising, possibly, from drift of resistor values.
DR.

MR. NEWMAN (NPL) strongly supported marginal testing, its great advantage being that it
It had only been used
could be applied without any mechanical disturbance of the equipment.
possible in the
wherever
incorporated
was
being
the
but
ACE Pilot Model
in a limited way on
DEUCE.
MR. DAVIS (English Electric Co. Ltd.)
In pln-polntlng the location of a fault.

asked whether marginal testing had proved useful

MR. PHISTER said that at Cambridge, marginal testing had proved as valuable in pinHe questioned the value
pointing the location of a fault as In revealing incipient faults.
It took longer, and quantitative values would not
of DR. PINKERTON' S quantitative procedure.
be characteristic of the circuit but only of the particular components.
DR. PINKERTON agreed that the measurement and recording of margins took longer but
An item which was observed to
thought this was Justified by the additional Information.
have a less-than-normal tolerance range on test could be noted for early detailed Inspection.

MR. WRIGHT (NPL) said that the Pilot ACE circuits were designed for definite tolerances
of component values and operating voltages and these theoretical ranges can be checked by the

marginal test procedure.
DR. GRIMSDALE (Manchester University) said that the Manchester machine had no built-in
marginal tests, but the facility for slow application of the heater voltage was used as an
overall marginal test by running with reduced heater voltage.

Diagnostic Programmes

32.

by
R.

L.

Grlmsdale

Ferranti Ltd.

Introduction
Diagnostic programmes or test programmes are an essential part of the servicing scheme
of a large electronic computing machine.
Details of the
The paper deals with some of the general aspects of these programmes,
test programmes designed for the Manchester machine are given In the Appendix.
Types of fault

Faults can be classified in two groups, firstly according to their outward effect or
appearance as
1.
Engineering faults.
2.

Logical faults.
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and secondly according to duration as
1.

Permanent faults.

2.

Intermittent faults.

An engineering fault may be defined as a condition in which a part of the machine is not
working as it was designed.
A logical fault is one in which the machine fails to produce
the correct result to an operation.
An engineering fault may result in a permanent logical
fault or an intermittent logical fault or In no fault at all.
A programme Is only capable,
by its very nature, of testing for logical faults.
As a general rule, the cause of a permanent fault is easy to find.
Diagnostic programmes are useful In this case for two reasons.
The location of the fault can be Isolated
to within a small part of the machine in a very short time and secondly a logical system for
searching for the fault is automatically carried out.
intermittent faults present a very difficult problem.
If the occurence of the fault Is
not too frequent, for example on average once every 10 minutes, It may be possible to do useFor this to be possible it is necessary that programmes put to the machine
ful computing.
have incorporated checks at frequent intervals so that in the event of a failure not too much
time is wasted.
If the fault Is fairly frequent then It may be possible to find It by using
a diagnostic programme which is continuously repeating.
Now the programme may consist of a
large number of instructions, on only one of which will the machine fall.
In order to
increase the probability of this Instruction being obeyed, whilst the fault is present, the
number of Instructions should be kept to a minimum.
It Is therefore desirable to get an approximate idea of the location of the fault and
then a shorter, less general prograirme can be used.

If the frequency of the occurrence of the fault is such that it Is not possible either
or to proceed with the computation, for example if the fault occurs once
every two minutes, then the supply voltages are varied and this may result in making the
fault more frequent In occurrence.
to find the fault

The Diagnostic Programme as part of the General Servicing Scheme

Faults In the electronic circuits are almost invariably finally located by using an
oscilloscope to observe the waveforms.
Even If the fault is completely diagnosed without
the need for an oscilloscope it Is desirable to check the waveforms after the fault has been
cleared.
It is a good plan to perform a daily inspection so that faults may be anticipated.
That is to say there may be "engineering" faults which have not yet developed into logical

faults.

Marginal checking (that is the alteration of operating conditions of the valves e.g.
variation In supply voltages) used in conjunction with diagnostic programmes is a very
valuable tool.
The daily maintenance at Manchester Is arranged as follows.
All the test programmes
are run and, if there is no failure, the heater voltage is slowly reduced by about 8%.
If
there Is still no failure, the heater voltage Is returned to normal.
Then as part of a
general Inspection of the whole machine a small section of it Is examined in detail.
Simple
tests are made to check the emission of the valves in situ.
A different part of the machine
Is taken each day and during the course of a few weeks the whole machine is checked.
The Scope of Test Programmes

There Is a certain section of the machine in which there must be no fault for a programme
and It follows that It Is not possible to use test programmes to find faults in this

to run
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This part of the machine Is associated with the generation of the basic waveforms.
section..
For example, It may manifest
However, a fault In this section Is generally very obvious.
Itself on the displays on the operating console as the absence of part or all of the raster.
There Is another section of the machine In which the location of the fault can be IndiIn the remainder of the machine the fault
cated by a programme but not precisely specified.
can be pln-polnted to one or two valves.
The relative sizes of these sections In the
Manchester machine has been estimated by counting the number of pentode valves In each.
They are

no Indication
approximate indication
precise Indication

27%
29%
44%

The second purpose of Test Programmes

In addition to locating faults, test programmes are useful In Indicating that the whole
In
machine Is working correctly.
The "overall test" was designed with this aim In view.
conjunction with the storage tests this routine gives a substantially complete check of the
working of the machine.
Furthermore,
the event of failure, the overall test gives the
approximate location of the fault.

m

Approaches to the design of Test Programmes
The essential problem Is to find the Instruction (and possibly the number on which the
when this is known the
instruction performs) which the machine has failed to do correctly.
Instruction can either be set up on a row of switches and the instruction repeated continuously or a very simple programme can be constructed using only two or three instructions
including the defective one.
In addition, a list of probable valve failures' which would
produce the fault can be provided with the test programme.
One way of deciding the way in which a test programme can be constructed to test a particular unit is to consider all the possible failures of the component parts of the unit.
Whilst it would be desirable to make the programme include tests for all these failures, a
more direct approach is to consider the ways in which the instruction associated with the
unit may fail and to determine all the different digit combinations of the numbers on which
these Instructions act.

A principle which has been adopted In the design of test programmes for the Manchester
machine is to build up each programme from a simple starting point.
It Is first necessary
to assume that certain elementary functions are working, for example, the subtractor and the
test facility;
then using these, further instructions can be checked and these instructions
can then be used In testing other instructions.
Cone Lus ions

Experience on the Manchester University Computing Machine has shown that test programmes
are essential for efficient and rapid servicing.
It has been observed that, when the test programmes were first
machine, failures were not uncommon, but as the faults diagnosed by
failure rate diminished considerably.
In other words, the machine
programmes.
This Is, of course, an Indication of the value of the

used on the Manchester
programmes were cured the
''learns'1

to do the test

programmes.

In view of the value of these programmes, It Is suggested that machine designers should
keep them in mind, and design so as to reduce to a minimum the part of the machine - quoted
as 27% for the Manchester machine In a previous part of the paper - which cannot be tested by
a programme.

One deficiency in the scheme originally adopted for test programme design resulted from
the assumption that the most difficult numbers which a circuit had to handle could be stated by
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This has proved to be untrue and far more stringent testing is obtained by
the designer.
using random numbers (for example, see Random Multiplier Test-Appendix 2.)
The programmes which have been used most in the particular case of the Manchester machine
are the overall test, the multiplier test, the c.r. t. storage test and the magnetics storage
These and other tests are described briefly in Appendix 2.
test.

Appendix
The

1

Manchester Mark II Machine

The machine has 8 c.r.t. stores each of which can hold 64 twenty-digit lines of InformaAn instruction occupies one twenty-digit line and a number generally occupies two
tion.
The Cathode ray tube stores are backed with a magnetic drum
consecutive twenty-digit lines.
store, which is divided into tracks, each track being equivalent in capacity to two c.r.t.
stores.

There are four subsidiary c.r.t. stores.

The control store holds a number representing
A second line on the control store holds

the position of the Instruction next to be obeyed.
the digits of the Instruction being obeyed.

The B-store has 8 twenty-digit lines, and is used, with its associated facilities to
It can also be used for other purposes Including keeping a count
modify Instructions.
of the number of times a loop of instructions has been obeyed.
The accumulator store is double length so that it may accommodate the product of two
Special provision is made in the arithmetic instructions to give access
forty-digit numbers.
to the more and less significant halves.
The multiplier store holds two 40-digit numbers - the multiplicand and the multiplier.
The more important facilities of the machine are as follows:- addition, subtraction, the
or" "not equivalent", and units to find the position of the most
logical operations "and"
significant digit of a number, and to find the number of "ones" In a number (the sideways
A fast multiplier is also provided.
adder).
:l

Appendix 2
Tfte

Library of Test Programmes for the Manchester Machine

In general In the event of a failure the routine stops, and information about the
failure Is displayed on one of the monitor tubes on the operating console.
The

Overall test

With the exception of the c.r.t. and magnetic storage this is a complete check of the
whole machine.

The routine is arranged so
This routine is stored permanently on the magnetic drum.
the
magnetic drum store to the
programme
from
the
a
section
of
transfer
of
that after every
cr.t. store, the contents of the c.r.t. store are checked by a summation of all but the last
line and the sum compared with the check sum on the last line.
The first section deals with the accumulator and part of the arithmetic unit - the adder,
BUbtractor and logical operations.
The individual answers to a series of operations are recorded and at the end all the
In the event of failure, information
Bub-answers are summed and the final result tested.
Mn be obtained by examining the sub-answers on the c. r. t. store monitor tube on the console.
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Test programmes should be divided Into two categories (a) verification programmes to
check whether the machine Is in a reasonable working condition (b) analytical programmes
designed to give an Indication of the location of a fault.
It Is possible to use many mathematical programmes as verification test programmes, as,
Runs can be
for Instance, when a computation Is frequently repeated with different data.
repeated at Intervals, with marginal test voltages applied, and the results compared with
those obtained originally.

MR. CAMINER (J. Lyons & Co. Ltd.) was surprised that any mathematician would risk, using
a machine with a fault occurring as frequently as once In ten minutes, as was suggested In
This, he said, would involve frequent arithmetic checks and might cost twice as
the paper.
A computing machine, in his opinion, should
much time for checking as for useful computing.
only be used when It was in perfect working order as far as could be ascertained.
DR. FRIEDMAN (Cambrlage University Mathematical Laboratory) agreed that computing
machines appear to learn to do test programmes but thought this was due to a weakness in the
He supported Mr. Phister' s test-programme rota proposal.
test programmes.

MR. WILLIAMS (NPL) pointed out that the impression that computing machines learn to do
test programmes arises from the fact that the service engineer learns from them how to detect
particular machine faults which are quickly rectified when they occur or are permanently
cured by slight local redesign.
MR. WRIGHT (NPL) thought that by studying the fault record of a machine and its design
it should be possible to design good test programmes for verification and diagnostic purposes.
He suggested that faults dependant on pulse pattern should be classified as conditional

permanent faults.
MR. D. 0. CLAYDEN (NPL) agreed that diagnostic and test programmes should be based on
Full details of the programmes should be written up for the
experience of machine faults.
benefit of all machine users and particularly for the service engineers.

He
The author, in reply, agreed that machines appear to learn to do test programmes.
preferred to keep the number of test programmes as small as possible so that users could be
familiar with them.

Although generally agreeing with MR. PINKERTON on terminology he pointed out that
engineering faults do not necessarily cause logical faults.
The use of mathematical programmes as test programmes was a useful technique but could
not always be applied.

33.

Component Reliability in the Computing Machine
at Manchester University
by
A.

A.

Robinson

Ferrantl Ltd.

The computing machine at Manchester University has now completed more than 7000 hours of
total running time, and It Is Interesting to examine the records of component failures to
The list of
compare rates of failure of different components and to analyse the causes.
recorded failures frcm 15 July 1951 to 21 February 1953, a period of nineteen months covering
7420 hours of total running time, is as follows:
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Number used
Failures

in machine

Resistors
Capacitors
Valves
Storage tubes

8500 (estimated)
"
1500 (
)
4053
12

19

10

304
28

This is intended to cover all kinds of components of which more than five have failed.
It excludes the power supply equipment, and also a quantity of resistors which did not fall
but were replaced as a result of modifications, or, in the case of some FMA type 1 resistors,
because they appeared to be over-rated.

RMA type 1, 2, 8, and 9 resistors are often referred to as 2, 1, i, and i-watt resistors,
but reference to the curves of recommended maximum rating against ambient temperature shows
that at these ratings type 1 has a margin of only 50% at 400C ambient temperature, whereas
This may account for type 1 resistors showing signs of
types 2, 8, and 9 have 100% margin.
Our policy for some time has been to replace type 1 resistors by vitreous
deterioration.
enamelled wire-wound types.
The causes of failure In resistors were as follows:

Open circuit

12

Resistance
decrea sed

5

Unreccirded

2

t

Total

these were
wire-wound)

(9 of

19

and for capacitors

Short circuited
or low resistance

6

Other causes or
unrecc)rded

Total

4
10

Thus the most common cause of resistance failure Is open circuit, and also, seeing that only
about 10% of resistors in the machine are wire-wound, a disproportionate number of failures
In capacitors the most common cause of failure Is loss of
are in wire-wound resistors.
insulation.

We now come to valve failure which Is by far the most common form of component failure
The rule Is that wherever possible each valve failure shall be
that we have met with.
The
recorded in the machine log book together with a diagnosis made of the cause of failure.
was
valves
these
of
faulty valves are kept for examination, and recently a batch of 244
The results were as follows:
examined in the laboratory to check the working of this system.

Valves examined

244

Valves for which a diagnosis had been given

144

Valves diagnosed correctly according to laboratory tests

90

Valves found faulty, but wrong or no diagnosis given

98

Valves in which no fault was found by laboratory tests

56
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It win be seen that the diagnosis, when given, were right In nearly two-thirds of the cases.
The proportion of valves In which no fault could be found does not seem unduly high,
especially as this number will certainly include valves with obscure Intermittent faults
which are not easily detected In the laboratory.

The numbers of failures of the different valve types are:

EA 50 (CV 1092)

106 failures out of 2408 valves
(4.4% In 7420 hours)

EF 50 (CV 1091)

109 failures out of 870 valves
(12.5% in 7420 hours)

EF 55 (CV 173)

45 failures out of 525 valves
(8.6% In 7420 hours)

Other types
(largely CV 138)

44 failures out of 250 valves
(17.6% in 7420 hours)

304 failures out of 4053 valves
(7.5% In 7420 hours)

All types together

The following table classifies the causes of failure In the valves whose faults were
Identified in the laboratory.

Low or no emission
Cracked envelope or soft

5-26
3-32

EA 50

EF 50

(CV 1092)

(CV 1091)
72

27

EF 55

(CV 1J3)
22

Other
types
10

(All but one
were CV 138)

Heater open-circuit
Interelectrode leaks or
shorts.

Other cause

30

2

2

1

-

1

-

-

The EA 50 appears the best type from the point of view of percentage failures, but
accounts for a large proportion of the total failures because of the large number of valves
used in the computer.
Many failures are due to Interelectrode leaks and short-circuits,
which points to a weakness in the Insulation of the valve.
This taken together with the
difficulty in finding a satisfactory valve-holder and the fact that the EA 50 Is nearly obsoAt present
lete, has determined us to replace the EA 50 by the CV 140 in future machines.
we have no first-hand quantitative information about the reliability of the CV 140, but we
believe that It will be at least as reliable as the EA 50.

In the cases of the EF 50 and the EF 55 the majority of failures are due to loss of
emission, which does not necessarily point to any weakness in the construction of the valve.
The fact that the EF 55 has a lower percentage failure than the EF 50 may be accounted for by
Recently we
the EF 55 having been on the average more conservatively rated than the EF 50.
have tended to rate the EF 50 more lightly, but a result of this policy has been to make the
average rating of EF 55' s still more conservative.

Among the miscellaneous types an outstanding feature is failure of five CV 138' s where
the valve has become soft.
Four of these were cracked near the pip, which rules out the
suggestion that the seals were strained during Insertion.
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Fig. l shows the mean hours per valve failure averaged over successive periods of one
(There are only small differences In the modes of
thousand hours plotted against time.
There Is a decrease In hours per valve failure
variation for the different types.)
to about 15 at 2000 hours, and after that an Increase, which has recently shown signs of a
check.
At present there are on the average about 35 hours of total operation time per valve
We attribute the change of trend at 2000 hours to the Introduction of a twentyfailure.
four hour working day which took place at this time.

With regard to storage tubes, the computer uses twelve of these, all of type VCRX 266.
There have been 28 failures In the 19 months under review, corresponding to an average working
Of
life of nearly 3200 hours, or, on a basis of calendar time, of Just over eight months.
these tubes, 18 have suffered frcm a manufacturing fault which seriously shortens their life.
Fortunately the cause has been found by the manufacturers, and tubes are now being produced
free from this fault.
It Is noticeable that storage tubes show a high proportion of rejections due to open or short-circuits, leaks Inside the tube, or other faults that cannot be
put down to wearing out of the tube.
This may be a natural consequence of the developmental
nature of the tubes.
The demand for storage tubes is at present Increasing rapidly, and we
hope that the situation will be Improved when storage tubes are made In larger quantities.
Two other sources of unreliability In the machine do not concern the failure of comThey are power supply Irregularities, and unsteadiness of storage tube deflection
ponents.
wave-forms - often an effect of power supply troubles.
Between them these have had an
Two lines of attack
effect on overall reliability comparable with that of valve failures.
are possible.
The first, which has recently been carried out with outstanding success, Is
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the reorganization of the deflection wave-form generators, so that power supply irregularities
The second, which will be carried out as soon as
have less effect on deflection wave-forms.
possible, is Improvement of the power supplies with the object of removing the Irregularities
at the source.
To summarize, examination of the records of faulty components in the computer at
Just
Manchester University has shown that the majority of component failures are of valves.
over 4000 valves are used, and the average failure rate has been very nearly 1% per thousand
hours of total running time.
Storage tubes have shown a much shorter life than valves, but
the comparatively small number used has usually prevented their high rate of failure from
Failure of resistors
having aJi appreciable effect on the overall reliability of the machine.
or capacitors has been rare, but wire-wound resistors have been found significantly less
reliable than carbon types.
Other Important causes of failure are power supply irregularities
and the resulting unsteadiness of storage tube deflection wave-forms.

Methods available for Improving reliability are the reduction of storage faults by the
methods outlined, and an attempt to decrease the number of storage tubes subject to functional
Little improvement can be expected from improvement
failure as opposed to cathode failure.
Reducing functional failures in valves could produce an
of resistors and capacitors.
Any large Improvement in this
appreciable but not a large reduction in total failures.
direction in a machine of fixed size involves prolonging cathode life by even more conservative rating of the valves, or by making use of types having unusually long cathode life.

D

(Note:

i

scuss ion

Those parts of the discussion on Paper 31 which were found to be more relevant
to Paper 33, have been included in this discussion.)

MR. CARTER (Telecommunications Research Establishment) said he was disturbed
number of low-emission failures in c.r. t. 's particularly in view of the fact that
They had had many failures
density in tubes used for storage is relatively low.
mica condensers, but little trouble with resistors after eliminating a particular
carbon resistor.

about the
the emission
in slivered
variety of

MR. KITZ (Instltuto Nazlonale per le Appllcazione del Calcolo, Italy) referring to the
failures, said that the prolonged running of such tubes, or ordinary valves, at much
less than their normal emission had been found to be very bad for them, for reasons not fully
The low-emission fault In a c.r.t. might perhaps be cured by "flashing" understood.
running for a short time at high emission and high temperature.
c. r. t.

DR. PINKERTON (J. Lyons & Co. Ltd.) said that a high proportion (some 300 out of 2000) of
"Flashing"
a certain type of double diode had shown a great increase of slope resistance.
He noted that the author seemed to
with 8-10 V. on the heater, effected some Improvement.
have had no trouble with plugs and sockets or valve holders, which was also his experience.
He had had many failures of small ceramic condensers, and some In silvered mica condensers;
He had found that valve heater failures
also drift in high-value "high-stability" resistors.
were very infrequent.
In LEO the heaters are switched on and off very slowly - about 2
minutes being allowed for each process.

MR. NEWMAN (NPL) found that the valve reliability figures for the Pilot ACE and MADAM
Some of the ACE Pilot Model valve failures
were not very different when fully analysed.
Heater failures
might have arisen from mechanical disturbance on plugging chassis in an out.
were rare.
In many cases of apparent low emission, the real cause was found to be "interface"
effect.
The apparent higher failure rate in c.r.t. 's might be due to their more stringent
operational requirements as compared with the on-of f behaviour required of valves.

There had been very few condenser failures in the Pilot ACE, and little trouble with
resistors, except for large drifts in the value of "high-stability" types of over 100 000 ohms.
These seemed more numerous than they really were, because they gave rise to very troublesome
types of fault.
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DR. COOMBS (GPO Post Office Research Station, London) said that In his experience,
He was
large electronic equipments work best when they are left alone as far as possible.
horrified by DR. PINKERTON' S procedure of taking valves out to test them - which was like
digging up potatoes to see if they are growing.

There seemed to be no agreement about the relative merits of leaving heaters on continuThis was being invesously or switching on and off as required by the use of the machine.
tigated on MOSAIC by applying the different procedures to different large groups of valves.
The switching on and off is done slowly - over a period of a minute.

There had been much: talk of valve failures, but It was equally true that a good modern
Work
valve would stand a surprising amount of bad treatment and he gave Instances of this.
directed to very long valve life (100 000 hours or more) Is making good progress and a considerable improvement in this respect could reasonably be anticipated.
DR. GRIMSDALE (Manchester University) replied to DR. COOMBS, that the Manchester machine
showed fewer faults when it was run continuously.

MR. RURACH (All Power Transformers Ltd. ) suggested that components which had been
subjected to drastic processes in manufacture, e.g. vitrification or bakelizing, were likely
to be unreliable In use and should not be chosen for computers.

MR. PAGE (NPL) said that a routine testing of all valves in a chasis, found many valves
Such
which would have been rejected on initial test, though the chasis still worked.
routine testing would tend to exaggerate apparent valve failures.
MR. GRIMSDELL (Mullard Research Laboratories) described experimental confirmation of
(Other
Increased failure rate in miniature valves due to frequent plugging In and out.
The continued running of valves with reduced
speakers reported similar observations.)
heater voltage could be very harmful, if there was appreciable anode current.
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MEDIUM-SIZE DIGITAL COMPUTING MACHINES
Chairman:

3>J.

Mr. J.

R.

Womersley

The Harwell Computer

by
E.

H.

Cooke-Yarborough

Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell

Introduction
The Harwell Computer {Fig. 1) differs very markedly from other automatic computers
It may be of Interest, therefore, first to relate the reasons
designed up to the present.
for adopting this unorthodox design, and then to show In what ways the design has Influenced
the use of the computer.
In 1950 the Harwell Computing Group were finding that an Increasing amount of their work
Such work performed on a desk
Involved much computation of a simple but repetitive nature.
calculator Is extremely tedious for the operator and there Is a real danger of errors arising
Moreover such computations divert computing effort from other work which
from sheer boredom.
Accordwould make better use of the flexibility and adaptability of the human Intellect.
ingly the Harwell Electronics Division began to consider the possibility of designing an
automatic computer to do this work.

Only a small amount of effort could be assigned to the development and construction of a
computer, so the design had to be made simple and had to use well established techniques
where possible.
It appeared that a high-speed computer was not essential, since much time would In any
What was needed was something
case be spent In feeding data Into and out of the machine.
An
which would plough steadily and relentlessly through the mass of data presented to It.
all-relay computer was first considered, since adequate speed seemed attainable and
experience with quite complex relay apparatus at Harwell had shown reliability to be
Moreover, a multi-contact relay Is an almost Ideal component for circuit
excellent.
Indeed, designers of fast computers must often wish for a highswitching in a slow computer;
Relays are however far less convenient
speed circuit element as convenient and adaptable.
when used as storage elements, and In existing all-relay computers It Is necessary to use a
very large number of relays to make up the quite modest amount of quick-access storage
Consequently It was decided to use relays only for switching
provided In these machines.
and, after examination of other possibilities, dekatrons {ref. 1) were chosen for the quick
access storage, since these were already coming Into wide use in scaling circuits at Harwell
For example, each
and their properties were well known and seemed to offer many advantages.
dekatron can store one decimal digit, thus doing the work of at least four storage relays
The associated electronic circuits can be
with a power consumption of less than 100 mW.
relatively simple, since a dekatron delivers a pulse large enough to be used directly In
arithmetical circuits without amplification, while the power required to register Information
Several other convenient features of the dekatron
In a dekatron Is conveniently small.
emerged as the design proceeded.

It is not proposed here to discuss the detailed circuit design of the computer which has
The design philosophy was that circuit simplicity
been fully described elsewhere (ref. 2).
and reliability were all-important, speed being a secondary consideration.
It was soon found that a decimal machine presented difficulties and complexities of a
logical, not a circuit nature, which might not have been encountered In designing a binary
After some time had been spent In Investigating the principles Involved In long
machine.
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multiplication and division, a pilot machine was built, using three decimal digits plus the
sign, to help resolve these problems.
The Information thus obtained greatly facilitated design and construction of the fullscale machine which worked for the first time In April, 1951, Just over a year after the
Within a few weeks It was performing simple but useful
commencement of the project.
A good dea^ of work remained to be done on
particle
size data.
with
connected
computations
the circuits and wiring, so, although the machine performed Increasing amounts of useful
computation during this period. It was not finally handed over to the Computing Group until

May 1952.
"Properties of the Computer
The machine obtains Its instructions and numerical data from standard 5-hole teleprinter
some of these usually carry repetitive
There are seven mechanical tape-readers;
Results are printed by a modified teleprinter.
routines In the form of closed loops of tape.
A two address code is used and each arithmetical Instruction contains two pairs of decimal
digits Identifying the two addresses Involved, preceded by a digit defining the operation to
The reading of each instruction takes about a second and its execution takes
be performed.
multiplication or division take ten to
a further second If the operation Is a simple one;
that
of a normal desk machine.
comparable
to
The speed Is thus
fifteen seconds.
tape.

The computer handles numbers between +10 and -10 containing eight decimal digits;
There are 40 quick-access storage locations using
negative numbers appear as complements.
accumulator.
dekatrons (with provision for adding a further 50) and a double length dekatron

system for
The machine is designed for unattended running, so there is a comprehensive
are
checks
Arithmetical
circuits.
the
of
functioning
correct
the
electrically checking
errors which may elude
usually included In the programme to detect the small proportion of
When the machine Is set for unattended operation the occurrence of
the functional checks.
computation, to go back a
an error or other difficulties causes the machine to recommence the
falls three times
machine
the
if
problem.
next
the
start
few steps In the computation or to
If, however, after one or two
down.
It
shuts
computation
current
the
completing
without
computation with all Its
failures it successfully completes the computation It begins the next
in preventing the computer
valuable
very
found
been
has
arrangement
Tnls
returned.
"lives"
being shut down- by a trivial fault.

Serviceability
of running for long
A slow computer can only Justify its existence if it is capable
is a large proportion
computations
useful
performing
periods unattended and if the time spent
assessing computer
of
ways
many
be
as
to
appear
There
available.
of the total time
Tne method used here Is to take the number of hours
serviceability as there are computers.
This therefore gives
of 168 hours In a week.
maximum
possible
the
the computer runs out of
with the
maintenance
or
finding
the total computing time plus the time spent on fault
Is usually
and
week
per
hours
four
exceeds
seldom
time
latter
The
computer switched on.
results.
much less, so it does not very significantly affect the
the computer averaged 80 hours a week running
Over the period May 1958 to February 1953
was serviceable but no programme was
machine
the
when
This includes one week
time.
action following an accident which
available and four weeks when the machine was out of
are excluded the average weekly
weeks
five
these
If
clused sevSe mechanical damage.
Most of^the lost time was
maximum.
possible
the
of
or
55%
hours
running time becomes 92*
wait until the next
to
having
and
running
due to the machine failing during unattended
corrected.
be
to
working morning for the fault
consider on what proportion of occasions
A further way to assess serviceability is to
until the following morning (15 hours
worked
when the machlneWas left to run overnight it
The corresponding figure for
occasions.
the
of
on
56%
case
SSrJ? S?s has been the
working over the weekend (63 hours) is 33%.
failure was due to errors in setting up the
These percentages exclude occasions on which
the occasions when the machine
exclude
also
they
machiS or ?n preparing the programme;
On many of tj«
the period
sSssfSly" cSeted the computation before the end ofreached
stage before failure
useful
a
had
computation
occasions whence machine failed, the
no means wasted.
occurred, so that the night's work was by
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PAPER 34
Fig. 1.

General view of the Harwell computer
with (left) two blocks of ten stores
In position.
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Most of the failures tend to be of a fleeting, Intermittent nature, so one fault In the
Faults In the relays and In the
computer may cause several failures before It Is detected.
Most of the faults have been due to
gasfllled cold cathode tubes have been commendably few.
Clearly there
more conventional components, such as thermionic valves, metal rectifiers etc.
It is hoped that this will be achieved by replacement of components
is room for Improvement.
prone to failure and by arranging for regular preventive maintenance.
Even at present, however, serviceability is sufficient to make the machine a powerful
Few, if any, other computers show comparable serviceability reckoned on the
computing tool.
same basis, especially as maintenance of the Harwell computer represents only a small part of
the work of one man.

Preparation of Programmes
The Harwell computer provides almost all the facilities of a large computer except high
In practice, however, many of the
speed, so programming is in principle very similar.
subroutines and procedures used with fast machines become excessively time-consuming and

alternative methods are used whenever possible.
The main difficulty arises In reading instructions or data from the paper tape In an
This situation arises, for
order which cannot be predicted when the tape is prepared.
example, If the tape contains a table of functions or a rather complex subroutine containing
Under these conditions the machine has to search along the
many conditional instructions.
Computation is interrupted until this address is
loop of tape for the desired address.
Numerous long searches also
found, so if a long search is necessary much time may be lost.
tend to reduce the life of the tape.
The need for long searches is minimized by splitting subroutines into as many small
A consequence of this is
loops as possible to make best use of the available tape-readers.
that it is difficult to prepare economical subroutines which are flexible enough to be used
in many different computations.

When "the computer was first put into service it had only 20 dekatron stores and this made
The Increase of the number of dekatron stores to 40 has almost
programming very difficult.
completely removed this difficulty and shortage of quick-access stores is now seldom an
embarrassment.
Of course, if there were enough of these stores to accommodate long
subroutines or tables of functions, the difficulties mentioned in the preceding paragraphs
The cost, however, would be prohibitive, because, unlike magnetic drum
would disappear.
storage, the cost of Dekatron storage is almost directly proportional to the storage capacity
provided.

Desirable Improvements

Experience has shown that certain changes would simplify the programming or speed up the
While the changes could easily be Included in
computation without adding much complication.
a new machine they have not been incorporated in the present one as it is considered that
extensive modification of an existing machine of this type would cause permanent deterioration
of reliability.
The changes are indicated below.
1.

Provision of a facility for clearing a storage address and feeding a number into it
At present a store can only be cleared while transferring a
in one operation.
number out of it.

2.

Elimination of many sequential relay operations when reading in orders and setting
this would reduce the reading time
up the conditions for arithmetical operations;
to about 500 ms and speed up multiplication and division.

3.

A change in the method of recognizing an address when searching a tape, which would
result In the search speed being limited only by the characteristics of the tapereader itself.
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4.

Provision for computation to continue while an address Is being sought on a tape.

5.

This would reduce the times for
Use of the faster dekatrons now available.
multiplication and division by about three seconds.

Conclusions

Although of relatively simple design and low speed, the Harwell Computer has shown Itself
capable of performing a very useful amount of computation, because it can run for long periods
unattended.
The combination of dekatrons, relays and teleprinter apparatus has been found very
Modern dekatrons are capable of much
suitable for a computer of this size and speed.
To
higher speeds, but their use would add little to the speed of this type of computer.
exploit their increased speed successfully, very different methods of switching and storage
would be necessary.
Such a computer would undoubtedly be very useful, but it is perhaps
questionable whether it could be constructed, run and maintained with as little technical
effort as Is needed by the Harwell computer.
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Historical Background
Curing the 1939-45 war it became apparent to the author, that the extensive computations which result from any attempt to apply available mathematical techniques to problems
of real physics must lead to a mass of numerical work far In excess of the available
resources of almost all University departments.
At the conclusion of hostilities, work was started at the laboratories of the British
Rubber Research Association on a special purpose digital calculator for the processes of
Fourier analysis and synthesis.
As this work proceeded, it became more and more apparent
that the components needed for the special purpose machine could be more advantageously
disposed in a general purpose machine whose sequence of operation was pre-set, either by
means of punched tape or by physical plugging.

whether this line of development would have lead, Independently, to the modern concept
of a general purpose computer with a central storage organ it Is Impossible to say, since a
visit to the U.S. A. In 1946 brought the author into contact with von Neumann and revealed
the extensive progress already made by the Princeton group.
After a period of study and stimulating discussion at Princeton work began in 1947 on
the construction of a calculating machine operating with a central storage organ.
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The first magnetic store was operated In November 1947 and consisted of a disk of
Because of the poor wear characteristics of this
oxide coated paper rotated at high speed.
cylinder.
plated
nickel
replaced
by
a
device It was soon

Experiments upon the design of read/record heads followed and, after a brief period
during which the Blgelow single wire head was favoured, a single-turn single lamination
This was adopted by
version was designed (ref. l) which had the required characteristics.
where
a substantially
Manchester,
at
by
Williams
particularly
groups
and
other computer
similar design was produced and used in the Ferrantl computer.
The computing organ used with this store was a parallel operation relay device, since
It formed an excellent testing ground for logical
called ARC (Automatic Relay Calculator).
techniques and was designed, constructed and operated within a period of 4 months - surely a
record.

The relay circuits of ARC were
From this point two divergent paths were followed.
and
a sequencing device for
numbers,
for
store
electro-mechanical
an
with
combined
The electronic circuits and magnetic drum store were used as the basis of a
instructions.
prototype all-electronic machine, called SEC (Simple Electronic Computer).

ARC is now housed in the Computation Laboratory of Birkbeck College and only lack of
SEC was eventually completed as a
operating staff and of space prevent its continuous use.
In its early
purposes.
demonstration
student training project and is now used only for
the complete
that
slow
was
so
progress
but
its
testing
circuit
useful
for
stages it proved
APE(R)C machine was In operation at an earlier date.

THE APE(R)C
engineer
The very limited resources of the Computer group (at no time has more than one
for
machine
Blrkbeck
the
model
of
final
first
a
construct
to
necessary
made
it
been employed)
Purpose
APE(R)
or
All
The
Association.
C,
a sponsoring agency, the British Rayon Research
changes was not
Electronic Rayon Computer, was completed in August 1951, but, owing to staff
The complete store
operated on problems until July 1952, and then only with limited storage.
{big. l).
operation,
was installed at the end of 1952 and the machine Is now In full

APE(R)C Characteristics

by the author that for reliable operation an electronic
APE(R)C, designed with
number of electronic valves.
possible
minimum
computer must use the
number mentioned
the
and
used
No germanium diodes are
this in view, has less than 450.
diodes.
above includes all thermionic
It has long been maintained

Serial
to simplify the design requirements the speed of operation was set at 30 kc/s.
control unit
serlo-parallel
and
a
adopted
units
was
storage
and
arithmetic
working of the
designed.

binary digits and a sign,
The word length is 32 bits and numbers normally consist of 31
complements.
as
shown
being
numbers
negative
in the range -1 « x < 1,
associated with
By the use of a two address code the normal mean access time of 8 ms.
the operating time for
that
so
coding
optimum
by
reduced
be
can
store,
drum
the magnetic
Multiplication requires n addition/
addition or subtraction is only about 1 ms.
In the multiplier digit
-> 1 or 1^
changes
of
number
Is
the
where
n
subtraction times,
sequence.

and input/ output Is by means
The storage capacity is 512 words of the standard length
of teleprinter.
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The input/output organs
Input
Both of these functions are performed by a standard Creed keyboard teleprinter.
data Is typed In the form:
(location) (word)
agrees with the coder's script the depression of a
this
If
and
produced
Is
record
printed
a
required storage location.
the
switch causes the word to be recorded In

faulty manner,
It has been found that although the teleprinter often operates In a
The
signals.
setting
Incorrect
to
response
typed
In
character
correct
rarely, If ever, is a
attempt
the
In
lie
seems
to
systems
chief cause of misbehaviour In earlier teleprinter Input
In the Birkbeck system the
frequency.
to run the printer In synchronism with some standard
cause absorption of the actual
which
signals
shift
mechanism,
own
its
emits
from
printer
electronic register of the computer.
signal, appearing on the operating magnet by the

A start Impulse causes the drive clutch to be engaged,
Output is performed similarly.
by means of a shifting register) the data for
(electronically
the printer then selects
The use of this
presentation to Its operating magnet at the required Instants of time.
breakage).
mechanical
for
(except
printer
the
of
operation
system has resulted in faultless
input systems of the type
It is worth noting that tests on solenoid operated parallel
down (out of the 150 ms.
settle
50-100
to
ms.
required
solenoids
the
that
used on EDSAC showed
This seems
available.
the
20
of
out
2
ms.
available) , whereas the Creed magnet requires only
system
Is
present
the
produced,
be
can
solenoids
designed
well
to indicate that, unless very
superior.

equipment with the
The system adopted permits the use of any standard Input/output
the manual operation
replace
can
tape-reader
For example a standard
keyboard teleprinter.
For output the
line.
office
post
via
a
enter
can
signals
of the keys, or alternatively
prepared.
printer can be paralleled with a reperforator and a tape
The store

This has now
drum store.
Mention has already been made of the original nickel-coated
The original
medium.
storage
the
as
oxide
using
design
been replaced by a much more compact
gives greatly Improved
version
new
the
and
obsolete
become
also
have
heads
single lamination
quality to make
It was found that nickel plating was too variable in
characteristics.
any decrease below
that
and
in.,
0.25
than
less
much
to
width
track
possible a reduction of
A somewhat superspots.
"phony"
having
this value resulted in at least some of the tracks
size and
grain
Irregular
was
cause
the
that
suggested
effect
ficlal investigation of the
metallurgical
adequate
of
possible strain production during plating but In the absence
laboratory facilities no more definite conclusion was possible.
The oxide
100 digits/ in.
noise ratio is
and the output

packing of
coated drums permit the use of up to 50 tracks/ in, and a
Signal
techniques.
recording
non-restoring
for
need
the
without
track
the
in
nickel)
on
width
track
equivalent
for
3
1
to
better than 25 to 1 (compared with
obtained.
amplitude Is several times greater than that originally

1024 words of 32 bits as manufactured
The illustration (fig. i) shows a drum store for
Credit for the mechanical design is due to
by the Wharf Engineering Laboratories.
Commander S. J. Booth, O.B. E.

tree of high-speed relays.
track selection is performed by means of a
reliable operat on
completely
ohm),
than
1
(less
Impedence
head
the low
This g?ves!
remainder of the
the
of
speed
the
adequately
of 200 c/s, which matches
a? swftlhing
do not arise when
errors
that
so
machine
the
In
Included
ScMnef A coded interlock Is
Initially to the programmer.
to other tracks In a manner unknown

m

t-hP

APEfRiC

Sue'

ms

ScMng

The arithmetic and control units
form of these units since
to describe in any detail the function or
it- 1* not nronosed
>P
worthy of remark are
points
The
havr already°been published (re/. 2. 3 and 4) .

descrip\lons
chiefly those of economy and reliability.
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Gabg,

PAPER 35
Fig. 1.

The APE(R)C at Biritbeck College
Computation Laboratory.
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The former is made the basis
Only two valve types are used, the 6J6 and the 6 AL 5.
the latter is used as a buffer
of the single-digit storage binary element and of the 2 gate;
where required and also as the delay storage element In the shifting registers.

Very extensive tests w<;re carried out on germanium diodes (chiefly sylvania type l N 38)
and the conclusion was reacned that these elements were too unreliable, both in characteristics
Later tests on more recent specimens
and performance, to find extensive use in computers.
have done nothing to alter this opinion.
Some typical examples of APE(R)C circuits are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
"*

Operational experience

During the four months July-October 1952 the causes of failure on APE(R)C were:

2.

11 valve failures.
2 electrolytic condenser failures.

3.

Teleprinter mechanical breakdowns.

1.

The electronic portion of the machine was serviceable for about 80% of the period
mentioned, but teleprinter failure put the Installation, as a whole, out of commission for
It is perhaps only fair to say that the teleprinter is a surplus
about 50% of the time.
item which the makers state to be in poor condition, however, the faults seem to fall into two
classes:
a.
b.

Adjustment drift
Fatigue breakage of components

Since fitting the full storage unit and relay track switch device too little time has
A number of valve failures were apparent when
elapsed to make any statements on reliability.
1953, but these have not yet been analysed
February
in
operation
the machine was restored to
and some are undoubtedly due to mechanical damage.

THE APE(X)C

Meanwhile the computer
The APE(R) C is to be moved to Manchester in the near future.
been built and unit
has
Laboratory
Computation
the
at
installation
permanent
designed for
Operational and test experience on the APE(R) C suggested a number of desirable
tested.
alterations both logical and mechanical, and the APE(X)C (All Purpose Electronic X-ray
Computer) has incorporated these in its construction.

by the author on odd scraps of paper and
attempt to remove redundant elements common
no
unfortunately the engineer then employed made
made, no fewer than 180 valves were
drawings
were
APE(X)C
the
When
units.
to various
eliminated!
In the first place APE(R)C was "designed"

the original chassis layouts are such that servicing is extremely difficult.
available
This has been remedied and although plug-in chassis proved too expensive for the
make maintenance
should
which
layout
and
size
standard
a
of
are
all
units
new
the
resources,
easy.

Secondly,

rectifiers, especially In
Finally, considerable use has been made of selenium disk
use of D.C. techniques
general
the
lead
to
This
has
sensing.
decoding and coincidence
increased tolerance and
throughout the machine and, on chassis test at least, to greatly
reliability.

Extended functions
drums, and the APE(X)C has been
It is hoped eventually to have a large battery of storage
the machine is synchronized
Briefly,
disturbance.
without
added
be
these
can
manned so that
system is used for the
director
relay
A
with the new drum, a process which takes 16 ms.
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Special Instructions allow inter-drum transfer and provide the
selection process.
necessary Interlocks.
In addition to this, at least one extra shifting register (two exist in .APE(R)C) is to
be added, and this will increase the speed of multiplication by a factor of 16.

The repetition rate Is Increased to 50-60 kc/s so that addition and subtraction willrequire only 500 us, and this increase in speed is associated with an extension of the basic
storage capacity to 1024 words of 32 bits.

Input /Output
The unfavourable experience with teleprinter equipment has led to its replacement, in
APE(X)C, by a Hollerith tabulator which combines the functions of input and output. Modifications have been made to this instrument which enable it to operate under the Instruction of
the main machine and preliminary tests suggest that It will entirely eliminate the present
troubles.

Provision has been made for the Input of data, either in standard punched card form, (one
It appears
decimal word per card) or In the form of binary punchlngs of 12 words per card.
easier
on the
is
rather
suitable
and
quite
Is
the
latter
least,
use
at
that, for scientific
coding operative than the decimal version.
Quite apart from this large scale equipment, wharf Laboratories are experimenting with a
high-speed magnetic tape mechanism which will accept machine output at the 50 kc/s digit rate.
The experimental model appears to offer the advantages of reliability and simplicity combined
with an ease and cheapness of production which is noticeably absent in available designs.

Completion date
The financial cuts Imposed upon university expenditure during the current quinquennium
At present no work is
make it impossible to predict any date for the completion of APE<X)C.
being carried out on the machine since it has not proved possible to obtain the services of an
engineer on the inadequate sum allowed for this purpose.
All chassis have been tested, both statically and dynamically and the remaining work is
that of interconnexion and integration with the drum and terminal organs, a process which
should take less than 6 months.

COPIES OF APE(X) C
The first, at the Norwegian
Up to the present, two copies of APE(X)C are in existence.
Board of Computing Machines, Oslo, under the direction of Dr. T. Hysing, Is undergoing tests.
Machine Company.
The second is in general use at the laboratories of the British Tabulating

The latter agency is in the course of developing further machines, based upon similar
Considerable stress will be laid upon design for
principles, but designed for commercial use.
machine which will equal the performance of the
produce
a
to
hoped
and
It
is
operation
reliable
standard punched card machines.
should
It is particularly important, in a machine intended for business use, that no time
computations
elementary
rather
the
that
scale,
so
binary
from
to
and
conversion
be wasted in
Two general
can be carried out during the passage of the current card through the machine.
of
the computer
operation
of
speed
Either
the
end.
this
methods are available for achieving
card passage, or
can be made adequate to programme conversions to and from binary scale during
Investigations are proceeding along both of these
special conversion equipment can be built.
latter is likely to prove most satisfactory.
the
that
present,
at
appears,
channels and it
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The Elllott-NRDC Computer 401.
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The Elliott-NRDC Computer 401 - A Demonstration of
Computer Engineering by Packaged Unit Construction
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Johnston

Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd. Research Laboratories

Introduction
The Elliott-NRDC Computer 401 (Fig.

1)

is an essay in computer engineering.

A contract placed in 1951 with Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd., by the National Research
Development Corporation called for a design study of a large-scale computer, on the lines of
the Manchester University machine, but using new circuit and construction techniques.
The
study report was presented In February 1952, and described a machine using magnetostriction
delay lines for immediate access and intermediate access stores and magnetostriction lines or
The proposed machine had multiple transfer facilities,
a magnetic drum for the main store.
a high-speed multiplier and special circuitry for floating point operation.
The Corporation,
after considering the report, requested the firm to develop and make a "Pilot Model" computer
which would use some of the proposed techniques and would be a small computer in its own
right.
The computer was to be made so that it could be set up In a University department
for a "user trial", that is, to determine what degree of dependability it might have In the
hands of a user.
Design
The request for a Pilot Model was considered and it was decided to build an essentially
minimal machine round a small magnetic disk store and using plug-In circuit packages Including
single-word magnetostriction delay line registers.
The digit rate was to be 330 000/s 9 for
which frequency a set of standard arithmetic and control circuits had already been developed.
The magnetic disk store was under development at the 330 000/s digit rate and at the time,
for a store of about 1000 words, seemed preferable to magnetostriction delay lines (re/. 3)
The logical design of a small computer using these components was devised In June 1952, the
principal aim being to secure that the functioning of the machine could be easily checked by
This aim led to an order code for the machine in which the Instruction
waveform monitoring.
each sub-group, of three digits, is
digits are divided into four Independent sub-groups;
It was accepted that
assigned to some function of control, Independently of other functions.
programming might thereby be made more difficult and that the size of the machine might be
increased above the minimum; but it was felt that this control system would be easier to
commission and to understand in operation and therefore easier to maintain.

A two-address code was adopted,
operation.

to allow optimum programming and so, relatively fast

The magnetic wheel has 8 tracks closely spaced near the outer rim of a 9 in. diameter
disk, each track carrying 128 words of 34 digits each (32 active and 2 digits spacing).
At a 333 000/s digit rate the rotation period is 13.1 ms.
The single-word registers are used as accumulator, multiplier register, multiplicand
Two single-word registers
register, Instruction register and one general purpose register.
One 3-digit
are used for the accumulator which can operate single-length or double-length.
sub-group in the order selects input to the accumulator, another selects accumulator function,
a third selects accumulator output and the fourth is used for miscellaneous purposes.

All transfers are to or from the accumulator, which is used in multiplication to
accumulate the double-length product.
The machine functions with a "two-beat" rhythm,
alternately.
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that is, orders are selected and obeyed

The same heads are used for
The eight magnetic store tracks are electrically switched.
must elapse after
word-times
four
moment,
At
the
tracks.
the
writing
on
and
for
reading
It Is hoped later to reduce this
track switching or after writing before a word Is read.

amplifier paralysis time.

Engineering Development

July
The outline scheme was approved by the Corporation and the project commenced In
arithmetic
the
of
Development
construction.
forms
of
possible
of
consideration
1952 with
and control circuits already mentioned had resulted in a set of basic circuits (digit delay,
For
inverter, gates and cathode follower) and these had been arranged in three packages.
with
the previous project, the packages were to be constructed in the form of glass plates
It
silver-printed wiring and were carefully designed round sub-miniature valves (re/. 2).
though
small
physically
computer,
of
a
basis
the
be
should
Model
was in mind that the Pilot
at a low
not small In storage capacity nor slow in operation, which could be batch-produced
subof
Instead
miniatures
use
to
adapted
therefore
The package circuits were
cost.
providing two separate
miniatures, the miniatures being much cheaper per envelope as well as
be as great.
not
might
life
valve
that
A risk was taken here
trlodes per envelope.
plate, silver-printed
After discussion with the Corporation it was decided that the glass
demonstration, would
engineering
an
Model,
Pilot
this
that
type of unit would not be used, but
machines resulting from
later
In
any
plates.
paxolln
on
wired
conventionally
use packages
The method of construction of
the Pilot Model, automatic assembly techniques might be used.
for laboratory use without
only
developed
originally
one
was
adopted,
was
which
the packages
The
alloy surround.
light
in
a
mounted
is
a view to manufacture, in which the paxolln plate
conveniently
computer,
the
into
unit
the
plug
to
plugs
type
surround, which carries "Jones"
The three arithmetic
and out.
forms a handle for carrying the unit and for plugging it In
delay registers
magnetostriction
the
and
form,
this
in
and control packages were designed
"amplifier") of physical form Identical
and
"line"
("driver",
packages
three
In
designed
were
Other packages for waveform generation and
with that of the arithmetic/control packages.
The main circuitry of the
physical form.
same
the
in
designed
were
purposes
other special
wiring at the rear.
inter-package
with
cabinets
whole computer Is housed In three 6-ft Imhof
cabinet.
each
to
In
plugged
are
packages
56
At the front up to

These also are plug-in,
amplifiers.
One cabinet houses the magnetic wheel store and the
store cabinet there
the
In
packages.
though they are not uniform physically with the other
carries "clock"
disk
The
disk.
magnetic
the
of
speed
the
is also circuitry for controlling
wheel is
the
driving
motor
The
tracks.
and "address" tracks In addition to the 8-store
Wheel are
the
from
pulses
"clock"
the
which
to
speed-contSlled by a frequency discriminator
the computer clock
sets
circuit
frequency-discriminating
(passive)
Thus the
applied.
frequency.

A threemonitoring, line fuses etc.
Two cabinets contain the power supply, line voltage
energywithout
taken
is
output
rectifier
the
and
used,
input to metal rectifiers is
phase
be
will
set
motor-alternator
Isolating
Sage^moShing to series-stabilizer chassis. An
used where the supply mains may be "Jumpy".

la

a duct running above the cabinets.
A seventh cabinet houses a fan to draw air from
and
is taken from eac h ch assls in the
plinth
base
the
from
each caMnef air is drawn up
cabinet to the top duct.
the
of
cabinet into vertical ducts running up each side

In

with top duct and base plinth, is of
The main computer assembly of seven cabinets,
readily broken down into units, none of
Is
assembly
The
overall size 13 x 2 x 7 ft 6 in.
cabinets are easily broken
wMch has a dimension greater than 7 ft 6 in (connexions between new location with minimum
a
In
up
set
and
moved
SS ScSne can therefore be

Z veTJ.
effort.

The inmit tape-reader (photoelectric)

trolley
and the output typewriter are mounted on a

numbers and orders by hand.
oscilloscopes and facilities for setting up
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Full protective circuits are arranged so that, for example, on failure of any supply line
The machine is also
to any cabinet, the computer is automatically switched to a safe state.
shut down by an overspeed trip on the store driving motor, by excessive temperature of air
drawn by the fan from the computer or by no air from the fan (i.e. fan failure).

Progress of Project
The plan for development of components, manufacture of components and assembly of machine
Some development of components had taken place
was drawn up at the end of August 1952.
earlier In parallel with the discussions on general design.

The computer was to be a "Laboratory Model", though well enough made to be taken away for
The mechanical work was done in a "local workshop" adjoining the
as previously stated.
Wiring staff were detailed
laboratory and under the direct supervision of the design staff.
This wiring staff has numbered three
to work in the laboratory alongside the design staff.
One aim of the exercise has been to demonstrate
for most of the duration of the project.
that we have a technique whereby a dependable computer may be made In a short time using
It Is of some Interest
wiring and other manufacturing staff of ordinary "electronic" skill.
to record that the whole manufacturing staff was changed half-way through the project and that
the assembly and wiring of the arithmetic/control packages was by a sub-contractor.
use,

Most of the packages, chassis and cabinets were completed by the end of January 1953 and
tests of the arithmetic and control circuits. In conjunction with one track on the disk, were
During February and March the power supply cabinets were
made in February, with success.
It Is expected that
completed and tested and the control trolley'ls now being completed.
April 1953.
early
in
be
made
will
machine
complete
the
input
to
tape
with
tests
first
Conclusion
From the time
An experiment in straightforward engineering development has been made.
of agreement on a general scheme In June 1952 and the submission in July of a more detailed
(One important
specification, no significant change In the scheme has been permitted.
this is provision to extend the 8-track 1024-word store to a
addition has been made;
Relay switches are installed to pre-select, under programme
23- track 29 68-word store.
The selected track can then be used as If it were one of
control, any one of 16 tracks.
Development and manufacture of the computer has
the 8 electronically selected tracks.)
prepared In August and having as Its target the
plan
to
a
according
substantially
proceeded
It was
assembly of the machine by March 31st 1953, "so as to demonstrate its capabilities".
follow.
would
period
envisaged that a "running-ln"
If It is
The degree of success or failure of the experiment will shortly be known.
successful we will have developed a range of "bricks" and built from them a dependable
Computer 401, if it Is successful, will handle at fair speed a large range of the
computer.
machine time.
problems in mathematics, science and engineering design which are now awaiting
of quite
computers
whereby
system
constructional
be
the
will
however
achievement
The main
common
from
assembled
be
may
applications,
different logical design, for quite different
in a short
items),
stock
made
are
bricks
the
if
(and,
trained
specially
bricks by staff not
Because the bricks can be made by existing
time from logical design to commissioning.
any one computer breaks down into several Items
because
and
electronic production procedures
purpose computers using these bricks should be
special
and
purpose
general
work,
repetition
of
401, now under consideration, with a
Computer
of
A Mk II version
relatively low In cost.
changes should be a very attractive
mechanical
some
and
design
logical
different
modified or
low-cost general-purpose digital computer.
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Medium-Size Decimal Computing Machine
by
N.

Kitz

Istituto Nazionale per le Appllcazionl del Calcolo, Italy

Introduction
The use of binary scale In computing machines, although widely accepted, has never met
with universal support and a few pioneers in the field of automatic computation have always
The opinion has been considerably strengthened by the
regarded It as a passing phase.
recent completion of large-scale decimal electronic computers like the UNIVAC and the Harvard

Mark

IV.

elaborate
For many kinds of scientific computation, machines which need not perform
substantial
conversion routines on each Incoming or outgoing decimal digit present very
advantages.
few operations to be
The problems which come into this category are those which require
for this type of
inefficient
are
machines
Binary
information.
of
performed on vast amounts
to and from
work as virtually all the machine time is spent in performing conversions
decimal.

computations and is to be
The machine described In this paper is meant to handle such
and vibration analysis,
stress
ballistics,
networks,
electrical
like:
problems
applied to
records, actuarial
Inventory
census,
statistics,
Fourier synthesis, matrix manipulation,
records, PAYE, etc.
personnel
distribution,
cost
planning,
production
studies, accounts,
consisting of a
The main feature of this machine is its unusually large memory system
supplemented by up to ten
high-speed magnetic drum of 10 000 decimal digit capacity, normally
decimal digits.
external stores on magnetic tapes having a total capacity of 10 000 000
for economy;
Though a powerful tool for computation, the machine has been designed
envelopes.
reach
800
to
expected
not
Is
Included,
valve complement, diodes

Its

General Computational Organization

unit aided by a number of auxiliary
The installation would be based on a central computing
either completely autcncmous or
devices, the latter being chosen to render the installation
organization.
to fit it Into any existing computational
Itself operate exclusively with
This flexibility is obtained by making the computer
rtl
facilities
»'
providing
and
magneuc taje input/output
avS1 able for
S
be available
It is envisaged that auxiliary mechanisms will
form of data representation.
the following purposes:

«™ « S™
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1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Preparing magnetic tapes from a manual keyboard.
Preparing magnetic tapes from IBM or Remington-Rand cards.
Preparing magnetic tapes from punched paper tapes.
Preparing a typewritten record from magnetic tape.
Punching IBM or Remington-Rand cards from magnetic tape.
Duplicating magnetic tapes.

Description
The machine will operate throughout with decimal numbers treated serially.
The method
of representation adopted is the "excess of three" code already being successfully used In the
UNIVAC.

The machine is programmed and obeys Instructions of the two-address type, each order
specifying the operation to be performed, the address of one operand and the memory location
of the next order.
An Important new feature Is the inclusion of facilities for performing subroutines over
and over again without any modification of their orders.
As the type of storage used is
permanent, it is proposed to have subroutines, particularly suited to the type of work being
carried out, always available in an extension of the main store.

The operations which are "wired" into the machine are the basic arithmetical processes
of addition, subtraction, and multiplication as well as the usual "logical" Instructions.

Word Structure
Ten decimal digits are used to represent either a number or a coded instruction.
both cases the most significant digit denotes the sign.

Numbers (represented as absolute values) consist therefore of nine decimal digits;
assumed by the arithmetic circuits that they lie in the range -1 < n < -f 1 and that the
decimal point is fixed immediately to the right of the sign.

In

it is

An Instruction also consists of nine decimal digits;
of these six are normally used to
specify the two addresses, while the remaining three are used to identify the order.

Arithmetic Unit
The operations performed by the arithmetic unit are:
addition, subtraction, multiplication, multiple left and right shifts, transfers from memory to multiplier and accumulator
registers and vice versa, collation, conditional transfer, forward and reverse tape hunts,
transfers to and from tapes, counting, dummy stop and normal stop.

For addition and subtraction, the computer applies an "overflow" control and refers to
memory position 999 if a result exceeds the capacity of the Accumulator.

Multiplication is performed by means of a built-in "signed" multiplication routine
requiring an average of 2.5 additions or subtractions per digit of the multiplier.
The use of the "excess of three" code facilitates checking against failure of the
In this code the combinations 1111 and 0000 are not used.
As the
computing circuits.
dropping or picking up of a whole series of pulses is one of the most common errors, the
adder has been designed to test for these combinations and to stop the machine should they

occur.

Internal Memory
The internal memory consists of a magnetic drum 12 in. In diameter and 3 in. long.
Spaced at about one thousandth of an inch from the surface of the drum are twenty read/
record heads 9 mounted in four stacks.
A special screened stack houses the clock heads.
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The part of the drum surface opposite each head is called a track;
fifty words so that the total storage capacity Is 1000 words.

each track holds

The speed of the drum Is 3600 r.p.m. and 2000 pulses are generated by It at each
revolution giving the machine a basic frequency of 120 000 pulses/s.

External Memory
The machine may be provided with up to ten identical auxiliary memory units each
storing 100 000 words of ten decimal digits.

The units handle about 1000 ft of
channels of which one is used to carry
The tapes
words In batches of fifty.
record head, the pulse packing density

Each tape Is divided into five magnetic
a clock track while the other four are used to store
are operated In conjunction with a multiple read/
being 100 /In.
tape.

Facilities are provided for hunting on tape, this operation proceeding Independently of
If a tape read or write order Is encountered while a search is in progress,
computation.
the machine loses cycles and does not proceed until the hunt has been completed.

Coding

Generally speaking the main
Instructions are represented by nine digits and a sign.
programme Is written out with positive orders, while subroutines (if the automatic facility
The machine can differentiate between
is required) are written out with negative orders.
the two types of instruction and automatically returns control to the main programme at the
Normally If a subroutine is called in at address "n" in the main
end of a subroutine.
programme, the machine will, on completing the subroutine, return control to the order In
memory position "n-fl".
Manual Controls
The operation of the computer will be supervized from a control desk provided with sets
of switches for Introducing numbers into the machine and fitted with neon displays Indicating
the contents of registers.

These controls have the dual function of enabling the operator to supervlze the work of
the computer and of assisting in fault tracing, as by their use the correct functioning of
the computer can be ascertained.
To facilitate replacement of faulty parts the machine will be constructed with plug-in
standardized circuits and detachable panels.
It is hoped that the machine will be easy to handle from both the mathematical and
engineering aspects and that it will prove useful In extending electronic computation to new

fields.
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PAPER 38
Fig. 1.

The Imperial College relay computer.

38.

The design requirements of a

low-cost computing machine

by
K.

D.

Tocher

Imperial College, London

My colleague Mr. Michaelson and I have been engaged In building a relay machine (fig. 1)
This machine (fig. 1) is about twice as big as the Harwell machine,
at Imperial College.
But I would rather spend the few
about five times as fast and has certain other advantages.
minutes I have, not in describing that particular machine, since I think that relay machines
are becoming rather antiquated, but In discussing the general problem of designing a machine.
The title of this section of the Symposium is 'Medium Size Machines' and our chairman
However, Dr. Booth has hit the nail
has noted that this is a polite term for small machines.
There are many
on the head when he entitles his paper "The APE(X)C - a low cost computer."
prevented from
but
are
computer
very
good
use
of
a
could
make
organizations
that
small-scale
To obtain a low-cost machine it Is clear that
doing so by the high cost of these machines.
something present in the big machines must 'be sacrificed, but It Is not at all clear that this
must be size.
It will then be possible to
Suppose the characteristics of an Ideal machine are listed.
The ideal
see what sacrifices from this standard will produce the greatest economies.

machine will have
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

A very fast operating speed.
A huge store with fast access to all Its members.
Fast, reliable and flexible input and output arrangements, (on the pattern described
by Mr. Davles in the second session).
Extreme reliability.
Simple maintenance.
An easily learnt and easily used code.
An associated staff of programmers and engineers who are very efficient at keeping
the machine busy on useful work.

Organizations which suffer from lack of money also suffer from lack of labour, and in
general, labour is more difficult to obtain than lump sums of money, since labour constitutes
It follows that the best sacrifices to make are those which reduce
a continuing commitment.
the running costs of the machine rather than those which reduce the initial building costs.
Thus our last requirement for an Ideal machine must be relinquished; we must be
prepared to have our machine idle for quite long periods and to have a programming staff
largely recruited from people who actually want the results, ranging from geologists and
It follows also that requirement 6 must be
physicists to biologists and economists.
I am fully aware
not use optimum coding.
should
machine
the
this Implies that
emphasized;
both for machines
of the enormous advantages of this form of programming, but after coding
which use it and those which do not, I consider that non-mathematlcally inclined people
I use the term optimum
would find optimum programming more difficult than ordinary coding.
which
the instruction
machine
in
synchronous
programming for that form of programming of a
calls 1 + 1.
Wilkes
Dr.
which
code
of
type
the
exclude
and
I
Implicitly
order is determined
of
consideration
Model
Pilot
ACE
the
In
The latter gives the option of optimum coding whereas
essential.
is
store
the
in
instructions
the positioning of
given to some
If optimum coding Is abandoned, then I think some consideration should be
decreases In
produce
would
which
Incorporate
could
we
hardware
some
equivalent
engineering
programming.
optimum
operation time similar to those that result from
be relaxed.
To cut the maintenance staff, it Is clear that requirements 4 and 5 cannot
slower
any piece
the
that
obvious
It
seems
Items.
these
over
be
taken
Rather, more care must
operation, the more
of equipment is expected to work, the more reliance can be placed on Its
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corrective
drift from Its nominal condition can be permitted, and the less frequently
Hence It seems that requirement 1 should be sacrificed, but
maintenance will be required.
by parallel working.
the effect of slowing down the basic rate of operation can be alleviated
be more than offset
will
Increase
this
but
machine
the
of
cost
Initial
the
Increase
This will
contrary to popular
Is,
machine
parallel
a
Also the cost of
by the decreased running costs.
of
storage Is almost
cost
The
machine.
serial
of
a
that
greater
than
much
so
opinion, not
Any arithmetic unit
unaffected since the differences are only in the mode of access to it.
or short delay line,
with a built-in multiplier requires at least one staticizing register
whereas a Von Neumann type arithmetic unit needs about 5 such registers.

proportion of the
The cost of the arithmetic unit in serial machines Is such a small
alter the total cost.
seriously
not
does
this
item
of
total that a 5-fold Increase In the cost
since all
machine,
serial
that
of
a
than
easier
rather
is
machine
parallel
The control of a
division,
thus
begins;
arithmetic
the
the digits of a number are available for testing before
organized.
easily
quite
are
all
form
standard
shifts
to
and
store,
shifts by the contents of a
The first step in this
We now turn to means of cheapening the initial building costs.
Punched-card
output.
and
Input
for
equipment
conversion
elaborate
direction is to do without
machine and have
feed and print bank or reproducer punch are obviously ideal for a parallel
mis-matches of operating
the advantage that their speed is sufficient to eliminate the worse
Disadvantages concerned with
typewriters.
automatic
or
teleprinters
with
encountered
rates
for a cheap machine.
editing arrangements must be accepted as one of the prices paid

possible, and backing storage
The size of the fast-access store must be kept as small as
The remarks already
convenient.
most
found
is
whichever
tape
must be provided on drums or
of stores are relevant here.
hierarchies
and
storage
echelon
about
Symposium
this
made at
storage is mostly required for
For a very large number of problems the fast access
required for numbers being
locations
storage
fast-access
of
number
the
instructions,
characteristics of Instruction
special
any
are
This raises the question whether there
small.
This would raise the heresy
storage.
that
of
cost
the
cheapen
to
used
storage that could be
of these stores arose from
combination
The
of separating the number and Instruction stores.
Instructions by
own
its
modify
it
to
enabling
by
machine
the
the flexibility given to
modifications to
these
enables
B-box
the
The Invention of
Performing arithmetic upon them.
devices which
hoc
ad
other
are
there
and
quantities
stored
take place without altering the
eliminated and
now
Is
stores
the
of
The need for combination
will produce the same effects.
and the
instructions
for
used
be
could
storage
non-erasible
with their separation a form of
required.
as
time-access characteristics can be arranged to be exactly
requirements exactly since It is nonIn a relay machine, punched tape meets these
by a dead time while the tape Is
followed
Instantaneous,
Is
access
and
cheap,
and
eraslble
This Is dlfferen from
order).
in
read
are
instructions
moved forwJrdone^ow (in general,
words can be used at
successive
the
which
In
drum
a
on
as
such
storage
of
a synchronous form
asynchronous and
constructed
easily
most
is
A parallel machine
?egSarly spaced Intervals.
ideal.
are
tape
of
characteristics
then the time-access
Is not practicable for an electronic
Of course, punched tape, mechanically moved,
some equivalent with no moving Parts.
compu^er^d MnSchaelson and I have searched for
the paper tape and small low-capacity
sense
to
pins
We Seneve^hat a cross-bar system, using
If we change
low cost indeed.
very
at
built
be
can
feedback,
eliminate
!ptp rectifiers to
them
in
punched
holes
strips with
«j£
th Jape/ a e into little hard-board
J£
06
o^era^ cln'uTa
s
I"?
be
convenient for the Initial input, there will
ttlepr 5r, aS allhSgh°S will not'be as
errors.
remove
be modified to
some advantage when a programme needs to
that Professor Hartree mentioned In his
The store is an extreme form of the type
is fast but the Input time Is slow.
time
introductory address, one in which the access
programming of programmes, the modification
The use of non-eraslble storage prevents the
but this Is a minor Inconvenience that
on,
so
and
checking
of programmes by SogrLmes for
must be tolerated in a cheap machine.
The separation of the t» at orage systems
a machine.
I now return to the code used In
settled by considerations other than the
be
can
Instruction
an
means that the word length for

W"«

iS
£

-:^^^sS^^uf25
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The arguments between the supporters of the two principal
accuracy required of the machine.
The threeneither are perfect In this respect.
codes are based on economy of storage;
address code Involves a redundancy of operations to transport numbers around the machine.
An alternative which overcomes both these objections Is the code used In our relay machine.
In this, each basic operation, such as addition, has four versions In which either the
contents of the arithmetic unit or that of a store can be used for the second operand while
Thus, If X, Y, Z represent stores
the result may be copied from the arithmetic unit or not.
and 3 the appropriate register of the arithmetic unit, the four versions available are
All unnecessary transportations of
symbolised as X + 6, X + 6 —; Z, X + Y, X + Y-^-Z.
we have called this a variable-address
numbers and all unnecessary operations are eliminated;
code.

In a parallel machine working a three-address code each operation will consist of setting
two registers on the arithmetic unit, letting this produce the result and finally putting the
If only a single highway between store and arithmetic unit is
result out to a store.
provided (and this would be so in a cheap machine) then the parts of the instruction giving
the operation to be performed, and the names of the stores involved are not all required at
Z, the first part required is '+',
If the order Is X -f Y
once but are needed In order.
This enables a seriothen the store name X, then the name Y, and finally the name Z.
parallel Input of the Instruction to the control of the machine to be used, and reduces the
This same mode of Input is ideally suited to the
amount of equipment about four- fold.
variable-address code as it solves the problem of variable length words for the different
In the code each instruction consists of a group of words, the
version of each Instruction.
The control
first giving the operation and the following ones such names as are required.
of the machine draws these from the store In order as it requires them.

The code has been used for the relay machine by a group of programmers with widely
varying mathematical talents and most of them have agreed that this mode of coding eases the
problem of programming.
I would suggest that if an organization requires to build a comparatively
running costs, it should build a parallel machine, working at a low
low
computer
with
cheap
repetition rate, using a Von Neumann type of arithmetic unit with a limited amount of
parallel number storage backed by magnetic drum or tape and with a separate non-eraslbie
It should have a
instruction store, and using Hollerith equipment for input and output.
semi-parallel mode of Input of Instructions, making use of a variable-address code.

To sum up then,
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I

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED AND THEIR DELEGATES
Acoustic Products* Ltd., Stonefleld Way, South Rulslip, Mlddx.
Connelly, Dr.

C.

F.

Admiralty Research Laboratory, Teddlngton, Mlddx,
Beale, E. M. L.
Hob son, A.
Lee, Dr. E.
Nichols, L. H. F.
Owen, G.
Steel, F.
Vajda, Dr. S.
Wilson, Dr. E. M.
All Power Transformers Ltd., Byfleet,

Rubach,

Surrey

A.

Armament Research Establishment,

Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent

Dodd, K. N.
Gawllk, H. J.
Maccoll, Dr. J- W.
Thornhlll, C. K.

Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Berks.
Barnes, R. C. M.
Cooke-Yarborough, E.
Fossey, E. B.
Howlett, Dr. J.

H.

Australian Scientific Liaison Office, Africa House, Klngsway, London, WC.
Blunden,
Belgium,

R.

104 rue du Pere Devraye, Woluwe St. Pierre,

Franckx, Prof. E.

Blrkbeck College, London
Booth, Dr.

A.

D.

Birmingham University
Redshaw, Prof,

S.

C

Bristol Aeroplane Co., Fllton, Bristol
Hahn, J. M.
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2.

5

British Tabulating Machine Co.
Bird, R.
Cartwrlght, R.
Dagnall, B.
Dickens, C. D.

,

Letchworth, Herts.

C.

Holland-Martin, C.
Mlchaelson, R. L.
Townsend, R.
Womersley, J. R.

G.

Cambridge university Mathematical Laboratory
Barton, S. A.
Douglas, A. S.
Friedman, Dr.
Gill, S.
Leigh, Dr. D. G. F.
Miller, Dr. J. C. P.
Mutch, E. N.
Phlster, M.
Renwlck, W.
Stevens, G. J.
Stringer, J. B.
Wilkes, Dr. M. V.
Willis, D. W.

Cambridge University (Department of Applied Economics)
J.

A.

Prals,

C.
S.

Brown
J.

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge
Hartree, Prof. D.

R,

Consejo Superior de Investlgaclones Clentlflcas, Serrano 119, Madrid, Spain
Santesmases, J.
Vldal, M. R.

G.
.

Conslgllo Nazlonale delle Rlcherche, 7 Pi&zsale delie Sclenze, Rome, Italy

1

A.

de Flnettl, Prof. B.
Rodlno, Dr. G.
C.

Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London,

Batty, N.

N.

G.

Courtaulds Research Institute, Maidenhead, Berks.
Crank, J.
De Havllland Aircraft Company Ltd., Hatfield, Herts.

Hunt,

P.
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Be Havilland Propellers, Ltd.

Chadwlck, E. G.
Copland, Miss M.
Evans, L. G.

MacMUHan,

J.

Stonell, A.
Swlngler, J.

,

Hatfield, Herts

F.

S.

C.

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Charles House, 5-11, Regent St., London,
SW.

Green all,

P.

Elliott Bros.

l.

D.

(London) Ltd., Elstree Way, Borehamwood, Herts

Carpenter, H.

G.

De Barr, A. E.

Devonald, C. H.
Elliott, W. S.
Hersom, S. E.
Hill, N. D.
Owen, C. E.
Robblns, R. C
St. Johnston, A.
wykeham, w. A. P.
E.

M.

I.

Engineering Development Ltd., Hayes, Middx.

Spencer, R.
E.

M.

I.

E.

Research Laboratories Ltd.

Cork, E.

,

Hayes, Mlddx.

C.

Harker, M. G.
Huntley, K. G.
Scantlebury, G.
Vanderlyn, P. B.
White, E. L. C.

English Electric

S.

Co.

,

Stafford

Haley, A. C. D.
Robinson, C.
Scott, w. E.

Falrey Aviation Co.
Ap Simon, Dr.
Qulnn, Miss

(Research Division), Heston, Mlddx.

H.
S.

Ferrantl Ltd., Moston, Manchester,

10

Bennett, Dr. J. M.
Bowden, Dr. B. V.
Carter, J. D.
Gradwell, C. F.
Pollard, B. W.
Robinson, Dr. A. A.
Swann, B. B.
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General Reinsurance Company of Amsterdam, 24-25 Fenchurch St.

,

London, EC.

3.

Monic, B.
H.M. Nautical Almanac Office,

Herstmonceux Castle, Hallsham, Sussex

Sadler, D. H.
I.B.M.

France, 5 Place Vendome, Paris

Ghertman,
I.B.M.
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United Kingdom, Ltd.,

Hudson,
Swann,
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17 Berkeley St., London, W.
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IBM World Headquarters, 590 Madison Ave.

McPherson, J.

,

New York 22, NY, USA.

C.

Imperial College, Exhibition Rd.,
Blckley, Prof. W.
Lehman, M.
Mlchelson, S.
Rocher, Dr. K. D.

Kensington, London, SW.7.

S.

G.

Indian Scientific Liaison Office, Africa House, Kingsway, London, WC.2.
Pasricha, Lt. Col.

C.

L.

Istituto Nazlonale per le Appllcazione del Calcolo, Plazzale delle Sclenze
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Rome,

Kitz, N.

Kings College, Strand, London, WC.2.
Barnett, Dr. M.

P.

Konlnfclijke/ Shell - Laboratorlum, Badhulsweg 3, Amsterdam N, Holland

Lauwerler Dr.
Lunbeck, Dr.

H.
R.

A.

J.

Laboratolre Central de l'Armement,

1

Place Saint Thomas d'Aquin, Paris (7), France

Bosset, J.
Ceschino, F.
Jeanniot, J.
Sestler, A. L.

Liverpool University
Jones, Dr. C. W.
Rosenhead, Prof.
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Italy

J.

Lyons & Co.

Cadby Hall, London,

,

W. 14

Camlner, D. T.
Kaye, E. J.
Lenaerts, E. H.
Plnkerton, Dr. J. M. M.
Thompson, T. R.

Manchester university
Brooker, Dr. R. A.
Chaplin, G. B. B.
Grlmsdale, R. L.
Hoskln, N. E.
Kllburn, Dr. T.
Llvesey, R. K.
Turing, Dr. A. M.
Williams, Prof. F.

C.

Mathematisch Centrum, 2e Boerhaavestraat 49, Amsterdamo, Holland
Loopstra, B. J.
Wijngaarden, Dr. A. van

Military College of Science, Shrlvenham, Wilts
Holt-Smith, Prof.
Preston, G. B.
Toothlll, G. C.

C.

Ministry of Civil Aviation,
Johnson, M.
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